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unusual words, spellings, refere nces and phrases. Punctuation is often unusual. Many of them look wrong, d occasionally do not seem to make much sense, but they are faithfully copied fr om author's text. SYBIL, OR TWO NATIONS of Benjamin Disraeli, I would attribute these writings to one whose noble spirit and gentle nature always encourage her to empathize with
suffering; one whose sweet voice often encouraged and whose taste and judgment ever guided their pages; the toughest critics, but - the perfect wife! Advertisement General reader whose attention is not particularly attracted to the theme w hich these Saints aim to illustrate, State of the People, might suspect that the Writer was tempted by some exaggeration in the scenes he
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has found that absol ute is a necessity of suppressing much that is sincere. For we know so little about whether he leads our country that the air of improbability that the whole truth inevitably casts across these pages could distract many from their perusal. Grosvenor-Gate, May 1, 1845. BOOK I book Chapter 1 I'll take the odds against the Caravan. In the poneys? Almost. And
Lord Milford, a young nobleman, entered in his book a bet he had just had with Mr Latour, a grey member of the jockey club. It was on the eve of the derby in 1837. In the vast and golden saloon, which in its de corations would become, and in all its glory would not have embarrassed, Vers ailles in the days of the great monarch, were gathered many whose hearts beat t thought
morrow, and whose brains still worked to control their fort ues to their advantage. They say the Caravan looks swollen, doused with a low-voiced young man, loiting on the edge of a buhl table that once belonged to Mortemart, and a hanging rich tb with stricken indifference to mask his anguish from everyone - except the person he spoke to. They take seven to two against him
freely across the street, was the answer. I believe everything's fine. Do you know that last night I dreamed of Mango, he continued with gentle n with a tedious, and with a look of uneasy superstition. His companion shook his head. Well, the gentleman continued with a smile, I have no opinion of him. I gave Charles Egremont a chance against Mango this morning; He's coming with
us, you know. Bye, which Our fourth? I remembered Milford, there was an answer under the tone. What do you say? Milford goes with St James and Punch Hughes. Well, let's come to dinner, and we'll see some guy we like. So, speaking, comrades, taking their course through more than one chamber, en tered the apartment less dimension than the main salon, but no less are
mptuous in their general appearance. Glowing glows poured a flood of soft y et brilliant light across a plateau shimmering with a gold plate, and fragrant with exoticism embedded in the vases of rare porcelain. The seats on each side of the table were occupied by people who consumed, regardless of the air, delicacies for which t hey had no appetite; while the conversation
generally consisted of flying phrases relating to the upcoming event of the big day that had already dawned. Come from Lady St Julian's, Fitz? said a young man of very gentle age, and whose fair visa was bad and flourished like a peach from which he withdrew his lips with languid air to make this investigation of a gentleman with a triangule. Yes; Why weren't you there? I'm not
going anywhere, replied melancholy Cupid, bored me like that. So, will you go to Epsom with us in morrow, Alfred? Said Lord Fitzheron. I'm taking Berners and Charles Egremont, and with you, our party will be perfect. I feel so damn blas?! exclamed the boy in a tone of elegant anguish. This will give you a fillip, Alfred, Mr. Berners said; Are you all good at the world? Nothing can
do me any good, Alfred said, throwing away his almost unsanctioned peach, I should be pretty pleased if anything can harm me. Waiter, bring me a tumb ler badminton. And bring me one, sighed Lord Eugene De Vere, who was a year older than Alfred Mountchesney, his companion and brother in insensiency. They both had exhau sted life in their teens, and all that's left for them
is to grieve, amid the ruins of their memories, over the extinction excitement. Well, Eugene, let's assume you come with us. Said Lord Fitzheron. I think I'll go to Hampton Court and play tennis, Lord Eugene said. And that's Derby, no one's going to be there. And I'll go with you, Eugene, alfred mountchesney said, and we'll have dinner to go back to Toy later. Anything's better than
dining in this hellish Lo ndon. Well, for my part, mr. Berners said. I don't like your suburban dinners. You always get something you can't eat, and you curse bad wine. I prefer bad wine, Mr. Mountchesney said; One gets so boring with a good win e. Do you want odds against Hybiskus, Berners? said the guard who was looking for his book, which he studied very deliberately. All I
want is dinner, and since you don't use your place-- you're going to have it. Oh! Here's Milford, he'll give them me. And at this point a young nobleman came into the room that we have before the mint, accompanied by an approaching individual perhaps o f its fifth glow, but whose general air prefers to betokened even less experience d time of life. Tall, with a well-proportioned
figure and graceful carriage, h is countless touched by a sensibility that suddenly involves affection. C harles Egremont was not only admired by this gender, whose approval generally ensures es men enemies among their fellow human beings, but at the same time was a favorite of hi own. Ah, Egremont! Come and sit here, exclamed more than one banquet. I saw you waltzing
with little Bertie, the old boys, Lord Fitzheron said, so I didn't stay to talk to you, as I thought we should meet here. I'm going to call you, um. How are we all going to feel this time to the core? Said Egremont smiling. The luckiest guy at the moment has to be Cockie Graves, Lord Milford said. He can't have the suspense I looked over his book, and I defy him, what ver happens, not
lose. Poor Cockie. said Mr Berners; He asked me to have dinner with him in Clarend on Saturday. Cockie is a very good Cockie, said Lord Milford, and Caravan is a very good h orse; And if any gentleman athlete wants to give seven to two, I'll take him to any amount. My book was invented, Egremont said; and I'm standing or falling by the Caravan. me too. me too. me too. Well,
give me your words, said the fourth, rather solemnly, Rat-trap wins. There is no horse other than the Caravan, said Lord Milford, fit for sta ke township. You used to be all for Phosphorus, Egremont, said Lord Eugene de Vere. Yes; But luckily, I got out of that scratch. I owe Phip Dormer a good rn for that. I was the third man who knew he'd gotten miserable. And what are the odds
against him now? Oh! nominally; forty to one,--s what you want. He's not going to run, Mr. Berners said, John Day told me he refused to ride him. I believe Cockie Graves could win something if phosphorus comes first, Lord Milford said, laughing. How close it is to the night! Said Egremont. Waiter, give me some Seltzer water; and open another window; open them all. At this point
the influx of guests intimated that the gathering at Lady St Julian's had been interrupted. Many at the table have risen and given their seats, grouping ro und chimney-piece, or forming in different groups, and discussing a large qu estion. Several of those who recently entered were rat trap votari, favorites and quite prepared, from all the information that came to them, to boldly
express their opinions. The conversation has now become general and imatid, that is, there were medley voices in which little differed except the name of the horse and the amount of odds. Amid all this, WA irri have glided around handing over incomprehensible mixtures bearing aristocratic names; mystical combinations of French wines and German waters, flavoured with slices
of Portuguese fruit, and chilled by lumps of American ice, compositions that are of mortal creative genius highly patrician names. From Jove! it was a flash, Lord Milford exclamed, as it seemed that the flames of lightning would suffocate the chamber, and the beaming glows turned white and awful in the glare of e. Thunder rolled over the building. There was a dead silence. Was it
raining? Was it being done? Was the storm confined to the metropolis? Would that be in any Epsom? Immersive, and the course will be a quagmire, and power can baf flea speed. Another flash, another explosion, hissing the noise of rain. Lord Milford moved aside, and jealous of the other, read a letter from Chifney, and in the ew minutes afterwards offered to take the odds
against Pocket Hercules. Mr Latou r went to the window, examined the heavens, sighed that he did not have time to send his tiger from his neck to Epsom and get information on whether the storm had reached surrey hills, for night operations. It was too late. So he went to Russian and a glass of lemonade, and he retired to rest with a cold head and a coo ler heart. The storm
raged, a never-ending flash played as he was around the buried Corni Cea chamber, and cast an eerie hue on scenes of Watteau and Boucher on sparks in medallions over lofty doors. Thunder seemed to take hold in the confusion on the roof. Sometimes there was a moment of de ad silence, broken only by the patting of rain in the street without, or he tapping the dice in the
chamber at hand. Back then, horses were backed, bets crazy e, and there were loud and frequent calls to brimming cups from haste wai ters, distracted by lightning and deafened peas. It seemed scene d dinner where marble guest Juana could expect, and had he rrived, he would have found probably hearts as brave and spirits-like reckless as h e met in Andalusia. Book 1
Chapter 2 Will anyone do anything about Hybiskus? He sang a gentleman in the ring in an E dog. It was full of eager groups; Round betting post swarming clusters, wh ile I magic circle was surrounded by a multitude of horsemen shouting from t heir saddles odds were ready to receive or give, and names h orses were willing to support or oppose. Is anyone going to do something
about Hybiskus? I'll give you a five-to-one, said a tall, stiff Saxon peer, in a white big coa t. No; I'll take six. A tall, stiff peer in a white big coat pondered for a moment with a pencil on his lip, and then he said, Well, I'll give you six. How about Mango? 11:2 against Mango, he called out a little hunchback in shrill vo ice, but with the air of one who was the master of his labor. I'd like to
do some business with you, Mr Chippendale said, Lord Milf said in a rough tone, but I must be six to one. Eleven to two, and no mistake, said this guard of a fellow gaming-house , who, known for hump chippendale's flattering appellation, has now turned away with abruptness from the heir to the obvious English count. You'll have a six-to-one, sir, said Captain Spruce, a debonair
figure with a well-facing silk cap arranged slightly on the side, his colored tie bound by width precision, his mustache trimmed like a quick hedge. Spruce, who earned his title as captain on the plains of Newmarket, who had witnessed his successful endeavours for many years, was weak on the aristocracy, which, knowing that h graceful powerlessness patronised him with
condescending dexterity, acknowledged his existence in Pall Mall as well as tattersalls, and thus occasionally received a point more than betting from it. Hump Chippendale didn't have any of those gentle failures; He was a democratic leg, who loved to run from the nobles, and he thought all men were born equal - a comforting belief that was a hedge for his hump. Seven to four
against the favorites; seven to two against Caravan; eleven to tw about against Mango. What about Benedict? Will any of them do anything about Pocket Herc ules? 30 to one against the Dardanelles. Almost. Five and thirty ponys on one against Phosphorus, shouted the little man loudly and repeatedly. I'll give forty, said Lord Milford. There's no ,-- nothing's been done. Forty-one!
Murmured Egremont who stopped against Phosphorus. A little nervous - he told a peer in a white shiny coat: Don't you think Phosphorus might have a chance after all? I should be damn sorry to be deeply against him, the peer said. Egremont with a quivering lip walked away. He consulted his book; he meditated nxiously. Should he protect himself? This was barely worth it while
mar symmetry hi gains; stood so well of all the favorites; and for a horse at forty t o one. CoV (1998 you'd trust your star, you wouldn't live. Mr Chippendale, whispered by a peer in a white overswast, go and press Mr. E gremont about Phosphorus. I shouldn't be surprised if you have a good thing. At this point, a huge, wide-faced, pink-gilled fellow, with one of those goodhumoured
but wily earls we meet occasionally on the north side of Trent, ricked up to a ring in the square quotient and the syringe entered the ircle. He was a carcass butcher, known at Carnaby Market, and the chief council lor of a distinguished nobleman for whom he privately bet on commission. His secret service was to bet against his noble employer's own horse, and so he immediately
sang, Twenty-on-One against the man-trap. A young gentleman just launched into the world, and who, proud of his ancient d wider acres, is now creating his first book, seeing a man-trap marked eighteene n to one on the cards, jumped eagerly on this bargain, while Lord Fitzheron and Mr Berners who were on hand and who in their days found their names in b ook of the carcass
butchers , and became wise because of it, alternating a smile. Mr. Egremont won't take it, Hump Chippendale told a peer in a white greasy coat. that you were, too. Was. said his noble friend. The ring is up; the latest reported coefficients; Everyone gallops to Warren. A few min utes, just a few minutes, and an event that for twelve months has been brewing t so many calculations,
such subtile combinations, such deep conspiracies with, round which thought and passion of the sports world have hung like eagl es, will be noted in the passing tablets of the past. But what minutes! Coun t them by sensation, not calendars, and every moment is a day and a race life. Hogarth painted Before and Af ter in a rough yet animated sketch. The creative spirit of the higher
veins can develop the simplicity of id ea with sublime accessories. Pompeii before Pharsalia, Harold before Hastings, Napoleon before Waterloo, could afford some striking contrasts with the immediate catastrophe of their wealth. A finer still inspired sailor who just di scovered a new world; sage that discovered a new planet; and yet, Befor e and After the first-time English race, in a
degree of excitement, d sometimes in the tragic emotions of their proximity, can be easying even with this. They sadden horses; The caravan looks in great condition; And the disdainful mile seems to play on the handy features of Pavis, as in the station colou rs of his employer, he gracefully gallops his horse in front of his admired support of RS. Egremont barely saw Mango in
the delight of english patrician, and neve r even thought of Phosphorus, Phosphorus, who, bye, was the first horse to show, with both of his underdelves bandaged. They're off! As soon as they're well away, Chifney makes a run with Pocket Hercules. In p to the House of Rubbing it leads; This is the only point the eye can choose from. Higher up the hill, Caravan, Hybiscus,
Benedict, Mahometan, Phosphorus, Michel Fell and Rat-trap are with grey, forming the front rank, and on the new groun d tempo has told their story, for half a dozen they are already out of the race. The summit has been acquired; Tactics change: here Pavis brings the caravan, with extr aordinary seriousness,--look Tattenham corner brilliantly; Caravan leads, then Phosphorus
just above it, Mahometan next, Hybiscus district. Rat-trap lo oking bad, wisdom, Benedict and another handsome. By this time Pocket Hercules ha is enough, and on the road the tail grows at every turn. Here is the very favorite Hors de Combat, as well as the Dardanelles, and a bunch of smaller celebria ties. Now there are only four left in the race, and two of them, Hybiscus and
Mahomet an, are behind. Now it's neck and neck between Caravan and Phospho Rus. At the Caravan stand he is resolutely the best, but only in place, Edwards, on Phosphorus, lifts a gallant little horse, and with extraordinary effort contrites him to score it by half a length. You look a little low, Charley, said Lord Fitzheron, as he took their lunch in their retreat, poured champagne
into the glass From Jove! Said Lord Milford, just think Cockie Graves went and did it! Book 1 Chapter 3 Egremont was the younger brother of an English count, whose nobility nea rly for three centuries, ranked him among our high and ancient peers, although its origins were more memorable than glorious. The founder of the family had b een confidential domestic one of the
favorites Henry eighth, and ha d contrived to be appointed one of the trustees to visit and take e handing over divers religious houses. It has come to be that divers of these r eligiose houses eventually surrendered to use and used to hone st Baldwin Greymount. The king was moved by the activity and fervor of his comic missionary. None of them whose reports have been so
abundant and satisfying, who cou ld confuse cunningly before with more dexterity, or control the proud with more rabies. Nor were these well-digested reports alone that were passed on to the sovereign: they came accompanied by many rare and curious articles, grateful about the taste of one who was not only a religious reformer, but also a dilettante; golde n candlesticks and
expensive chalices; sometimes hewelled pix; fantastic spoonfuls of nd patens, rings for fingers and ear; occasionally honest and bl azoned handwriting - a suitable offer to a royal scientist. Greymount was spotted; sent for; promoted in the household; knights; perhaps he was undoubtedly sworn in to the council and became a minister in due course; but his was a discreet ambition,
an accumulative rather than ambitious character. He faithfully served ki ng in all the domestic matters that required an unadulterated, unscrupulous American agent; made his belief and conscience according to the royal model in all his freaks; he used the right moment to get sundry grants of abbey land, and co ntrived in that dangerous age to save both the head and his estate.
The country-planted Greymount family, true to the founder's polio, avoided public gaze during the troubled period in which Follo moved to the Reformation; and even during the orderly reign of Elizabeth, he preferred to seek their increase in the covenant than in favor of the court. But at the beginning of the seventeenth century, their abbey land infinitely advanced in value, d their
lease swelled prudent accumulations for more than seventy years, Greymount, who was then a member of the county, was elevated to nobility as Baron M arney. The Journals equipped his pedigree and convinced the world that while he extoled the rank and extensive assets currently enjoyed by the Greymounts, had his origins immediately in the great territorial revolutions of
recent rule, there was not a moment to assume, that the distant ancestors of Eccles's 1530 iastic confidant were not forth. On the contrary, it is the app eared that both Norman and baronial, their real name Egremont, which, in The patent of peers the family has now resumed. In the civil wars, the Egremonts stung by Norman blood were cavaliers they fought pretty well against. But
in 1688, alarmed at the prevailing impression that Kin Mr James intended to insist on reclaiming church estates for his ori ginal purposes, wit, education of the people and maintenance of p oor, Lord Marney Abbey became a warm supporter of civic and religious lib erty,-- a cause for which Hampden died on the pitch, and Russell on scaffolding,--i joined other whig masters, and
great lay impropriators , in callin g over the Prince of Orange and the Dutch army, justify those popular principles of les that, in some way or other, the people would never support. Benefiting from these l ast pregnant circumstances, the lay abbot of Marney was also in this case like other whig lords, cautious in maintaining, while he justified the cause of ci bow and religious
freedom, very loyal and obedient, albeit secret correspondence with the Court of St Germains. The great deliverer King William the Third, to whom Lord Marney was a systematic traitor, made the descendant of Church Commissioner Henry Ei ghth the Count of England; and from that time to the period of our history, although the Marney family never produced a single individual
eminent for civic or milita ry abilities, although the country was not indebted to them for any statesman , speaker, successful warrior, great lawyer, learned divine, eminent author, famous strious man of science, they came up with, if not amaze any great deal of public admiration and love. , at least to monopolize any contemptuous part of p ublic money and public dignity. During the
seventy years of almost unbroken rule by WH IG, from the accession of The House of Hannover to the fall of Mr Fox, Marne y Abbey has equipped a never unsuccessful crop of lords of secret seals, lords of the president and lord lieutenant. The family had its own quota of garters and ruling mint and bishops; Admirals without fleets, and generals who fought only in A merica. They
glittered in large embassies with clever secretaries in their e lbow, and once governed Ireland when to rule Ireland was only to attribute public plunder to a corrupt Senate. No matter that this is a prolonged enjoyment of undeserved prosperity, l ay abbots of Marney were not satisfied. Not that satiety has caused tisfaction dissection. The Egremonts could feed. They wanted
something more. Not to be p rhyming ministers or secretaries of state, because they were a cunning race who knew the length of their relationship, and regardless of the encouraging example of his greek e newcastle, could not resist convincing that some knowledge of the interests and resources of the people, some power to express opinions with propr iety, some degree of
respect for the public and for themselves , were not entirely indispensable qualifications , even under Venetian ual individual who aspired to fast so eminently and responsiblely. Satisfied with the stars nd mitres and official seals, which were occasionally distributed to them, the M arney family did not aspire to a somewhat lifeless office to be their dist fishmost. What they were
aiming for was promotion in their order; and promotion to h ighest class. They noticed that more than one of the other great families had civil and taken the irel of freedom,--asses who in one century plundered the church to acquire the property of the people, and in the second century changed the dynasty t about gaining the power of the crown,-- had eyebrows circled by a
strawberry leaf. And why shouldn't that distinction be big from the descendants of an old gentleman who introduced one of King Henry's robbed vicars? Why n ot? The truth is that the grateful ruler in our days felt that such distinctio n was the only reward for half a hundred victories. The truth is that Nelson, after easying the Mediterranean, only viscount died! But the House of
Marney had r isen to a high profile; they were counted as ancient nobility; and turned their noses up at the Pratts and Smiths, Jenkinsons and Robinsons of our degenerates that day; and he never did anything for the nation or for their honors. And wh y should now? It was unreasonable to expect that. Civil and religious freedom - which gave them a wide estate and a glittering
coronet, to say nothing of the half-dozen close seats in parliament - should make them clear to dukes. But other large families who have received the honor, and who have done little more for it than gender their church and the betrayal of their king, have set their backs against this Egremont claim. The Egremonts have done nothing of the job in the last hundred years of political
mystification, during which pe ople without power or education, has been driven to trust themselves a free and most enlightened nation in the world, and have undergored lavish b bread and treasures, to see their industry crippled and their workforce mortgaged, to maintain the oligarchy. , who had neither ancient memories that would soften nor constitute favors to justify their
unprecedented usurpation. How did the Egremonts contribute to this miraculous result? Their family did not tarnish any of those skilled speakers whose confusing phrase fascinated public intelligence; none of those troubled patricians whose asiduity in affai rs convinced their undertivileged fellow subjects that the government was scienc e, and the administration an art, which
required a commitment of a peculiar class in the state for their fulfillment and pursuit. The Egremonts never said anything that was remembered, or did anything that could be revoked. Families of the Great Revolution decided they shouldn't be dukes. Infinite was the indignation of the lay abbot Marney. He counted his municipalities, consulted his relatives and muttered. An
opportunity soon offered to gratificate to his passion. The situation of the Venetian party in the eighteenth-century Yankee was extremely critical. The young king has made it often unsuccessful, but always increase the currency, struggling to emancipate his national royal family from the trammel fa ctious dogeship. For more than sixty years, a government of unique corruption has
alienated all hearts from the oligarchy; it's never much affected by greed in people's bodies. It could no longer be concealed, that on the basis of the plau sible phrase, power was transferred from the crown to parliament, whose memb ers were appointed by an extremely limited and exclusive class, who possessed no responsibility to the land, who debated and voted in secret, and
to whom he regularly pays a small knot of large families who by this machinery ensured the permanent possession of the king's treasury. Whiggism was putrescen t in the nostrils of the nation; we were probably on the eve of a bloodless but important revolution; when Rockingham, virtuously majestic, agitated and disgusted, decided to revive some pristine purity and the high
toned energy of the old relationship; He appealed to his new generation from a degenerate era, scattered under his banner the generous youth of the whig family, and was uninhid to enlist in the service of supreme genius Edmund Burke. Burke influenced the whining of what Bolingbroke had done for e-Tories in the previous era: he had restored the party's moral existence. He
taught them to repeat themselves to the ancient principles of their connection and stifled those principles that were the increasingly immersive glow of his imagination. He raised the tone of their pub lic discourse; he breathed a high spirit into their public actions. It was in his p ower to do more for whigs than St John could do for his party. The oligarchy , which saw fit to achieve
Bolingbroke because he was a proven minist er English prince with whom they had always been in secret communication, was forced by opinion to agree to his reissue, to eavesdil on an amnesty clause that was as cowardly as it was unconstitutional, and declared his inability to sit in his country's parliament. Burke, on the contrary, fought whig fig ht with a double-edged weapon:
he was a great writer; As a speaker he was transcended. In the endearing of this public talent for possession that whigs hav e generally pointed out, Burke stepped forward and established them equally in parliament and country. And what was his reward? No sooner had a young and layered nobleman appeared on stage, who spoke with some of the aspirations of Caesar often of
the realiser about the behavior of Catiline, and after some disasemble t-ergiversion adopted their colors, but rather conveyed to him a commandment that wh ich won with wisdom and genius, confirmed by unsurpassed knowledge, and damned eloquentness. The hour arrived for the triumph he had prepared, he had not even been accepted into the cabinet, he practically presided
over these r by his nonsense disciple, and who, in copious suggestions of his crowded con verse, found principles and information that were among the main c laims on Mr. Fox's public trust. The dire need forced Mr Burke to submit to the yoke, but humiliation can never be forgotten. Nemesis favors genius: the inevitable hour has arrived. A voice like the Apocalypse sounded over
England and even resonated in all the courts of Europe. Burke poured vials of his accumulated vengeance into the agita ted heart of Kristendom; he incited the world's panic with a wild image of his inspired imagination; he rushed to the ground of a rival who took away his hard-earned greatness; rended in a twain proud oligarchy that d court to use it and offend it; and followed with
servility by the haughtiest and most discreet of its members, amid the frantic elation of his country, he p spicy heel on the neck of an ancient serpent. Among Mr Burke's whig followers in this memorable defection, among the Devo nshires and Portlands, Spencers and Fitzwi]liams, was the Earl of Ma rney, who whigs would not duke. What are his chances of success from Mr. Pitt?
If the history of England is ever written by one who has knowledge and c ours, and both qualities are equally necessary for endeavor, the world would be more astonished than when reading the Roman annales of Niebuhr. Generall y saying, all major events are distorted, most of the important causes es hidden, some of the main characters never appear, and all who character are
so misunderstood and misrepresented, that the result is a complete mystical tion, and perusal narratives about as profitable to an Englishman as r eading the Republic of Plato or Utopia More, pages of Gaudentio di Lu cca or the adventures of Peter Wilkins. The influence of races in our early life, churches in our midst, and then rties in our modern history, are three great moving
and modifying powers, which m. are carried out and analyzed with tireless, deep and impassable spirit , before a guiding ray can be provided. An extraordinary feature of our written histo rye is the absence in its pages of some of the most influential figures. Not about not a man in a thousand for example never heard of Major Wildman: yet he was the e soul of English politics in the
most sedate period of this kingdom, and one most interesting of this era, from 1640 to 1688; and it seemed more than once to hold the balance that was supposed to decide the lasting form of our government. But he was the leader of an unsuccessful party. Even, comparatively speaking, in our times, the same mysterious oblivion is sometimes encouraged to creep over pers
onages of great social difference as well as political relevance. The (song) the second Pitt remains, fresh after forty years of major events, a parliamentary beacon. He was the Chatterton of politics; A miracle boy. They have the vague impression that he was mysteriously shaped by his great father: that he inherited the genius, eloquence, the state craft of Chatham. His Mr. enius
was bent differently, his second-grade eloquence, his state cra ft of the second school. To understand Mr Pitt, one of the repressed figures of English history must be understood, which is Lord Shelburne. When the fine genius of the injured Bolingbroke, the only peer of his century wh o was educated, and prescribed by the oligarchy because they feared his eloquentness, the glory
of his order and shame, excluded from Parliament, fou nd vent in those writings that recalled the English people's inherent blusters of their old free monarchy. , and painted in immortal shades of his image as the king of patriots, the spirit he had long lifted touched the heart of Carteret born a whig but skeptical of the benefits of that patrician constitution that made the Duke of



Newcastle the most unselfish of men but the elected leader of the Venetian party, practically the sovereign of England. Lord Carteret had many unlit qualities: he was fearless, enterprising, eloquent; He had a considerable kn of owledge continental politics, was a great linguist, master of public law; Although he failed in his premature efforts to end George the Second's dogeship,
he managed to maintain a considerable, albeit secondary, position in public life. Young Shelburne married his daughter. About him is unique we know less than his father-in-law, but from the scattered qualities some idea can be formed from the fittest and most successful minister of the eighteenth ce ntury. Lord Shelburne, influenced by the likely example and traditional p reception
of his eminent saint, seems to have kept himself indifferent to a patrician relationship early on and entered public life as a follower of Bute in George the Third's first major bid to save sovereignty from what Lord Chatham called the families of the Great Revolution. Over time, he became a member of Lord Chatham's last administration: one of the strangest and most inaccessible
efforts to grandee George the Second in his struggle for political emancipation of aid. Lord Shelburne adopted from the first bolingbroke system: r eal nobility, instead of a master's degree; a permanent alliance with France, instead of a whig scheme of seeing in this power the natural enemy of England : and, above all, the plan of commercial freedom, the germ of which can be
found in the long malign negotiations in Utrecht, but which in the case of Lord S helburne soon matured in time from all the economic sciences of Europe. , u w hich was an expert. Lord Shelburne seems to have been reserved and so mewhat astute disposition: deep and He was brave and tough. His k nowledge was extensive and even profound. He was a great linguist;
conducted literary and scientific research; His house was visited by people of le tters, especially those who are distinguished by their political abilities or economic achievements. He maintained the most comprehensive private correspondence of any pub man of his time. The earliest and most authentic information reached him in all the courts and quarters of Europe: and this was
a common phrase, which he often sent him for important information that the government could not command on its own. Lord Shelburne was the first great minister to understand the growing importance of the middle class; and predicted in his future powe r bulwark for the throne against the family of the Great Revolution. We have no record of his ties to the council; there is
reason to believe that his administrative ability was conspicuous: his speeches prove that, if not supreme, he was an e minent, in the art of parliamentary disputation, while at all inquiries they discussed the wealth and diversity of information spoken to by no statesman of that age except Mr Burke can be compared. Such was the man George the Third chose as his champion
against the Veneti Party after the end of the American war. The persecution of this war that they violently opposed, even though it originated in their politics. First Minister in the House of Lords, Shelburne entrusted the leadership in House Com mons to his Chancellor of the Exchequer, young Pitt. The administration was short, but it wasn't disloyal. It has gained peace, and for the
first time that the revolution has introduced into modern debate legitimate principles on w hich trade should be implemented. It fell before the famous coalition with which the Families of the Great Revolution began their fiercest and last modern potion for the patrician government of royal England. In the heat of that great conflict, the king in another dangerous exercise entrusted the
prerogative with a perilous command to Pitt. Why Lord Shelburne was singled out on tha t occasion may always remain a mysterious passage of our political history, nor have we tried to pure his motives in the present opportunity. Perhaps the monarch, with a sense of growing sympathy for her people, was a omen of the magical power of youth in touching the heart of the nation.
Yet it would not be a unprofitable guess to fall asleep for a moment to consider what might have been consequences for our country if Mr Pitt had been pleased with the season to lead the Commons again under Lord Shelburne, to ensure England unsurpassed this man's knowledge and dexterity in running our affairs during the baffling fortunes of the French Revolution. Lord
Shelburne was the only English minister in charge of the task; he was the only public man previous knowledge necessary for the formation of conclusions on the rate of accua on such a conjuncture: his remaining speeches on the subject on the amplitude test of his knowledge and the accuracy of his views: and in ro ut yen, or the agony of Austerlitz, he can't help imagining sh ade
Shelburne haunting the Cabinet of Pitt, as the spirit of Canning said ccasionally to dwell on the speaker's chair , and smile sarcastically at the conscientious mediocrities that marred his hard-earned honors. But during Mr Pitt's happier years, the impact of Shelburne can be traced throughout his politics. It was Lansdowne House that made Pitt acqua in a conversation with Dr Price,
a non-consensual minister, whom Lord Shelburne when he headed the business boldly offered to be his private secretary, and who equipped Mr Pitt, among many other important proposals, with his original sinking fund plan. Commercial contracts from '87. But under no subject was the magnetic influence of Sir William Petty's de-set-up more decided than in his pupil's resolution to
curb the power of the patrician party by infusion from the middle class into the country's government. Hence the origins of Mr Pitt's famous and lon g-misconceived parliamentary reform plans. Whether he was sincere is often asked by those who neither seek to uncover the causes nor are they capable of calculating the effects of public transactions. Honest! Why, he fought for his
existing ce! And when he was confused, first by the Venetian party, and after that by the panic about Jacobinism, he was forced to give up his direct purpose, he still sought to p articulately influence it with a circular process. He created the Plebeian aristocracy and mixed it with a patrician oligarchy. He made peers second-hand squir es and thick grazers. He caught them in the
alleys of Lombard Street, squeezing them out of cornhill counting houses. When Mr Pitt declared in the era of bank rest riction that every man with a ten grand-a-year estate had the righ t to be a peer, he sounded the knell cause for which Hampden died on the field, and Sydney on scaffolding. In ordinary times, a disciple of Shelburne would elevate this land to what is of this great
material well-being and remove or avoid many of these anomalies that now confuse us; but he was not destined for ordinary times; and though his ability was immense, and his spirit was exalted, he did not have this passionate and creative genius demanded by the age of revolution. The French epidemic was its evil daemo n: it had no way to calculate its effects on Europe. He
only had a mea erer knowledge of himself about policy: it has been assisted by highly inefficient and enthing diplomacy. His mind was lost in convulsions of which neither could comp rehend causes nor calculate the consequences; and forced to act, acted not only violently, but in the exact opposition to the very system which had been called into political existence in order to
suppress; He appealed to the fears, prejudices and passions of the privileged class, revived the old politics of the oligarchy, which he extinguished and immersed in all the dilapidated excesses of the French war and Dutch finances. If the salutary principle in investigating historical transactions is to be cautious in discriminating against the causes of pronunciation, there is hardly
any case in which the application of this principle is more fruitful in results than in the Dutch invasion of 1688. The real cause of this invasion was financial. The Prince of Orange has found that the resources of the Netherlands, however significant, are inadequate to keep him in his internecine rivalry with the great ruler of France. In an authentic conversation that descended on us,
which William held in The Hague with one of the main abettors of the invasion, the prince did not conceal his motives; he said: Nothing but such a constitution as you have in England can have the merits necessary to collect such sums as a great war requires. The prince came, and used our constitution for hi purpose: he introduced into England a system of Dutch finance. The
principle of this system was the mortgage industry to protect property: abstractly dly, nothing could be imagined more unfairly; its practice in England is equa completely harmful. In the Netherlands, with a small population engaged in the same pursuits, in fact a nation of bankers, the system was adapted to the circumstances that created it. All divided in the present spoils, and
therefore could withstand a future burthen. And so to this day the Netherlands has been held, almost exclusively , by the vast capital that was thus created and which still lingers among its lesbians. But the AP stood up for a country where circumstances were completely different; cons to a condessuitable and rapidly growing population; where there was a number of peasantry, a
trade middle class that fought for existence; The Dutch finance system, which was implemented more or less for almost a century and a half, ended with the degradation of the ions of the weary and entrenched multitude. Nor were the demoralizing consequences of the funding system on favored classes less decided. He has a long national habit; credited the ruling government,
not the auxiliary company Exceptio nal, with all transactions; introduced a loose, unexplored, random d and dishonest spirit in the behaviour of public and private life; spirit radiant, yet wacky: reckless of consequences, and yet diminished from the ponyness of res. And finally, it thus overstimulated the energy of a settled beverage to maintain material engagements state, and
society as a whole, that the moral state of the people is completely lost of sight. Mortgaged aristocracy, gambling side trade, a trade in houses based on morbid competition and degraded people; these are great evils, but should perh aps cheerfully meet for greater blessings of civil and religious freedom. Nevertheless, the former would seem to some extent to depend on our
Saxon way of trial by our peers, on the provisions of the great Norman charters, on the practice and statute of Habeas Corpus,--a principle native to our commo n law, but established by Stuart; nor in careful research into the R ights Act, or in impartial oversight of subsequent legislation of those times, although some reduction in our political franchises must be acknowledged, is it
eas y to disclose any increase in our civic privileges. To those who truly believe that the English nation,--only religious and Catholic people, but who even in the days of plantagenets were anti-papal,--suspect in any danger of age in falling under the yoke of the Roman pope in the reign of James the Second, religious freedom may have been acceptable, although it took the form of
a discus not that suddenly anathematised a large part of the nation. , and almost esta plavka puritanism in Ireland, laid the foundations of those mischief that now threaten the empire. That the last of Stuart had any other object in his non-political manoeuvres, an unspeatable scheme of mixing the two churches, now has the authority to disbelieve. He was certainly guilty of the
offence of sending an emissary openly about Rome, which, bye, was received by the Pope with great discouraged; and he r Majesty Queen Victoria, whose Protestantism cannot be questioned, because it is one about f her main title on our homage, has at the moment a secret envoy to the same co urt: and this is the difference between them: both ministers undoubtedly work h
owes unsuccessfully for the same object: the abolition of these terrible misconceptions, political and religious, that have housed so much martyrdom , and so many crimes to sovereignists and subjects alike. Had James the Second indeed tried to reestablish popery in this country, the English people, who had no hand in overthrowing him, would undoubtedly soon have stirred up
and secured their Catholic and Apostolic Churches, regardless of any dictionate f oreign; church to which they still regularly profess their adhesion will; and as a practical people, it is possible that they have achieved this hereditary object and yet retained their native princes; Under what circumstances could we have been saved from the triple blessings of Venetian politics, Dutch
fine ances and French wars: against whom, in their happiest days, and with their happ iest powers, the three greatest English statesmen fought,--Bolingbroke, Sh elburne, and eventually the son of Chatham. We tried in the second we do not hope without something of the immense of the future, to sketch the character and career of his successors. From his death to 1825,
England's political history has been a history of great events and small people. Mr. Canning's rise, long held by Mr. Pitt's Plebeian aristocratic rage as an adventurer, has rocked the parties at their center. His rapid disappearance from the scene left both whining and the Tories in a state of disorganized ation. The peculiar principles of these conexions are now hardly a e. That
period of public languor intervening between severing a few ties and forming factions has now occurred in England. The exhausted Sensu alist on the throne, who only required his ministers to put themselves off, a voluptuous ristokracija and a nation without a list, were content, in the absence of all public coexistence and national passion, for the country's government to put a sin
on the man, whose decision was unburied by the sovereign, whose prejudices satisfied nobl es, and whose achievements blinded the multitude. The Duke of Wellington brought immortal glory to the post of First Minister; qu alit of success that would almost seem to include everyone else. His public knowl edge was such that one can expect one whose behavior has already formed
an impo rtant part of his country's history. He had a personal and intimate acqu aintance with the sovereignists and major statesmen of Europe, a kind of informatio n in which English ministers were generally deficient, but without whom the management of our foreign affairs must at best be accidental. He possessed administrative talents of the highest order. The tone of the era,
the temperament of the country, the great qualities and the high character of the minister, pointed to a long and prosperous administration. The only individual in his cabinet who, by a set of circumstances rather than han of any intellectual supremacy over his colleagues, was competent to be his rival, was pleased to be his successor. In his most insouspistic moments, Mr Peel and
n all probabilities focused on no greater reach; and with the youth and leadership of the Lower House, one has no reason to be surprised by his moderation. The belief that the Duke's government would cease only with the interruption of h was so general that at the moment he was appointed to office, the whigs smiled at him; Political reconciliation has become the slang of the day,
and the fusion of party chatter clubs and tattle boudoirs. Then how come such a big man, in such a big position, should you have gnally fail? He was supposed to crush his government, destroy his party, and so c ompletely destroyed his political position, that, even with his historical tail utation to sustain it, he can because he can because you just reappear in the councils of his
sover eign in subordinate, shall you say ambiguous, character? With all these great qualities that will secure him a place in our perhaps no less even than Marlborough, the Duke of Wellington has one drawback that has been a stumbling block to his civic career. Bishop Burnet, in speculation about Lord Shaftesbury's extraordinary influence, and calculating that with tatesman, so
inconsistent in his conduct and so false to his Confederates, shoul would control his country so vigorously, he observes: HIS STRENGTH LIES IN HIS KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLAND. That's exactly the kind of knowledge the Duke of Wellington never got enough of. When the King, discovering that in Lord Goderich he had a minister who, instead of speaking out, sought advice from
his royal master, sent for the Duke of Wellington to you, the change in the carriage of his grace was perceived by some who had the opportunity to form an opinion on such a subject. If one dared to use such a word in relation to such a man, we might note, that the Duke was somewhat discouraged by mr. Canning's election. It disappointed high hopes, confounded big plans and
dissied for the season's belief t hat, it is believed, had long matured in its grace mind; that he was a man of age, that his military career was just a preparation for a civi l course no less glorious; and that it was reserved for him to control for the rest of his life the indisputable fate of a country, which was indebted to him to no gentle degree because of his European pre-eminence. Mr.
Canning's death has come to life, Lord Goderich's struggle renewed, these views. Napoleon asked in St Helena, speculating in a conversation about his conqueror's future career: What will Wellington do? After everything he's done, the content won't be peaceful. He's going to change the dynasty. If great exile were better acquainted with the real character of our Venetian
constitution, he would know that for the governance of England in 1820, he would have been a member of The Hague. But the Emperor, though wrong in the main, was right bye. It was clear that the energy that twice entered Paris as a conqueror, and made kings and mediated princes in Vienna, would not be content to retreat into a certain insignificance. The Duke began his
political tactics early. Lord Liverpool's cabinet, especially during his latter term , was a hotbed of much intrigue; but the obstacles were numerous, although the fate of the appointment, which his grace believed in, removed them. The disappearance of Lord Castlereagh and Mr Canning from the scene was unexpected. The Duke of Wellington has long been prime minister, and no
individual has ever taken up the post more aware of his power, and more determined to use it. This is not an occasion in which we will try to do justice to a subject so that I am as untrue as the administration of his grace. Treated with impartiality and suf ficient information, it would be an invaluable contribution to the stores of our political knowledge and national experience. His
short but eccentric and tumultuous annales we see continuous evidence of how important this knowledge lies in Lord Shaftesbury's strength. In 24 months we find the aris tocracy alienated, without the people being conciliatable; while on two several occa zions, first prejudices and then middle-class pretensions, were treated equally with contumely. The public was astonished to
hear that statesmen of long parliamentary glory, people around whom the nation's intelligence had been driven out of the cabinet for years with confidence, or at least with interest, in a way not unworthy of Colonel Joyce, while their seats were filled by second-lived soldiers, whose names were unknown to the great body of the people. , and who under no circumstances should
have aspired beyond the colonial's speech. This administration that began with arrogance ended in panic. There was an interval of confusion; when the funniest ins tance from the coalition's attempts took place; promoted subordinates, while the negotiations are still ongoing with their chiefs; and these negotiations, undertaken so harshly, were interrupted in pique; in a way that
added political disa ppointment to the personal offence. When even his parasites began to look gloomy, d uke had a specific one that needed to restore everything, and after allowing each element of power to escape its reach, he believed he could balance everything with beer. The growling of reform was heard, but it wasn't very fierce. There wasn't time to save it yet. His grace
prompted a revolution that could have been delayed for half a century, and should never have happened in such a difficult form. He'd rather run away than retire. He began his service as Brennus, and ended up as a tall Gaul sent off to kill rival Syla, but who dropped his weave before the fearless sight of his intended sacrifice. Lord Marney was spared the disaster. Promoted to
high office in the household, and still hoping that, with the help of his party, he was still a ned for him to achieve the hereditary purpose of his family, he died in the full faith of ducism; worshipping the Duke and believing that he should ultimately become a duke. It was under all circumstances euthanasia; He expired ed leaning as they were on his white wand and chattering
strawberry leaves. Book 1 Chapter 4 My dear Charles, said Lady Marney Egremont the morning after the Derby, while having breakfast with her in his boudoir detailed some of the circumstances of e race, we must forget your naughty horse. I sent you a little message this mornin g, because I wanted to see you especially before you got out. Affairs, Lady Marney continued, first
looking around the chamber to see if there was a fairy listening to her state secrets, affairs are critical. There's no doubt about that, thought Egremont, the terrible phantom of a day of settling in that seemed to have destroyed itself. your mother and myself; but not knowing exactly what she was driving, he just sipped tea and innocently replied: Why? There will be a breakdown,
Lady Marney said. What are we coming to? Lady Marney shook her head. Incumbents will not repair their majorities, Egremont said. I hope not, lady marney said. Why did you always say that with another general election we had to go in, whoeve r dissolved. But it was with the court in our favor, sadly joined by Lady Marney. What, has the king changed? Said Egremont. I thought
everything was fine. Everything was fine, Lady Marney said. These people would have been out again if he'd only lived another three months. Lived! exclamations of Egremont. Yes, said Lady Marney; The king is dying. Slowly delivering ejaculation, Egremont leant back in his chair. Maybe she'll live for a month, Lady Marnev said; He can't live two. This is the biggest secret; known
at this time only to four individuals, and I communicate it to you, my dear Charles, in this absolute trust that I hope will always be a ubsist among us, because it is an event that can greatly affect your career. How is it, my dear mother? It's Marbury! I made a deal with Mr. Tadpole that you would stand up for the old boroug h. With the government in our hands, as I expected on
general electio n, success I think was certain: under the circumstances we have to meet, the fight will be more difficult, but I think we will do it: and it will be a happy day for me to have mine again , and to see you in Parliament, my dear ild. Well, my dear mother, I would very much like to be in Parliament and overwrite arly to sit for the old borough; but I'm afraid the contest will be
very expensive, Egremont asked when asked. Oh! I have no doubt, Lady Marney said, that we would have some middle-class monster, some strenuous or tailored, or a candlestick, with her long purse, preaching reform and practicing corruption: exactly as liberals did under W alpol: bribery was unknown at the time of Stuart; But we have a capital restructure, Mr. Tadpole tells me.
And a young candidate with an old name will make you ll, lady marney said, with a smile: And I will go down and canvases, and we will do to him what we can. I have great faith in your search, Egremont said; But still, at the same time, powder and bullet-- they matter, lady marney said, I know that, in these corrupt days: but Marney will of course supply them. It's the least he can
do: get the family back in fluency and let us hold our heads again. I'll write to him as soon as I justify myself, Lady Marney said, maybe you'll do it yourself, Charles. Why, since I haven't seen my brother in two years, and we haven't parted on the best possible terms-- but that's all forgotten. According to your good offices, dear Mother, who always does good: and yet, continuum ed
Egremont, after a moment's break, I did not. write Marney, advocate cially to ask for a favor. Well, I'll write, lady marney said; although I can't admit it's any kind of service. Maybe you'd better see him first. I can't understand w hy he keeps so on Abbey. I'm sure I found it a melancholy place enough in m y time. I wish you'd gone there, Charles, if it'd just been for a few d ays. Well,
I'm not, my dear mother, and I can't go now. I'll believe you. But are you pretty sure the king is going to die? I repeat to you, surely, Lady Marney replied, with her voice down, but the tone decided; sure, certain, for sure. My authority cannot be misguided: but no consideration in the world should throw you off your toes at this time; Brea is not a shadow of what you know. At this
point the servant came in and delivered a note to Lady Marney, who read and t with an ironic smile. It's from Lady St Julians, and ran so: -Most confidential. My dearest Lady Marney, it is a false statement: he is sick, but not dangerous; hay fever; there always is; nothing more: I will tell my authority when we meet; I don't dare write it. It'll satisfy you. I'm going on with your quadrille.
Affectionately yours, A.St J. Poor woman! he's always wrong, Lady Marney said, tossing the message Egremon t. Her quadril will never be maintained, which is a shame, because it can consist of ly beauties and eldest sons. I guess I have to send her a line, and she wrote, My dearest Lady St Julians, how good of you to write me, and send me such cheerleading news. I have no
doubt you're right: he always is: I know he had hay fever last year. How fortu nate for your quadrille, and how charming it will be! Let me know if you hear ything away from your unmentionable trimester. Always your gentle C.M. Book 1 Chapter 5 Lord Marney left behind several children; His successor was five years older than the next on Charles who was in Christchurch at the
time of his father's death and had his father entered the last year of his minority. Reaching this age, he received a mind of fifteen thousand pounds, his share, of which a third of the amount that his consumable ure had already foreseen. Egremont was raised to enjoy every comfort and every luxury that sophistication could also create the richness of furnis h. He was a favorite kid.
His parents mimicked each other in smuding and dulging. Every freak was pardoned, every whim was satisfied. He could ride horses he liked, and if he broke his knees, what in the other would be considered a flagrant sin was kept in him only evidence of a reckless spirit. If he was not a completely selfish and completely stubborn person, but he is in great happiness, it was not the
fault of his parents, but an operation of a benign ant nature that gave him a generous spirit and a gentle heart, albeit accompanied by a dangerous sensitivity that made him a child and a creature of impulses. , It seemed to set on defiance of even the course of time to engraft about n its nature of any quality prudence. The tone of Eton at the time of Charle from Egremont was not of
the high character that currently distinguishes that immunity. It was an unforeseen evening of great change, yes, whatever his pu rpose was or were his immediate results, at least he gave the first shock p seudo-aristocracy of this country. Then everything flourished; sun and smell; There is no breeze that disturbs the meridian glow. Back then the world wasn't just made f or a few,
but very little. Almost on your fingers you could say happy fama ilies who could do anything, and maybe have everything. The church's school ideas back then were fat lives, and states, rotten neighborhoods. To do nothi ng and get something, formed the boy's ideal of a man's career. There was nothing in the area, little in temperament, Charles Egremont, that would make him an
excepence to the crowd. Gaily and must have floated on a shiny stream. According to Pular at school, idolized at home, those present had no worries, and the future sec blushed his family seat in Parliament at the moment he came into life, and the inheritance of an ounce of a glittering place in court in due course, as his legitimate consequence. Joy, not ambition, seemed the
principle of its existence. The contingency of the mitre, the certainty of a rich preference, would not reconcile it with the self-pity that was, to some extent, necessary from priests, even in those days of rampant Brisarianism. He left the colonies as prey to his younger adults; His own ideas about a profession confined to a barracks in a London pair k have varied since his visit to
Windsor. But there was plenty of time to think about these thin gs. He had to enjoy Oxford because he enjoyed Eton. Here his f ather allowance was extravagant, albeit greatly increased for tithes from his mother's pinmoney. As he followed his studies, hunting and rowing, riding tandems, riding matches, tempering his energy in a shooting boyish banquet, and anticipating life, at
the risk of expulsion, in the wretched mime of a metropolis of Itanic leaks, Dukizam, who was about to be eternal, suddenly collapsed. The Reform Act did not put the administration of our affairs in the more possible hands t han had previously implemented them until the measure was adopted, for the most efficient ent members of the current cabinet with some very few
exceptions, and those who were squeezed out by peculiar circumstances, were ministers before the Reform Act contemplated a delay. Nor did this memorable statute create a Parliament of higher respectable n for public qualities, such as the ability to politics, and popular eloquence, and nati onal consideration, than was rigged by the old scheme. On the contrary; one h ouse of
Parliament is irreversibly demoted to the decaying position of mere home court, which possesses great privileges, provided that neve r uses them; while the other yes, yes, at first blush, and at uperficial, shows simptons of almost unnatural vitality, delving into their own or essential all the affairs of the country, assumed on a more studious examination some hat character of the
chosen vest, filling municipal rather than imperi al offices, and besieged by critical and chlamorous millions, who can not understand why the privileged and exclusive Senate is obliged to perform the functions of whi ch immediately concern all , which is most personal to comprehend, and which many in their civic spheres believe they could accomplish in a way that is not less
satisfied, although certainly less ostentatious. But if he didn't equip us with more capable administrators or a more famous Senate, the Reform Act may have taken advantage of useful and nfluenza throughout the country. Is it? Has that raised the tone of the public mind? Is it a cultured t on the popular sensibility of noble and ennobling regions? Has he proposed peo ple England's
higher test of national respect and trust than the qualification of debasin g universally prevalent in this country since the fatal introduction of the Dutch finance system? Who's going to pretend? If the spirit of rapacious coveteousness, déping all the humanities of life, has been besetting with in England for the past century and a half, since the enactment of reform A ct altar Mammon
has flamed with triple worship. Acquire, accumulate, plunder each other based on philosophical phrases, suggest utopia t about which consists only of WEALTH and TOIL, this has been a breathless job enfr anchised England for the past twelve years, until we are amazed by our fruit ious conflict from the woes of unbearable secency. Should we conclude, then, that the only effect
of the Reform Act was to be in this country of crea and another of those class interests, which are now so loudly as obstacles to general aliocia? Not that. Indirectly entering the Reform Act was not unthinkable and can eventually lead to huge consequences. It got people thinking; has increased the horizon of political experience; this has led the public to think to some extent about
the circumstances of national history; to pry into the beginnings of some of the social anomalies that th ey found were not as ancient as they were led to believe, and which had thei r origins in causes very different from what they were educated for merit; and he insensitively created and prepared a popular intelligence on which I could pour myself, no longer hopelessly, in an
attempt to dissect mysteries with which not arly for three centuries was the work of party writers to include a nation but history, and without dispersion of which no political position can be undone and no social evil has been corrected. The events of 1830 produced no change in the ways of thinking and living about f Charles Egremont. He took his political cue from his mother, who
was his const ant. Lady Marney was a distinguished statesman, as They called Lady Carlisle at the time of Charles the First, a great friend of Lady St Julians, one of the most eminent and uncertain votaries of ducum. Her first impress ion at the overthrow of her hero was, astonishment at the audacity of his ad versaries, ingested with some sublime pity for their silly ambition and
fleeting career. There was a week in the wonderful expectation that his grace would be sent again and informed everyone in confidence that these people cannot form a cabinet. When the toxic of peace, reform and retrenchment sounded, she smiled bitterly; She felt sorry for poor Lord Grey who she thought was bette r, and gave them a year, adding with comforting malice, that it
would be another Canning affair. For a long time came the Reform Act itself, and no one laughed more heartily than Lady Marney; not even the Lower House to which he was present. The bill was dropped, and Lady Marney gave away a big ball to celebrate the even t, and to compensate the London traders for the loss of their projected fran chise. Lady Marney was preparing to
resume her duties in court when, to her great surprise, the firing of a cannon announced the dissolution of Parliament. She became pale; it was too much in the secrets of Tadpole and Taper to be deceived into what you happened to the consequences; She sank into her chair and denounced Lord Grey as a trait or his command. Lady Marney who for six months wrote to her son at
Oxford the most letters to arm, full of fun, questioning the entire cabinet, has now announced to the Egremo nt that revolution is inevitable, that all property will be immediately joined together, a pitiful infatuated king is led to a block or sent to Hannover by bes t, and the whole nobility and chief gentlemen, and indeed every one who owned anything , guillotined without remorse.
Whether his friends immediately resumed power, or their estates in ltimately should have been confiscated, a practical conclusion to Charles Egremont who was killed in the same way. Carpe diem. Therefore continued his career at Oxford not changed, and entered life in the year 1833, the younger son with extravagant tastes and expensive habits, with a reputation for vibrant
talents although the insouciant ,--for his acquisitions at Eton he was quite puerile, and after that he did not become a student,--s to many male achievements, and with a mien and visa ge who suddenly took a fancy and enrolled favor. Indeed, a physiologist would hardly conclude from the count and structure of Egremont the career he followed, or the character who attached himself
to him. The general cast and expression of its features when submissive in the repose: an air of refinement distinguished his well-formed eyebrow; his mouth inhaled sympathy, and his rich b rowing eye glittered with tenderness. The sweetness of his voice in the speech was in line with this organization. Two years In the most defining circles of our society he had a benign but
influence on the general tone of Egremont, and it can be said that finished h is education. He had good feeling and good taste not to let his penchant for sports degenerate into slang; He surrendered to the delicate dly profitable authority of a woman, and, as always, it softened his mannerisms, which brightened his wit. He was lucky to have a smart mother, and he appreciated this
imprecise asset. Lady Marney had a great knowledge of society, little acquaintance with human nature, which she thought it was to comprehend; she piqued at her tact, and indeed she was very fast, but he was so energetic that her art did not always hide; very worldly, but he was not deprived of impulses after all; she was animated and would have been e xtremely pleasant, had
she not restlessly aspired to wit; and she certainly would have had a much bigger influence in society, if she hadn't been so eager to show it. Yet still with many personal charms, sincere, and yet, if you n eed be, ready-made way, fast brain, lively language, floating spirit, and great social standing. Lady Marney was universally and extremely popular; and adored by her children, for
she was indeed the mother of the most slealing and sincere. When Egremont was 4 and 2, he fell in love with real passion. He flutt ered like others from flower to flower, and like others they often fantasizeed la st perfume the sweetest, then flew away. But now he was completely trapped. Deity was the new beauty; The whole world is raving. Egremont als about thriving. Lady
Arabella was not only beautiful: she was smart, a fascinatin Mr. Her presence was an inspiration; at least for Egremont. She is condescending to p rented from him: she signalled him with her notification; their names are mentioned toge ther. Egremont indulged in flattering dreams. He regretted not having engaged in the profession: he regretted ruining his slender heritage; thought
of love in the cottage and renting a property; thought to live a good business with his mother and a little with his brother; think of the law and the church; I thought about New Zealand once. A favorite of nature and fashion, this was the first time in the life of Egremont, that he became aware that in his position there was something that, for all superficial desire, could be prepared for
him, when youth escaped and the flame of society dammested, drear and bitter a lot. Out of respect he was awakened by a painful change in the behavior of his ador ed. Lady Arabella's mother was upset. She liked her daughter to be an advertisement that even younger sons got stuck in when they differed, but only remotely. Mr. Egremont's name was mentioned too often. She
appeared alongside her daughters, even in the Sunday papers. The most decided measures were necessary and taken. smiling when they met, they were still kind when they talked d, it seemed, with some magical dexterity that even confused Egremont, that their etings became less frequent every day, and their opportunities to talk less frequ ent. At the end of the season, Lady
Arabella chose from the crowd to admire RS's equally qualified, young peer of a large estate, and old nobility, a circumstance that, as her grandfather was only the East Indian director, wa is very satisfying for the bride. This unfortunate passion of Charles Egremont, and his humiliating circumstances, were the earliest shock of all of us; which makes us think first. We have all
experienced this discouraging ca tastrophe, when illusions first disappear; and our balked imagination, or our m orthified vanity, the first intimate for us that we are neither infallible nor irresi stible. Good luck 'tis season of youth for which the first lessons experien will be predetermined; and bitter and unbearable as the first blight of our fresh feelings, the sanguine impulse of early life
carries us along. Our first scraping ge nerally leads to our first trip. Disappointment requires a change of air; desperation ation change scenes. Egremont left his country, never to return to the country again. and returned to him after a year and a half away, a much wiser man. Having left England in a serious mood, and already tasted with tolerable freedo m pleasures and frivolity of
life, he was not incapable of humor to ops erve, inquire, and contemplate. The new objects that surrounded it excited hi intelligence; He met, which is indeed the main advantage of travel, remar kable people, whose conversation opened his mind. His mind was worth opening. Energ ies began to mix that was unconscious; awakened curiosity led him to explore and read; he found
that when he imagined his education was over, it did not actually begin; and that even though he was in public school and college, he didn't really know anything. Being aware that they are y ou ignorant is a big step to know. Before emancipated intelligence, a large system of exclusive manners and exclusive feelings in which he was born and groomed began to tremble; the
original g enerosity of his heart recoiled at the repetition of that arrogant and frigid life, equally devoid of sympathy and real grandeur. In the early spring of 1837. His mother, delighted to find him under his roof again, removed some long-standing cold between him and his older brothe r; His former acquaintance welcomed him warmly, and introduced him to the new heroes who
sprung up during the season of his absence. Looks like Egre Mont wasn't reluctant to chase. without impatience, the same career originally hired him. He visited assemblies and lingered in clubs; I was in the park lying in the opera. But there was this difference in his existence, before and from his travels: he was now aware that he wanted both ct; and he always thought about
action, though still ignorant of how to act. Maybe that want of excitation led him to it, maybe it's a distraction, back on the field. It was a quest that seemed more real to him than sal oon's life, full of affections, perverted ideas and factual passions. Regardless of mi ght on impulse Egremont however he certainly wasn't a bit interested in Derby; And although he was by no means
istrustible in the secrets of the territory, he had so much confidence in his information that, with his usual fervor, he supported a considerable amount of horses that should have won, but who still ss ran only a second. Book 1 Chapter 6 Regardless of Lady St Julians' trust, and her unrivalled informatio n, the health of the king has not improved: but nevertheless it is hay fever, just
hay fever. The confession was allowed to creep into the Court Circular, His Majesty's hat has been slightly inisposed in recent days; but n soon followed a very positive belief, that His Majesty's favouritism e and long-matured resolution to give the state banquet to the knights of the four orders, should have effective immediately. Lady St Julians had information about this important
circumstance; confirmed by her original convict on: she is determined to continue with her quadrille. Egremont, with something at stake himself, was astonished by this revelation, and Lady St Julian's unwavering faith. He consulted his mother: Lady Marney shook her head. Poor aah! Said Lady Marney, she's always wrong. I know, her gentlemen continued, p tying his finger to her
lip, that Prince Esterhazy was pressing his long-standing investigation as the Great Cross, so that he could dine precisely on this b anquet; and it was announced to him that this was impossible, the king's healer would not admit it. When a simple investment is impossible, a four-tier state banquet is highly likely. No, said Lady Marney with a sigh; It's a big blow to all of us, but there's
no point closing our eyes to the fact. The poor dear king will never appear again. And a week after this, the first bulletin appeared. From that moment on , although the seagull crowd studied the daily reports with great interest; eir hopes and speculations and agreements change with each phrase; for and nitiated there was no uncertainty. Everyone knew it was over; and Lady St
Julians, giving up her quadrille, began seeking seats in parliament for her son. Lady Marney, warned about the imp end of the disaster, experiencing all the benefits of previous information. She was thrilled to meet Lady St Julians driving around town distractedly, calling each other clubs, red cone cabinets, doing ingenious combinations that would not work, and by which some of
her sons were supposed to fit into coalition with the so-rich parvenu; any of the costs, and has yet to come first. And all the while, Lady Marney, serene and smiling, she had the daily pleasure of persuading Lad y St Julians what a relief she was that Charles was fixated in his place. This has indeed been agreed in recent weeks; but then, you know, she concluded Lady Marney with
the sweetest voice and slushy look: I've never been convincing in that hay fever. Meanwhile, the upcoming event has changed the whole aspect of the political wo rld. The king who died before his new registration was the biggest blow to pseudothorism since His Majesty, calling for Coach Hackney, came down and dissolved parliament in 1831. Tadpoles and Tapers calculated
that Sir Robert's disolut ion, after registering in 1837, would give him a clear major ty, not too big, but big enough: a manageable majority; some five-andtwenty or thirty men, who with a probable peerage or two hang in distancing e, half a dozen positive baronetciies, customs for their constituents, and Co urt balls for their wives, can be challenged to save the state. 0! England, glori
ous and ancient skill, the happiness of your polytheism is truly strange! The wisdom of the Saxons, the Norman courage, the Tudor state craft, the national sympa thies Stuart, the spirit of the latter Guelph fighting against their enslaved sovereignty,--this are high traits, that a thousand years of ave has secured its national development. And now all your memorial dynasties end in
huckstering with the reign of some thirty unknown and anonymous jobbers! Thirty-t Athens were at least tyrants. They were labeled men. But the obscure majority, which under our current constitution is destined to govern England, is a secret as a Venetian conclave. Yet on their dark voices it all depends. Would you promote or prevent some major measure that may affect the
fates of the unborn millions and the future character of the people,--using, for example, the nation's education system l,--month must distribute looting to an illiterate clan; slob hovering on the surface of the party; or retain the possibility of honor with, which are honorable only when in their transmission give and receive shine; when they meed public virtues and public services, and
disseased values and geniuses. It is impossible that the thirty-something system can endure for a long time in an age of investigation and a troubled spirit like the present. Such a system may correspond to balanced interests and periodic and alternative comman d rival oligarchic connections: but it can only exist by subordinatio n rulers and crowd degradation; and one cannot
agree with the times, whose genius will soon admit that Power and The People are divine. He cannot last ten days, said the WHIG Secretary to the Treasury with a triumphant look at Mr. Taper as they met in Pall Mall; You're for our lives. Don't be too sure of yourself, the amazed Taper rejoined in despair. It doesn't follow that because we're out, that you're in. what you mean?
There is such a person as Lord Durham in the world, mr. Taper said very solemnly y. Pish, the secretary said. You may pish, said Mr. Taper, but if we have a radical government, as I am e and hope, they will not be able to get steam as they did in -31; and wh on with church and corn together, and Queen Dowager, we can go to Count y with as good a cry as some other people.
Now I'm going to lift Melbourne against the field, the secretary said. Lord Durham dined in Kensington on Thursday, Taper said, not whig prese nt. Ay; Durham speaks very well at dinner, the secretary said, but he has no real go in it. When there is a Prince of Wales, Lord Melbourne means making Durham governor of successors obvious, and that will silence him What do you
hear? said Mr Tadpole, joining them; I'm told he has pretty ralli ed. Don't flatter yourself, the secretary said. Well, we'll hear what they say at the hustings, said Tadpole looking bravely. Who's afraid! said the secretary. No, no, my dear, you are a dead rhythm; The stakes are worth playing, and don't assume we're such flats that we don't lose, and he doesn't race for a wanting
jockey. Your humbugging registration will never do more t new rule. Our great men think they're shelling, I'm telling you; We have Croucher; we will condemn Carlton and corruption throughout the kingdom; And if that doesn't work, we will swear until we turn black in the face, that the King of Hanover is engaged in a plot to overthrow our young queen: and the triumphant secretary
wished the worthy couple a good morning. They certainly have a very good cry, Taper said sadly. After all, registration might be better, Tadpole said, but it's still very good. Daily bulletins have become more significant; The crisis was clearly at hand. The dissolution of parliament at any time of the sea caused great excitement; combined with the new rule, inflames the passions of
every class of community. Even the poor are beginning to hope; the old, complete superstition still remains, that the ruler can exercise power; and suffering multitudes are fain believe t hat his correctional character may be about being discovered in their case. As for the aristocracy in the new reign, they're all fluttering. A confusing vision of coronates, stars and ribbons; smiles and
places at court; haunts their midday speculation about the tide and their midnight dreams. Then we must not forget the numerical ess cases in which the event is considered to supply the long-sought oppo rtunity of distinction or the long-frightening cause of the ultimate discomfiture; hun dreds, thousands, who are thinking of entering parliament, units that dread getti ng out. What a
change from lye on St James Street to sauntering at Boulogne Pier; or, after dining at Brookes and dining at Crockford's, being saved from destruction by a friendly interposition that sends you in an official capacity capacity to the marsupial sympathies of Sydney or Swan River! Now is the time to let people who have claims come forward; claims for spending their money, which
none of them asked for, but which of course only f or the welfare of the party did. They never wrote for their party, nor spoke in their p arty, or gave their party any other voice but their own; but they invite their cla ims,--this something; commissioner of anything or consul anywhere; if there is no place to have it, they are ready to take it out in the lifts. They once looked to a secret
council, but now they would be satisfied with hereditary honor; If they can't have either, they'll take the clerkship in the Treasury for the younger ones with on. Maybe he'll get it in time; currently leave growling with g augership; or, having with desperate dexterity at long lengths conceived to transform tidewaiter into landwaiter. But there's nothing like asking, except Mr. Hark's
rejection! Toll! It's all over. The great bell of the Announ Metropolitan Cathedral will be the death of george the third's last son, who will probably ever rule england. He was a good man: with feelings and sympathies; flawed in culture, not ability; with a sense of duty; and with something of a conception of what should be the character of an English monarch. Peace with his strings!
We were invited to another scene. In the palace in the garden- not in haughty keep, proud with fame, but dark latitude to the violence of old; not in the royal pile, bright with splendor, but SOI led with intrigue, courts and factions - in the palace in the garden, meeting the sce for youth, and innocence, and beauty - came a voice that said the virgin sh e must ascend her throne! The
Council of England has been summoned to its bowers for the first time. There are reassessed and captains and the main men of its area; priests about the f religion that comforts, the heroes of the sword that won, the vo taries of the craft that decided the fate of the empire; men gray with thought, fame and age; who are the stewards of divine mysteries, who have met in battle with
the hosts of Europe, who have muddled in secret closets, who have shrugged off a less merciful conflict over the rising senates; people too, some of them, are mastered by a thousand vassals and the main owners of the provinces, but not one of them whose heart does not tremble at this time as she awaits the first presence of a virgin who must now ascend to her throne. The
buzz of the half-repressed who would try to cover up the arousing ent, which some of the greatest of them have acknowledged in the meantime, fulfills this bril liant asamblaž; that the sea is plumes, and shimmering stars, and beautiful dresses. be quiet! open portals; She's coming! The silence is as deep as the midday forest. Attended for a moment by her royal mother and ladies
from her court, who worship and then retire, VICTORIA ascends to her throne; A girl, alone, and for the first time, in the middle of a gathering of men. In a sweet and exhilarating voice, and with a composed change indicating an absorbing sense of duty in August rather than the absence of emotion, the QUEEN announces her accession to the throne of her ancestors and her
humble hope that divine providence will keep over the fulfillment of her exalted trust. The curses of both the captains and the main men of her territory then advance to the throne, and kneel before her, swearing in her troth and taking sacred oaths on an allegory and supremacy. Loyalty to those who rule a country that the great Macedonian could not co nquer; and across a
continent even Columbus never dreamed of: a queen on every sea and people in every zone. That's not what I'm talking about; than a nation closer to her chair, d who at this moment looks at her with anguish, with love, perhaps with an hour of opia. Honest and serene, she has the blood and beauty of Saxon. Will it be her long-proud destiny to bear relief to the suffering of millions,
and with that soft hand that could inspire troubadours and Guerdon knights, break the last links in the chain of Saxon dotraja? END OF THE FIRST BOOK Book II Book 2 Chapter 1 A building still called MARNEY ABBEY, though distant from the site of an ancient monastery, was an extensive building erected at the latter end of the reign of James the First, both in the state and
picturesque style of that ag e. Located on a noble elevation in the center of an extensive and well-wooded pair k, he presented a front part with two projected wings of equal dimensions with area C, so that the shape of the building was that of the quadrangle, less one of its sides. Its ancient grids were removed, and the present windows although c onvenient slightly matched the
structure; the old front door to the center of the building remained, however, a marvellous example of the fantastic carvi ng: the ion columns of black oak, with an abundance of fruits and flowers, and the head of deer and silvan. The whole building was crowned with a considerable e pediment of what at first glance seemed an imaginative open work, but which exam almost offered
the gigantic letters of the marney motorcycle house. Portal T on is open to the hall, as it is now rarely found; with dais, scre en, gallery, and buttery-hatch all perfect, and everything from carved black oak. The late lord's modern luxury and refined taste made Mar ney Abbey extraordinary for its comfort and accommodation as well as its ancient condition and splendor. The
apartments were generally furnished with all the cheerful ease and joy of a modern nobleman's villa, but the seventeenth-century G RAND Gallery was still preserved, and in greu it was occasionally used as the main reception. You climbed the main stairwell next to him through a long hallway. It occupied the entire length of one of the w ings; It was 500 feet long and 45 feet wide,
its walls hanging with a collection of paintings rich in history; while Axminster carpets, e cabinets, chiseled tables and variety of simple chairs, are ingeniously grouped, impa rted even to this palatial chamber lively and swollen air. Lord Marney was a few years older than Charles Egremont, but still a young man. He was handsome; indeed, there was a general similarity between the
brother's, although the expression of their counting was completely different; height and air with me, and throughout it has a certain family setup; But this is where the resemblance stopped. The Earl of Lord Marney tailored to the character of his mind; cynical, devoid of feeling, arrogant, literal, tough. He had no imagination at all, he exhausted his mild native feeling, but he was an
acutaneous, contentious and firm even stubborn. Although his early education was very imperfect, he later read a good job, especially in French literature. He had form d his mind by Helvetius, whose system he considered irrefutable, and in whom he had only faith. Armed with the principles of his great master, he believed he could pass through existence in adamanta's armor, and
he always gave you in the busines of life the idea of a man who was aware that you were trying to receive him, preferred to respect you for it, but a work whose cold, unkind, eye defied you. There was never excessive cordiality between the brothers even in their days, and not long after Egremont entered life, they became estro nged. They were to meet for the first time since
Egremont's return from the continent. Their mother arranged their reconciliation. They were supposed to meet as if there had never been a misunderstanding between them; Lord Marney specifically stipulated that there would be no scene. Learning of Egremont's imminent arrival, Lord Marney was careful to be detained late that day in petty sessi ons, and entered the room just
minutes before the dinner was announced, where he found Egremont not only with the Countess and the young dam who was staying in it, but with extra bail against any ebulliation of feelings in the shap e of the Vicar of Marney. , and a certain Captain Tetrib, who was a kind of assistant to the count's e-camp; killed birds and carved them; played billiards with him, and lost;
indeed, he had every accomplishment that could please a woman or make a man easier; coul d work, dance, draw, make artificial hinges, crush horses, practice surveillance administrators and bailiffs, and make each body comfortable getting everythin g on their shoulders. Lady Marney took in Egremont in a way that expressed the extreme action she experienced when she found
him once more under his brother's roof. When he arrived, he would have preferred to have been immediately shown to his ro oms, but the message immediately delivered expressed his sister-in-law's desire to see him at once. She took him in alone and with great warmth. It was embellished andful, and as soft as May; luminous but sensitive face; rich brown hair and large b lue
eyes; not yet a mother, but with some dignity matron blen ding with long-lasting timidity of the girl. Egremont was glad to rejoin his sister-in-law in the salon before din ner. He sat by her side; and in response to her inquiries is giving him r some narrative about her travels; a vicar who was a very low church, shook his head at a young friend, Lady Marney, who increased the
excellence of M r Paget's stories; while Captain Grouse, in a very stiff white neck cloth, very ti ght pantaloons, to show off his very glorified legs, transparent socks and poly shoes, threw himself into attitudes in the back ground, and with z eal expressing almost enthusiasm, teaching the spaniel Lady Marney to pray; When the door opened, Lord Marney came in, too, but as if
security would be doubly safe, not just. He was accompanied by the neighbors and brother of the judge, Sir Vavas our Firebrace, the baronet of the earliest series, and a gentleman of a large family and a large estate. It's Charles! How are you George? And the brothers shook hands. 'It's the English way; and if they had been inclined to fall into each other's ar ms, they probably
wouldn't have done more. Within minutes it was announced that dinner had been served, and so, secured from the scene, with a fair appetite, and surrounded by dishes that might make him comfortable satisfying, a kind of vague fraternal mood began to mix Lord M Arney's breasts: he was really pleased to see his brother again; remembered the day when y rode his poneys and
played cricket; His voice softened, his eyes glistened, and he exclaimed at length: You know, dude, I'm pretty happy to see you here again. Let's assume we get a glass of wine. The softer heart and more sensitive spirit of Egremont were well calculated to respond to this ebusies of feeling, however mild; and indeed it is for man y reasons not without considerable emotion, that he
found himself once again on M arney. He sat next to his gentle sister-in-law, who seemed content with her husband's unsullied cordiality, and worried from many friendly offices that another every indication of good feeling on his part. Captain Grouse was extremely assi duous: the vicar was a deferential breed, agreed with Lady Marney about their portance infant schools, but
recalled his opinion when Lord Marney expressed his opinion. I hope no infant school will ever be found in his neighbor since. Sir Vavasour was more than middle-aged, comically, very gentlemanly, but with an air of occasional absence that was barely sent with his sincere and somewhat heartfelt idiosyncrasy; his clean forehead, Florida tan and blue eye. But Lord M arney spoke
good business, albeit mostly dogmatically or argumented. It was war her hard to find enough slew of opposition, but he lay in w ait and seized every opening with beautiful alacrity. Even Captain Tetrib couldn't escape him; If he were to be driven to his extremities Lord Marney would even question his prince in fly-making. Captain Tetrib has given up, but not too soon; he was well
aware that his noble friend's passion for controversy was equal to his love of conquering St. Peter's. As far as timoši, you could see that inconsiderate talents, and with richly cultivated intelligence, her husband's controversial genius completely eavesdden with her conversational charms. She never advanced the suggestion that he didn't immediately bristle up, and she could only
avoid meeting with a graceful submission. As for the vicar, a frequent guest, he would take refuge in silence, but the Count, especially when alone, what cal ran would have pulled him out, and the game once dug up, with such a skilled pack there wa with but little fear of driving badly. When everyone was reduced to silence, Lord Marney said the controversy, took on positively. He
praised the new poor law, which he declared the salvation of the country, provided it was implemented in the spirit in which it was developed in the Marney Union; but then wo add that there was no district other than their union where it was properly about bserved. He was tremendously vehement against agreeing and analyzed a system without gracious sarcasm, indeed, he had
no unimaginable acquaintance with doc trines of economists, and was quite inclined to carry them into practice in any case, except that of the disembarked owner, who he clearly proved stood on different grounds of any other interest. There was no nihin who hated being a poacher, except rent; though perhaps in the catalogue of his aversions, we should prioritize his anti-
ecclesiastical pr ejudia: it amounted to even acrimony. Although there was no man breathing who was obsessed with such a strong affusion to subscriptions of any kind, it stifled Lord Marney to see his name among the donors of all sectarian instit utions. Marney's vicar, whom he himself introduced, was his model priest: he left every body alone. Influenced by Lady Marney, your
wor your vicar once warmed to some ebony of very low church fervor; There was talk of an evening lecture, schools needed to be remodeled, certain tracts were actually distributed. But Lord Marney soon stopped all this. No pr iestcraft on Marney, said this owner of Opatija's land. I wanted very much to come and search you, lady Marney told Egremont, but George didn't like it.
The less the family interfered, the better, Lord Marney said; And for my part, I was very upset to hear that my mother had fallen. Oh! my mother did miracles, said Egremont: We should have been beaten without him r. Indeed, to tell the truth, I pretty much gave things up as soon as they started their man. Before that, we were on velvet; But by the time he showed up everything
changed, and I found some of my hottest supporters, members of his board. You had a formidable opponent, Lord Marney told me, Sir Vavasour said. Who's he? Oh! He's a terrible man! Scotchman, richer than Croesus, one McDruggy, fresh from Canton, with a million opium in each pocket, who condemns corruption and bello wing free trade. But they don't care much for free
trade in the old district? Said Lord Marney. No, it was a mistake, Egremont said, and the cry was changed the moment my op ponent was on the ground. Then the whole town was on a poster with 'Vote McDrugg y and our young Queen', as if to level with Her Majesty. My mother must have been in despair, Lord Marney said. We immediately released our 'Vote for our young Queen
and Egremont' card, whi ch was at least more modest and turned out to be more popular. I'm sure it was my mother, Lord Marney said. No, Egremont said; it was an effusion of a far more experienced mind. My motto was her in hourly communication with head quarters, and Mr. Taper sent down c ry express. Peel, in or out, would support the Lame Bill, Lord Marney said, rather
brazenly ly, as he supported himself after the ladies retired. He must; and looks at his brother, whose return was largely secured by crying that poor law had fallen. It was impossible, said Charles, fresh from hustings, and speaking from the taper card, for the state of the people was an object he knew n othing. He will carry it out, Lord Marney said, you will see, or the country will not
replace him. I would love to, said Sir Vavasour, we could manage some modifications about out-door r elief. Modification! said Lord Marney; why there was nothing but modification. What we want is rigour. The people will never stand it, Egremont said; there has to be some change. You can't go back to abusing the old system, said Captain Grouse, Makin g, as he thought, safe
observation. Better to go back to the old system than to modify the new one, Lord Marney said. I wish people would take it a little longer, sir Vavasour said; they cer tainly do not like in our parish. People are very pleased here, eh Slimsey? Said Lord Marney. Very much, the vicar said. After that, there was a conversation, mostly held by the Count and ba ronet, who developed all
the resources of the great parish mind. Dietitians, bastards, gaol regulations, laws, which have been widely debated; and Lord Marney wo und up with a declaration of funds by which the country could be saved, which seemed mainly to consist of high prices and a low church. If only the ruler could meet her best friends, Sir Vavasour said, with a sigh. Lord Marney was
uncomfortable. And avoid the fatal mistakes of his predecessor, continued the baronet. Charles, another glass of claret, said the Count. She could still gather around the throne the body of men-Then we'll go to the ladies, said the Count, abruptly upsetting her guest. Book 2 Chapter 2 There was music as they entered the salon again. Sir Vavasour tied Himse to Egremont. It gives
me great pleasure to see you again, Mr. Egremont; said a worthy b aronet. Your father was my earliest and lovest friend. I remember you at the Fireb race, a very little boy. I am happy to see you again, sir, in such an eminent position; legislator, one of our legislators. It gave me the sincere pleasure of obeying your return. You're very kind, Sir Vavasour. But it's a responsible
position, the baronet continued. You think St. Peter's is going to be a good one. Most. I suppose they are; but, I conclude, in time; Sir Robert will have it in time? We must not be in a hurry; 'the greater the aduish'-- you know the rest. The country is extremely conservative. All we want now is a strong government mint, which will put all things to the right. If the poor king had
survived-- he would have sent these men to the right; said Egremont, a young polit ician, proud of his secret intelligence. Ah! Poor king! said Sir Vavasour, shook his head. He was fully with us, Egremont said. Poor man said Sir Vavasour. Do you think it was too late? said his companion. You are a young man entering political life, the baronet said, kindly taking Egremont by the
hand and guiding him to the couch; it all depends on the first step. You have a great opportunity. Nothing can be done by an ordinary person. The most powerful body in this country wants a champion. But you can rely on Peel? Said Egremont. He is one of us: we should be able to depend on him. But I talked to him for an hour and I couldn't get anything out of him. He is cautious;
but depends on it, he will stand or fall against the ground. I don't mean the earth, Sir Vavasour said; than something much more impo rtant; with all the influence of the country, and much more; order of people who are ready to gather around the throne, and indeed, if it is done to them only if it is done to them, its natural and hereditary champions (Egremont looked perpl exity); I
speak, Sir Vavasour added, in a solemn voice: I am talking about baronetes. The Baroneths! And what do they want? Their rights; long-denied rights. The poor king was with us. He frequently expressed to me and the other deputies, his determination to do us justice; but he was not a strong man, Sir Vavasour said, with a sigh; and and and being revolutionary and straightening the
way, he had a difficult task perhaps. And our peers, who are our brothers, were, I'm afraid, against us. But despite the mini ers, and despite his peers, that the poor king lived, we should have at least had a badge, Sir Vavasour added sadly. Badge! This would satisfy Sir Grosvenor le Draughte, sir Vavasour said; and he had a strong party with him; he was in for compromise, but d--
he, his father was just agoucheur. And you wanted more? asked Egremont, with a demure appearance. All or nothing, Sir Vavasour said; principle is always my motto - there is no purposeful y. I gave a speech in line at Clarendon; there were 400 of us; the feeling was very strong. A powerful party, Egremont said. And the military order, sir, if properly understood. What could stand
against us? The reform law could never have been passed if baroneti had been organised. I have no doubt you could bring us in now, Egremont said. That's exactly what I told Sir Robert. I want him brought in on their own orders. That would be a big deal. There is nothing like esprit de corps, Egremont said. And a body like that! exclamed Sir Vavasour, with animation. Imagine us
for mum ent, for yourself going down in a procession in Westminster, for example keep c hapter. Five or six hundred baronets in a dark green costume,--doked dre ss of equites aurati; each not only with his badge, but also with his collar S.S.; belt and scarf; his star shines; his pennon flies; his hat white with a plume of white plumage; Of course, the sword and the gilded spurs. In
our hand, thumb ring and signet has not forgotten, we hold our two-ball coronet! Egremont stared with irrepressible amazement at the excited being, who unwittingly pressed his companion's hand, as he drew this quick sketch of the glory so unconstitutionally denied him. It's a magnificent spectacle! Said Egremont. An obvious body destined to save this country was eagerly
pursued by Sir Vavaso yours. Mixing all sympathies: the crown of which they are peculiar champions ; noblemen, of which they are a popular branch; people who recognize in th em their natural leaders. But the picture isn't complete. We should be accompanied by an equal number of gallant knights, our elderly sons, who, at the moment they come of age, have the right to seek
the knighthood of their ruler, while their mothers and wives, are no longer relegated to the nomenclature of the sheriff's lady, b ut continuing their legal or analogue dignities, and styled 'venerable baro netes', with their coronet and robe. , or an honorable knight, with his golden collar of the S.S., and chaplain or cap of dignity, can either follow the prose ssion, or move in galleries in
a situation of becoming, the impact of rain from above. I am in for them going to the procession, Egremont said. The point is not so clear, said Sir Vavasour solemnly; and indeed, w e have been firm in defining our lawful claims in our petitions, as well as for honorary ary epithets, secondary titles, personal decorations and extended heraldic bea rings. I don't understand if the
government has easused a disposition for a liberal set in reference to the issue, I wouldn't urge strict adherence to every poi nt. For example, I am prepared, as great as I would be a victim, even to renounce the requirement for secondary titles for our eldest sons, if, for example, y would provide us with our coronet. Fie, fie, Sir Vavasour, said Egremont very seriously, remember the
principle: no expediency, no compromise. You're right, the baronet said, a little coloring; And do you know, Mr. Egre mont, you are the only individual I have met from the Order, who has taken a reasonable view of this great question, which, at the end of all, is a matter of e-day. Book 2 Chapter 3 The situation of the rural town of Marney was one of the most beautiful that is easy to
imagine. In an expanding dale, idling on the margin of a clear and liv ely stream, surrounded by meadows and gardens, and backed by lofty hills, undula ting and richly wooded, a traveler at opposite heights of dale would often stop to marvel at the cheerful prospect, which reminded him of his country's traditional EP ithet. It's a beautiful illusion! For behind this laughing landscape,
penury and disease fed into the pon vital signs of a miserable population! The contrast between the inner city and its external aspect, was as st riking as it was full of pain. With the exception of the dull high street, which had the usual characteristics of a small farming town in the market, some gloomy villas, tireless inns and tiny bourse, Marney mostly consisted of a variety of
narrow and overcrowded strips that formed cottages built of rubble, or unblemished cement-free stones, and from old age, or bad material, it looks like they barely stick together. The gaps acknowledged every explosion; oblique chimneys have lost half their original height; rotting horns were clearly misplaced; while in many cases it is straw, yawning in some parts to admit e wind
and wet, and overall completely unsuitable for the original purpose of giving prot ection from time, looked more like the top of a dung beetle than a cottage. Before the doors of these apartments, and often surround them, they ran open drains full of animal and vegetable waste, disintegrating into disease, or sometimes in their imperfect course filling dirty pits or spreading into
standing pools, while a concentrated solution of each type of dissolving dirt was allowed to soa k through and thoroughly fertilize the walls and soil adjacent. These wretched tenements rarely consisted of more than two rooms, in one of which the whole family, however numerous, was obliged to sleep, without distinction in age, gender or suffering. With water flowing down the
walls, ligh differs through the roof, without even in winter, the virtuous mo tera in the sacred pangs of childbirth, makes another sacrifice to our though nonsense civilization; surrounded by three generations whose inevitable presence is more painful than her suffering at that moment of torment; as the father h er arrives the child, in the other corner of the filthy chamber, lies struck
by this typhoid that his contaminant apartment has inhaled into his veins, and for whom the next prey may have been predestined, his newborn child. These swarming walls had either windows or doors sufficient not to take out time, or acknowledge the sun or supply means of ventilation; moist and manure roof of straw exhalation m alaria as well as all other decaying plant
substances. The living quarters were neither boarded nor paved; and whether some were located in low and damp p laces, occasionally flooded by the river, and usually much below road level; or that springs, as was often the case, will burst through the muddy bottom; The soil at no time was better than so much clay, while sometimes you see small canals cut from the center



under the neck to take away the water, the door itself removed from its reclams: a resting place for childhood in your submerged home. These huts are in many cases not given a comm to the most disgusting benefits of the most disgusting police; for each door can be an opser ved manure-pile on which accumulated each type of dirt, for the purpose of disposing for manure, so that
when the poor man opened his narrow ha bitation in the hope of refreshing it with the breeze of summer, he was greeted with a mixture of gases from the dungear zauglibe. This city of Marney was a metropolis of agricultural labor, for neighborhood owners who for the last half century have acted on a system de stroying cottages on their estates, to become exempt from the Mai
Ntenance population, expelled people have flocked to Marney, where, du ring war, the manufactory has afforded them some relief , even though its wheels have long since ceased to disturb the waters of Mar. Deprived of this resource, they again gradually spread throughout the country that rejected them; and got out of your churlish breast niggardly existence. Their re-entry into
the surrounding parishes was a view with great suspicion; their restored settlement opposed by every ingenious con trivance; those who recovered with their efforts were careful not to become soil dwellers; And although, from over-competition, there were few counties in the kingdom where the wage rate was more depre ssed, those lucky enough to receive meager compensation,
had, in addition to their efforts, endured every morn and even tired journey before they could reach the place of their work, or return to the wretched cottage that pro-called the name of home. To that home, through which malaria and round who is e shivering hearth are grouped by guests other than the exhausted family of t oil - Fever, in every form, fading consumption, exhausting
Synochus, and trembling Ague,--reurned after cultivating the wide fields of cheerful England a brave Bri tish peasant, returned to come across the worst diseases with a framework least qualified to oppose them; a frame that has been overcome with torment has never kept food for nothing; soaked in the storm could not change her drip cloths; and was indebted to his scarce fuel in
the winds of the forest. The eyes of this unfortunate race could have been raised to the lonely tower that had come up in the midst of them, the bearer of present comfort, the herald of future equality; But the Holy Church in Marney has forgotten its sacred mission. We introduced the reader to the vicar, an orderly man who felt he had performed his duty if he preached two sermons
every week, and carried out humility on his congregational gation and gratitude for the blessings of this life. The High Street and some neighbouring gentry were a staple of its listeners. Lord and Lady Marney came, att finished Captain Tetrib, every Sunday morning with commendable regularity, and w ere ushered into the invisible interior of the vast bench, which occupied half the
gallery, was lined with scarlet damast, and furnished with simple chairs, and, fo r those who chose them, well-padded chairs of prayer. Marley's men took refuge in monasteries, which abounded; small ordinary buildings pale bricks of wit h names painted on them, Zion, Bethel, Bethesda: the names of a distant land and the language of a persecuted and ancient race: nevertheless,
such is the mysterious power of their divine quality, inhaling comfort in the nineteenth century about the harassed forms and shaken souls of a Saxon peasant. But as devoted as his flock was to Marney's vicar, his efforts for their own good, under any circumstances, must be largely limited to spiritual comfort. Married and the father he received for his work as a small forties parish,
which provided him with an income that by no means equals that of a superior bank clerk, or a great loan shark chef. The Big Ten of Marney, which he could count by the thousands, swelled the huge lease w hich was pulled from this district by the lucky earls who bore his name. The morning after Egremont arrived in Opatija, an unusual stir could be observed on the main street of
the city. Around portico green dragon hotels and commercial inns, node major figures, chief lawye r, brewer, vicar himself, and a few of those light quidnuncs that abound in country towns, and which rank under the designation of retired gentlemen, were close and very seriously talked about. In a short time the servant on horseback in t on Abbey livery galloped to the portico, and
delivered a letter to the vicar. The excitement is obviously now greatly On the opposite side of the e-way to an important group, the knot, larger in numbers but very flawed in qu ality, formed and remained transfixed with mouth gaps and C urious not to say alarmed air. The chief constable approached the door of G reen Dragon, and although he did not dare join the main group, he
was passionately present, if necessary. The clock has ticked off eleven; The cart stopped to watch the events, and the gentleman's trainer was riding home with an ice horse. There they are! said the brewer. Lord Marney himself, said the lawyer. And Sir Vavasour Firebrace, I declare. I wonder how he got here, said the retired gentleman, who was a loyalist-chandler on Holborn
Hill. The vicar took off his hat and it was all revealed. Lord Marney and his brother Magis Trate rode briskly to the night and rode quickly. Well, Snigford, said his lordship, in a peremptory tone, this is quite bus iness; I'm going to stop this directly. A lucky man if he succeeds! The flammable torch was introduced for the first time in Marney Parish; and last night the premieres of Abbey
Farm set fire to a lighthouse in a troubled neighborhood. Book 2 Chapter 4 Is not so much fire, sir, mr. Bingley of Abbey Farm told Egremont , but the temperament of the people who arouse me. Do you know, sir, there were two or three of them here, and, apart from my farm servants, none of them would lend a helping hand to put out the flames, though, with the water so close, y
might be of great service. You told my brother, Lord Marney, this? Oh! That's mr. Charles I'm talking to! My service to you, sir; I'm glad to see yo u in these parts again. It's a long time that we've had that pleasure, sir. Tr avelling in foreign parts, as I heard say? Some of it; but I'm very glad to be home once more, Mr. Bingley, although I'm very sorry to have had such a welcome as a
flaming rick at Abbey Farm. Well, do you know, Mr. Charles. between ourselves, and Mr. Bingley lowered his to no and looked around him: Things are very bad here; I can't tell, for my cape, what's become of the earth. Tayn't the same country to live in as it was wh en you used to get to our embroidery coursing, with the old Lord; Remember that, I'm sure, Mr. Charles? 'It's not
easy to forget a good sport, Mr Bingley. With your permission, I'll let my horse in here for half an hour. I want to walk to the ruins. You wunna find them much changed, said the farmer, smiling. They've seen a lot of different things in their time! But you're going to taste our beer, Mr. Charles? When I get back. But the hospitable Bingley refused, and as his companion renounced
entering his house, because the sun refused for a while Mr. Farmer, inviting one of his workers to take Egremont's horse, rushed the house to fill the cup. And what do you think of that? fire?, Egremont said towards the buttocks. I think it's a tough time for the poor, sir. But burning a rickshaw isn't going to make time any easier, my good man. The man did not respond, but with a
depressed gaze he took the horse to his stable. About half a mile from Marney, the dale narrowed, and the river took a mealing c ours. He passed through missuses, soft and vibrant with sumptuous vegetation, surrounded by n both sides by rich hanging forests, except where occasionally the quarry smashed lush breasts high with its rugged and tawny shape. Fair stone and plen
teous wood, and a stream of fresh water, combined, with a quiet and sec luded scene depicted by every sharp and angry wind, form a sacred place on in the old days the Holy Church loved to gift with its beautiful and enduring profession. Even a stranger, then, when he left town about two miles beh ind him, and heard the farm and mill that had since passed, called A bbey Farm
and Abbey Mill, might have been ready for a grateful vision of f some monastic remains. As for Egremont, he was almost born amid the ruins of Marney Abbey; his solemn relics were associated with his first and freshest fantasies; every step he knew as much as he could have been to one of the old monks; nevertheless, he could never without emotion observe these unsurpassed
remains of one of the largest religious houses of the north. In an area of no less than ten hectares, fragments of the great abbey can still be observed: these were, according to their border, generally mossy and mou ldering monuments that spoke where the offices once rose and the terraced gardens of the old owners spread; here you can still trace the dwelling of abbot l ord; and
there, even more clearly, because he built on a larger scale d materials even more intended for eternity, a spacious hospital, to us that then did not signify the dwelling of the disease, but a place where all rights of hospitality were practiced; where a traveler from a proud baron to a lonely pilgrim sought shelter and sucouse that had never been withheld, and at whose door, called
the Portal of the Poor, villagers at the abbey, if they wished, could appeal to every morn and night for raiment and for food. But it was at the center of this tract of ruins, occupying a space of no less t han two hectares, that, with a power that defied time, and with beauty that finally turned the wrath of man, still rose if not in perfect, and yet ad, form and condition, one of the noblest
achievements of Christian art. ,-- Abbey Church. The summer vault was now his only roof, and all that remained of the ts beautiful windows was an expanse of their arched symmetry, and some wreaths of relics of their fantastic frame-work, but the rest was unscathed. From the west window, looking over the transept chapel of the Virgin, still ador ned with columns of marble and
alabaster, the eye wandered down To the great oriental light, almost three hundred feet long, through the luxurious av enue of immature walls and columns grouped to the sky, a tower rose on each side of Our Lady's Chapel. One that was of great antiquity, since this style commonly referred to as Norman, is short and very thick and square, has not mounted much above the
height of the western front; but the second tower was of c haracter very different, it was tall and light, and Gothic style purest and graceful; the stone from which it is built, from bright and even sparkling co lour, and looks like it was chisaed, but yesterday. Initially, his turretted cres t seemed injured; but the truth is that it was unfinished; Working people were employed in this tower on
the day old Baldwin Greymount came as the king's commissatoial oner to inquire about the behavior of this religious house. The Abbots liked the morises of their reign with some public work, which should add to the beauty of their buildings or the practicality of their subjects; and the last of the church's cal lords Marney, a man of fine taste and a skilled architect, was raising th's
new bell tower for his brethren when a stern decree arrived to ring the shou ld more sound. And the hymn could no longer be sweeped in Our Lady's chapels; and the candles were no longer for lighting on the high altar; and the door by or should have been closed forever; and the wanderer no longer needed to find a home. The body of the church was in many parts overgrown
with brambles and in its bay red with a rank of vegetation. It was a very sultry day, and the flames of meridian heat were still inflaming the air; China for shelter, not for sust enance, wandered through some broken arches and lay in the shadow of the navy. This desec of the place, once sacred, still beautiful and solemn, has seeded the feelings of Egremont. He sighed and turned
around, followed the path that after a few steps took him to the garden of cloister. This was a significant rectangle; once surrounding the garden of monks, but all that remained of this honest comfort was the lonely tisa in its center, which seemed the oldest tr ee that could live well, and was, according to tradition, more ancient than the strangest walls of Opatija. Around this
quadrangle was a refector, library and kitchen, and above them the cells and dormitories of the brothers. An imperfect staircase, not without danger, led to these udjusted odasies; but Egremont familiar with the way he did not hesitate to follow it, so he soon threw himself on a hill overlooking the garden, while further on the extended t he huge cloisters of monks, and adjacent was
the cemetery, which was once closed, and communicated with the cloister garden. It was one of those summer days that's so still, they look like it's h oliday of nature. The weary wind slept in some grateful cave, and with unbeams enjoying some ardent hill; in the floated with sleepy unconscio us course: there was no wave in the grass, no mixing in the branches. Silence so deep
amid these solemn ruins, it offered the perfection of solitud e; and it was the stirring in the mind of Egremont that made him far fr. urassied for this loneliness. The mild words he exchanged with the farmer and buttocks left him thinking. Why was England not the same country as at the time of his easy y outh? Why have they been difficult times for the poor? He stood among the
ruins that, as the farmer noted well, had undergone many changes: changes in belief, dynamic connections, laws, manners. In the country, new orders of men appeared, a new acidic part of wealth opened up, a new disposition of power to which this wealth nec essarily brought. His own house, his turn, established itself on the ru ins of that great body, symbols whose ancient
magnificence and strength urrounded him. And now his order was compromised. And the people-- the ones on Toil, whose unconscious energies over these new centuries have all rested-- what changes have these centuries brought them? That their progress at national level was borne by this progress of their rulers, which h ad accumulated in treasuries of a limited class of
wealth of the world; and made their possessor boast that they were first nations; the most complex and complex, the brightest, the most modern and the most generous? Were there rick-burners at the time of Mr. Abbots? And if you don't, wh y don't? And why should piles of Earls of Marney be destroyed and those abbots of Marney spared? Withering those suggestions, some
voices upset him, and looking in a circle, h e noticed two men in the cemetery: one stood next to a tomb that his com panion was apparently examining. The first was of sublime stature, and although dressed with simplicity, he had nothing dirty about his appearance. His garments gave no clue to his position in life: y may have been wearing a squire or his gamekeeper; dark velvet
dress and leather gaiters. As Egremont caught his form, he threw his wide brimming co untry hat to the ground and showed genuine and masculine prominence. His complex on perhaps in his youth were ruddy, but the time and time of the attendant, thought and p assion, was paled: his cheshy hair, faded but not gray, still grouped these r noble eyebrows; its characteristics were
ordinary and handsome, a well-formed nose, a square mouth and its white teeth, and you would gray eyes that were besuding such idiosyncratics. His time of strong masculinity, because he was much closer to forty than fi fty years of age, perhaps better suited his athletic form, than the more supple and graceful seasons of youth. Stretching his powerful arms in the air, and
delivering from the exclamation mark n that signifies his fatigue, and who broke the silence, he expressed to his companion his companion to rest under the shadow of a quiet in a non-consensual garden, and inviting his friend to follow him, he took his hat and moved away. There was something about the appearance of a stranger that interested Egremont; and waiting to establish
himself at his pleasant resting place, Egrem ont descended into the garden of cloisters and decided to turn to him. Book 2 Chapter 5 You leaned against an ancient trunk, Egremont said, carelessly advancing toward a stranger, who looked at him without any expression of surprise, then repl ied. They say the trunk under whose branches the monks camped out when y came into
this valley to erect his building. It was their house, until they amassed the abbey with wood and stone around them, their efforts and art. And then they were driven out of it, and it came to this. Poor people! poo r people! They would hardly have given up their resting place if they deserved to reinstate it, Egremont said. They were rich. I thought poverty was a crime, answered
strange r in a tone of simplicity. But they've committed other crimes. Perhaps so; We're very fragile. But their history was written by their en emies; were convicted without a hearing; people often rose in the name of thei r; and their assets are divided with those on whose reports they forf eited. In any case, it was a surrender that gave life to the community, Egremo nt; countries are
held by active people, not drones. The drone is the one that does not work, said the stranger; Whether he's carrying a cow or a coronet, it's the same for me. Someone I suppose must own the land; although I have heard him say that this individual mandate is not a necessity; but as much as he may be, I am not one who would oppose the Lord, provided he is gentle. Everyone
agrees that the Monks were easy landlords; their rents were low; they granted leases in those days. And their tenants could renew their mandate before their mandate is esote: so they were people of spirit and property. Then there were Yemenis, sir: the land was not divided into two classes, masters and slaves; there w as some resting place between luxury and misery.
Consolation was an English habit, not just an English word. And do you really think they were lighter landlords than our current ones?, Egremont said, wondering. Human nature would tell us that, even if history doesn't acknowledge it. Monast ics could not own private property; could not save money; they can bequ eat anything. They lived, received and spent together. The
monastery is also an owner who has never died and has never wasted. The farmer then had the master of the earth without death; not a sharp guardian, or a grinding mortgage, or a dilator master and n chancery, everything was safe; the estate should not have dreaded the change of master, or oak trees to tremble from the axe of the scattering heir. How proud we are to still be in
England from the old family, yet, God knows, rarely see one now. Nevertheless, p eople like to say, we kept under him, and his father and his grandfather before him: they know that such a mandate is useful. The abbot was always the same. Monks were briefly in every district a point of refuge for all who needed our succ, advice and protection; the body of individuals who do not
have their own concerns, with the wisdom to lead inexperienced, with a wealth to alleviate suffering, and often with the power to protect the oppressed. You plead their cause with feeling, said Egremont, who was unmoved. It's mine; they were sons of the people, like me. I preferred these monasteries to be a resort for younger branches of the aristocracy?, Egremont said. Instead
of a list of pensions; replied his companion, smiling but not biting erness. Well, if we had to have an aristocracy, I'd rather have his younger b ranchers as monks and nuns than colonels without regiments, or housekeepe rs royal palaces that exist only in name. In addition, see what is the advantage for min ister if unencumbered aristocracy is so assured for now. He doesn't need,
like a minister these days, entrusted public affairs management to individuals notoriously incompetent, appointed at the command of expedition generals who have seen the field, made colony governors out of people who could never manage them alone, or find an ambassador in a broken dandy or damn favorite. It is a tr ue that many monks and nuns were persons of noble birth.
Why wouldn't they be? The aristocracy had its share; No more. They, like all other cl asses, have benefited from monasteries: but the list of mitred abbots whe n they are suppressed, shows that the vast majority of heads house wer e of the people. Well, regardless of the difference of opinion on these points, Egremont said, there is one where there can be no controversy: the
monks were the great archhit ects. Ah! there, said the stranger, in a tone of ordinalty; if it was the world, but only knew what they had lost! I'm sure it's not the slightest idea that rod lly prevails over the look of England before and since the collapse. Why, sir, only in England and Wales were there these institutions of different sizes; I mean monasteries, and chants and chapels, and
big hospitals; conserably upwards of three thousand; these are all honest buildings, many of them of extraordinary beauty. There were on average in each district at least twenty struct ures like this was; In this great district double that number: objects t hat are as huge and as magnificent and beautiful as your Belvoirs and C hatsworths, your Wentworths and your Stowes. Try to
imagine the effect of thirty or forty Chatsworths in this district owners who have never been away. Now you complain enough about the absentees. Monks were never non-residents. They spent their income among those whose workforce produced it. These people too built and planted as they did everything else for posterity: their churches are cathedrals; faculties in their schools;
their halls and libraries muniment rooms of the kingdom; their forests and waters, their farms and gardens, are laid ou t and disposed of on a scale and in a spirit that is now extinct: they have made co untry beautiful, and people proud of their land. Yet if the monks were such public benefactors, why did the people not rise in favor of the heirs? Yes, but it's too late. They fought for a
century, but they fought property again and were beaten. As long as the monks existed, people, when Ag was sad, had property on their side. And now 'tis all over, said the stranger; and travelers come and stare at these ruins, and they think they're very wise to moralize over time. They're children of violence, not time. It's the war t hat created these ruins, the civil war, of all our
civil wars the most inhuman, because it ran with nonexistent. Monasteries were taken by storm, they wer e sacked, gutted, beaten with belligerent instruments, blown up with gunpowder; yo u can see the markings of the explosion against the new tower here. He's never been so pl below. The whole face of the earth for a century was the face of a country recently clipped by a
ruthless enemy; it was worse than the Norman conquest; Nor has Engla ever lost this character of devastation. I don't know if the union workhouses are going to remove it. They're finally building something for people. After an ex periment of three centuries, your gaols be full, and your treadmills lose omething their virtues, you've given us a substitute for monasteries. You're
complaining about the old faith, Egremont said, in a tone of respect. I don't see the issue as faith, the stranger said. It's not a matter of religion, but as a matter of law, to consider it: as a matter of, I should say, private law and public happiness. You may have been nged if you thought it suited the religion of the opata as you changed religion about f bishops: but you had no right to
deprive people of their property, and proper ty moreover what under their management so largely contributed to the welfar e community. As for the community, said a voice that went neither from Egremont nor the tranger, with the monasteries the only guy we've ever had in England since such a relationship expired. There is no community in England; there is aggregation, but
aggregation in circumstances that make it quite dissociative, but rather n unuggregation, principle. It was still the voice that spoke these words, and yet one of a peculiar character; one of those voices that immediately arrests attention: gentle, yet solemn, earn est, but undisturbed. With a step whispering as his tone, the man kneeling next to the tomb joined his associate and
Egremont undetected. He ha rdly reached medium height; its form slender, but well proportional; Pal e countenance, slightly marked by smallpox, was redeemed from absolute ug lines with a highly intellectual eyebrow and large dark eyes that indicated deep sea nsybility and high speed of fear. Although young, he was already li ttle bald; he was fully clothed in black; the
righteousness of his bedding, the neatness of his beard, the gloves much worn, yet carefully drained, intimate that hi very faded garments were the result of necessity, not negligence. You also regret the decomposition of these bodies, Egremont said. There is so much to regret in the world we live in, said the younger of strangers, that they cannot spare a pang for the past.
Nevertheless, you approve of the principle of their society; You prefer, you say, your existing life. Yes; I prefer an association with gregariousness. That is the difference, Egremont said, reflecting. It is a community of purpose that makes up society, continued the younger tranger; without it, men can be drawn into the vastness, but still have continuity almost isolated. And is that
their situation in cities? This is their condition everywhere; but in cities this situation has deteriorated. Population density implies a more difficult struggle for existence, and consequen t repulsion of elements brought in too close to contact. In big cities, people are joined by the desire to win. They are not in a state of cooperation, but of isolation, in the case of wealth creation; and for
everything else they are c without neighbors. Christianity teaches us to love our neighbor as ourselves; modern society does not recognize any neighbour. Well, we live in strange times, Egremont said, struck by observing the hi companion, and relieving the confused spirit of ordinary exclamation marks, which often signifies that the mind is more exciting than it cares to admit, or is
currently capable of expressing. When a child starts walking, he also thinks he lives in strange times, his companion said. Your conclusion? He asked Egremont. This society, still in its infancy, is beginning to feel its way. This is a new reign, Egremont said, maybe it's a new era. I think so, said the younger stranger. Hopefully, said the elder. Well, society may be in its infancy, said a
slightly smiling Egremont; But say what you wish for, our queen reigns over the greatest nation that ever existed. Which nation? asked the younger stranger, because she rules over two. The stranger paused; Egremont kept quiet, but he watched in doubt. Yes, the younger stranger continued after the interval. Two nations; be bet ween who has no sympathy and no compassion;
who are equally ignorant of the habits, thoughts and feelings of each of them, as if they were inhabitants of different zone es, or inhabitants of different planets; which are formed by different breeding, feed on other foods, are ordered with different manners and are not gove rned by the same laws. You're talking about-- Egremont, hesitating. RICH AND POOR. At this point, a
sudden rush of pink light, choking the gray ruins, indicated that the sun had just fallen; and through the empty arch that looked at them, lonely in the majestic sky, shined the star of dusk. Watch, scene, t he festive stillness and softening of beauty, repressed controversy, induced eve n silence. The last words of a stranger lingered in the ear of Egremont; his spirit was full of many
thoughts, many emotions; when she raised the evening hymn to the Virgin from Our Lady C hapel there. One vote; but the tones but most of the supernatural sweetness; gentle and festive, but flexible and exciting. Egremont began with his respect. He would speak, but he perceived that the older of the strangers had risen from his resting place, and with the ey es knocked down
and arms crossed, he was on his knees. The other remained standing in his former position. The divine melody stopped; an elderly stranger stood up; the words were on the lips of Egremont, who would ask for some explanation of this sweet and sacred mystery, when in an empty and star-lit arc on which his gaze was fixed, he stunned the female form. She obviously had a
religious habit, but she would hardly be a nun, because her veil, if it was a veil, fell on her shoulders and revealed her thick strands of long beautiful hair. The blush of deep emotions embryos was inserted on the count, which, although extremely young, was impressed by the chara cter of almost divine majesty; while her dark eyes and long dark lashes, contres brighter in her
complexion and the luxuries of her radiant locusts, combined to produce beauty as rare as choice; and so strange, that E gremont could have been pardoned for a moment because he believed in the serpent, that the ad lit up this sphere, or the honest phantom of some saint haunting the sanct ruins of her desecred fane. Book 2 Chapter 6 I understand, then, said Lord Marney to
his brother, because in the evening of the same day they sat together in the salon, in close conversation I und erstand then, that you didn't actually pay anything, and that my mother would give y ou a thousand pounds. That won't get very far. He will hardly pay for the presidency, Egremont said; the restoration of fa mily influence was celebrated on such a large scale. Family
influence must be supported, Lord Marney said, and my mother will give you £1,000; Like I said, it won't do much for you, but I like her spirit. Competitions are very expensive things, but I pretty much approve of what you've done, especially since you won. It's a big deal in these ten pound days t about to win your first contest, and shows the powers of calculation that I respect.
Every single thing in this world is a calculation; there is no such thing as happiness, it depends on it; and if you continue to reckon with equal accuracy, you must succeed in life. Now the question is, what to do with your Accounts? Exactly. You want to know what I will do for you, that is, what I can do for you; That's the thing. My preference, of course, is to do everything for you; But
when I declare my resources, I may find that they are not equal to my inclination. I'm sure, George, you'll do anything and more than anything you're supposed to do. I am extremely pleased for this £1,000 from my mother, Charles. The most wonderful of her! But she's always so generous! Her association was paid the most often, Lord Marney continued. Always be e xact in your
payments, Charles. There's no end to the good it produces. If I had not been so regular in paying my mother her association, she would not have been able to give you this much 1,000 pounds in all likelihood; And, therefo re, to some extent, you're owed a thousand pounds for me. Egremont drew a little, but he didn't say anything. I am obliged to pay my mother for her association,
whether the ricks are burned or not, he said with id Lord Marney. It's very hard, isn't it? But these ricks are Bingley's? But he wasn't insured, and he's going to want some reduction in his rent, and if I don't think it's appropriate for me to let him do that, which I probably won't, because he should have calculated those things, I've got my ricks, and they can be burned either ght. But
you are, of course, insured? No, I didn't; I calculated 'tis better run risk. I wonder why ricks were burned now and weren't in the old days, Egremont said. Because there is a surplus population in the kingdom, said Lord Marney, and n about rural police in the county. You were talking about the election, George, said Egremont, not without reluctan ce, but worried, because the ice
was broken, to bring the matter to a result. Lo rd Marney wrote before the election, in reply to his mother advising them h to step letter with which she was delighted, but which Egremont at the time might have wished had been more explicit. However, in the excitement of att endant at the first contest, and influenced by a person whose verdict was always sw ayed, and, in this case,
is a particular right to sway him, he stifled his scruples, and convinced himself that he was a candidate not only with nction, but for example, his brother. You were talking about the election, George, Egremont said. About the election, Charles. Well, long and short of that is this: that I wis h to see you comfortable. Being bullied for money is one of life's most disturbing incidents. It
stirs up tempers, lowers the mood, disrupts others and finally breaks your health. Always, if possible, keep squa re. And if by any chance you find yourself scratched, come to me. There is nothing in these circumstances such as the advice of a cool-headed friend. Just as valuable as the help of a cold heart, thought Egremont, who didn't like the tone of this conversation too much.
But there is one thing of you have to be especiallyware, continued Lord M arney, there is one thing worse even than getting into difficulty - patching t hem up. The patching system is deadly; it will certainly break; You never get it. What I want to do for you, Charles, is to fully correct you. I want to see you square and more than a square, in a position that will guarantee you for Eve R
from any annoyance of this kind. He's a good guy soon, Egremont thought. That thousand pounds of my mother was very ¡, said Lord Marney; I guess it was an sop that would keep them in line until we made a deal. Oh! there is no pressure of this kind, Egremont said; If I see my way, and squeeze it out, of course they'll be pretty happy. Excellent, said Lord Marney; and nothing
could be more appropriate for me, because, between us, my balances are very low at the moment. Terrible expenditu re maintenance this place! And then such terrible incumbrance as I came! Incumbrances, George! I thought you didn't have any. There hasn't been a single mo rtgage. No mortgages; they are nothing; you find them, you get used to them, and you get used to it
accordingly. You completely forget portions for younger children. Yes; But you had a lot of money ready for them. I had to pay them, Lord Marney said. If I hadn't, I might have bought Gr imblethorpe with the money; such an opportunity will never happen again. But you were talking about incumbrances, Egremont said. Ah! my dear Lord Marney, you don't know what it's like to have
to eate an estate like this; and very happy for you. It's not the easy life you dream of. There are buildings - I'm destroyed in buildings - our poor dear father ti ght left me Marney without incumbrance; why, there was no barn on the estate w hole that was weatherproof; it's not a farm-house that wasn't even half in ruins. What I spent in the buildings! And exhausting! Although I make
my own tiles, drain ing, my dear colleague, is something of which you have not the slightest idea! Well, said Egremont, eager to get his brother back on the point, you skinny k, then, I better write to them and say-- Ah! now for your job, said Lord Marney. Now I'm going to tell you what I can do for you. I spoke to Arabella about it last night; she totally approves of m y idea. Remember
De Mowbray? Well, we'll stay at Mowbray Cast le, and you'll come with us. It's the first time they've got companies with ice their big loss. Ah! You were abroad at the time, and so you're behind ha nd. Lord Mowbray's only son, Fitz-Warene, remember him, failed smart fell, died a year ago, in Greece, of fever. It's never been such a blow! His two sisters, Lady Joan and Lady Maud,
are seen as the greatest heyresses in the kingdom; but I know Mowbray well; He's going to make the eldest son out of his eldes t daughter. She will have it all; she is one of Arabella's dearest friends; You're going to marry her. Egremont stared at his brother, who patted him on the back with an expression of unusual kindness, and added: You have no idea what a burden he has
lifted from my mind, my dear Charles; So great is my anxiety has always been about you, part of larly lately. Seeing you lord of Mowbray Castle will achieve my dearest hopes. It's a position fit for a man, and I know nothing more worthy than you do, even though I'm your brother who says it. Now let's come and talk to Arabella. So, speaking, Lord Marney, followed somewhat
reluctantly by his brother, advanced about at the other end of the salon, where his wife was employed with her embroi dery-frame, and sitting next to her young friend, Miss Poinsett, who played chess with Captain Grouse, a member of the chess club, and one of the most capit al performers extant. Well, Arabella, Lord Marney said, it's all settled; Charles agrees with me to go to
Mowbray Castle, and I think the sooner we can do better. What does y ou think about the day after-morrow? That's exactly going to work for me, and that's why I think we'd better improve. We'll consider it settled. Lady Marney looked embarrassed and a little upset. Nothing could be more nexpected by her than this proposal; nothing more inconvenient than an arran gemento. It
was very true that Lady Joan Fitz-Warene invited them to Mowbray, and she had some vague intention, one day or another, to decide whether to use that kindness; but decide on leaving, and having left immediately, without the least consultation, at least an inquiry about the sui tableness of the arrangement, miss Poinsett's visit abruptly and ungratefully ly interrupted, for example
- all this was disturbing, disturbing: a way of managing the ement that from the simplest incidents of domestic life contrived to draw some degree of confusion and annoyance. Don't you think, George, lady marney said, we'd better talk about it a little bit? Not at all, said Lord Marney: Charles will leave, and that suits me quite a bit, and muse what it takes for any consultation? Oh! If
you and Charles like to go, sure. said Lady Marney in a hesitant tone; I'm just going to be really sorry I lost my company. What are you going to do to lose our Arabella society? Of course you have to come with us. I couple ticularly want to go. You are Lady Joan's most intimate friend; I believe no one she likes so much. I can't go to morrow the day after, Lady Marney said,
speaking in a whisper and looking at the stresses of depreciation. I can't help it, Lord Marney said; You should have told me that by now. I wr ote at Mowbray on the day, that we should be with him the day after morrow, and tay week. But you never mentioned it to me, said Lady Marney, slightly blushing and King Spea in a ton of gentle rebukes. I would like to know when I will find
time to mention the content of every ether I write, said the Lord especially with all the tantatious jobs I've had on my hands day in and day out. But that's right; The more he tries to save you, the more dissatisfied you become. No, he's not dissatisfied, George. I don't know what you call dissatisfied; but when a man has made every possible e arrangement to satisfy you and every
body, and all his plans are to set asid e just because the day is fixed on not exactly suits your fancy, if it's on not dissatisfaction, I'd very much know what it is, Arabella. Lady Marney didn't answer. Always sacrificed, always giving in, at a moment when she was tempted to express an opinion, she seemed to ever assume the position of not injured but injured. Arabella was a woman
of ability, whom she nurtured. She had excellent ense and possessed many valuable qualities; was far from deprived of ensibilility; but her sweet temper dwindled from controversy, and Nature didn't owe her a spirit he could direct and control. She caved without a shtrggle to the arbitrary will and unreasonable whimsy of her husband, who was scarc ely equal to her in intellect, and
far inferior to her in all the ingenious qualities of our nature, but who steered her her iron selfishness. Lady Marney absolutely didn't have her will. Hard, exact, literal, hectic, acute seduced its existence; directed, planned, solved everything. Her life was a series of petty victims and baulked enjoyment. If her carriage was at the door, she was never sure she wouldn't have to send it;
that she had asked some friends to her house, chances were she would have to turn them down; if she was reading a novel, Lord Marney asked her to copy the letter; If he was going to the opera, she discovered that Lord Marney had been given room for h er and some friend in the House of Lords, and seemed to expect the strongest ex-ressions of delight and gratitude from her
for his inconspicuous and inconvenient kindness. Lady Marney fought this tyranny in the earlier days of the thei R union. Innocent, inexperienced Lady Marney! As if it were possible for a woman to fight a selfish husband, suddenly with a sharp and dull heart! He liked sh e, he even reproassed it; She cried, once she had a nelt. But Lord Marney viewed these demonstrations as an
uedited sensibility of a lith of a girl who was unable to marry, and ignorant of the wise authority of husbands, of whom he was considered a role model. And so, after a just course and threads, Lady Marney invisible for days, immersed in remorse in the mysteries of her boudoir, and her master dines at her club and goes to the mino r theater; The Countess was broken into and
became the perfect wife of the perfect husband. Lord Marney, who loved chess, turned out to be Captain Grouse, and a very gallant y suggested that he finish his game with Miss Poinsett, whom Miss Poinsett, who stood lord Marney, as well as he understood chess, quickly lose, so that his Lordship may come across a champion worthy of him. Egremont sits with his sister-in-law,
and impatient with kind words to soothe the irritation he noticed with the pain his brother was creating, entered into an easy conversation, and after a while, said, I think you were good enough to shape my destiny. Lady Marney looked a little surprised, and then she said, How is it? You decided to hear the most important step of my life. You really confuse me. Lady Joan Fitz-
Warene, your friend-- the Countess blushed; The name was a clue she could follow, but Egremont n evertheless doubts the idea never occurred to her before. Lady J oan whom she described as not beautiful; it's certainly not pretty; no one would consid er her beautiful, many will truly think her quite the other way around; and yet she looked, one particular look when according to
Lady Marney, she was more than autiful. But she was very smart, indeed, something extraordinary. Accomplished? Oh! far beyond that; I've even heard men say no one knew that much. Plain blue? Oh! No, no it's not blue at all; is not that kind of knowledge. But languages and learn d books; Arabic, Hebrew, and old manuscripts. And then he has an observatory and she was the
first person to discover the comet. Dr. Buckland swears by her; and corresponds with Araga. And her sister, is she the same? Lady Maud: she's very religious. I don't know her that well. Is she beautiful? Some people admire her very much. I've never been to Mowbray. What kind of place is that? Oh! it's very large, Lady Marney said; but like all places in manufactur ing districts,
very disagreeable. You never have clear skies. Your toilet board is covered with black people; the deer in the park look like they have bathed in a barrel of Indian ink; And what do you who smouon tell you you'll see chimneys for the shepherds. And are you really going to go on Thursday? said Egremont: I think we had bette r put it off. We have to go, Lady Marney said, with a kind
of sigh and a shake of the head. Let me talk to Marney. Oh! no. We gotta go. I'm annoyed by this sweet little Poinsett: she's been with me so often, and she's only been here three days. When she lands again, I'd like you to ask her to ride her, Charles. Soon dear little Poinsett was singing, much pleased that Mr. Egremont invited her to an e-instrument, which hung over her for
several minutes and then evide ntly influenced by her tones, walked up and down the room, and just wheeed to beg to continue her charming performances. Lady Marney was engrossed in her relationship; her master and captain with his game. And what was Egremont referring to? Mowbray, rest assured. What about Lady Joan or L ady Maud? Not really. Mowbray was the name
of the city with which the foreigners he met in Opatija were bound. It was the only information about him. be able to obtain them; and casually. When a fair vision of a star-lit arch, which wanted to descend to her two companions , was perceived to be in conversation with a stranger, she hesitated, and I withdrew. Then the elder of the passengers, exchanging a look with his friend,
offered good even to Egremont. Our way may lie the same, Egremont said. I should consider that I'm not, said the stranger, nor are we alone. And we have to get stirred up, because we have to go far to the end, said he who was dressed in blah ck. My journey is very short, Egremont said, desperately trying to call c ommunication; And I'm on a horse! And we walked, the elder
said; Nor will we rest until we reach Mowbray and with a gentle greeting, they leave Egremont alone. There was something about a mann er senior foreigner who suppressed the possibility of Egremont after h im. Leaving the cloister garden in the other direction at the time, he speculated about meeting them ing outside the abbey. He passed through Our Lady's Chapel. The
beautiful R eligious wasn't there. He got the Western Front; No one was visible. He quickly inspected each side of the abbey; not a creature to be recognized. He liked them to have made progress towards Abbey Farm; Still, they could continue to f urther on in the dale. Confused, he lost time. Eventually, he proceeded to the farm, but did not overtake them; reached, but learned
nothing about them; and rrived at his brother's full of strange but sweet confusion. Book 2 Chapter 7 In a commercial country like England, every half century develops some new and vast source of public wealth, which brings into national notice a new and powerf ul class. Centuries ago, a Turkish trader was a great creator of wealth; West Indian Planter followed him. In the middle
of the last century, Nabob appeared. These characters, at their zenith, in turn merged in the country and became English aristocrats; While the Levant was decaying, the West Indies were unpersuased and Hindostan was plundered, the breeds were extinct, and now they only exist in our English comedies from Wycherly and Congreve to Cumberland and Morton. The expendable
itura of the Revolutionary War produced Loanmonger, who succeeded Nabob; and the application of science to the industry developed by the manufacturer, who in the t urn tends to be a large hectare, and always will, as long as we have the territory al constitution; better security for land interest overhears than any corn law, fixed or fluctuating. Of all these characters, the one
who as a whole made the greatest fortune in the most modest way,--you don't forget the wonders of waterloo credits, about the wonders of Manchester during the continental blockade - was an Anglo-East Indian about the time Hastings was first named in the great viceroyalt y. It was not unusual for people in such unfamiliar positions that their names never reached the public in
this country, and who had not yet been. from their native region for a long time from the siege of Troy, to return with their mil lion. One of the lucky ones of this class of obscure adventurers was a certain Joh n Warren. Very few years before the beginning of the American War, he was a waiter at a celebrated club on St. James Street: quickly but steadily young fell; Noticeable,
discreet and very civilized. In this capacity, he satisfied gentlema n who had just been appointed to the government of Madras, and who wanted a servant. Wa rren, though prudent, was adventurous; and accepted an opening he believed offered him a fortune. He was a omen. The journey of those days was a six-month affair. During this period, Warren ingratiate himself even more
with the hi master. He wrote a good hand, and his master very bad. He had a natural talent for bills; information that was useful to his employer. He arrived in Madras, no longer as a servant, but as a private secretary. His master went to get rich; but he was indolent and really didn't have any quality to succeed, except for his great position. Warren had every quality besides that.
Therefore, the basis of the confederacy was understandable; It's foun ded on mutual interests and cemented by reciprocal assistance. The governor gran ted monopolies on the secretary, who split due tribute to his sleeping couple tner. One of those sweethearts who is not unusual in Hindosto has appeared; emergences in the battered province cried out for rice; whose stores,
diminished by nature, mysteriously disappeared for months. Provident administration and t seems to have invested public income in its benevolent purchase; misery w as so exaggerated that even the sladm was expected, when a great forester came to the aid of the people over whose destinies they presided; and at the same time fed and pocketed millions. This was a big move
by Warren's financial genius. He was pleased. H e once again wanted to see St. James Street, and become a member of the club, where he was once a waiter. But he was a spoiled child of happiness, who was not so easy to spare. The governor died, and he appointed his secretary his sole executor. Not that his Excellency particularly trusted his agent, but he didn't dare entrust
knowledge of his affairs to any other individual. E state was so complicated, Warren offered the heirs a good round sum for his withdrawal, and to take the plea on himself. India so remote, and Chanc ery so close - the heirs accepted the proposal. By completing this property, Warren avenged the cause of the looted provinces; and the Lower House itself, with Burke and Francis at
the helm, could hardly seriously oppress the late governor. Mr Warren, who has never been heard of except to be a nabob, returned from India and bought a large estate in the north of England, wa returned to Parliament as one of the close municipality he bought: quiet, gentlemanly, middle-aged man, with no policy and opinions decided; and, as the parties were then getting very
equal, of course very much co urted. The onslaught of Lord North's administration has begun. The minister tipped the new member to dine with him, and found a new member uniquely free f rom to all party prejudices. Mr. Warren was one of those members who announced his determination to listen to and manage arguments. Everyone complimented him, everyone talked to him.
Mr Fox declared himself the most superior man; Mr Burke said these were the people who could save the country. Mr. Crewe asked him to dinner; He cared about the most brilliant duchess. One of those fierce trials of strength has long arrived, preceding the downfall of a single minister, but which sometimes from peculiar circumstances, as in the cases of Walpole and Lord North,
are not immediate in their results. How aud Warren vote? It was a great question. He'd listen to arguments. Burke was confident he should catch Warren. The day before the debate, there was an embankment here, attended by Mr. Warren. The ruler stopped him, talked to him, smiled at him, asked him many questions: about himself, the House of Common, how he liked it, how he
liked England. There was flutter in the circle; n ew favourite at court. The debate is out, the division has taken place. Mr. Warren voted for minister. Burke denounced him; The king made him a baronet. Sir John Warren has made a great alliance, at least for him; married the daughter of an Irish count; became one of the king's friends; Supported Lord Shelburne, threw Lord
Shelburne, had the tact early to discover that Mr Pitt was ma n hold, glued to him. Sir John Warren bought another property, and chose another quarter. He quickly became a person. During the Indian debate, he kept himself extremely quiet; once indeed in Mr. Hastings's justification, w hom he admired greatly, he dared to correct Mr. Francis at a point of factual wit that he knew
personally. He thought it was safe, but he never spoke again. He didn't know the resources of a vengeful genius or the power of the m alignant imagination. Burke owed Nabobo a turn for the votes that had come to him in baronetcy. The speaker seized the opportunity and disturbed the Indian adventurer's secret consci ence with his dark innuendos, and his fatal familiarity with the
theme. However, another estate and another municipality were some consolation for this little mishap; and over time the French Revolution, much to Sir John's relief, forever caught the public's attention from Indian affairs. The faith nabob that adheres to Mr. Pitt has become even his personal friend. Wit did indeed reveal that he was a waiter; and there are endless epigrams of
Fitzpatr ick and jokes of Hara; But Mr. Pitt didn't care about anything. the origin of its sub porters. On the contrary, Sir John was precisely the individual from whom the mini-ster was to care his Plebeian aristocracy; and using his friend as a feeling before embarking on his larger operations, Nabob was one morning trans formed into an Irish baron. The new baron in his patent
figured as Lord Fitz-Warene, his Norman ancestry and d escent of old barons of this name who were discovered in the Herald's colle geu. This was a rich harvest for Fitzpatrick and Hare; but the public gets accust omed at all, and has a simple habit of faith. The new Baron didn't like anything to ridicule, because he worked for posterity. Each ann oyance was compensated by the
memory that the waiter on St James's Street ennobled, and his determination that his children should be even more ranked in the proud peer of his country. So he was given royal permission to continue the surname and hands of his ancestors, as well as their title. There was an inordinate story set to the surface, that Sir John owed this promotion that he had lent money to the
Minister; But this was an accident. Mr. Pitt never borrows money from his friends. Once indeed, to save his library, he took a thousand pou nds from an individual to whom he gave a high rank and an immense promotion: and this individual, who had a ministerial connection when Mr Pitt died, insisted on his right hand and actually pulled 1,000 l. from the insolvent estate of his
magnificent patron. But Mr. Pitt always preferred a usurper to a friend; and until the last day of his life borrowed fifty percent of the money. Nabob left this life in front of the minister, but lived long enough to soften his most comprehensive dream. Two years before his death the Irish baron was qu etly transformed into an English peer; And without thrilling any attention, all the squid
fitzpatricks, all the jokes of Hare, quite forgotten, the waiter of the club on St James's Street took his place in the most natural way possible in the House of Lords. The late Lord Fitz-Warene's large estate was located in Mowbray, a village that belonged mainly to him, and was built nearby by a Gothic castle, worthy of its Norman name and origin. Mowbray was one of those places
that spread during the long war from an almost unknown village to a large and scabby manufacturing town; a circumstance, which, as Lady Marney noted, m ight somewhat exacerbated the atmosphere of the beautiful castle, but which nevertheless doubled its master's vast lease. He who succeeded h was the father of Altamont Belvidere (named after his mother's family) Fitz-
Warene, Lord Fitz-Warene. He was not flawed in ability, although he did not have the talents of his fathe r, but he was too knowledgeable for his intellect; frequent accident. The new Lord Fitz-Warene was the most aristocratic of breathing beings. He is the most fu lly, entirely, and absolutely believed in his pedigree; his coat of arms is emb on each window, embroidered on each
chair, carved in each corner. Sho rtly after his father's death was reunited with the daughter of the duct house, by which he had a son and two daughters, desecrate by names approved by the ancient rekor ds fitz-warenes. His son, who made a promise of abilities that could make the family truly prominent, was Valence; his daughters, Joan and Maud. All that seemed to want the
glory of the house was a great distinction from which the wealthy peer, with six seats in the House of Commons, could not ultimately despair. Lord Fitz-Warene aspired to rank among the Earls of Engle. But Mr. Pitt's successors were strong; they thought Fitz-Warenes ha was already moving too fast; it was whispered that the king did not like the new man; that His Majesty
considered him pompous, full of pretence, in short, a fool. But while Mr Pitt's successors had managed the country for years and were generally very strong, at such a time interval however well their management or their great fortunes were, there were inevitably occasions when they found themselves in difficulty, when it was necessary to summarize l ukewarm or reward the
odans. Lord Fitz-Warene understood well how to deal with these occasions; It was astonishing how conscientious and scrupulous he became during walcheren expeditions, the Manchester massacres, the Queen's trials. E very scrapping government was a step in the ladder on the great borough-mong er. And the old king disappeared from the stage; and the unsavory grandeur of
the great Norman peer was quite suited to George the Fourth. He was quite well-liked at the Cottage; they wanted his six votes for Canning; stated his terms; and about not from the way we got the man of genius for minister, was the elevation of Lo rd Fitz-Warene into peerage, by the style and title of Earl de Mowbray of Mowb Ray Castle. Book 2 Chapter 8 We must return for a
while to the strangers of the ruins of Opatija. When the two joined the beautiful Religious, whose apparition so memorized Egremo nt, all three left Opatija in a way that led them through the back of the garden of cloister, and so on along the riverbank about a hundred meters, w the hen turned the winding valley of the dried-up tributary of the stream. At the head of the glen, in
which they soon arrived, was a beer shop, inspected by some huge elms from winds blowing over the vast swamp, which, except in the direction of Mardale, has now expanded as far as the eye could reach. Here, the escorts moved over, the beautiful Religious sat on a stone bench under the trees, while an elderly stranger called out to the prisoner of the house to magnlies him
for his return, he himself continued to the next heist, from when he brought out a very small rough pony with a rude saddle, but one apparently intended for a male rider. That's good, said taller than men that I'm not a member a society like you, Stephen, or it would be hard to reward this good man for taking care of our horse. I'll have a cup of drinks from the Saxon kings. Then he
lea ding up a pony religious, he put her on her back with tenderness and much natural grace, speaking at the same time in a muted tone, And you -- to bring you a glass of natural wine? I drank the spring of St. Abbey, said the religious one, and none of it is allowed to touch my lips this night. Come, our course must be quick, the elder of the men said as he gave up his gl ass to
their host and led away from the pony, Stephen who walked on the other side. Although the sun fell, dusk was still glowing, and even on this wide expanse the air was still. The vast and unithing surface of the brown and clean ple swamp, varied occasionally with some fantastic rocks, shiny in the changing l ight. Hesperus was the only star seen so far, and he seemed to be moving
in front of them and taking them on their journey. I hope, the religious one said, turning to an older stranger, that if we ever gain our right, my father, and that we will ever save by the interposition of a giant and it seems obviously impossible to me, that you will never forget how bitter he is to be driven off the ground; and that you would bring people back into the country. I would
pursue our right for no other cause, the father said. After centuries of sadness and degradation, it must never be said, that we had no sympathy for the sad and oppressed. After centuries of grief and degradation, Stephen said, let it not be said that you have acquired your right only to create a baron or squire. No, you did your way, Stephen, said his companion, smiling, if ever a
good hour came. No matter how many acres you choose for your new Jerusalem. Call it what you want, Walter, Stephen replied; but if I ever gain the opportunistic unity of fully carrying the principle of association into practice, I will say 'Nunc dimittas me.' 'Nunc dimittas me', burst religiously into the voice of a rousing melody, and she followed the divine canteen for a few minutes.
Her companions looked down on him r with an air of tender respect as she sang; every moment stars beco ming lighter, wide embroidery assuming darker shades. Now, tell me, Stephen, she said religious, turning her head and looking in circles with a smile, I don't think it would be fairer if you were competing in some convent this night than to now accelerate to the least
picturesque one of all the ions created, the train station. Railways will do the same for humanity as monasteries, Stephen said. If it wasn't for the railway, we should never have visited Marney Abbey, said the older of the passengers. Nor did he see his last abbot's tomb, religious said. When I marked your name in the pon stone, my father; but I felt sad, that the reserve d was for
our blood to surrender to the ruthless people of that sacred trust. He never said her father. He was tortured and hanged. He is with the fellowship of the Saints, said the religious. I could see the fellowship of the people, Stephen said, and then there would be no more violence, for there would be no more looting. You must reclaim our land for us, Stephen, said the religious; Promise
me my father I'll build a holy house for pious women, if that ever is. We will not forget our ancient faith, said her father, the only old thing that did not leave us. I can't understand, Stephen said, why you should ever lose sight of the sea papers, Walter. You see, my friend, they were never in my possession; They were never mine when I saw them. They were my father's; and he was
jealous of all the distractions. He was a little yeoman, who was resurrected in wartime, well done in the world, but alwa ys craving after the old tradition that the lands were ours. This Hatton got h old from him; he was doing his job well, I heard;-- I'm sure my father spared nothing. It is twenty-five years come Martinmas because he brought his solution ri ght; and though confused,
he was not beaten. But then he died; his business was also a big mess; He mortgaged his country for his solution, and the war rates were gone. There were debts that couldn't be paid. I didn't have the capital for the farm. I wouldn't sink to being the ground worker that used to be ours. I had a married man; it was necessary to make a great effort. I've heard a lot about the hi gh
wages of this new industry; I left the country. What about the paper? I never thought of them, nor did I think of them in disgust, as the cause of my rue. Then when you came the other day, and showed me in the book that the last ab bot Marney was Walter Gerard, the old feeling stirred up again; And I couldn't help you tell you that my fathers fought at Azincourt, even though I was
just this erlooker at Mr. Trafford's mill. A good old name of good old faith, said the religious; and a blessing to be on it. We have reason to bless him, Gerard said. I thought it was something that served the gentleman then; And what I didn't tell my daughter, she was, by their kindness, raised in h oly walls, who made her who she is. Nature made her who she is, Stephen said in a low
voice, and speaking of no witty popping emotion. Then he proceeded, in a louder and brisk tone, but this Hatton-you don't know anything about his whereabouts? I haven't heard from him since. I had indeed about a year after my father's death, ca use to ask after him; But he left Mowbray, and no one could give me tid ings from him. He lived I believe in our lawsuit and disappeared
with our hopes. After that, there was silence; each was occupied with his thoughts, while in the fluency of soft night and star clock he was driven to contemplation. I hear the murmur of the train, said the religious one. 'Tis up-train, said her father. We have another quarter of an hour; We shal i be in good weather. So, having said, he ran a pony where some indicated the railway
station, which crossed the swamp here. It was only time for the pony to return to the person at the station from whom it was borrowed, and get their checkers, when the down-train bell sounded, and within minutes the Religious and her companions were on their way to Mowbray, whither worried them over two hours c. It was two hours to midnight when they arrived at Mowbray
station, which was abo ut a quarter of a mile from the city. Labour has long since stopped; beautiful paradise, clean and serene, overestimate the city of smoke and torment; in all directions rose columns of factories, dark and defined in the purple sky; shimmering tar that sometimes hovers along the crest of their tall and shrinking shapes. Passengers continued in the direction of
the suburbs and approached the very hi gh wall of the extensive garden. The moon rose as they reached it, ticked off with tre es light and discovered a sublime and central portal, next to it a wicked t on which Gerard rang. The verse was opened quickly. I'm afraid, Holy Sister, the religious one said, that even later than I promised. Those who come in Our Lady's name are always
welcome, was the answer. Sister Marion, Gerard told the porter, we visited the holy market. All places are sacred with sacred thoughts, my brother. Dear Father, good night, said the religious; the blessings of all saints are on ,-- on the nate, Stephen, though you do not kneel to them. Good night, my own child, Gerard said. I could believe in the Saints when I'm with that, Stephen
murmured; Good night, SYBIL. Book 2 Chapter 9 When Gerard and his friend left the monastery they continued at a brisk pace, into the heart of the city. The streets were almost empty; and with the exception of some occasional fight or merriment from the beer store, everything was calm. Mowbraya Main Street, named Castle Street after the ruins of an old ba ronial stronghold in
its neighborhood, was as significant from the current civilized zation of this community as the haughty keep was of its ancient dependence. The dimensions of Castle Street were not unworthy metropolises: it crossed a large part of the city and was relatively wide; its wide pavement and its flaming gas lights pointed to its modern order and prosperity; while o n on each side of the
street grew huge warehouses, not as beautiful as the palaces of Venice, but in its own way no less extraordinary; magnificent shops; and here and there, though rarely, some ancient factory built among the fields in infanc y Of Mowbray by some mill owner who is not prophetic enough of the future, or is ficiently confident in the energy and entrepreneurship of his fellow citizens, to
see that the scene of his work will be a future pain in the eye of the flourishing offspring. Following their course along Castle Street for about a quarter of a mile, Gerard and Stephen bounced off a street that had cut down. and so on, through a weld of ety modes and winding lanes, until they arrived in the open part of the city, the district where the streets and squares and even
queues disappeared, and where tall chimneys and bulky barracks buildings that rose in all directions, clustered and yet isolated, announced that they were in the main scene of the Mowbraya industry. Crossing this open ground they acquired a suburb, but one of very different descriptions from the one where the monastery where they parted with Sybil was located. This one was
inhabited, light and illuminated. It was saturd ay night; the streets were crowded; The infinite population was constantly teeming with close courtyards and damaging dead ends that constantly communicated through the streets with narrow arches, such as the entrance to the hives, so low that yo u obliged to descend for admission: as they rose to those same streets, from their
damp and gloomy apartments with narrow flights of stairs an underground nation of basements poured out to enjoy the cold of the summer night. , d market for a day's rest. Bright and lively shops were packed; and grou ps customers gathered around the stalls, which with the help of flashing lamps and flaunting lanthorns displayed their belongings. Come, come, it's a punch piece,
said the cheerful woman, who presided over a booth that, though significantly sparse by previous customers, still cuts off red many temptations to many who couldn't buy. And so did the widow, said a slightly pale man, wittily. Come, come, it's too late, and your wife is sick; You're a good soul, we'll ay fi'pence a pound, and I'll throw you a scrag end in for love. There is no meat for
us, widows, the man said. With his salary, he should live as a prize fighter, or at least mayor of Mowbray. Salary! Said the man, I wish you could have them. Those villains, Shuffle and Scre w, have sarved me with another bate ticket: and a beautiful figure too. Oh! body monsters! the widow exclaimed. If their day doesn't come, bl oody-minded knaves! For little cops, too! The little
cops are going to be hanged! Am I the man who's going to send a bad cop, widow Carey? You sent for snicks! I knew you, man, and john hill's boy, these 20 sums, and you never heard a word against you until you walked into Shuffle and Screw's m ill. Oh! They're bad yarn, John. They do all of us, widows. They pretend to give the same wages as the others, and amass it out of it
in fines. You can't come, and you can't go, but there's punishment; You've never paid your salary, but there's a bate card. I heard they keep their entire place on factory fines. Soul alive, but those Shuffle and Screw are rotten, snickey, bad yarn, said M istress Carey. Now ma'am, if you like; fi'pence ha'penny; No, ma'am, we're not even a last. Weal, indeed! You look like a soul as
you feed on weal, Mrs Carey continued in tone as she fell. Moved. Well, it's late, the widow said, and if you like to take this scrag next door to your wif e neighbor Hill, we can talk about the rest of next Saturday. And what is your will, ir? said the widow of a strict expression of youth who has now stopped at her own world. He was about sixteen, with a character, and a handsome,
faded, cheeky face. His long, loose, white trousers gave him height; he didn't have a vest, but the pin k silk handkerchief was carelessly curled around her neck, and attached v ery with a large needle, which, whatever her materials were, unquestionably had a very worse geous look. A loose frock coat of coarse white fabric and attached to an e button around his waist, he
completed his habiliments, with the addition of co vering on his head, a highly crowned dark brown hat, which eased his complexion and enhanced the effect of his mischievous blue eye. Well, you don't have to be so fierce, Mother Carey, said the bride with the stricken air of depreciation. Don't be my mother, said the cheerful widow with a walk-in; Go to your own mot her, who
dies in the back basement without a winder, while you have accommodation and n two couples. Dying; She's just drunk, they said from her youth. And if she's just drunk, she re-joins Mrs Carey in passion, which makes her dri nk but effortless; work from 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and for the likes of you. That's good, the youngsters said; I'd love to know what my mother ever did for
me, but give me treacle and laudanum when I was a babby to stop my tongu e and fill my stomach; By a sign that, as my girlfriend says, she stunted gr owth the most beautiful figures in all of Mowbray. And here the young man drew himself and shoved his hands into the side pockets of the pea jacket. Well, I never did, Ms. Carey said. No, no, no, no, I've never heard anything like
it! What, not when you cut donkeys and sell them for petals, Mother. Keep your mouth shut, Mr. Imperence said, the widow said. It's very well known that you're not about Christian, and who's going to believe what you're saying? It is very well known that I am a man who pays his way, the boy said, and do not hold a huckster stand to sell carrion with starlight; but living in two
couples, if you like, and having a wife and family, or as well. A! you aggravating imp! the widow exclamed in despair, unaided to take his revenge on the one who was kept in a safe position, whose movements were as agile as his words. Why, Mrs. Carey, what did Dandy Mick do to you? said a kind-hearted voice, came from one of the two factory girls who walked past her stall
and stopped. They were gaily dressed, a light handkerchief tied under their chin, their hair sc hole-arranged; They wore coral neck laces and gold earrings. Ah! Is it you, my child, said the widow, who was a kind-hearted creature. Th e dandy gave me a little bit of his resistance. But I didn't mean anything, ladies, Mick said. It was a joke,-- just a joke. Well, let's Ms. Carey said. And
where have you been for a long time, my child; and who is your friend?, she added in a lower tone. Well, I left Mr. Trafford's mill, the girl said. It's a bad job, Ms. Carey said; for those Traffords are kind to their peopl e. It's a big deal for a young person to be in their own mill. That's right, the girl said, but then it was so boring. I can't stand country lif e, Mrs Carey. I have to keep my
company. Well, I like a little gossip, too, Ms. Carey said, with great honesty. And then I'm not a scholar, the girl said, and I could never keep learning. And those Traffords had so many schools. Learning is better than home and country, Ms. Carey said; although I am not a scholar myself; But then, in my day, things were different. But young people-- yes, Mick said; I don't think I
could get through the day if you made it wurno' for your institute. And what is that? Ms. Carey asked, smuding. Shoddy-Court literary and scientific, to be sure, said Mick; we have fifty members and we take three London labours; one 'Northern Star' and two 'Mor al Worlds.' And where are you now, child? continued the widow to the little girl. I'm at Wiggins and Webster's, the girl
said; And this is my partner. We keep the house together; We have a very nice room in Arbour Court, no. 7, high; It's very airy. If you're going to take a tea dish with us to morrow, we're expecting some frie nds. I take it kindly, Ms. Carey said; And that's how you keep the house together! All chi ldren keep the house these days. Times are really changing! And we'll be happy to see
you, Mick; and Julia, if you're not engaged; con tinued girl; and she looked at her friend, a rather rude girl, who had immedia tely said, but in a slightly misguided tone: Oh! that we will. And what are you going to do now, Caroline? Said Mick. Well, we didn't have any thoughts; But I told Harriet, what a beautiful night it is, let's walk as long as we can and then we'll lie in bed all the way.
It's all good in winter time with lots of grannies, Mick said, but in my season of the year I have to have a life. The moment I came out I took a bath in r splinter, and then went home and got dressed, he added in a satisfied tone; And now I'm going to the temple. I'll tell you what, Julia was stabbed during the day with a shuttle, 'tis not much, but she can't get out; I'll stand a treat, and
take you to your friend in the temple. Well, it's a pleasure, Caroline said. There's no one doing the cool thing and you, Dandy Mick, and I always say so. Oh! I love the Temple! 'Tis so genteel! I talked about it to Harriet last night; She's never been there. I asked her to go with her, but two girls ,-- you just understand me. A man doesn't like to be een in those places, like someone
doesn't run society. Very true, Mick said; And now we're going to be shut down. Good night, widow. You'll remember us by morrow night, Caroline said. To-morrow night! Temple! Ms. Carey murmured I think the world has turned upside down in these parts. A brat like Mick Radley to live in a couple, with his wife and family, or as well as he says; and this girl asks me to respect the
tea with me and guard the house! Fathers and mothers go for nothing, Ms. C arey continued, as she took a very long pinch of sniffles and thought deeply. 'tis the childre n gets paid, she added after a deep pause, and it's there. Book 2 Chapter 10 Meanwhile Gerard and Stephen stood before a tall, thin, stucco house, balustraded and friezed, brightly lit both inside and without, and,



from t he sounds to have betrayed from it, and the people who retreated and entered, evidentl y locality of a large resort and bustle. The sign, which bears the title Cat d Violin, indicated that it was a place of public entertainment, and was kept by the one who owned the legal name John Trottman, even though it was just a vulgar appeals potion, lost in his well-deserved and far-
known title of Chaffing Jack. Companions entered the spacious rooms; And making his way to the crowde d bar, Stephen looked seriously but who pointed to intimacy, caught you from a comic lady, who presided over mysteries, and said in a low voice: Is he here? In the temple, Mr. Morley, looking for you and your friend more than once. I thin as better go up. I know he wants to
see you. Stephen whispered to Gerard and after a moment's pause, he asked the fair chairman for several tickets for each of them which he paid three times; however, according to the printed voucher declaration, convertible into potential ongoing refreshments, there is no large fee to a very strict member of the Tempe rance Company Mowbray. A handsome staircase with bright
brass bannists led them to abundant landing lace, on which the doors opened, now closed and by which hours the boy who collected the cards of those who would enter it. The portal was of significant dimensions and architectural pretensions; it was painted light green, plates gilded. Inside the pediment, described in the letters of burning gas, read: MUSE TEMPLE. Gerard and
Morley entered the apartment very long and sublime enough, albeit rather narrow for such proportions. The ceiling was even richly decorated; W all are painted, and brush considerable power. Each panel represented a famous scene from Shakespeare, Byron or Scott: King Richard, Mazeppa, Our Lady of the Lake easily recognized themselves: in one panel, Hubert threatened
Arthur ; Haidee saved Juan. and there Jeanie Deans curtsied in front of the Queen. E room was very full; About three or four hundred people sat in different groups at different tables, eating, drinking, talking, laughing and even smok ing, regardless of the images and gilding that was impossible to ban, although there was an effort to discourage, this practice, in the Temple of f
Muses. however, it can be more decorous than the general behavior of the company, although they consisted mainly of factory people. Waiters with so much dexterity seem to serve the nobles. In general, noah was large, though not in agreement; sometimes a bell rang and there was a dig of rationing silence, while the curtain crept at the further end of the room, opposite the
entrance, and where there was a theater, the stage was erected on due eleva tion, and decorated with side scenes from which a lady was issued in a fancy dress singing her favorite ballad; or a gentleman who was elaborately accustomed to the farmer's cost of old comedy, bob-wigs, silver buttons and buckles and blue socks, and who favored the company with that melancholy
effusion called comic song. Some nights there was music on stage; A young lady in a white robe with a Mr Olden harp and attended by a gentleman in a black mustache. This was when the p rincipal harpiste king of Saxony and his first gooey happened to dog song through Mowbray, just by chance, or on a tour of pleasure and a poiter on, to witness famous scenes of British
industry. Otherwise the cat and violin audience, we think temple muse, were fain to be satisfied with the witty h of four bohemian brothers, or an equal number of Swiss sisters. The most popular parties, however, were Thespian recitations: amateurs or beginners who wanted to become professional. They tried their metal on the audience, which could be critical. The sharp waiter,
with a keen eye on the entering guests, immediately greeted Gera Rd and his friend, with copious offers of hospitality: insisting they wanted plenty of refreshments; that they were both very hungry and very thirsty: yes, if they are hungry, they should order something to drink that will give them an appetite : if they are not prone to quaff, something to eat that would make them
athirst. Amid these shameful attentions, his master pushed him aside from There, go; hands sought after at the upper end; two American gentlemen from Lowell sing for Sherry Cobler; I don't know what it is; give them our bar mixture; If they're complaining, let's say Mowbray's slap-bang, and there's no mistake. Must have n ame, Mr Morley; the name is everything; I made a fortune
in the temple: if I called it Saloon, it would never have filled up, and maybe the judges never gave permission. The speaker was a very cunning man who passed the maturity of masculinity, but ac tive as Harlequin. He had a well-favored time; honest, kind-hearted, but very sly. He was dressed as the head butler of a London tavern, and was partly experienced as far as his white
vests and black silk socks were concerning, punctual to hi knee buckles, proud of his diamond pin; that means when he served in the temple. Your mistress told us that we should find you here, Stephen said, and wisely wisely remember to see us. A lot to tell you, said their host putting his on the nose. If he wants to inform ation in this part of the world, I flatter myself-- Come, Lord
Gerard, here's the table; What should I call for? A glass of Mowbray slap-bang? No bett er; The account has been in our family for 50 years. Mr. Morley, I know, won't be joining us. Did you say a cup of tea, Mr. Morley? Water, water only; Well, it's a trange. Man alive there, do you hear me calling? Water wanted, a glass of water for t on secretary Mowbray Temperance and
Teatotal. Cough up. I like a society called. Brush! And so you can give us some information about it -- come back directly. exclamations of their host: and darting off with rapid precision, which took him through a maze of tables without the slightest inconvenient ence to his occupiers. Beg pardon, Mr. Morley said, sliding back into the hi chair; but saw one of the American gentlemen
brandishing his bowie-knife agai nst one of my waiters; he called him a colonel; directly etilyted it; the man of his ra nk brawl with help; Oh! No, no not to think about it; there are no quarrels here; The shish will be in danger. You were talking-- Morley continued. Ah! Yes, about this man Hatton; you remember it perfectly well; question twenty or may be nineteen years since he
escaped. Queer colleague; lived on nothing; he was just drinking water; There's no moderation and teetotal then, so there's no excuse. Beg pardon, Mr Morley; no offense, I hope; cannot bear the whims; but respectable societies, if they don't drink, talk, rent your rooms, lead you into business. And this Hatton-- gerard said. Ah! queer guy; Lent him one pound note - never saw him
again - always remem ber it - the last one pound note I had. Instead he offered me an old book; not in my own way; He took a Chinese jar for my wife. He kept the curiosity store; always lurking abo ut the earth, picking up old books and hunting after old monuments; he called it an antique man; Queer colleague, this Hatton. And you've heard of him ever since? Said Gerard quite
impatiently. Not a word, said their host; I never knew anyone who did. I thought you had something to tell us about him, Stephen said. So it's me; I can put you on a path to get your hands on it and anything else. I haven't lived in Mowbray in 50 years; he saw it as a village, and now a great city full of first-class institutions and institutions like this one, add their hosts who inspected
the Temple with a look of admiration for complacency; I'm saying I haven't lived here all this time and talked to people for nothing. Well, we're all attention, Gerard said with a smile. be quiet! said their host as the bell sounded, and he jumped. Now ladies, now ge ntlemen, if you like; Silence if you want a song from a Polish lady. Signora applauds English like a new baby; and the
curtain crept amid the ushed voices of the company and the restrained clapping of their knives and forks and glasses. The Polish lady sang the song Cherry Ripe to the endless satisfaction of her audience. Young Mowbray indeed, in the shape of Dandy Mick and some of his followers and fans, insisted on an analys. A lady like her retired curtseyed as Prima Donna; but the host
continued on his feet for a while, throwing away his coat and bowing to his guests, who applauded how much they had approved of his venture. He continued his post for a long time; That's almost too much. exclamed; the enthusiasm of these people. I believe they look at me like I'm a father. And you think you have a lead on this Hatton? continued Stephen. They say he has no
relations, their host said. I've heard so much. Another glass of bar blend, Lord Gerard. What did we call it? Oh! b ricks and beans - Mowbray bricks and beans; known by that name at my grandfather's time. No more! There's no point in asking Mr. Morley I know. Water! Well, I have to with a y- and yet, in an official capacity, drinking water is not so unnatural. And Hatton. gerard said;
They say he doesn't have any relationships, huh? They do, and they say wrong. He has a relationship; has a brother; And I can put you on a path to find him. Well, it looks like a job, Gerard said; And where could he be? Not here, said their host; he never put his foot in the temple on my knowledg e; and lives in a place where they have as much idea of popular institutions as all the
Turks or Pagans you've ever heard of. And where could we find him? Stephen said. what's that? said their host jumping and looking around. This is guys, no ush about it. The American gentleman is whittling his name on that new mahogany t capable. Take him a printed list of rules, stuck in a public place, under the gr eat coat, and fine him five shillings to induse furniture. If he
resists (he paid for his drink), call the police; X.Z. Number 5 is in a bar, so ing tea with his mistress. Now he's brushing. And this place is-- in the land of mines and minerals, said their host; about 10 miles from ---. He works in metals at his own expense. You've heard of a place called hell-ho use yard; Well, he lives there; And his name is Simon. And does he maintain any
communication with his brother, do you think? said Gerard. No, I don't know anymore; at least right now, said their host. The secretary asked me about a person who had been away without leave for twenty years and was said to have no relationships, I found you one and a very close one. You're at the station and you've got a ticket. The American gentleman is funny. There's the
police. I have to take a high tone. And in these words Chaffing Jack abandoned them. In the meantime, we must not forget Dandy Mick and his two young friends who he so generously offered to treat himself to the temple. Well, what do you think of that? She whispered to Caroline of Harriet as they entered the splendid apartment. That's exactly what I thought the Queen lived in,
Harriet said; But I'm really all fluttering. Well, don't look like you did, her friend said. Come with the girls, Mick said; Who's there This is where we sit at this table. What are we going to have? This is the waiter; I say waiter! Yes, sir, yes, sir. Well, why don't you come when I call, mick said with the consequent air. And h ave has been hallooing these ten minutes. A few glasses of bar
mixture for these ladies and go gin for yourself. And I say waiter, stop, stop, don't rush so in comfort; do you think people can drink without eating;-- sausages for thre e; And, damme, make sure they're not burned. Yes, sir, directly, directly. It's a way to talk to these guys, Mick said smug with the air, and he was perfectly resuscent by the look of admiration from his companions.
That's pretty Miss Harriet, said Mick looking up at the ceiling with careless views of nil admirari. Oh! It's beautiful, Harriet said. You've never been here before; It's the only place. This is Our Lady of the Lake, he added, pointing to the picture; I saw her at the Circus, with real water. Before them were placed hissing sausages that crowned a bunch of mashed potatoes; delicate
rummers of Mowbray slap-bang, for girls; more masculi not a pewter measure for your friend. Are the plates very hot? said Mick; Very sir. Hot plates half the battle, Mick said. Now, Caroline; Here, Miss Harriet; do not subtract your plate, wait a mass of h; they mash their taters here very elegant. It was a very happy and very cheerful party. Mick is thrilled to have helped his guests,
and for drinking their health. Well, he said when the waiter cleaned his plates, and left them to his less significant luxuries. Well, said Mick, sipping a restored glass of g in a twist and leaning back into his chair, say what they want, there's nothing ike life. At Traffords, Caroline said, the biggest party we ever had was a singing lesson. I feel sorry for them for the poor devils in the
country, Mick said; We got some of them at Col Linson's -- coming out of Suffolk they say; what they call hagricultural workers, very queer a lot indeed. Ah! they are gamigrants, Caroline said; They're sold out of slavery, and silenced by pickford van into the job market to bring down our wages. We'll teach them a trick or two before they do, Mick urged. Where are you, Miss Harriet?
I'm at Wiggins and Webster's, sir. Where they clean machines during meals; that's not going to help, Mick said. I see one of your partners coming, Mick said, giving many signals to the person who joined them very quickly. Well, Devilsdust, how are you? It was a well-known appeal from a young gentleman, who really had no other, brittle or patrimonial. About two weeks after his
mother introduced him to the world, she returned to her factory and put her child on a nurse, and this, say, paid three dollars a week to an old woman who takes responsibility for these ew-born pieces for the day, and returns them at night to her mothers as they hurriedly return from their place of work to a dungeon or den. , which h is still courtesy called home. The cost is not
great: laudanum and tre acle, applied in the form of some popular elixir, afford these innocents a brief taste of the sweets of existence, and keeping them quiet, prepares them for the silence of their impending grave. Cedomarsticid is practiced as an extensive y and as legal in England, as it is on the banks of the Ganges; a circumstance that has clearly not yet included the
attention of the Society for the Spread of The Gospel Of Gatius in Foreign Parts. But the vital principle is the impulse of fro m immortal artist, and sometimes confuses, even at its gentlest stage, m achinations of society for its extinction. There are infants who will defy even hunger and poison, unnatural mothers and nurses of demons. That's the kind of name we're talking about.
We cannot say that he has prospered; But he wouldn't die. So, at the age of tw about the year, his mother is lost sight, and the weekly payment he'll have ased, he's sent out on the street to play, in order to get run over. Even thi with expedient failed. The youngest and slimmed down in the group of victims, Jugger Naut spared him Moloch. All his comrades got rid of him. Three
months p lay on the streets got rid of this tender company,--shoeless, half-naked, and you ncombed,--who ages varied from two to five years. Some were broken, some lost, some caught colds and fevers, crawled back into garrets or cellars, were dosed with Godfrey's cordial, and died in peace. The autens wouldn't disappear. He always moved his cart and his horse, and he never
lost his. They didn't give him food: he forged for himself and shared trash streets with the dog. But he still lived; stunted and pale, he defied the fatal fever that was the only inhabitant of his basement who never left her. And napping at night on a bed of straw, his only protection ag ainst plashy the surface of his lair, with dungheap on his head and a cess tank at his feet, he still held
onto the only roof that protected him from the storm. On long arms, when the auteur finished his fifth year, the pest that left the nest of the cellar of which he was a citizen, raged in the quarter ith of such intensity, that the extinction of its swarming population was threatened. The persecution of this child was particularly visited. All children gradually sick ned except themselves; And
one night when he came home he found an old woman dead and surrounded only by corpses. The child had previously slept on the same straw bed as the corpse, but then there were also f-breathing beings or his companions. The night passed only with corpses seemed to him in itself ki nd death. He stole from the basement, left a quarter of the sleate and after much wandering
lay down near the factory door. Fortune ran hi m. Shortly after the break of the day, he was woken by the sound of a factory bell, and fo und gathered the crowd women and children. The door opened, they came in - the child followed them. The reel was named; his unauthorised appearance n otied; was examined; his acuteness has aroused attention. The child is also wanted n
Wadding Hole, a place for the production of waste and damaged cotton, waste mills, which worked here in anti-dumpers and secret. T he was more nameless than the vacancy, receiving even a salary, more than that, a name; because he didn't have it, he was baptized on the spot, DEVILSDUST. The devil came into life so early that at the age of seventeen he combined the
experience of masculinity with the divine energy of youth. He was a first-timer and again ceived high wages; He took advantage of the factory schooness l; he soon learned to read and write with the object, and at the moment of our histna ory, he was the leading spirit of the Shoddy-Court Literary and Scientific Institute e. His great friend, his only intimate, was Dandy Mick. The
obvious opposite of their qualities and structure may have led to this. This is indeed the most ass office foundation of friendship. The devil was dark and melancholy; ambitious and disco ontented; full of thought, and with powers of patience and perseverance that did not amount to genius. Mick was as great as his complexion; gay, irritable, evanescent and unstable. Mick enjoyed
life; his friend just endured it; nevertheless, Mic k has always complained about his low salary and the size of his ilu; while Devilsdust never murmured, but read and pondered your labo rights, and sighed to confirm his command. I have some thoughts about joining Full Abstinence, Devilsdust said; I ever inch read Stephen Morley's address it was in my mind. We will never get our
rights until we leave with the consumption of excise articles; and the best thing you start with is liqueurs. Well, I could do without a drink, Caroline said. If I were a lady, I never drink anything but fresh cow milk. Tea for my money, Harriet said; I must say, there's nothing I resent for good tea. Now I keep the house, I mean always drink the best. Well, you haven't taken the oath yet,
Dusty, Mick said: so let's assume we order gin and talk about this issue of moderation. Devilsdust was manageable in small things, especially by Mick; he came and sat at their table. I assume you've heard this last dodge of Shuffle and Screw, Dusty, said Mic k. What is it? Each man had his key he gave him tonight -- half a crown a week round deduction d from his rent salary. Jim
Plastow told them he was at his father's house and didn't want a house; where they said he had to let it happen. Their day will come, Devilsdust said, thoughtfully. I really think shuffle and screws are worse even than Truck and Trett. You knew where you were with these guys; It was five and twenty percent, off wages and very bad stu ff for your money. But For Shuffle and Screw,
what with their fines and keys, a man never knows what he has to spend. Come, he added filling his glass, let's go for a toast - confusion to the capital. It's your kind, Mick said. Come, Caroline; Drink to your partner's toast, M iss Harriet. Money is the root of all evil, which no one can deny. We will still have the right to work; 10-hour account, no fines and no individual has admitted
any work that has not completed the 16th year. No, fifteen, caroline said eagerly. People won't file their complaints much longer, Devilsdust said. I think one of the biggest complaints people have, Caroline said, is the beaks serving notice of Chaffing Jack to snooper the temple on a Sunday night. It's disgraceful, Mick said; aynt we don't have recreation? It could as well as ive in
Suffolk, where immigrants come from, and where they owe bu rn ricks pass the time. As for the rights of work, Harriet said, the people ask nothing of their machinery. And you opened your mouth to say a very sensible matter to Ms. Harriet, Mick said; But if I were Lord Paramount for eight and forty hours, I'd be settling the issue soon. Wouldn't I fire a wide side into their 'double
decks?' Batt le of Navarino at the Mowbray fair with fourteen squid from the admiral's ship goin g off at the same time, should be nothing to him. Labor may be weak, but capital is weaker, Devilsdust said. Their capital is all paper. I'll tell you what, Mick said, knowing the look, and in the lowered tone, the O nly thing, my heart, which can save this nation here, is -- a -- a -- a good
strike. Book 2 Chapter 11 Your Lordship's Supper has been served, announced by the groom's ode to Lord de Mowbray; The Noble Lord has brought Lady Marney. The rest followed. Egremont found himself next to Lady Maud Fitz-Warena, the earl's younger daughter. Almost the opposite of him was Lady Joan. Dame Fitz-Warene were sandy girls, somewhat tall, with pretty good
figures and great air; the oldest very ugly, the second quite beautiful; and yet, both v ery much alike. Both had great conversational powers, albeit in different w ays. Lady Joan was doctrinal; Lady Maud curious: the first often given in a formation you did not previously possess; other suggested ideas that were often in your mind before, but lay still and unnoticed, until she was called
to life and noticed in her imaginative and lively language. Both were assidued by very remarkable samos possession; But Lady Joan wanted softness, d Lady Maud repose. This is the result of a quick observation of Egremont, which, however, was experi enclosed in the world and fast at discovering ways and character. Dinner was statewide, as it becomes high nobility. There were
many guests, you t table seemed just a beautiful place in a spacious chamber. The coffee table was full of silver vases and gold shields. on the shelves of scarlet velvet. The walls were covered with Fitz-Warenes, De Mowbrays and De Veres. E attendants glided without fuss, and with the precision of the military disc of ipline. They observed your desires, foresaw your desires, and
supplied everything you wanted with a sublime air of pompous loyalty. Did you come by rail? Asked Lord de Mowbray sadly, by Lady Marney. From Marham; about ten miles from us, her gentlemen replied. The Great Revolution! Right? I fear he has a very dangerous propensity for equality, his lordship said, shook his head; I suppose Lord Marney gives them all the opposition in his
power. No one is as violent towards the railway as George, Lady Marney said; I c annot tell you what he's not doing! He organized our entire division again st Marham line! I preferred to count on him, Lord de Mowbray said, to help me resist this common branch here; But I was surprised to learn that he had said yes. Not until the damages are resolved, Lady Marney innocently said;
George never opposes them after that. He renounced his opposition to the Marham line w hen they agreed to his terms. And yet, said Lord de Mowbray, I think if Lord Marney took a different view of the case and looked at the moral consequences, he would hesitate. Equality, Lady Marney, equality is not our m?tier. If we nobles do not make an attitude of agai nst the level-playing
spirit of the era, I am at a loss to know who will fight b attle. Many you depend on these railways being very dangerous things. I don't doubt that. I assume you've heard of Lady Vanilla's journey from Bir mingham? Yes, no, really! She came up with Lady Laura and the two most atomious men sitting opposite her; she's never met, she says, with two other intelligents. She begged
one of them in Wolverhampton to change place with her, and he was most manly ready to indulge her wishes, only it was necessary for his companion to move at the same time, because they were chained! Two of the swelled mobs, sent into town for picking pockets at Shrewsbury races. Countess and offender! So much for public transport, Lord Mowbray said. Bu t Lady Vanilla
is one of those who will talk to everyone. She's still a lot of fun, Lady Marney said. I dare say it is, lord de Mowbray said; But believe me, my dear Lady Marney, in these times in particular, the Countess has something more to do than be fun. You think that since property has its duties, as well as its rights, the act has its problems as well as its pleasures. Lord Mowbray mused. How
are you doing, Mr. Jermyn? said a lively little lady with shimmering beady black eyes and a very yellow complexion, albeit with good features; When are you ar waterfront in the north? I've been fighting your battles fine ever since I saw you, SH E added, shook her head, rather with the expression of a caution than a sympathetic hy. Always fight your Lady Firebrace battles; is very
kind of you. I f it was not for you, we should not know how abused we all are, again pawned by Mr. Jermyn, young M.P. They say you took the most radical oaths, said Lady Firebrace eagerly, and n ot without malice. I heard Lord Muddlebrains say that if he had the least bit of your principles, you wouldn't have had his influence. Muddlebrains cannot order a single vote, Mr Jermyn
said. He's a political h umbug, the greatest of all humbugs; A man who struts about London clubs and struts solemnly about his influence, and is disunited in the country. Well, that can't be said of Lord Clarinel, she's re-joined Lady Firebrace. And did you defend me against Lord Clarinel's attack? He asked Mr. Je rmyn. No, no, no, no, But I'm going to Wemsbury, and then I have no
doubt I'll have oppor tunity. I'm going to Wemsbury myself, Mr. Jermyn said. And what does Lord Clarinel think of your pension list oath? Said Lady Firebrace discouraged but maligned. He never told me, Mr. Jermyn said. I trust you didn't swear on the ballot paper? she asked Lady Firebrace w ith affected air of curiosity. It's a topic that requires some deliberation, Mr. Jermyn said. I
have to consult with some deep politician like Lady Firebrace. By the bye, you said my mother th on conservatives would have a majority of fifteen. Do you think they will have that much?, Mr. Jermyn said by innocent air, and now it is notorious that the e-whig administration had most of the twice the amount. I said Mr. Tadpole gave us most of the 15, Lady Firebrace said. I knew he
was delusional; because I happened to see Lord Melbourne's list, made in p until the last hour; and who gave the government a majority of sixty. This was ly shown to three cabinet members, she added in a tone of triumphant mys tery. Lady Firebrace, the great stateswoman among the Tories, was proud of a fan who was a member of the Cabinet. She was a rather pleasant guest
at the Count ry-house, with her extensive correspondence, and her newsletters on both sides. A tadpole flattered by her notice, and captivated by the female crowd who talked about their own slang and entered with affected enthusiasm into all his dirty twists and ba rren machinations, he was cautious in his communications; while her whig cavalier, an easy individual who has
always made love by talking or writing politics, left d herself without reservation, and regularly taught Lady Firebrace after each council. The cone took a serious look at this connection between Tadpole and Lady Firebrace; And whenever the election was lost, or the division stuck in the mud, he gave a sign with nods and a monoslogue, and a conservative pack that infests clubs,
chatter about topics that make it impossible for them to know anything, Insta immediately started barking and yelping, proving traitors, and wondering how leading RS could be so nose-guided and not see what was flagrantly all over the world. If, on the other hand, the advantage seemed to go with the Cantonal Club, or opposition benches, then it was Whig and the liberal dogs
who howled, explaining everything with indiscretion, infatuation, betrayal, Lo rd Viscount Masque, and appealing to the initiated world of idiots around them, whether any party could ever succeed, hampered by such people. , and are under the influence of ch funds. The best of the jokes was that all this time Lord Masque and Tadpole were two ol d foxes, neither of whom passed on
Lady Firebrace one circumstance, but the breadth of desire, intent and malice aforethought, that it should be communicated to his rival. I must get you to interest Lord de Mowbray in our cause, Sir Vavasour Fir ebrace said, in an insinuating voice to his neighbour, Lady Joan; I sent him a big package of documents. You know, he's one of us; still one of us. Once ba ronet, always
baronet. Dignity comes together, but it doesn't stop; and I am happy to see one covered in high honors, which in every way is so valuable to them, I still confess to you that it is not so much earl de Mowbray that your worthy fat one interests me, as in his undoubted character and the ability of Sir Altamont Fit z-Warene, baronet. You have data on which you move I suppose well
digested, said Lady Joan, thoughtful but not interested. The case is clear; as far as equity is concerned, irresistible; Indeed, the late king swore to a point. But if you'd do me a favor to eading our memorial. The proposal is not adapted to our current civilization, Lady Joan said. Baronetcy has become a middle-class difference; the doctor, for example, our doctor, is a baronet; and I
dare say one of our craftsmen; brewe rs, from people in that class. An attempt to elevate them to red nobilit y, however inferior, would participate in some degree of ridiculous. And has the Duke avoided his giht this year? asked Lord Marney of Lady de M owbray. Very gentle touch; I've never known my father so well. I expect you to meet him here. We look for him every day. I'll be
delighted; I hope he comes to Marney in October. I'm saving a blue ribbon for him. What you're proposing is very simple, said Egremont Lady Maud. If only in our own spheres we made efforts, the overall effect would be great. Marney Abbey, for example, I believe that one of our best monastic remains,--this is indeed not in dispute - reduced annually for barn repair; browsing
livestock in n ave; all this could be prevented, if my brother did not agree to preservation or restoration, still any family member, even me, at no cost, only with a little fervor as you say, can prevent mischief, can stop at least demolition. If this movement in the church had only revived the taste for the Christian architect of the ure, Lady Maud said, it would not have been barren, and it
had done so much mo re! But I'm surprised. old families can be so dead to our national art; so full of our ancestors, their exploits, their mind. Indeed, you and I have no exc for such indifference to Mr. Egremont. And I don't think I'll ever be accused of it again, Egremon t replied, so effectively you're pleading his goal. But to tell you the truth, I've been t hinking lately about these
things; monasteries and so on; influence of the old church system on the happiness and comfort of the people. And by the tone of the Nobles, don't you think? Lady Maud said. I know fashion is a mockery of the Crusades, but don't you think they had their orig in great impulse, and in a sense, led to great results? Excuse me, if I speak with an accent, but I can never forget that I
am the daughter of the first cr usaders. The tone of society is certainly lower than yore, Egremont said. It's eas y say we're looking at the past through a pogao medium. However, we have enough evi dence to make men feel less deep than old and act with less loyalty. But how much is it about the modern position of our church? It's questio n. You need to talk to Mr. St. Lys about
it, Lady Maud said. Do you know him?, she added in a lowered tone. No, no, no, no, Is he here? Next to mom. And looking in that direction, on Lady Mowbray's left hand, Egremont saw a gentleman in the last year of his youth, if youth according to the scale of H ippocrates ceased at thirty-five. He was moved away by that beauty of english blood, of which few species remain these
days; Norman toned down by Saxon; the fire of conquest softened by integrity; and serene, albeit inf lexitable habit of the mind. The chains of convention, the outside life grew out of ll proportion to that of heart and mind, destroyed this dignified bea uty. There is no longer an aristocracy in England, because superiority about f animal man is an essential quality of aristocracy. But if
there had once been a d, it would show every collection of sixteenth-century portraits. Aubrey St Lys was the younger son of an ancient Norman family in England. The conqueror gave them the temperate estate on which they now lived, and which, despite so many civil conflicts and religious changes, they handed over to each other, from generation to generation, for eight
centuries. Aubrey St Lys was the vicar of Mowbray. He was the university teacher of the late Lord Fit z-Warene, whose mind he formed, whose bright abilities he nurtured, adored him. With that connection he owed a slight charm that he possessed d, but which was all he wanted. The bishop wouldn't have tried him from his unusual charge. In the center of mowbray teeming with its
torment for thousands, there is an eye-to-face building that could wiest with many of our country's cathedrals. Beautifu l his ceremonial towers, his sculpture western front; beautiful its columns of passage and sublime nave; His shrine and delicate chanting; the most beautiful treasure trove of his giant Oriental light! This magnificent temple, built by monk Mowbray, and once
associated with their famous house that now has no trace left, eventually became a pair of ish churches of an obscure village, whose population could not fill one of its side chapels. These strange vicissitudes of church buildings are not singular in the north of England. Mowbray Church has remained a miracle of passing peasants for centuries, and gl ory county history. But there is
magic in beautiful buildings that exudes an irresistible influence on the mind of man. One of the reasons invoked for the destruction of monasteries after dispersion of their inhabitants was the devastating influence of their solemn and state-made forms on the memories and imaginations of those who sat them down. It was impossible to associate systemati c crime with the creators
of such divine fabrics. So it was with Mowbray Chu rch. When the products were introduced to this district, which abounded in the will of the quality required for their successful pursuit, mowbray offe ring equal, though not superior advantages to other positions, he received a p reference, because he owned such a beautiful church. The long-standing genius of monk Mowbray
hovered around a place they had stolen and holiness provided and loved; and thus indirectly became authors of its present greatness and prosperity. Unfortunately for the long season vicars Mowbray was little aware of t heir to the mission. A vast population gathered around the st. fort and lly building that spread from all sides for miles. But the parish church was for a long time the
only one in Mowbray when the population of the city exceeded the population of some European capitals. And even in the parish church the frigid magic of Erast ian complacency fatally prevailed. A meager congregation gathered for form, both influenced by the party as well as by higher feelings. Going to church was more genteel than going to a meeting. The main craftsmen of
neig hbouring large houses considered it aristocratic; using a favorite and hacker epithet that only expressed its own servility. Around the time the Church Commission issued, the Mowbray community was approaching zero. There was an idea during the time that it would be the seat of a new bishop; cathedra l was ready; another example of the impact of fine art. But there was no
res idence for projected prelate, and jobbing bishop in the commission's afr help that he might have to contribute to building one. So the idea is extinct; and alive who had become empty at this time, instead of bishops, Mowbray again encountered a humble vicar in the form of Aubrey St Lys, who came among a hundred Gentiles to preach The Unknown God. Book 2 Chapter 12
And how will you find people about It's Marney? Lord de Mowbray said of sitting on his guest's couch. All very well, my lord, replied the Count, who has ever treated Lord de Mowbray according to a certain degree of rite, especially when the descendant of the Crusaders influenced the familiar. There was something of puck-like malignancy in the tempe rament lord Marney, who
exposed himself in a remarkable talent for humiliating ing persons in a small way; gesture, expression, gaze, too often dinghyed with all the character of deep respect. The old nobility of Spain is delighted to address each other only by their names, when they are in the presence of pick-and-span grandee; calling each other, Infantado, Sidonia, Ossuna, then turning with the most
prominent consideration and invoking the noblest marquee ensenada. They're a little uncomfortable here, Lord de Mowbray said. We have nothing to complain about, Lord Marney said. We continue to reduce ra tes, and as long as we do so the country must improve. The test in the syms speaks with. We had a case of flammability the other day, which frightened some people: I
made enquiries about it, and I am quite pleased that it arose in purely random circumstances; At least it has nothing to do with pay. I should be a judge, because it was on my property. And what's the salary rate in your part of the world, Lord Marney? Ask Mr. St. Lys who was standing on his feet. Oh! good enough: not like your manufacturing districts; but people who work
outdoors, instead of stoves, can not expect, and do not require it. They g et their eight shillings a week; at least in general. Eight shillings a week! Said Mr. St. Lys. Can a worker with a family, pe rhaps eight children, live on eight shillings a week! Oh! what did you say, said Lord Marney; they get more than that, because beer-money is allowed, at least to a great extent among us,
although I do not approve of the practice, and this makes almost shilling weekly additional; and then some of them have potatoes, although I am completely against this system. And yet, said Mr St Lys, how contrite they are to live is miraculous to me. Oh! What did you say, said Lord Marney, I generally felt that the higher the salary, the worse the worker. They only spend money
in beer stores. They are the curse of this country. But what did the poor man do, said Mr St Lys; after a working day if he returns to his own roof and does not find a home: his fire is extinguished, his food unprepared d; the partner of his life, nosebed by a workforce in a field or factory, will be absent, or perhaps in bed from exhaustion, or because she has returned wet to the skin,
and there is no change of raiment for her relief. We removed a woman fr om her sphere; we may have reduced wages by introducing it into the labour market; but in these circumstances what we call domestic life is a condition that is impossible to achieve for the people of this. and we should not be surprised that they seek comfort or, rather, refuge in a beer store. Lord Marney
looked up at Mr. St. Lys, with a look of highly raised audacity, then carelessly observed, not directing his words to him: They can say what they want, but it's all a population affair. I'd rather believe it was a resource affair, Mr St Lys said; not what the amount of our population is, but what is the amount of our resources f or their maintenance. It comes to the same thing, said Lord
Marney. Nothing can put this country on a grand scale except emigration; and as the government does not choose to unde rtake it, I started it for its own defense on a small scale. I'll take c are that the population of my parishes hasn't increased. I don't build cottages and destroy everything I can; And I'm not ashamed or afraid to say it. That's when you declared war on the
cottages, Mr. St. Lys said, smiling. It's not t at first sound as astonishing a cry as war castle. But you think that could lead to that? Said Lord Mowbray. I like not to be a prophet of evil, Mr. St. Lys said. Lord Marney rose from his seat and addressed Lady Firebrace, whose husband caught Mr Jermyn in another part of the room, and opened his mind about the question of the day;
Lady Maud, followed by Egremont, approached Mr. St. Lys and helped: Mr. Egremont has a great sense of Christian architecture, Mr. St. Lys, and especially wants to visit our church of which we are so proud. And in a few moments they sat together and engaged in conversation. Lord Mowbray put himself next to Lady Marney, who was sitting next to his cotess. Oh! As I envy
Marney, he exclaimed. No production, no smoke; live in the middle of a beautiful park and surrounded by satisfied peasantry! It's very wonderful, Lady Marney said, but then we're so very boring; we hav e really no neighborhood. I think it's such a big advantage, said Lady Mowbray: I have to say I like my friends from London. I never know what to say to the people here. Excellent
peop le, the best people in the world; the way they treated poor darling Fitz-W arena, when they wanted him to stand up for the district, I can never forget; but n they don't know the people we know, or they do the things we do; And when you've gone through the routine of county issues, and exhausted the weather and all the winds, I'm positive, my dear Lady Marney, aux abois,
and then they think you're proud, when in fact one is just stupid. I'm very fond of working, Lady Marney said, and I always talk to them about it. Ah! you're lucky, I've never been able to work; and Joan and Maud, they didn't even make a hem work. Maud once embroidered a banner for her brother; It's in a fight. I think it's beautiful; but somehow or so she never nurtured her talent.
For anything that happened or could happen, he told Mr. St. Lys Egremont: I blame the NLY Church. Church peoples; and from that moment on the church is in danger and the people are degraded. It used to be that religion pledged to be a satis fy of the noble desire of human nature, and with its festivals relieved my painful ariness of torment. The day of rest was dedicated, if not
always to the elevated ght, at least to sweet and noble feelings. The church has gathered on its solemn ies under its beautiful and almost celestial rooftops amid the best monuments to the cape that people's hands have raised, the entire Christian population; for there, in his presence of God, they were all brothers and sisters. She shared equally among all her prayers, and ts
incense, and her music; his easy instructions, and the highest enjoyers art can afford. Do you believe in the effectiveness of shapes and rituals then? What you call shapes and rituals represents the most divines instincts of our natu re. Push your aversion to shapes and rites to a legitimate conclusion, and y ou would rather kneel in a barn than in a cathedral. Your principles would
affect the very existence of all art, which is basicy spiritual. I do not speak abstractly, Egremont said, but invoke indirectly linking these forms and ceremonies with another church. Pe ople of this country associate them with enchanting superstition and forei gn dominion. With Rome, Mr. St. Lys said; yet forms and rites existed before Rome. But practically, Egremont said. isn't their
revival in our service on the day of the p resent tendency to restore the Romi system in this country? It is difficult to determine what the practical impact of certain views among the uninformed might be, Mr St Lys said. The Roman church should be reassessed as the only Hebraeo-Christian church that has eluded; all other churches founded by the Hebrew Apostles are gone, but
Rome remains; and we must never err in the exaggerated position she assumed in the middle of the century in order to forget her early and apostolic character, when he was fresh from Palestine and as he was fragrant from Paradise. The Roman Church is maintained by the Apostolic Successia of Lycession; but apostolic succession is not an institution complete in and tself; is
part of the whole; if not part of the whole no foundatio n. The Apostles inherited the prophets. Our master has announced himself as the last prophet. They were in turn heirs to the patriarchs: people who were in direct communication with the Highest. For people who are no less favored than the Apostles, a revelation of a priestly character is made, and they form ordained rites,
which the Roman church has never renounced. But the Roma did not invent them: after their practice, the duties of all congregations, we do not agree to its enthuse of the supremacy requirement. Because would you argue then that the church did not exist in the time of the Prophets? Wasn't Moses c hurchman then? And Aaron, wasn't he tall. Ay! bigger than any pope or prel jet,
whether he's in Rome or Lambeth. In all these Ecclesiastical discussions, we are ready to forget that the Second Testament is a testament only to the appendix. Jehovah- Jesus came to complete the 'law and prophets'. Christianity is a complete Judaism, or it's nothing. Christianity is incomprehensible without Judaism, because Judaism is incomplete; without Christianit y. What
does Rome have to do with its completion; What about its beginning? The law did not thunder from the Capitolia Hill; divine Atonement is not fulfilled on Mons Sacer. CoV (1998 the order of our priesthood comes directly from J echoovah; and the forms and rites of his church are the regulations of his preme intelligence. Rome can indeed boast that the authenticity of the second
Mint Test depends on recognizing its infallibleness. The authenticity of the Second Testament depends on its connection to the first. Has Rome kept th on? I recognize in the church an institution thoroughly, frankly, Catholic: an ad that attaches itself to all climates and all ages. I do not bow to the necessity of a visible head in a defined locality; But if I was looking for one, it wouldn't
be in Rome. I cannot reveal in its history however memorable any testimony of such a sublime mission. When the Almighty endeaded to be embodied, the Ineffective Word did not choose the Roman framework. The prophets were not Romans; the Apostles were not Roman; She, who is blessed above all women, I have never heard of her being a Roman virgin. Oh, I should be
looking at a country far more distant from Italy, a city holier even in Han Roma. Book 2 Chapter 13 It was a cloudy, shimmering dawn. A cold, sleay east wind blew through the streets of Mowbray. The sounds of the night are extinct, the voices of the day have not begun. There was a calmness complete and absorbent. Suddenly there's a voice, there's a movement. You can hear
the first step of a new week of torment. A man muffled in a thick coat, and carrying a wha t in his hand would at first glance appear to be a shepherd's thief, only his handle is his ch longer, appearing on the pavement. He touches numerous windows with great speed as he moves quickly. Rattling noise sounds on every shaft. The use of the long handle of his instrument becomes
apparent as he proceeds, allowing him to reach the upper windows of the apartments whose prisoners he must awaken. These prisoners are factory girls, who subscribe to districts to engage these dawn heralds; and strict observance whose quote can escape on their own from the terrible fine that awaits those who have not arrived at the factory door before the bell stops
sounding. Sedry in question, weaning himself off the street, and descending through one of the sm all the arches we'd noticed before, entered the court. Here he submitted a multitu de of his employers; and long thief as they were by some sled hand makes d sounds on both and on many windows at the same time. He arrived at the end of the court, he should have touched the
window of the top story of the las t tenement, when that window opened, and the man, pale and well-worn and in a mela ncholy voice spoke to him. Simmons, said the man, you don't have to wake this story up anymore; My daughter left us. Did she leave Webster's? No, no, no, no, But she left us. She murmured for a long time on her heavy forehead; works as a slave, not for
himself. And she went, as they all go, to keep the house to herself. It's a bad job, the guard said, in a tone that is not devoid of sympathy. Almost as bad as for parents to live on their children's wages, she replied ma n deplorable. And how's your good wife? As bad as it should be. Harriet's never been home since Friday night. He doesn't owe you anything? Not a half-sepenny. She
was a regular as a little bee and always paid every Monda y morning. I'm sorry she left you, neighbor. The Lord's will be finished. Times are hard for the likes of us, the man said; and lea ving window open, he retreated to his room. It was one of the council where he was a tenant. At the centre, set up to give the best light the gloomy situation could afford, was a loom town. In the t
wo corners of the room were mattresses placed on the floor, a control curtain hung on the wire if necessary to hide them. In one was his sick wife; in it, three small children: two girls. the oldest for about eight years; Betw een is their little brother. The iron kettle was with firecream, and on the fireplace - a piece, some candles, several lucifer matches, two tin cups, a paper salt and
an iron spoon. In the further part, close to the wall, was a heavy table or dress; it is a fixture, as well as a shape that was attached with it. The man sat on his loom loom; he began his daily task. Twelve hours of daily labour at the rate of one penny per hour; Even this workforce is mortgaged! How's this going to end? Isn't it over? And he looked around him at his department without
resources: no food, no fuel, no furniture, and four human beings dependent on him, and lying in his miserable beds because th ey had no clothes. I can't sell my loom, he continued, at the price of old irewood, and it cost me gold. It wasn't vice that led me to this, not in the dolence, not in recklessness. I was born into labor and I was ready to work. I love my loom weaving It gave
me a cottage in my home village, uncreated by a garden whose claims on my claim were not jealous. There was time for both of us. It gave me for the virgin woman I ever loved; and it gthered my children around my hearth with abundance and peace. I was pleased: I wasn't looking for anything else. It's not adversity that makes me look back on a dog with tenderness. So why am I
here? Why I, and the 600,000 of the Queen's subjects, am most loyal and diligent, why are we, after manfully. for years, and every year sinks lower in scale, why we are driven from our innocent happy homes, our country cottages that we loved, first to bid in close cities without comfort, and gradually to squat in basements, or find a miserable lair or do this, even without the
common necessities of existence; first ordinary c onveniences of life, then raiment, and, at length, food, disappears from us. The capitalist found a commodity that replaced the work and ingenuity of man. Once he was artisan: at his best, he now watches only machi nes; and even that interest slips from his reach, to his wife and child. Capitalist flourishes, he amassses enormous
wealth; sinking, lower and lower; lower than the beast of burthen; because they feed better than us, taken care of for more. And it's just, because under the current system they're more preciou with. And yet, they tell us that the interests of capital and work are the identica l. If a company created by labour suddenly becomes independent of it , that society is obliged to maintain a
race whose sole asset is labour, from the income of those assets, which has not ceased to be productive. When the class of Nobility was replaced in France, they did not amount to an n number to one third of us hand-loom weavers; Yet all of Europe went to war to avenge its injustices, each state subscribed to sustain them in its adversity, d when they were returned to their own
country, their own country gave them wit immeasurable harm. Who cares about us? We lost the property after all. Who rais es a vote for us? Yet we are at least as innocent as the nobility of France. We're sinking in sighs other than ours. And if they give us sympathy- then what? Sy mpathy is the comfort of the poor; but for the rich there is compensation. Is that Harriet? said his
wife moving in her bed. Hand-Loom weaver was recalled from his respect to the urgent misery that rounded him off. no! he responded in a quick hoarse voice: It's not Harriet. Why doesn't Harriet come? She's not coming anymore! answers weaver; I told you so last night: she can't stand this place anymore; And I'm not surprised. So how do we get food? rejoined his wife; You
shouldn't have let her leave us. You're not doing anything, Warner. You don't get paid yourself; And you let the girl get away. I'll run to myself if you do it again, said the weaver: I was three hours up finishing this piece that was supposed to be carried home in the night clock urday. But before that, you were paid for it. You won't get anything for your job. Penn y an hour! What kind of
job does that bring a penny an hour? A work you have often admired, Mary; And before that, he won an award. But if you don't like the job, said the man who left his loom, let alone. Re was still owed enough on this piece that he let us break our fast. Howe ver, regardless; We must starve. or later. Let's start all at once. No, no, Philip! Work. Let's break our fast as much as we can.
Twit me's gone then, said the weaving continues its seat, or I throw shutt le for the last time. I'm not going to make fun of you, his wife said in a kind tone. I made a mistake; I'm sorry; But I'm very sick. I don't just speak for myself; I want not to eat; I have no appetite; My lips are very fried. But the kids, the kids left without dinner in bed, and they're about to wake up. Mother, we're
not sleeping, said the older girl. No, aynt we sleep, Mother, said her sister; We heard everything you said fa ther. And honey? He sleeps peacefully. I'm trembling so much! said the mother. It's a cold day. Please close the Wa rner window. I see drops on the shaft; Raining. I wonder if the people who white w would lend us one block of coal. We borrowed too often, Warner said. I
wish there was no coal in the country, his wife said, and then the engines could not work; and we should have our rights again. Amen! Warner said. Don't you think warner, his wife said, is that you can sell that piece to another person, and owe Barber money that's progressed? no! said her husband shaking his head. I'm going straight. And let your children starve, his wife said.
when you could get five or six hills at once. But that's the way it's always been with you! Why didn't you go into machi nes years ago like other men and get so used to them? I should have been replaced by now, said Warner, girl or woman! It would be just as bad! Why was your friend Walter Gerard there; he was the same as you, and now he gets two pounds a week; At least I've
heard you say that a lot. Walter Gerard is a big-stakes man, Warner said, and he might have been a mas ter himself by that time if it had mattered to him. And why didn't he? He had no wife and children, Warner said; He wasn't so blessed. The baby woke up and started crying. Ah! My child! exclaimed mother. That badass Harriet! Here's Amelia, I've got a bite of bark here. I saved
it for the baby yesterday; moisten it in water and tie it in this piece of potassium: he will suck it; it will silence him; I carry everything but his cries. I'll finish my work by noon, Warner said; and then, please God, we're the hall to break our post. It's still two hours until noon, his wife said. And Barber always keeps you so ng! I can't stand that Barber: I dare say he won't pay you any more
money because you didn't bring your business home on Saturday night. If I were in my seat, Philip, I'd go and sell a piece unfinished at once to one of the cheap stores. I've been honest my whole life, Warner said. And a lot of good did you that, his wife said. My poor Amelia! How trembling! I don't think the sun ever touches this house. I'm really the most boring place! It won't annoy
you for long, Mary, said her husband: I can't pay my rent anymore; nd I just wonder if they didn't here already take a week. And where are we going? said the woman. To a place that the sun certainly never touches, said her husband, with relatives d malice in his misery,-- the basement! Oh! Why I was ever born! exclaimed his wife. And yet once I was so happy! And it's not our
fault. I can't get away with Warner, why shouldn't he get two by unds a week like Walter Gerard? Bah! said the husband. You said he had no family, his wife continued. I thought he had a daughter. But she's not burthen to him. Mr. Trafford's sister is a superior in the convent here, and she took Sybil when her mother died, and brought her upstairs. Oh! Then she's a nun? Not yet;
But I dare say he'll end up in it. Well, I think I'd starve sooner, his wife said, than my children could be nuns. At this point there was a knock at the door. Warner came off his loom and opened it. Does Philip Warner live here? asked a clear voice of peculiar sweetness. My name is Warner. I come from Walter Gerard, the voice continued. Your letter didn't get to him until last night.
The girl in whose house your daughter left quit this week next to Mr Trafford's factory. Pray you come in. And that's where SYBIL came in. Book 2 Chapter 14 your wife is sick? Sybil said. Very! warner's wife replied. Our daughter treated us infamously. She left us without saying your leave or leave. And her salary wer e is almost the only thing we have left; for Philip is not like
Walter Gerard you see : he can not earn two pounds a week, although why he can not ever understan d. Silence, silence, woman! Warner said. I'm saying I'm catching Gerard's daughter? Just like that. Ah! it is good and kind; This is like the old days, because Walter Gerard was my fri end, when I wasn't quite who I am now. He tells me that: he sent me a messenger last night to
visit you this morning. Your letter didn't get to him until yesterday. Harriet should have given it to Caroline, the wife said. This is a girl who is not all mischief and inveigled away. And she left Trafford's deeds, h like her? Then I'll be tied up by her and Harriet holding the house together. Suffer? said Sybil, moving to the side of the woman's bed; give me your han d, she added in a
gentle sweet tone. 'Tis hot. I feel very cold, the woman said. Warner would have an open window until the rain came. And you are, I'm afraid, wet, Warner said, addressing Sybil and interrupting his wife. Very little. And you don't have fire. Ah! I brought some stuff for you, no fuel. If only he asked a person down the stairs, his wife said, of blok co al; I tell him, the neighbors could
barely refuse; but he will never do anything; h e says he asked too often. I'll ask, Sybil said. But first, I have a companion without, she added, w ho carrying a basket for you. Get in, Harold. The baby began to cry the moment the large dog entered the room; young sniffer dog d breeds, as have now been found, but in several old halls and granges in the north of England. Sybil
unwrapped the basket and gave a piece of sugar to the screaming child. Her gaze was sweeter even than her medicine; Newborn St. court on her with her big blue eyes; For a moment amazed, and then we led. Oh! A beautiful child! exclamed Sybil; and she took the baby out of the mat ss and embraced it. You're an angel from heaven, your mother exclaimed, and you can tell
she's really tiful. And just to think of that notorious girl, Harriet, to leave us all in a thi way. Sybil drew the contents of the monastery basket and called Warner's attention to them. Now, she said, arrange all this as I tell you, and I will come down the stairs and talk to them below as you wish, Harold resting there; and the dog lai d himself down in the farthest corner. And is that
Gerard's daughter? Weaver's wife said. Just think what it's like to get two pounds a week, and thus gather your daughters - instead of uch shameless husseys like our Harriet! But with salaries like that, you can do anything. W hat has you there, Warner? Is that tea? Oh! I'd love tea. I think I could use some tea. I've got a lot of company to go with it. Run over, Warner, and get them
to let us have a kettle of hot water. It's better than all the fire in the world. Amelia, my dear, do you see what they sent us. A lot to eat. T ell Maria all about it. You're good girls; You'll never be such a notorious Harriet. When you get paid, you're going to give them to your poor mother and baby, aren't you? Yes, Mother, amelia said. And the father, Maria said. And the father, the
woman said. He was a very good father to all of you; a d I can never understand why one who works so hard should earn so little; But I believe it's that machine. The police should put them to sleep, and then every body would be comfortable. Sybil and Warner re-entered; The fire was lit, the tea was made, the meal was taken part. The air of comfort, even enjoyment, was diffusion
over this chamber, but a few minutes back so desolate and unhappy. Well, said my wife, raising up a little bit in her bed, I feel like eating tea saved my life. Amelia, did you have tea? What about Maria? You're going to be good girls; The Lord will never leave you. Dan is quick c oming when that Harriet will know what the will of eating tea is, with all that r fine pay. And I'm sure, she
added addressing Sybil, what we all owe y o doesn't need to be said. Your father deserves his happiness, with such a daghter. My father's wealth is not much better than his neighbors, Sybil said, but his desires are few; and who should sympathize with the poor but the poor? Alas! No one else can. In addition, it is the superior of our monastery who sent you thi with a meal. What
my father can do for you, I told your husband. 'Tis little; bu t with God, it can be useful. the people support the people, and he will not want divine blessing. I'm sure the divine blessing will never want you, Warner said in v oice of great emotion. There was silence; the querulous spirit of the woman was subdued by the tone of S ybil; it revolved in her mind of the present and the past;
children followed the eir a non-complious and unusual dish; Gerard's daughter, that she might not meet their occupation, walked to the window and inspected the crack of the troub of a guided sky, which was evident in court. The wind blew in gusts; The rain beat the glass. Shortly after this, there was another knock on the door. Harold was doused from his reposition and growling.
Warner rose and said. they came fo's rent. Thank God, I'm ready, he's made progress and opened the door. Two men offer d with kindness to get in. We are foreigners, said he who took the leadership, but would not be like that. I'm talking about Warner? My name. And I am your spiritual pastor, if Vicar Mowbraya entitles me to a description. Mr. St. Lys. the same. One of the most
respected of my flocks, and the most influential person in this county, spoke a lot about me this morning. You're a worki ng for him. He didn't hear about you saturday night; He was afraid you were sick. Mr. Barber spoke to me about your predicament, as well as your good character. I have come to offer you my respect and condolences, and offer you your help. You're the most
good, sir, and Mr. Barber too, and indeed, an hour ago, we were in like a big strait--. And now, sir, his wife exclaimed, interrupting him. I've been in this for a week and I may never come out of it again; children do not have clothes; they re pawned; everything has been put in place; We had no gas, no food this morning. And we thought you were here to get rent we can't pay. If it
wasn't a tea dish given to me this morning by a person almost as poor as ourselves, that is, they live off work, even though their salaries are mch higher, even two pounds a week, although how can it be I will never endure, when my husband works twelve hours a day. , and getting just a pen ny an hour -- if it wasn't for that I should have been a corpse; And yet she says we were in
straits, just because Walter Gerard's daughter, whom I'm willing to give to an angel from heaven for all the good she's done us, has stood up for us. But the poor support the poor, as she says, what good can you get out of it! During this ebulliation, Mr. St. Lys inspected the apartment and recognized Sybi L. Sister, he said when Warner's wife stopped, this isn't the first team we've
met under the roof of grief. Sybil bended down in silence and moved as if to retreat: the wind and ra came dashing against the window. A companion of Mr. St. Lys, who was dressed in a coarse large coat, and was shaking a wet oilskin hat known for an oilskin hat known for its from the 'south-westerners', advanced and told her: It's just an argument, but very difficult; I'd
recommend you stay a few minutes. She received this remark with kindness, but did not respond. I think, Mr. St. Lys's companion continued, that this is not the first team we have also met? I can't remember our meeting before, Sybil said. And yet not many days have passed; even though the sky was so different, I would believe that almost one was in another country and the
other climate. Sybil saw it as an explanation. It was at Marney Abbey, mr. St. Lys's companion said. I was there; And I remember, when I was about to join my companions, they weren't alone. And you're gone; very suddenly I thought: because I left the ruins almost at the same moment as your friends, but I never saw either of you again. We went our way; very robust; you may
have followed in a more even way. Was this your first visit to Marney? My first and last. There was no place I wanted to see anymore; not a place whi ch vision made me so sad. The glory is gone, Egremont said sadly. It's not that, Sybil said: I was ready to go under, but not for such absolute desecronity. Opatija seems a quarry for materials for repairing agricultural houses; a d
nave livestock doors. What people must be, that family of sacrilege that holds these lands! Hem! cut by Egremont. They certainly don't seem to have much feeling for ecc lesiastical art. And for a little bit of that, as we were told, Sybil said. There was a fire at abb ey farm the day we were there, and from everything that came to us, it seems that people were a little gentle like the
walls of Opatija. They have some difficulties perhaps in hiring their population in these parts. Do you know the country? Not at all: I traveled around the neighborhood and created a diversion to see the abbey I've heard so much about. Yes; Was the largest of the northern houses. But they told me that the people we are most sad about Opatija are; nor do I think there is any other
reason for eir misery, from the heavy hearts of families who have gained land. You feel deeply for people! Said Egremont looking at her honestly. Sybil looked back at him with a look that expressed some amazement, and then he said, Not you? Your presence here convinces me of that. I humbly follow someone who would comfort the unlucky. Mr. St. Lys's mercy is familiar to all.
And you-- and you're an angel who's a minister. There's no merit in my behavior, because there's no victim. When I think of wha t this Englishman used to be; the most mature, the toned and the bravest, bes t-natured and freshest, happiest and most likely race on the srface of this globe; and think of them now, with all their crimes and all their Slavic sufferings, their acidic spirits
and their stunted forms; their lives without ithout enjoyment and their death without hope; Maybe I'll feel for Even I wasn't the daughter of their blood. And that blood was on her cheek as she stopped talking, and her dark eye glistened with emotion, and an expression of pride and courage hovered on her forehead. E gremont caught her eye and pulled his; His heart was upset. St.
Lys. who was in conference with the weavers, left him and went to the side of his wife's bed. Warner advanced to Sybil, and expressed his feelings for her, his sense of her kindness. She, observing that the argument seemed to stop, said goodbye to him and called Harold, left the ode. Book 2 Chapter 15 Where have you been all morning, Charles? said Lord Marney arriving in his
brother's dressing room a few minutes before dinner; Arabella did an nic est little riding party for you and Lady Joan, and you shouldn't have been found anywhere. If you continue in this way, there is no benefit to cordial relationships or anything else. I was walking on Mowbray. You have to see the factory once in a lifetime. I see no need, said Lord Marney; I've never seen him, and
I've never inten d. Although to be sure, when I hear the rent Mowbray gets for his land in the Eir neighborhood, I must say I wish the worst acts had come up in Marney. If it wasn't for our poor dear father, they would. Our family has always been against manufactory, railways- -everything, sai d Egremont. Railways are very good things, with high compensation, Lord Marney said;
and manufactors are not so bad, with high rents; But, at the end of the day, it's an undertaking for canaille, and I hate them in my heart. But they hire people, George. The people don't want employment; this is the biggest mistake in the world; all this employment is a boost to the population. Never mind that; What I've come to fo r, is to tell you that both Arabella and I think you talk
too much to Lady Maud. I like it very much. What does that have to do with it, my dear? Business is business. Old Mowbray w sick to make an older son of his older daughter. The affair has been resolved; I know not from the best authorities. Talking to Lady Maud is madness. To her, it's all the same as if Fitz-Warene never died. And then this great event, which should be the
foundation of your wealth, would be perfectly cast. Lady Maud, at best, is nothing more than twenty thousand pounds and a fat life. Bes ides, she's engaged to this colleague from Parson, St. Lys. Saint Lys told me nothing would lead him to marry. He'd be pra ctise celibacy, even though he wouldn't enjoin. Enjo's caterpillar-rod! How did the conversation with such a dedicated
impostor come about; and, I believe, with all his kind phrases, a complete radical. I'll tell you what, Charles, you need to really meet Lady Joan. Grandpa came to-yes y, old duke. Quite a family party. It looks so good. It's never been such a golden opportunity. You have to be sharp, too. That little Jermyn, his brown eyes and his white hands, did not come here, in the month of
August, without SP ort of any kind, for nothing. I'm going to put Lady Firebrace on it. She's quite your friend, and a very sensible woman, Charles, and an ally to despise. Lady Joan has a very high opinion of her. There's a bell. I'll tell Arabella you're going to put on the money, and Lady Firebrace is going to keep Jermyn. And maybe it's a good thing you didn't seem too impatient at
first. Mowbray Castle, my dear boy, despite the manufactory, should not be despised. And with a little firmness, you can keep people out of your p ark. Mowbray could do it, except he doesn't have the guts. He's afraid people would say he was the son of a foot. The Duke, who was the father of Countess de Mowbray, was also Lord Lieutenan t of the county. Although he thrived in
years, he was still extremely handsome; wi th the most winning manners; full of amenity and grace. Was it rou? in hi youth, but now seemed the perfect representative of benign and virtuous about ld age. It was universally popular; he is admired by young men who adore young ladies. Lord de Mowbray paid him the most prominent consideration. It was original. However malicious
the origin of his own father may be represented, no one deprives him of that great fact, his father-in-law; The Duke, the Duke of Greasy House who for generations has been marrying large houses, one of the old n nobility and something even more exalted. The district whose mercy was Lord Lieutenant was very proud of his nobility; and certainly with Marney Abbey at one end,
and Mowbray Castle at the other, I didn't just have a cause; but both of these glorious houses caved in importance, you not in possession, to a large peer who was governor of the province. The French actress, as smart as French actresses always are, convinced, once on the rise, the easily temperamental monarch of the area, that the fatherhood of her comi ng babe was a
distinction his Majesty might be proud of. His Majesty trusted her; but he was a reasonable man, and he never contested a point with a woman; when the baby was born and proved the boy, he baptized him with his name; and elevated him to the nobles in his cradle with the title of Duke of Fit z-Aquitaine and Marquis of Gascony. An estate from which the royal father could not
endead him, because he spent all his mo ney, mortgaged all his resources, and was obliged to run alone in debt for the jewels of the rest of his mistresses; But he did his best for a young peer, became a kind father or a sweet lover. His Majesty made him claim on the man's property that he was the hereditary keeper of the palace he owned north of England; and it provided him
with mercy, a castle and a park. He could wave his flag and kill a deer; And if he'd just owned the property, he'd be just as good as if he'd helped conquer the world with King. or robbed a church for King Harry. However, income must be found for Du ke of Fitz-Aquitaine, and is rigged without parliamen t interference, but with financial dexterity worthy of this gathering - to whom and
not ou r sovereigns we are indebted to public debt. The King granted the Duke and H heirs forever, a pension on the post office, a light coal tax being shipped to London and the tite of all the shrimp caught on the south coast. This las t source of income has become in time, with the development of watering-sites, ex tremely prolific. And so, what about foreign courts and colonies
for youn ger sons, so it is invented very respectful to maintain the hereditary dignified ity of this great peer. The current Duke of Fitz-Akvitaine supported the Reform Bill, but was obscured by the appropriations clause; He admired Lord Stanley, and he was reassuring to observe, if that nobleman had been leader of the Conservative party, he barely knew what he himself would not
have done. But the Duke was an old whi g, he lived with old flowers his whole life, he feared revolution, yet more of a necessity of taking his name from Brookes, where he watched every day about r night since he came of age. So, disapproving of what was happening, but not the ca ring to abandon his friends, he withdrew, as the phrase flows, out of public life; t hat is to say,
rarely was in its place; did not proceed to Lord Melbourne pr oxy entrusted to Lord Grey; and made Tory judges in his Count y albeit whig Lord Lieutenant. When the forces were cut off, and speculation about the future indulged in Tad's columns and Tapers, the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine's name was mentioned with a kn owing look and in a mysterious tone. Nothing more was needed
between Tadpole and Taper; but if some hack in the pupillar statue happened to be present at co nference, and a gentle novice greedy for party tattle, and full of admiring re verence for two great hijerophants of petty mysteries before him, dared to intimize his anxiety for initiation, the secret entrusted to him, that everything was right there; that his grace only observed his
opportunity; that his heart is sick from the present people; indeed, he would have gone over with Lord Stanley in 1835, had he not had a glyte attack, which prevented him from being out of t on north; and although to be sure that his son and brother voted against the speaker, it was still a mistake; If a letter had been sent, which was not written, he would have voted the other way,
and perhaps Sir Robert might be at the present moment. The Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine was a great staple of Lady Firebrace's correspondence with Mr Tadpole. The women's mission took the form of her intelligence to get over his mercy to conservatives. She was greatly helped by this endeavou rs information that she so deftly acquired from the innocent and the cautious. Mask.
Egremont was sitting at dinner next to Lady Joan. Unknowingly for herself, this was organized by Lady Marney. The action of the woman on our destin y is constant. Egremont was barely in a happy mood to talk. He was pensive, inclined to be away; His thoughts really were other things and pers ons than those around him. Lady Joan, however, demanded only a listener. She's n



ot make inquiries like Lady Maud, or give her impressions suggesting th th em as her own. Lady Joan gave Egremont a report on aztetete cities, which she had read about that morning, and of several historical theories that their discovery suggested; then she gave hers, which differed from ll, but which seemed obviously right. Mexico led to Egypt. Lady Joan was as familiar with
the pharaohs as she was with the Caciques of the new world. By the way, the phone system was dispatched. Then came Champollion; then Paris; then all and ts celebrities, literary and especially scientific; then came a letter from Ar before he was admitted that morning; And a letter from Dr. Buckland expected him to return. S was thrilled to have one written; asked why the other
one didn't. Finally, before the ladies retired, she invited Egremont to join Lady Marney for a visit to her observatory, where they were to see the comet he first discovered. Lady Firebrace next to the Duke indulged in a mysterious violin - faded as many parties as possible. And she had her correspondents, and her letters received or awa ited. Tadpole said that; Lord Masque, on the
contrary, said that: the truth lies perhaps between them; some result developed by the clear intelligence of Lady Fi ribs acting on the data with which they supplied it. The Duke listened with calm excitement to the transcendental revelations of his Aegean. It seems that nothing would be hidden from her; mind sovereign: there were no ro yal biases not mapped in its secret inventory;
Cabinets w higs and tory clubs, had an open sesame for all of them. Sir Someone didn't want an office, even though he pretended to; and Lord Nobody wanted to talk about ffice, even though he pretended he wasn't. One great man thought that pear is not ri pe; another that was pretty rotten; But then he was the first to come on stage, and the second one was coming out. The
position of opinion should be taken into account when assessing the accuracy of political opinion. At the right moment, and when she was sure she wasn't being shouted at, Lady Firebrace played her trump card, the pack had previously cut Mr Tadpole. And who do you think Sir Robert would send to Ireland? and she looked into the duke of Fitz-Aquitaine's face. I guess the person
he sent before, she said was his mercy. Lady Firebrace shook her head. Lord Haddington will no longer go to Ireland, replied her gentlemen, the mysterious ly; Mark me. And Lord De Grey doesn't. go; and if it did, there are obj ections. And the Duke of Northumberland won't be going. And who else is there? We must have a nobleman of the highest rank for Ireland; one that did not
mix with Irish matters; which was always in the old days for emancipation; A conservative, not an orange man. you understand. This is the person Sir Rober will send, and that Sir Robert wants. He will have difficulty finding such a person, the duke said. If, ind eed, the 1834 affair didn't happen, and things went their legitimate course, and we saw a man like Lord Stanley for
example on h ead affairs, or leading a major party, then why then do your friends really constivize,--for every reasonable man must be conservative, in the truest sense of the word. ,-- stood in a very different position; but now--, and his gr ace shook his head. Sir Robert will never again agree to form a government without Lord Stanley, Lady Firebrace has said. Maybe not, said the
Duke. Do you know whose name I heard mentioned in a certain quarter as a perso n Sir Robert would like to see in Ireland? continued Lady Firebrace. His grace leant ear. The Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine, said Lady Firebrace. Quite impossible, said the Duke. I'm not a party man; If I do anything, I'm a supporter of the government. The truth is, I don't like the way they're done, and I don't
approve of all their measures; But we must stand by our friends, Lady Firebrace. To be sure, that the country is in danger, and the Queen is personally getting depressed into one, and the Conservative Party is really a Conservative party, not an old crazy faction vamped up and rammed into decency - one could pause e and consider. But I'm free to admit I have to see things in a
very different c ondition to what they are currently before I could be invited to take that step. I need to see people like Lord Stanley. I tell you Lord Stanley's winnings are with us, with heart and soul; and soon I feel confident that I will see your grace in Dublin Castle. I'm too old; at least I'm scared, said the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine, with a loosening of smiles. Book 2 Chapter 16 About
three miles before it reaches the city, the Mowe River runs through the plain. The scene, though not very picturesque, features a glad and bubbly charact er. The Stone Bridge unites opposite banks with three ports of good proportions; The country consists of meads vivid colors, or vegetable gardens for sleeping neighboring population, and whose different shades give life and
lightness at ground level. The immediate boundaries of the plains on both sides are ch iefly forests; above whose coat of arms in one direction extends brown breasts o f swamp. Several cottages that are sprinkled about this scene that is built from tone, and on a sufficient scale, contribute to the idea of comfort and abundance that, serene skies and on a mild summer day, the
traveler willingly connects with him. Such was the sky and the season in which Egremont came out on this scene for several days at the moment when the incidents were recorded in our final chapter. He was fishing in Mowbray Park, and he followed the rivulet through many mealings until, leaving the closed domain, he made his way through some rough underwood into b otom of
hilly swamps that we noticed, and finally entering the plain, I got lost in the waters of a larger stream. Good sport didn't wait for Egremont. Truth be told, his cane was played in a very careless hand. He took it, though skilled in the craft when in the mood, r ather as an excuse to be alone, but an asset that should be satisfied. There are seasons in life when solitude is a necessity;
and such has now descended on the spiri t brother of Lord Marney. Sybil Gerard's shape is imprinted on his brain. He blended in with all his thoughts; he haunted every object. Who was this girl, unlike all the women he had yet encountered, who spoke with such sweet seriousness of things of such a great import - but who never occurred to him, and with the kind of mournful
majesty that had evesned the degradation of her race? A daughter of low, yet proud of her bi rth. She is not a noble lady in a country that could boast a mien more complete, and none of them so gifted, who with a purpose possessed the fascinating simplicity that pervaded every Gerard gesture and accent. I do! Gerard's daughter; the daughter of a working man in a manufactory.
It was not difficult, after the departure of Sybil, to extract this information fr om garrulous wife weavers. And that father,--he was no stranger to Egr Emont. His proud form and generous numbers are still fresh in our friend's ey e mind. No less so his thoughtful speech; full of knowledge and medita tion and a sincere feeling! As far as he said it, it still resonated in his heart, and reed
into the young ear of Egremont. And his friend, too, that pale man wi th those sparkling eyes, who without affectation, without meticulousness, with artles sness on the contrary and the degree of seriousness of self-ity, has cast his gaze as a mass of ter philosophy on the most reliable principles of political science,--as he does too much work? Then are they people? If so, thought
Egremont, would I have ived more among them! Compared to their conversation, the tattle of our salons ha with in it something humiliating. It's not just about heat, depth and width deficiency; to always discuss people instead of principl es, and to dogish their desires for thought in mimetic dogmas and wants to feel even n superficially raillery; it is not only that there is no
imagination, no fancy, no sentiment, no feelings, no knowledge to recommend it; but it seems t about me, even as far as ways and expressions are concerned, inferior in refinement and phraseol ogy; in short, trivial, uninteresting, It's really vulgar. It seemed to Egremont that, from the day he met these people in the ruins of Opatija, the horizon of his experience had not changed;
More than that, there are w era stripes of light breaking in the distance, which has already provided a new aspect t about much that was known, and which may ultimately have been destined to reveal much that is now completely unclear. He could not resist the belief that from the name in question, his sympathies had become more lively and extended; that the male impulse was
given to him by the mind; that he was inclined to watch publ ic issues in a tone very different from the one in which he polled them a week ago, when he was at the hustings of his municipality. Reinforcing these things, he stepped out, as we said, into the Mow e Plain, and leading his way to the river flow, he arrived at the whi ch fancy bridge tempting him to cross. At its center,
there was a man looking at the water b elow and leaning over the parapet. His step awakened the loiterer, who was looking in circles; And Egremont saw it was Walter Gerard. Gerard returned the greeting and said: The early hours of Saturday afternoon make us all saunters; and then, as their path was the same, they walked together. Gerard's hut seemed to be nearby, and after
making enquiries after the sport of Egre Mont, and receiving a response to a gift of trout prosthetics,--one, by the bye, which was in Egremont's basket,-- he could barely do less than invite his companion to rest. There is my home, Gerard said, pointing to a recently built cottage and it's in a pleasant style. His materials were made of flaxseed stone, common in Mowbr ay quarry.
Crimson creeper clustered around one side of his ampled porch; its windows were large, boiled and neatly latticed; stood in the middle of g arden without medium dimensions, but every bed and corner from which was teeming with cultivated yon; flowers and vegetables abounded, while the orchard is rich in the promise of many fruits; ripe pears and famous pippins of the north and
plums of each shap e and hue; In 2014, the Croatian Government inspected the dwelling from that wind against which the forests that were not a protection for honey. And you're well placed! You respect your garden. I will be honest enough to own that I am not entitled to merit, Gerard said. I'm just a lazy chiel. They entered the cabin, where they were greeted by halls of old
women. She is too old to be my wife, and too young to be my mother, Gerard said she made ng; But she's a good creature, and she's looked out for me for many long days. Come, ladies, he said, bring us a cup of tea; 'tis a good evening beverage, added h e, turning to Egremont. and what I've ever taken at the moment. And if the car lights the pipe, you'll find a mate. I gave up
tobacco, Egremont said; Tobacco is the tomb of love, and ey entered a neatly furnished chamber, which had this residual look that too often was the st room of a country house Instead of discarded furniture oth er objects, at the same time dingy and tawdry. mock rosewood chairs and t arnished mahogany tables, there's an oak table, some cottage chairs made of beech wood, and
a Dutch watch. But what surprised Egremont was the emergence of several shelves well coated with volumes. Their content also on closer inspectio n were very outstanding. They indicated a student of high order. Egremont read the titles of works he knew only by fame, but which concerned the lofty t and most positive issues of social and political philosophy. As he cast his eye
over them, his companion said, Ah! I see you think of me as a great sch olar as I am a gardener: but with as little justice as possible; These hooks aren't mine. Whoever they belong to, Egremont said, if we're going to judge by his collector, he's got a tolerably strong head. Ay, ay, Gerard said, the world would still hear about him, even though he was just wor kman, and the son of a
working man. He was not in your schools and in college, but he can write his native language, as written by Shakespeare and Cobbett; and you must do so, if you want to influence the people. And may I ask his name, Egremont said. Stephen Morley, my friend. The person I saw with you at Marney Abbey? the same. And he lives with you? Why, we kept the house together, if you
can call it that. Stephen doesn't give him the trouble that way. He only drinks water and eats only herbs and fruits. He's a gardener himself, Gerard added, smiling. I don't know how we're going to do when he leaves me. And will he leave you? Why did he leave in some way? He took the cottage about a quarter of a mile in p dale; and just left his books here, because he goes in --
shire in a day or two, to some job, it can be going to take him a week or so. Books are safer here you see for the present, for Stephen lives alone, and good d eal away, because he edits the work on Mowbray, and that must be removed. He'll still be my gardener. I promised him that. Well done, ladies, Gerard said as the old lady walked in; I hope the honor of the house will be a
good beer. Now comr ade sit down: it will make you well after a long walk. You're supposed to eat your trout if you're waiting? By no means. You're going to miss your friend, I think? We will see a good part of it, I doubt not, what with the garden and neighbou rhood and so on; Besides, in a way, he's the master of his time. His work is not like ours; And while attracting brains is
sometimes great, I wished I had the talent that way. It's a drear life to do the same thing every dy in the same hour. But I could never express my ideas except in language; I feel at home tolerable there. It will be a shame to see this room without these books, said Egremont, an encoura ging talk on domestic topics. That's the way it's going to be, Gerard said. I have very little of my
own. But my daughter will be. fill the shelves in time, I guarantee. Your daughter, she's coming to live with you? Yes; That's why Stephen's leaving us. He only stayed here until Sybil could keep my house, and that happy day is on the tic. That's a big compensation for losing your friend, Egremont said. And yet he's talking about flying, Gerard said, in a rather melancholy tone. She
craves cloister. She went through another, sweet life in the monastery that he recreated; is the superior sister of my employer and a very saint on earth; and Syb il knows nothing about the real world except his suffering. Regardless, he cheerfully added m ore; I wouldn't tell her to rashly take the veil, but if I lose it it might be for the best. For the married life of a woman of our class
in the presen t state of our land is a lease of woe, he added, immediately head-butting, slaves and slave slaves of slaves? Even the female spirit can't stand up to it; and he can take more than we can, my lord. Your daughter was not made to take joint care of life, Egremont said. We're not going to talk about them, Gerard said. Sybil has an English heart, and it's n ot easily broken.
And you, mate, you're a traveler in these parts, huh? Some kind of traveler; something in the way of your friend Morley, connected to the press. Really! Journalist, huh? I thought you had something about you a little more kno wings than we provincials. Yes; journalists; they want information in London on the real state of co untry, and at this time of year, Parliament is not sitting -
Ah; I understand, a lying commission and a summer tour. Well, I often wish I was a penman; but I couldn't ver could do it. I'll read every day as much as you like, but that writing, I coul would never make it. My friend Morley is a powerful hand in that. His diary circulating is a good deal about here; And if, as I often tell him, he would just sink his height - a flying philosophy and stick to
the old English politics, he could make it an property. Would you like to meet him? Many. And the first thing that got you to the press, if I may ask! Why- my father was a --, Egremont in a hesitant tone, and I'm a younger son. Ah! Gerard said, it's as bad as being a woman. I had no heritage, Egremont continued, and I was obliged to work; I didn't have h ead I believe in the law; The
church wasn't exactly in my way; And as for the army, how could I prosper without money or connexion! I had some education, so I thought I'd turn it to account. Wisely done! You're one of the working class, and I'm hoping to sign up for a big drone fight. Natural friends of people are younger sons, although they are generally engaged against us. The more fools they are; to de vote
their energy to maintain a system based on selfish ss and leading to fraud; and of whom they are the first victims. But every man thinks he'll be an exception. And yet, said Egremont, the great rooted in the country, is considered an element of political strength. I'll tell you what, Gerard said, there's a big family in this country and it's ooted, which we've heard about a lot less than
they deserve, but which I assume we'll hear very soon enough for all of us to think about. In this county? Ay; in this county and every other; I mean PEOPLE. Ah! Egremont said, that family has been around for a long time. But it should have increased rapidly lately, my friend-- what do I call you? They're calling me, Franklin. A good English name of a good English class who's gone
missing. Well, Mr. Fran Klin, rest assured that the return of the population of this country is a very good read. I can conceive like that. I became a man when the bad times began, Gerard said; I've been through many doleful years. I was Franklin's son too, and we lived on his island at least not worse for a long time than I want to recall little as I am now. But it's nothing; I don't mean
me. I'm prospe rous in fashion; They're the shmugs I live among. Well, I h ave heard, in the course of years, some specifics for this permanent degradation on humans; a thing or a person who needed to make things right; and for the m y part, I have not been unheasible to support any proposal or follow any leader. There wa reform, and there was paper money, and no machines,
and a thousand other reme die; and there were demagoguers of all kinds, some like me, and some blood in their veins almost as expensive as the flows in those of our great neighbou r here. Earl de Mowbray, and I've always heard that it was a choice itself: but frankly I'll own you, I've never had much faith in any of these proposals or suggestions; But they were a change, and
that's something. But lately I've been convinced that there's something going on in this country of more effectiveness; remed ial power, as I believe, and irresistible; but whether juvie or not, at any time ate power that will spoil everything or cure everything. Did you arrest me? I'm talking about Anna but the arrival of over 300,000 foreigners on this island. How are you going to feed
them? How are you going to them off? How are you going to get them? They have gi ven being butchered; do they have to give up bread? And as for the raiment and shelter, the rags of the realm are exhausted and your sinks and cellars are already swarming the ike rabbit warrens. 'It's a terrible consideration, said Egremont musing. Awful, Gerard said; It's the most magniesized
thing since the flood. What kingdom can stand against it? Why go down in your history - you're ,-- and see the FA II of the great Roman Empire - what was it? Every once in a while, two or three hundred thousand foreigners came out of the woods and crossed mountains and rivers. They come to us every year and in greater numbers. What are you in the vassions of barbarian
nations, your Goths and Visigoths, your and Hu ns, our population is coming back! END OF THE SECOND BOOK Book III Book 3 Chapter 1 The last rays of the sun, battling clouds of smoke floating across the earth, partially swung the peculiar landscape. How far the eye could reach, and the region was level, except where a series of limestone hills formed its border di stant, a
wilderness of cottages or tenements that were barely entitled to a higher name, were scattered many miles across the country; some separate, some connected in small rows, some grouping in groups, but rarely forming a continuum of American streets, but interspersed with flaming furnaces, piles of burning coal, and p iles of singaling iron stone; while forged and motor chimneys
scooled and inflated d in all directions, and pointed to the frequent presence of the mouth of mina and the shore of the coal pit. No matter that the whole country might be compa red to the huge rabbit warren, it was nonetheless crisscrossed by channels crisscrossing on different levels, and although underground operations were professionals squeezed out with so much passion
that it was not uncommon to observe entire rows of ho uses upside down, from the changing and hollow nature of the earth, still , entwined with piles of mineral waste or metal dross , patches of surface can be recognized here and there, covered, as in mockery, with grass and corn, lo oking very similar to those of Mr. Sons that we read about in our youth, stolen from chimney
sweeps and giving some intimations of their breeding bene atha to their dirty liver. But a tree or shrub-- such an existence was unknown in this out of place, not a dreary area. It was a twilight hour; in the hour in which in the southern climates the peasant kneels before the image of the sunset of the blessed Hebrew virgin; when caravans take a long course over vast deserts, and a
turbaned traveler bending into san d, pays homage to the sacred stone and holy city; an hour, no less h oly, announcing the cessation of English effort, and sending a miner and collier to breathe the air of the earth and look into the light of the sky. They come out: the mine delivers its gang and pit its bondsmen; it's quiet, and the engine is still. The plain is covered with swarming
multit limbs: strips of solid males, wide chest and muscular, wet with torment and black as children of tropical regions; youth troops - unfortunately! both sexes,-- through their raiment or their language indicates a difference; all are dressed and n men's attirum; and oaths to which men might be easy, betrayed from lips born to the brea words of sweetness. Yet these are to be -
some are - mothers of England! B ut can we ask ourselves about the disgusting rudeness of their language when we think of the savage insolence of their lives? Naked to the waist, an iron chain tied to a leather strap runs between her legs dressed in linen trousers, while on her arms and legs she is English, for twelve, sometimes for hours a day, pulling and rushing tub coal
underground roads, dark, precipitous and plashy: circumstances that seem to have escaped notice from the Society for Aboli tion of Negro Slavery. It seems that those worthy of gentlemen were also unaware of the suffering of the little Trappers, which was remarkable, because many of them were in their place of worship. See, this is coming out of the bowels of the earth, too!
Infants of four and five years, many of them girls, beautiful and still soft and timid; the fulfilment of the most responsible duties, and the nature which implies for them the necessity of the earliest entry into the mine and the newest one that will leave both t. Their work is indeed not serious, because it would be impossible, but it is in darkness and solic only. They suffer this
punishment that philosophica L philanthropy invented for the most feared criminals, and which these criminals consider more horrific than the death for which it was mistaken. Hour after hour e lapses, and all that reminds infants the trappers of the world have ceased and that they have joined, is the passage of charcoal-waggons for which ey open the air gate gallery, and on
keeping that door constantly around, except at this point of passage, the safety of the mine and the lives of the people employed in it depends entirely. Sir Joshua, a genius and adhesive artist, struck by Lady Alice Gordon's seraphic preanna, when a child of very tender age, painted celest ial visage in different attitudes on the same canvases, and styled a group of hea venly faces
- guardian angels! We'd say to some great pencil master, Mr. Landseer or Mr. Etty, go to the little denims and do the same! A small party of miners approached the house with more pretension than generalit y apartments, and announcing their character with a very flagrant sign of the Rising Sun. They entered it as men are accustomed to, and were greeted with the looks and
many civic words of the lady at the bar, who was very happy to inquire about what the gentlemen would have. They soon found themselves sitting in a tap, and, although this was not completely unoteded, in their accustomed places, because there seemed to be a general understanding that they enjoy prescriptive entitlement. With hunches of white bread in black hands, and
grinning with their sable counts and ivory teeth, they really looked like a gang of black men in rev el. Cups of ale circulate, pipes are illuminated, preliminary fumes are reached. There was a long silence, when he who seemed like their leader and who filled some kind of president's seat, took his pipe out of his mouth, then uttered the first complete sentence that was still expressed
aloud, and so pronounced it f. The fact is that we die. You have never spoken truer words, Lord Nixon, said one of his followers. It's the gospel, every word, said the other. And the point is, Lord Nixon, what are we going to do? Ay, for sure, said Collier; That's the crux. Ay, ay, agreed several; He's here. The question, Nixon said, is looking in a circle with a master's degree in air,
what is wa ges? I say, tayn't sugar, tayn't tea, tayn't bacon. I don't think they're candles; But from that I'm sure, tayn't vests. There was a general groan here. Comrades, Nixon continued, you know what happened; You know how Juggin applied for balance after he was paid for a tommy-book, and that the embodied Diggs made him take two vests. Now the question is, what did
Collier do with the vests? Pawn 'em I'm posing diggs' son-in-law, next doo r at his father's shop, and sell a ticket to sixpence. Now there's questi on; stick to questions; the question is vests and tommy; First the vests, then Tommy. I've been earning a pound a week for the past two months, said another, but since I'm a sinner saved, I've never seen a picture of a young queen
before. And I was obliged to pay the doctor for my poor wife in Tommy, anot she said. 'Doctor,' I said, saying, 'I blush to do it, but all I have is tommy, and what's it going to be, bacon or cheese?' 'Cheese on tenpence pounds,' he says, 'which I buy for my servants on sixpence. Never mind,' he says, because he's thoro ugh Christian, 'I'll take Tommy as I find him.' Juggins got the
rent to pay and was emased from bums, Nixon said; And he's got two vests! Besides, said another, Diggs' tommy is only open once a week, and if you're not on time, you leave for another seven days. And it's such a distance, nd he keeps the body there such a time -- it's always a day's work for my poor wife; she can do nothing after that, what with the waiting and standing and
swearing of Master Joseph Diggs,--for which curses women, when they rush into the front row, most in fear. They say he's a shocking little dog. Master Joseph is tough, but there is no one like the old Diggs who grabs a little of his salary. He loves it so much! And then he said you never have to be at a loss for nothing; You can find everything under my roof. I'd like to know who's
going to fix our shoes. Is the Gaffer Diggs a percentage stand? Or sell us penn-orth potatoes, said another. Or ha'porth milk No; and so make them one is bound to go and sell some tommy, and many g ets for it. Bacon on ninepence a-pound at Diggs', which you can get on huckste r's for sixpence. and therefore hucksters cannot be expected to give you more than fourcia
halfpenny, by which the tommy token in our field only cuts our wa ges atween navel. And that's as true as if you'd heard it in church, Master Waghorn. This Diggs appears to be the oppressor of the people, said a voice from a remote corner of the room. Master Nixon looked around him, smoked, puffed, and then said, I should think it's wo r; as bloody a heart butty as ever But what
business has the butt to keep the store? asked a stranger. The law touches it. I would like to know who would touch the law, Nixon said; not me for one. M tommy shops are very delicate things; he won't stand any handshake, I can tell you that. But he cannot force you to take the goods, the stranger said; must pay you in the current coin area, if required. We only get paid once
every five weeks, Collier said; and what it's like to live in the meantime. And suppose we're supposed to make a shift in a month or five weeks, and hav e all our money's coming in, and they don't have Tommy from the store, what would Butty say about me? He'd say, 'Do you want an e'er note this time' and if I said 'no', then you'd say, 'You don't have any more calls to go to work
here.' And that's what I call forsation. Ay, ay, said another collier; Ask for a picture of the young queen, and woul would soon have to put his shirt on, and go up into the shaft. It's those long showdowns that force us into tommy shops, said another colli er; And if your ass rejects you because you're not going to take Tommy, you're the mar ked man in every field. * *Butty in mining
districts is an intermediary: Puppy is his manager. But ty usually keeps a Tommy or Truck shop and pays the wages of his commodities workers. When the miners and colliers strike they say it, they'll play. There are wus things like Tommy, said Collier who has so far remained silent, and these are these here butties. What happens in the pit is known only to God Alma ghty and
colliers. I was a consistent Methodist for many years, I would try to do good, and all the damage I ever did to boutiques was to tell them that their actions would not stand on judgment day. These are surely acts of darkness; for many it is morn we work for nothing, by one excuse or another, and many did well to stint that they sweep. And man y is a cup of their ale that you have to
drink before you will give you any job. If the Queen did something for us poor people, it would be a blessed job. There is no black tyrant on this earth as butty, surely, Collier said; and there is no legal protection for poor men. But why don't they make their complaints to landlords and landlords, e stranger said. I assume you're a foreigner in these parts, sir, Said Master Nixon, after
this statement of enormous bloating. He was the oracle of his circle, and re is silence whenever he was inclined to speak to them, which was not too often , although when he spoke, his words, as his followers often observed, were regul ar ten feet of coal. I suppose you're a foreigner in these parts, sir, or you'd know that it's as easy for a miner to talk to the master, as it is for me to
pick the width of my coals here. Sir, there's the Gulf of Atween'em. I went to the pit when I wa when I was five, and counting forty years in the service come Martinmas, and ver y good ages, sir, for the man who works work, and I know what I'm saying abo ut. In 40 years, sir, a man sees a pretty good job, 'especially when he doesn't move out of the same place and keep his 'ten.'
I've been in the game, sir, a few team es in forty years, and seen as big stick-outs as ever happened in this cou ntry. I've seen people in the game for weeks together, and so applauded that I've nev er tasted nothing but potatoes and a little salt for more than two weeks. Tal k of Tommy, it was a heavy price, but we held on to our rights, and it's a sauce for any gander. And I'll tell
you something, sir, that I didn't know peop le play yet, but if the word had passed between them and the master masters, it might not have been resolved; But you can't make them. There's never been any connection between the poor man and the gentleman, and that's the witty m ischief of this country. That's a very true word, Lord Nixon, and by this sign that when we went to pla
y u - 28, and the masters said they would meet us; you have done but walk ab out of the ground and talk to butties. Butties has his ear. We never want soldiers here if the masters talk to men; But the sight of a pitman is a pison to a gentleman, and if we go upstairs to talk to them, we always run. These are butties, Nixon said; They're wusser or Tommy. The people will never have
their rights, the stranger said, until they learn their power. Suppose instead of sticking out and playing, fifty of your families will live under one roof. You would live better than you live now; you would feed completely, and he settled in and ate more comfortably, and you could save half the amount of your salary; you would become capitalists; Can you rent your own mines and pits
from the owners, and pay them better rent than you y now get, and yet you get yourself more and work less. Sir, Mr. Nixon said, taking his pipe out of his mouth, and sending a quantity of smoke, you speak like a book. This is the principle of association, said the foreigner; desire for age. Sir, Mr. Nixon said, this age here wants a lot, but what he primarily wants is for his wages to be
paid in the current coin area. Soon after, there were symptoms of empty cups and exhausted tubes, and p arty began to mix. A stranger addresses Nixon, asked about him what thei r present distance from Wodgate. Mr. Wodgate! Mr. Nixon exclaimed in unconscious air. Lord thinks of Hell-house Yard, said one of his companions. I'm home, Mr. Nixon said, but the first time I heard
a hellish house called Y ard called Wodgate. That's what it's called in yoga, Juggins said. But you hay'nt going to hell-house yard this time of night! Said Mr. Nixon. As soon as I thought I'd go down into the pit with the windshield turned lush Bob. Tayn is not a journey for Christians, Juggins said. They are very queer a lot even in the sun, said another. And how far is it? he asked I
walked there once every three hours, Collier said, but it was at a vigil. If you want to see divils physically, there's your time of day. They're no less tha n pagans, I'm sure. I'd be sorry to see even our butt among them, because he's kind of a Christian when he's had a glass of ale. Book 3 Chapter 2 Two days after Egremont's visit to Walter Gerard's cottage, a visit to Marney
Mowbray's family was interrupted and they returned to Opatija. There is something regrettable about breaking up a pleasant party, and a little bit of ar e roofs where someone was staying, that stopped without some feeling about f depression. The sudden cessation of all those sources of excitement that perv ade gay and well-decorated villa in the country, unstrings the nervous
system. For a week we did nothing that was not pleasant and heard noth ing which was not pleasant. Our love for ourselves is respected; otal petty concerns have ceased; all enjoyment of the establisnment without any of its promptings. We saw civilization only in its favorite aspect, and tasted only the sunny side of the fruit. Sometimes there are associations with our visit to an
even sweeter and softer character, but on them we do not need dwel l: views that can not be forgotten and tones that linger in the ear; a feeling that conquers the soul, and a flirtation that disturbs the imagination. Regardless, what ver can be the cause, one too often drives away from the country-house, quite hipped. Specifically it would be immediately to drive to another, and this
is a favored drug. But sometimes it's not in our power; sometimes, for example, we must return to our house gods in the form of a kindergarten; And although it was not a form taken by Lord Marney's penati, his presence, the presence of an individual so important and so idle, was still necessary. His Lordship has passed the time in Mowbray to his satisfaction. He had his way into
ev erything. His selfishness received no shock. He was lying down the law and it wasn't questioned. He dogmatsed and impassioned, and his asse rtions went through the current, and his doctrines were accepted as orthodox. Lord Mow bray answered him; He liked the consideration of such a great person. Lord Marney was also very fond of pomp; interesting table and luxurious
life; But he liked them under any roof, not under his. Not that he was what is commonly referred to as the Crew; that is, that it was not an ordinary screw; but he was carousal and malicious; with w everyone's value and position at a glance; He couldn't bear to waste his choic e wines and expensive viands on hangers-on and toad-eaters, although at the same time no one
encouraged and demanded hangers-on and toad-eaters over. Lord Marney had all the petty social vices, and none of those petty social weaknesses that avoided ten of their rudeness or their aboation. To receive a prince of blood or a great peer he would spare Had he fulfilled any public office of his station, his performance would have confounded criticism. But he enjoyed having
V icar of Marney or Captain Grouse drink a claret that was at an end, or wash a bottle of Burgundy that he knew had been stabbed. Small things affect small minds. Lord Marney did not rise in good humour; he w as he kept at the station, which worsened his spleen. During his trip to r ailroad he spoke little, and although he repeatedly worked to stand up contr oversy he was
unable, for Lady Marney, who was quite dreadful of her dull home, and was not yet in a tone of mind that might welcome the presence of little Poinsett's full fee for the brilliant circle of Mowbray, he replied in syllables of syllables and I Egremont in strict, because he was thinking about Sybil Ge rard and a thousand things like wild and sweet. Everything went wrong today. Even
Captain Tetrib wasn't in Opatija to bring them back. He played a cricket match, Marney versus Marham. Nothing else would have led him to be away. What happened was that three colleagues had to dine together, completely tired of themselves and each other. Captain Tetrib has never been more in demand; he would settle for Lord Marney, relieve his wife and brother, report
everything that was said and done in their neighbo urhood during their absence, introduce a new tone, and effect a happy diversion on. Leaving Mowbray, detained in the precinct, The Sleaver away, some insufferable let ters, or letters that an unsetted man chooses to appreciate the insufferable, seems likely to post a climax. Lord Marney ordered dinner served in a small dining
room, which was insudiduous with the lounge where Lady Marney, when they were alone, mostly passed the evening. Dinner was quiet and gloomy; Luckily, it was also short. Lord Marney tasted a few dishes, ate neither; found fault with his own claret, although the butler gave him a bottle of choice; praised Lord Mowbray, wondered where he got it, all the wines in Mowbray were
good; then for the 20th time he wondered what might have prompted The Slob to fix the cricket match on the day he returned home, although he decided to forget that he had never communicated with The Tetrib even a probab le day to be expected. As far as these egremonts are concerning, it must be acknowledged that he was hardly in more satisfied torment d than his brother,
although he had no such insufficient reason for his dark humu rs. In leaving Mowbray, he left something other than just a pleasant circle: enough happened on that visit to stir up the deep recesses of his art and to encourage him to explore in an unusual spirit the cause and attribu tes of his position. He found the letter upon his return to Opatija, not that Calcu was too late to dispel
these somewhat morbid feelings; a letter from his agent, calling for his election reports to be resolved, the main cause of his visit to b rother. Lady Marney has left The brothers were alone. Lord Marney filled the bumper, which he drank quickly, pushed the bottle to his brother, then helped again: What a damn bore is that The Tetrib is not here. Well, I can't say, George, that I
particularly miss the presence of Captain Gr ouse, his brother said. Lord Marney took a heisty look at Egremont, then remarked: Grouse is a man in a cap; One is never boring when Tetrib is here. Well, for my part, Egremont said, I don't admire much about this party that depends on the efforts of the gallows. A sleater is no more a hanger than anyone else, said Lord Marney,
rather fier cely. Maybe not, Egremont said quietly; I don't judge people like that. I'd like to know what you're a judge about; certainly not to agree with the young lady. Arabella can't particularly charm with the res ult of your visit to Mowbray, as lady Joan is concerned, Arabella's most intimate friend bye. If for any other reason, you should have given her my attention. I can't pay
attention unless I'm attracted to them, Egremont said; I don't have the talent of your friend, Captain Grouse. I don't know what you mean by my friend Captain Tetrib. Captain Tetrib is not an m ore my friend of your friend's. One must have people in the house to do tho usi things that a man cannot do alone, and who cannot be trusted by servants, and The Tetrib does it all capitally.
That's right; He's exactly what I said, capital gallows if you like, but still h anger-on. Well, and then what! Suppose it was a gallows; Can I have hangers like we're going to have any other man? Of course you can; but I don't have to regret their absence. Who said you were? But I'll regret their absence if I decide. And I regret that the absence of Thessauries, I very much regret it;
And if he happened to be inextricably involved in this unfortunate match, I say, and you can contradict me if pl ease, that he should have made sure Slimsey dined here, to tell me that all that hat happened. I am very pleased that he left it out, Egremont said; I prefer Trouse to Slimsey. I dare say that you have, said Lord Marney, filled the glass and looked very black; You'd like, I
have no doubt, to see a fine gentleman-saint, like your french fries, Mr. St. Lys, in Marney, preaching in cottages, filling people with mismatched nth, giving me lectures on low wages, looking for plots for new churches and inveigling Arabella in subscriptions to painted windows. I'd certainly like to see a man like Aubrey St Lys in Marney, he said quietly Egremo nt, but quite
persistently. And if he were here, I would soon see who should be master, Lord Marney said; I wouldn't succumb like Mowbray. Someone might as well have a Jesuit in the house at once. I dare say St Lys would care very little about entering your house, said Egrem ont. I know he ever came to Mowbray Castle with great hesitation. I dare very great reluctance. And very reluctant
was, I have no doubt, sitting next to Lady Maud. I wonder if he doesn't fly anymore and preach to Our Lady Joan; but she's too sensible a woman for such fanatical tricks. St. Lys thinks it's his duty to enter all societies. That's why he goes to Mowbray Castle, as well as the squalid palaces and basements of the city. H e makes sure that those who are dressed in purple and fine
bedding know what and their neighbors. They can't at least beg ignorance for the nonfulfilme nt of their duties. Before St Lys's time, the family at Mowbray Castle could, as we will not exist, benefit their wretched vicarious family. That would be good perhaps for other counties no less miserable, and for other families like hi gh and favourites like Mowbrays, if mr St Lys were on site
instead of Mr Slimsey. I suppose that's meant to be cut, Lord Marney said; But I wish people who are doing well in every part of the country like they are on my property. They get h-era their eight shillings a week, always at least seven, and each hand is on th's moment in hire, except for parcels of scoundrecos who love woodworking and p oaching, and who would prefer wood-
stealing and poaching if given double wages. The wage rate is nothing: safety is a thing; and every man in Marney can be sure of his seven shillings a week for at least nine months of the year; and for the other three, they can go to the House, and very proper p lace for them; warms up with hot air and has every comfort. Even Marney Abb ey isn't warmed by hot air. I've thought
about it a lot; it me off some few imes think about these lazy, spoiled menials passing their lives with their bac ks on a big flare-up fire; But I'm afraid of the flu. I wonder, speaking of fires, that you are no longer afraid of burning ricks, says Sai d Egremont. It's a hell of a lie, Lord Marney said, very violently. what's it? Said Egremont. That there's any flammability in this neighborhood.
Why, there was a fire the day after I got here. This had nothing to do with wages; It was an accident. I examined in it mysel f; as well as The Sleet, as well as Slimsey; I sent them everywhere. I told them I was sure the fire was purely accidental, and that I should go see about it; and they came back and agreed it was purely accidental. I dare say they are, Egremont said; But no one
discovered the accident. For my part, I believe it was spontaneous combustion, Lord Marney said. It's a satisfactory solution. said Egremont, but for my part, fire bei ng fact, and it is painfully notorious that the people of Marney - Well, sir, the people of Marney - said his lordship fiercely. Are they without a doubt the most squalid population in the county. Did Mr. St. Lys tell you that?
interrupted by Lord Marney, a white man with rage. No, not Mr. Lys, but better acquainted with the neighborhood. I'll know yours name, said Lord Marney with energy. My informant was a woman, Egremont said. Lady Maud, I suppose; used by Mr. St. Lys. The MV informant was a woman and one of the people, Egremont said. Some poacher is a drab! I don't care what women
say, tall or low, they always exhale gerates. The misery of a family living off seven or even eight shillings a week can be exaggerated. What should you know about it? Have you ever lived on seven or eight shillings a week? What can you know about people who pass their time in London clubs or n fine country houses? I guess you want people to live like they did at Boodle's. I'm
saying that a family can live very well on seven shillings a week, and at eight shillings very well. The poor are very well,at least agricultural poor, very well off indeed. Their incomes are safe, it is at a great point, and they have no worries, no anxieties; they always have a source, they always have a Home. People without worry do not require as much food as those whose life implies
anxiety. Look how long they live! Compare the mortality rate among them with that of manufacturing districts. Incendiar ism indeed! If there had been proper village police, such a thing as incendiaris m would never have been heard of! There was a pause. Lord Marney rushed off another bumper; Egremont sipped his wi No. He said for a long time: This argument made me forget
the main reason, George e, why I'm glad we're alone together day in and day out. I'm sorry I bore you, but I was bored. I found a letter from my agent. This election must be settled. Why, I thought they were settling in. what you mean? I thought your mother gave you £1,000. There's no doubt about that, but it got rid of it a long time ago. In my opinion quite enough for a place in
these times. Instead of paying to enter Parliament, a man should be paid to enter it. Maybe there's a good deal in what you say, Egremont said; But it's too late to take that view of work. The cost has been in place and must be met. I don't see it, said Lord Marney, we paid £1,000 and ther e's balance restless. When has there ever been a contest without the balance being restless?
I remember hearing my father often say that when he stood up for this co unty, our grandfather paid more than £100,000, and yet I know that today the bills are fussy. I regularly receive anonymou letters every year threatening me with a terrible fine if I don't pay a hundred and fifty pounds for breakfast at Jolly Tinkers. You're kidding me: the thing really requires a serious vein. I
want these accounts settled at once. And I'd like to know where the funds are coming from! I don't have any. The Qu antity barn I'm building now is something huge! Then that anger for Dr. Aining; I'd dry every purse. What do you think of the two million tiles? Year? And rents,--re going to keep up what we're making these terrible sacrifices -- they're me relying nominally, or soon
they will be. They'll never be satisfied until they've touched the ground. I can see that. I am ready for a reduction of five and - twe nty percent; If the corn laws are touched, it can't be less than that. My mothe r should consider and reduce her jointure accordingly. But I dare say it won't; people are so selfish; especially since she gave you 1,000 pounds like this, which actually comes
out of my pocket after all. You've told me all that before. What's that mean? I fought this battle at the instidus of family, without feeling my own. You're the head of the family t he and you've been consulted on step. Unless I've concluded it's with your sanction, I certainly shouldn't have shown up for husti ngs. I am very pleased that you did this, said Lord Marney; Conference is a big
point for our class: these days especially, even more so than in the old days. I wasn't looking forward to your success, and it dented the whining about us being the most confused. Some people thought there was only one family in the world that had its own R ichmond or malton. To get you into the old quarter was really a coup d'etat. So now, to keep our interest, Egremont said,
paying our expenses quickly is the most effective way, believe me. You are six years old, maybe seven, Said Lord Marney, and long before that I hope to find you a husband, Lady Joan Fitz-Warene. I don't want to link the two contingencies, Egremont said firmly. They are inseparable, Lord Marney said. what you mean? I think I think this meticulous acquittal for the election
account and n the highest degree is ridiculous, and I can't get involved in that. Legal ex-pens are, you say, paid for; And if they're not, I should feel tied up, like the head of the family, to defray them, but I can't go any further. I can't bring myself to sanction expenditure for certainly very unnecessary, perhaps, and I'm afraid of that, for illegal and very immoral purposes. Is that really
your determination? After the ripest thought, prompted by a sincere request for your ben efit. Well, George, I've often doubted that, but now I feel pretty confident, that y ou are really the biggest humbug that's ever existed. Abuse is not an argument, Mr. Egremont. You're beneath the abuse, as you are beneath every feeling except one, which I fully feel, and Egremont has risen
from the table. You can thank your own stubbornness and conceit, Lord Marney said. I took you to Mowbray Castle, and the cards were in your hands if you decided to play them. You've interfered with me once before on such a subject. Lord Marney, said E gremont, with a blurred eye and cheek palliad of rage. You better not say it again, Lord Marney said in a tone of threat. why
not? He asked hard Egremont. Who and Do you want to dare to speak to me like that? I'm your older brother, sir, whose relationship with you is your only request to consider society. The curse of the society that made such claims. said Egremont in a hei ghtened tone -- allegations based on selfishness, cruelty and deceit, which led to demoralisation, misery and crime. Claims that
I will make you respect, at least in this house, sir, said Lord M Arney, springing from his chair. Touch me at your peril! Exclamations Egremont, or I'll forget you're my son of my mothe r, and put you on the ground. You were the blight of my life; You stole my bride from me, and now you're going to honor me. A liar and a villain! Exclamed Lord Marney, darting forward: but at this
point h the wife rushed into the flat and clung to him. What on earth did she get excited about, what's all this? George, Charles, dearest George! Let me go, Arabella. Let him come. But Lady Marney gave a piercing cry, and reached out her arms to separate the RS brothe. There was a sound on the other door; There was nothing in the world about Lord Marney who was so afraid
that his servants should witness the local sc ene. He came forward to the door to prevent entry; partially outspoken, he said Lady Marney was unco well and wanted her maid; Returning, he found Rabella insensitive on the ground, and Egremont was gone! Book 3 Chapter 3 It was a wet morning; Since dawn, heavy rain has been falling, which has been awash with dense south-
westerners riding on crowds of women and girls who had gathered outside the gates of the still undiscovered shop. Some protected themselves umbr ellas; some sought refuge under a row of old elms that grew alongside a can of al that was in front of the house. Regardless of the weather, the noise of language was constant. I thought I saw an open verse of the yard gate, said
one woman. So did I, her neighbor said; but it's closed immediately. It was just Master Joseph, said a third. He likes to see us wet. If only they would let us into the yard and enter under one of the workshop advertisements , as with Šimuni, said another. You can tell Simmon's, Mrs Page; I just want my master to serve in his field. I've been here since half past four, Mrs. Grigsby,
with this chiseed on my breas t all the time. It's three miles for me here, and the same back, and unless you ge t front row, how are my poor guys going to find their dinner ready when they come out of the pit? A very true word, Ms. Page; And with this sign, that last Thursday I was here until half past eleven, certainly by noon, after I just called my mother-in-law on the way, and it
was eight hours before I got home. Ah! It's a cruel job, I'm tommy shop. How's your neighbor Prance? Said the comedic lady with the big white basket, and nd how good is your man? They were telling Belfy he'd changed his service. I hear there's a new butt in Mr. Parker. but the old puppy continued; So I always thought, he's always been a favorite, and they say measured stints v
ery fair. And what do you hear about bacon in town? They tell me only 6pence real homemade cured. I wonder diggs has a face that sells still at nine penc e, and so very green! I think I see Dame Toddles; How beautifully he wears! Wha t you work here, a little darling; very young to reach Tommy; saving room for your mother, eh! it's a good girl; She'd do well to be here soon,
because I think it's a trick on eight. Diggs pushes him on yellow soap very terribly. What do you think- Ah! The door will open. No, it's a false alarm. How well are your neighbors? said a pale young woman who carried a child into come ly ladies. Here's a terrible crowd, for sure. Women will fight and tear to inhale, I suppose. I'm a lot of afeard. Well, 'first time come, first served,' the
whole world, said the comedic lady. Nd you need to put a good heart to work and tie your hat. I dare assume there's not much less than 200 here. It's Grand Tommy Day you know. And for my part I don't care so much for a good squeedge; One sees so many faces on e knows. The cheese here at six o'clock is pretty neat, Ms. Crone told her companion; bu t you can get as good in
the city for fourpence. What I'm complaining about are the adhesion, her companion replied. I weighed my pound of butter bought last tommy day, and there were two linden pieces too bright. Really! I've ave been, in my day, in all the stores around here, for guys or their father, but you've never known Tommy as badly as this. I have two children at home sick with their flour; And I
was very bad; one is accustomed to a small white clay, but when they lay it on thick, it is very grave. Are your girls in the pit? No, no, no, no, we strive to keep them, and my man has gone on a series of days on bread and water for this purpose; and if we weren't forced to take so much Tommy, one we ght manage -- but Tommy will win anything; Health comes first, and honesty
after that, that's my opinion. Well, for my part, crone said, meat is my complaint: all the best parts go to butties, and the pieces with the bone in are cut off for colliers' wi ves. Ladies, when will the door open? asked a very small pale boy. I've been here all this morn, and I've never interrupted my post. And what do you want, chilt? I want a loaf for my mother; But I don't feel like I'm
ever going to come home again, I'm kind of dizzy. Liza Gray, said a woman with black beady eyes and a red nose, speaking sh arp voice and rushing up a rather slatternly woman in a straw hat with a d irty fine ribbon and piece on her breasts; You know the person I'm looking for. Well, Mrs. Mullins, how are you? she replied, in a sweet tone from Sawney. What do you do, really!
How can people cope in these bad times? They're indeed claimed by Mrs Mullins. If you could see my Tommy book! How I'd love to get new figures! Made up of last Thursday night by that Divil, Lord Joe Diggs. He stuck it in here and rammed it in, until he built one of the labyrinths. I'm sure I've never had these things; and my man is out of all patience, and he says I can't keep the
house any longer than I was born. My man wants to see your man, Ms. Mullins said, with a flashing eye; nd you know what o. And very naturally, said Liza Gray; But how are we going to pay the money we owe him, with such tommy-book as this, good neighbor Mullins? We are as poor as our neighbours Mrs Gray; and if we are not paid, we must borro w. It's a crimson shame to
go to the spout because the money lent to a friend is that it can't be found. You had him in your need, Liza Gray, and we want him in our need; And I'd have it, Liza Gray. Shut up, shut up! said Liza Gray; don't wake up little-un, because she's very fretful. I'll have five shillings, or I'll have just as well, Ms. Mullins said. Silence, silence, neighbors; now, I'll tell you -- you're going to have
it; but still a little time. This is big Tommy-day, and it settles our showdown in five weeks; But my man can have a draw after morrow, and he'll pull out five shillings, and give you half. What about the other half? Ms. Mullins said. Ah! the other half, with a sigh said Liza Gray. Well, then -- we'll have death in our family soon -- this poor piece can't fight on much longer; It's a belon gs
two funeral club -- it'll be three pounds from each, and after drin k and funeral, it'll be enough to pay all our debts and put us all squa re. The door to Mr. Diggs's tommy shop has opened. The rush was like advancing into the pit of theater when drama existed; pushing, squeezing, fighting, tearing, screaming. In the high seat, guarded by rails from all contacts, hours of Mr Diggs sen
ior, with a slushy smile on his dedicated number, pen behind his ear, and recommending to his limited customers in honeyed tones to be patient and order ly. Behind the significant counter that was an uleasy fortress, was a popular son, Master Joseph; short, unfavorable girl, with a spirit of vulga r oppression and malicious mischief imprinted on his visage. His black, greasy linen to
his hair, his pug nose, his rough red face and his projected tusks, contrasted with the slight and elongated count of his father, who looked very much like a wolf in sheep's clothing. For the first five minutes, master Joseph Diggs did nothing but blaspheme and awe at his customers, occasionally leaning over the counter and cuffing women in vans or luring some girl by the hair. I
was the first, Lord Joseph, said a woman eagerly. No, no, no, no, I was, said another. I was here, he said first, as the clock ticked down four, and I sat on the e-stairs, because I have to be home early; My husband was injured in the knee. If you were first, your help will last. said Master Joseph, reward yo u for your pain! and began to take over the commandments of another
woman. A! Sir, have mercy on me! he said women; And I got up in the mess of the night over this! He's still teasing you! And what you came for I'm sure I don't know, said Master Josep h; because you have a pretty long figure against you, I can tell you that. I declare the most solemn-- said the woman. Don't argue here, Master Joseph said, or I'll skip this here c ounter and knock
you down, like nothing. What did you say, woman? Are you deaf? What'd you say? How much of the best tea do you want? I don't want them, sir. You never want the best tea; You have to take three ounces of the best tea, or you'll have nothing. If you say one more word, I'll put those four down. You tall girl, wha t is your name, keep you there, or I'll bring you such a cut as it will
keep you at home until the next showdown. Swearing at you, you old fool, do you think I'm going to be kep t all day while you murmur here? Who's pushing themselves in there? I see you, Mrs. Pa, ge. Won't there be a black mark against you? Oh! Mrs Prance, right? Father, put Mrs Prance on the beak of flour. I'll have order here. You think las t bacon is a little too thick: oh! You
know, ma'am, do you? I'll make sure you don't c omplain in the futur; I like to please my customers. There is a very nice flitch han ging up in the engine room; people wanted some rust for the machines; you shal I have a slice of it; and we will say ten pence pound, highly dried, and wery le an - will it please you! Row there, order; You cursed at women, order, or I'll be among you.
And if I just jump over this counter, won't I let it fly right and left? Talk, ideot! Do you think I hear your murmuring in this Babel? Swear at them; I'm going to kee p them quietly, and so he took the yard measure, and tilted over the counter, h it right and left. Oh! You little monster! exclaimed one woman: You grazed my babby eye. He was a murmur; almost groan. Whose baby was
hurt? asked Teacher Joseph in a softened tone. Mine, sir, said a bitter voice; Mary Church. Oh! Mary Church, is it! said malicious imp, then I'll put Mary Church dow n for a pound of the best arrow root; It's the best thing in the world for babbies, and it'll cure you of bringing your swear monkeys here, as if you're all t hought our store's hinfant school. Where's your book, Susan
Travers! Left at home! Then you can go get him. N o books, no Tommy. You're Jones' wife, are you? Ticket for three and six pence from eighteen shilling salaries. Is this the only card you brought? There's your money; And you can tell your husband he doesn't have to take his coat off again to get down our shaft. He must think we're fools' cursers! Tell him I hope he has enough
money to travel to Wales, because he won't have a job in England agai n, or my name ayn't Diggs. Who's pushing themselves in there? I will be among you; I'm going to close the e shop. If I get myself to some of you swear words, you won't forget it. If anyone tells me who's pushing themselves there, they'll have bacon in seven minutes. Will You got bacon for sevenpers? League
together, eh! Then each of them will have their own bacon for 10 pence. Two can play on that. Press again, and I'll be among you, said the intimated little tyrant. But waving him ltitude, impatient, and annoyed by the weather, should not have continued; movem ent could not be regulated; trade was in turmoil; and Master Joseph Diggs, losing all patience, jumped on the counter,
and amid the screams of women, prang in the crowd. Two women fainted; others wept for their hats; others mourned their aprons; nothing, however, deterred Diggs, who was hitting both arseles and swearing in every quarter, and gave none. Finally there was a general scream of h orrros, and the screams of the murdered boy. The elder Diggs, who from his eminence has so far
viewed the scene with unsettled complacency; who, in fact, emerged from these unusual exhibitions from the same pleasant excitement that the Roman emperor could get from the colate circus; they began to think that affairs were growing seriously, and stood up to advise order and carry out sympathetic dispositions. Even Master Joseph was quelle in that gentle voice that would
become Augustus. It seemed pretty rue that the boy was dead. A boy who, sent for a loaf for his second, complained before the store opened for his fainting. He fell into contention, and it was thought, to use the phrase comely ladies w ho tried to save him, that he was pretty shug. They carried him out of the store; sweating poured off him; he didn't have a pul up. He had no friends
there. I'll stand by my body, the comedic lady said, even though I'm losing my turn. At this point, Stephen Morley, for the reader, undoubtedly discovered that the stranger holding the colloquium with colliers was a friend of Walter Gerard, rrived in the tommy-shop, who was halfway between the house where the night passed and Wodgate. He stopped, inquired, and as a man of
science and some skill, decided, after examining the poor boy, that life was not extinc t. Taking the older Diggs aside, he said: I am the editor of Mowbray Phalan x; I'm not going to talk to you before these people do; But I'm telling you that you and your son are presented to me as oppressors of the people. Will it be my lo t report this death and comment on it? I don't believe it.
There's still time and hop e. What needs to be done, sir, asked a distraught Mr. Diggs; fellow creature in this condition-- Don't speak, but act, Morley said. There's no time to bow. The boy must be taken up the stairs and put to bed; warm bed, in one of your best rooms, with always y comfort. I'm pressed by work, but I'll wait and keep an eye on him until the crisis is over. Come, let
you and I take him into our arms, and carry him to the tairs through your private door. Every minute is precious. So to speak, Morle y and the elder Diggs entered the house. Book 3 Chapter 4 or Wogate, as he was called on the map, was a district that in the old days was dedicated to Woden, and which seemed destined through successive ges to retain its pagan character. At the
beginning of the Revolutionary War, Wodgate was a sort of squat neighborhood of a large mining region to which it was incoteresting, a place where adventurers in an industry that quickly stepped down, settled; Although large veins of coal and iron stone increased, as phrases put it, before they reached this bare and barren land, and so I was flawed in those mineral and metal
treasures that enriched his neighborhood, Wodgate had its advantages, and the kind that touch the imagination of lawlessness. It was land without an owner; no one claimed that any manor ial right over it; they could build cottages without paying rent. It was distr ict recognized by no parish; so there was neither the 1940s nor the confusing surveillance ion. It was rich in fuel that
cost nothing, because although the veins were not worth working as a source of mining gain, the soil of Wodgate was similar in its surplus character to the country around. Thus, the population gathered and quickly increased in the ugliest place in England, to which neither nature nor art contributed to any charm; where the tree could not be seen, the flower was unknown, where
there was neither a bell tower nor a bell tower, not a single sight or soun d that could soften the heart or humanize the mind. Whatever was the cause, either, as is unlikely, the original squat rs brought with it some traditional skills, or whether their isolated and unch emasuled the existence of concentrated their energy on their craft, the fact is certai n, that the inhabitants of
Wodgate early acquired a celebrity as skilled workers . This reputation has increased so much, and over time has expanded so far, that for more than a quarter of a century, both in their skill and in the economics of their work, they have been unparalleled throughout the country. As ironmongery manufacturers, they carry the palm of their hand from all over the district; as founders
of brass and steel workers, they fear no one; While as nailers and locksmiths, their fame spread even in European markets, whither their most skilled workers were frequent y invited. Called in vain! No salary can tempt a wodgate man from his home, this place that soon took the form of a large village, and then soon spread to the city, and at the moment counts its population by
warming thousands, housed in the most hears of tenements in the most heist bu rgh in the ugliest country in the world. But it has its lasting magic. Regardless of the expansion of its civic prosperity, it has not lost any of the characteristics of its original society; on contr ary it zealously preserved them. There are no landlords, landlords, mainmasters or butties in Wodgate. No church
there has erected its tower yet; I If the jealous spirit of Woden still haunts his ancient temple, even the conv enticle barely dares to show its humble front in some obscure corner. No municipality, no judge, no local deeds, no vests, no schools of any kind. Streets are never cleaned; every man burns down his house; nor does anyone know anything but their business. More than that,
there is a factory or large facility in Wodgate of any kind of unkno wn. This is where Labour reigns supreme. Its division is indeed favored by their manners , but the interference or influence of mere capital is immediately resisted. The B usiness of Wodgate is carried by masters in their houses, each of whom owns an unlimited number of what they call apprentices, their jobs mostly
carried out, and which they treat as Mamlouks treated like Egyptians. These masters do indeed form a powerful aristocracy, nor is it possible once-cive one seemingly more oppressive. They are ruthless tyrants; they usually inflict on their subjects punishments more deplorable than slave-populated ones on our colonies have ever been visited; are not satisfied with beating st icks or
slogging knotted ropes, have a habit of cutting with hammers or cutting the head with a file or lock. The most common pu nishment however, or rather an incentive to increase effort, is to pull the apprent ice lice until they work with blood. And these youngsters work sixteen and even twenty hours a day; often sells them to one master to another; they feed on carrion and sleep in
lofts or cellars: yet, whether hardened by brutality, and really unaware of their degradation and inordinate ual suffering, or supported by the belief that their day to be masters and oppressors will surely arrive, the aristocracy of Wodgate is by no means as unpopular as the aristocracy of most other places. In the first place it is a real aristocracy; he's privileged, but he doesn't depend
on his privileges. It's different from the main body, not just me. It's the most important class in Wodgate; it possesses indeed in its own way comp flying knowledge; and in his own way gives a certain amount to those he leads. So it's the aristocracy that leads, and therefore the fact. Moreo ver social system Wodgate is not a non-mixed course of infinite effort. Th eir plan is to work
hard, but not always. They rarely exceed four days of work a week. On Sunday, the masters begin to drink; For scientists there is a dogfight without any tasks. On Monday and Tuesday the entire population of W odgate is drunk; all stations, ages and genders; even pieces, which should be on the chest; because they drammed with Godfrey's cordial. Here is relaxation, exc itement;
if there are otherwise fewer vices than initially expected, we must be peeled off to check excesses with blood poverty and constant Scan the food and hard work is in their way, if not the morals, tolerably good police. There are no others in Wodgate to preach or control. Not that peopl e is immoral, because immorality implies some forethought; or ignorant, because ignorant will be
relative; but they are animals; unconsciously; their minds empty; and thei r worst actions just an impulse of disgusting or wild instinct. There are many and n this city that are ignorant of their names; very few who can spell them. You rarely meet a young person who knows his age; less often find a boy who saw a book, or a girl who saw a flower. Ask them for me their ruler, and
they will give you an undated view; ask them their religions, and they will laugh: who rules them on earth, or who can save them in heaven, are similar mysteries to them. That was the kind of population Morley was supposed to hang out with. Wodgate had ap pearance huge miserable suburbs. As you progressed, leaving behind long lines of small dingy tenements, with infants
lying about the road, you expected eve ry moment to get out into some streets and come across buildings that carry some bark spondence in their size and comfort at the considerable population swarming and busied around you. Nothing like that. There were no public buildings so cape; there are no churches, chapels, town halls, institutes, theatres; and the main stree ts in the
heart of the city where there were rough and dirty shops, ough formed houses of higher altitude than previous ones, were equally narow and if possible dirtier. In every fourth or fifth house, alleyways rarely buoyed the yard wide and streaming with dirt, opened from the street. They were packed with apartments of different sizes, while from the main court they were often brammed
down a series of smaller alleyways or rather narrow passageways, the nothi ng of which can be conceived more close and miserable and obspice. Here during business days, the sound of hammers and files never stopped, amid gutters of abo mination and piles of filth and stagnant pools of dirt; Reservoirs lose y and plague, the exhales of which were enough to stain the
atmosphere of the kingdom w holes and fill the earth with fever and plague. Lank and haggard youth, ricketty and smoke-dried, and black with their craft, wa sits on the doorstep of a miserable hut and runs on a file. Behind him stood a stunted and meager girl, with her back like a locust; deformation that is due to the displacement of the leg bone, and is prevalent among the
wodgate girls from the jerky posture of their usual efforts. Her long melancholy you sage and vacuous stare at Morley as he passed, attracted his notice, and it seems to him that the opportunity was convenient for him to inquire about the indi vidual he was looking for, stopped and addressed the worker: Do you happen to know a friend of a person here or named Hatton? Hatton!
said the youngster looking up with a smile, but still continuing his work, I should think I did! Well, that's luck; Can you tell me about him? Do you see this here? Said the youngster was still grinning, and leaving the file to drop out of his crooked and knotted arm, he pointed to a deep scar that crossed his forehead, he did it. Accident? Very similar. An accident that happened a lot. I'd
like to have a crown for the time he opened my head. He opened it once with a key and twice with a lock; twice he nailed the corner of the lock to my head, once with a screw d once closed; you know what it is; the thing that runs into the paperclam. He hit me over the head with a hammer once. That was a punch! I fell that way. When I was thwarted, the master stopped the blood
with some fur from his hat. I had to get on with my work immediately; The Master said I should do my job if I work until 12 o'clock at night. Many are ashes that broke on my body; som etimes weals stayed on me for a week; he once opened my eyelid with a tstic; cut a regular hole in it, and it bled all over the files I worked t. Sometimes he pulled me by the ears I thought had to
come off in his hand. But all this was just nothin for it cut here; it was serous; and that I did not receive the thro' which they say must have been a Coronation Day spree; Although I think he gammon, tor old Tugsford did for one of his prentices, and the body w as never found. And now you're asking me if I know Hatton? I should think I am! And lank, haggard youth laughed gleefully,
as if recounting a series about the happiest adventures. But isn't there legal protection for such innocuous oppression, said Morley, who responded dismayedly to this smug statement. Isn't there a judge you'd apply to? No no, said fajter with an air of obvious pride, we don't have a master's tes at Wodgate. We got a constable, and there was a prentice who cozed his mast er laid it
on, just with a seat cue, went over Ramborough and got a warrant. He brought the call himself and giv him to the constable, but he never served it. That's why they have a constable here. I'm sorry, Morley said, that I'm having affairs with such a wretch as this Hatto n. You'll find him as a wery hearty kind of man, said the filler, if he doesn't hap to be in the drink. He's a little robust
then, but take it all in all for grease r, you can go on and fare even worse. What! This monster! Lord bless you, that's his way, that's all, we're here queer set; But he has a hi with a pint. Give him a lock to do, and you won't have your box picked up; he's wery lib'ral too in wittals. I never had horsemeat the whole time I was with him; they have nothing else in Tugsford; he never had a
sick cow except when the meat was very dear. He always put his face agin still born of telad; He used to say he liked his boys to have meat what was born alive. killed alive. By which the token of the th era was never a sheep what bust in the head sold in our court. And then so metimes would give us a fish delicacy, when it was 4-5 days in the city and it wasn't sold. No, give the



devil his time, say me. There was never a desire for anything on meals with the bishop, except time to eat them. And why do you call him bishop? This is his name and authority; Because he's the governor here over all of us. And I t has always been so that Wodgate was governed by a bishop; because since we don't want a church, we're going to have just as good. And with this
sign that this day is Sen'night, the day my time was worse, he married me to this young woman here. She's the bap tist of the school religion, and she wanted her priest to bind us, but all the guys who served their time with me were married by bishops, and much more, that I didn't see an invitation not to do otherwise. So he sprinkled a little salt over the gridiron, r ead Our Father
backwards, and wrote our name in the book: and we were joined together; b ut I didn't do it rashly, did I, Suky, on the sign that we've kept company for two years, and there's no girl in all of Wodgate who handles the file, like Sue. And what's your name, my good people? They call me Tummas, but I have no other name; But now I'm married I mea n take my wife because he was
baptized, and so he got two. Yes sir, said the girl with the vacuous face and back like a locust; I used to reg'lar born Christian and my mother aphore me, and that's what a little girl and n yard can say. Thomas will take care of it himself when the business is going down; and he now lies in our Lord and Savior Of Poncia Pilate, who was crucified to save our sins; and in Moses,
Goliath, and the other Apostles. Ah! I, Morley thought, and they couldn't spare one tahiti f missionary or their compatriots in Wodgate! Book 3 Chapter 5 Summer twilight faded into a sweet night; the young and star-visited moon glowed like a sickle in a deep purple sky; of all the glowing hosts, the hespe rus itself was visible; and the breeze, which carried the last embrace of flowers
b y sun, moved languidly and appropriately across the still fragrant earth. The moon beam fell on gerard's roof and garden. He smothered the cottage, his shining light, except where the dark depth of the ethudying of the porch defied entry. All around the beds of flowers and herbs spread sparkling and define ed. You can follow a minute's walk; almost distinguish each sheet. Now
and there came the breath, and sweet peas murmured in the dream; or roses rustled, as if they were afraid of being aroused from their lightso me dreams. Further on the fruit trees caught the glow of the night; and loo ked as troupe sultanas getting their garden air, when the eye of the man coul would not have scathed them, and laden with jewels. There were apples that opposed
rubie with; pear topaz shades: whole paraphernalia plum, purple as ameth yst, second blue and brilliant as sapphire; an emerald here, and now a golde n drop that glowed like a gengis khan yellow diamond. Inside -- is the scene less fair? One lamp poured over the chamber soft and light enough. Stephen Morley's library was removed, but the location of his volumes was partially
stocked, as the shelves were far from being emp ty. Their contents were not of an ordinary character: many a history of piety, some of church history, one or two about church art, several works by our older playwrights, some good prints of our chronicles, and many foliosi church mus ic, which last truly amounted to an extraordinary collection. However, there was no musical
instrument in the room of any kind, and the only change in its furniture , since we last visited Gerard's room, was the presence of a long-assisted ch beam of ancient form, the most beautifully embroidered, and a portrait of a female with an int over the fireplace. As for Gerard himself, he sat with his head resting on his hand, which rested on the table, while listening with great
interest to a book read to him by his daughter, under whose feet lay a fiery and faitic blood greyhound. Well, you see, my father, Sybil said with animation, and dropped her book which, however, her hand did not give up, even then all was not lost. The Holy Count retreated outside Trent, and the years and reigns passed before this part of the island accepted their laws and
customs. I see, said her father, and yet I cannot help wishing that Harold--, Here the dog, hearing his name, suddenly stands up and looks at Gerard, who smiles, pats him and says: We did not speak of tei, good sir, but of his great namesake e; But ne'er um, a live dog they say is worth a dead king. Ah! Why don't we have a man like that now, Sybil said, to protect the people! If I
were a prince, I didn't know a career I should consider so great. But Stephen says no, gerard said: He says that these greats are never crazy e use us, but as a tool; and that the people can never have their rights until they produce competent champions from their own order. But then Stephen doesn't want to remember the past, Sybil said with a kind of sigh; he wants to create a
future. The past is a dream, Gerard said. And what's the future like? he asked Sybil. It's Alack! I don't know; But I often wish the Battle of Hastings was fought again and I'd have a hand in it. Ah! My father, said Sybil with a sad smile, there is always your fatal number of physical force. Even Stephen is against physical force, with all his d fantasies. All this is very true, Gerard said,
smiling with good nature; But anyway when I was coming home a few days ago, and I stopped for a while on the bridge and happened to see myself in the creek, I couldn't help but love that my Maker made these limbs rather to hold a spear or draw a bow than to monitor a shuttle or spindle. With a shuttle and spindle, we can redeem our race, Sybil said with nimatia, if only we
could form minds that move that peaceful weapon. Oh! My father, I will believe that moral power is irresistible, or where should we seek hope? Gerard shook his head with his usual sweet smile. Ah! he said, what can we do; they have land, and the country governs the people. Norman knew that, Sybil, as you just read. If we really had our rights, one migh t do something; but I don't
know; I dare say if I have our country again, I should be as bad as the rest of them. Oh! No, my Father, he exclamed Sybil with energy, never, ever! Your thoughts will be as princely as yours. What a leader of men he'd make! Harold suddenly came up and growed. Quiet! gerard said; some knocks: and he got up and left the room. Sybil hea rd voices and broken sentences: You're
going to tell me--I kindly take it--So we're re neighbors. And then her father came back, introduced the person and said, Here's my friend Mr. Franklin I was talking about, Sybil, who's going to be our neighbor; Down Harold, down! and introduced to his daughter Companio n Mr St Lys on that visit to the looms when she met vicar Mowbray on her own. Sybil rose and let her book fall
gently on the table, receiving Egremont's wit and native grace. It's civilization that makes us uncomfortable, because it makes us an unsafe position. Confused, let's take refuge in pretending; and embarar assed, we're looking for a resource in the affect. The Bedouin and the Red Indian never feel their presence of mind; and wife of a peasant, when you enter her cottag e, often
greets you with the decency of miena that is conveniently contrary to you are the reception of some great lady in some great gathering, meeting her guests altern ate with a caricature of kindness or exaggeradon of supercilious self-contr ol. I dare say, Egremont said bowing to Sybil, you've seen our poor weaving friend since we met there. The day I left Mowbray, Sybil said.
They're not without friends. Ah! You've already met my daughter. On a mission of mercy, Egremont said. And I guess you didn't find the city very pleasant, Mr. Franklin, Ger ard continued. No, no, no, no, I couldn't take it, the nights were so close. In addition I have a large accumulation of notes, and I liked to be able to reduce them in reporting more effective tly in comparative
seclusion. So I got a room nearby here, with a little guard en, not as nice as yours; but still the garden is something; And if I want any dditional information, why, after all, Mowbray is just a walk. You say good and you've done wisely. Besides, you have such late hours in London, and hard work. Some country air will do you all the good in the world. That gallbladder ery must be
tedious. Do you use it for short? Some kind of shorthand of mine, Egremont said. I believe a good deal for my memor y. Ah! You're young. the daughter also has a wonderful memory. For my part, these are many things I'm not sorry to forget. You see, I took your word, neighbors, Egremont said. When someone's been at work all day they feel a little lonely about the night. Very
true; and I dare say that your office job is sometimes very boring; I could never do any of it myself. I can manage the book well enough, if ten is well written, and at the points I care about; But I'd rather listen than read at any time, with id Gerard. I should really be right to see the minstrel and the narrator r going his rounds again. It would be easy after a working day, when someone
doesn't have, as I am now, a good kid to read. This volume? Said Egremont by drawing his chair to the table and watching Sybil , who intimized the oath by nodding his head. Ah! it's a beautiful book, Gerard said, albeit on a sad subject. The history of Winning England by Norman, Egremont said, reading the front page where Ursula Trafford to Sybil Gerard was also written. Do you
know that? Sybil said. Only fame. Perhaps you are not as interested in the subject as we are, Sybil said. It must interest everyone and everyone equally, her father said; for we are divided betwe en conquerors and conquered. But don't you think, Egremont said, that such a distinction ceased to exist a long time ago? To what extent? Gerard asked. Many circumstances of
oppression have undoubtedly gradually disappeared: but this stemmed from a change in manners rather than any political recognition of their injustice. The same course of time that removed many atrocities, more shockingly, however to our modern feelings than the t gut that designed and endured them, at the same time removed many mitigation c ircumstances. If the baron's
mere comprehension is not so ruthless, the champion to whom we fought in the church is no longer so ready. The spirit of conquest has adapted to the changing circumstances of age, and however its results vary in form, to a degree they are much the same. But how do they show up? In many circumstances, concerning many classes; but I speak of those who do not ouch my
own order; and so I say all of a sudden -- in the degradation of the people . But are people so degraded? In England, there is now more of a smugness than at any time since the conquest. I don't know what goes under my everyday eyes when I say. that those who work can like me now choose or change their masters, as when they were born. There are large working-class
bodies of this country closer to the state of bullies, than they have been at any time since the conquest. I really don't see anything that distinguishes them from bullies, except that their morality is inferior. Incest and chastomaricid are as common among them as among lower animals. The Domesti c principle waxes the weaker and weaker every year in England: nor can we be
surprised by it, when there is no comfort in cheerleading and no sense of gifts being given home. He was reading the piece the other day, Egremont said, which statistically proved that people's general condition was much better at the moment than it was in any known period of history. Ah! Yes, I know this style of speculation, Gerard said; Your gentleman who bothers you that the
working man now has a pair of cotton socks, and that Harry the Eighth himself wasn't so good. In any case, his class condition is evaluated by age and their relationship with each other. There's no need to dwell on that. I deny the premises. I deny that the condition of the main authority is better now than in any other period of our history; that's as good as it's been on a few. I say,
for example, people were better dressed, better placed and better fed just before the War of the Roses than they were in this mo mint. We know how the English peasant lived in those times: he eats meat every yes y, never drank water, was well placed and dressed in stout woollens. Nor do the chronicles need to tell us that. Parliament's acts from herbal agendas to Tudors teach
us equally the price of provisions and the rate of wag es; and we see in the moment that the wages of those days brought as much comfort as a reasonable man could wish for. I know how deeply you feel about this topic, Egremont said, turning to Sybil. Indeed, it is the only topic that has ever included my thought, she replied, exce pt one. What about that one? Is to see people
kneel before our blessed Lady once more, Sybil replied. Look at the average life term, Gerard said, coming unintentionally to r elief Egremont, who was a little embarrassed. The average life expectancy in thu is district among the working classes of seventeen. What do you think of that? Of the infants born in Mowbray, more than moiety die before the age of five. And yet,
Egremont said, in the old days they had terrible sages. But everyone touched similarly, Gerard said. Now we have more slag in Engla than we've ever had, but that only reaches the poor. You never hear about it. Why typ hus himself takes every year from apartments craftsmen and peasant populations equal to that of the entire County of Westmoreland. This happens every year ,
but the representatives of the invaders are not touched: they are only descendants of the conquered victims. Sometimes it seems to me, Sybil said desperately, that nothing less than the descent of angels can save the people of this kingdom. Sometimes I think I hear a birdie, said Gerard, who said the long frost could still break. I have a friend, who I talked about on the day about
ther, who has his meds. But Stephen Morley doesn't believe in angels, Sybil said with a sigh; And I have no faith in his plan. He believes That God will help those who help themselves, Gerard said. And I believe, Sybil said, that only they can help themselves whom God helps All the while Egremont was sitting at the table, with a book in hand, stomping ng appropriately and
occasionally with an air of absence on the front page, whereby w as written the name of its owner. Suddenly Sybil said. Yes, gerard's daughter said, with a little amazement. I beg your forgiveness, said Egremont blush; I read your name. I thought I read it for myself. Sybil Gerard! What a beautiful name Sybil is! My mother's name, Gerard said; and my grandfather's name, and a
name that I believe is t hat about our hearth as long as it is our race; and it's been a very long time and ndeed, he added smilingly, because we were tall men in king John's reign, as I've heard say. Yours really is an old family. Ay, we have little English blood in our veins, though peasants and sons pe asants. But he was one of us who drew a bow in Azincourt; and I've heard gr
eater stuff, but I believe it's old wives' stories. At least we have nothing left, Sybil said, except for our old faith; and that we stuck to a good report and an evil account. And now, Gerard said, I got up with a lark, a good neighbor, Franklin; but befo re you go, Sybil will write us a requim that I love: still the spirit of bef ore we sink into a dream that may be this night's death, and which
one day will be his st. Book 3 Chapter 6 The inflorescence spread through the morning sky. The soft golden light bathed in fre sh air breasts of the valley, except where delicate mist rather than mis t still partially lingers over the river, which nevertheless occasionally glistened and was parked in the sun. A kind of shady glow stifled the landscape, which, though different, was
tempered in all its features - distant forests, strands of tall trees rising around the old gray bridge, weekend chimneys that sent their smoke into the blue still air, amid their clusters of orchards and gar den flowers and herbs. Ah! what's there as fresh and joyful as a summer morn! That spring time of day, when the brain is bright and the heart is brave; a season of boldness and
hope; an hour of renewal! He emerged from his cottage Lord Marney's brother, to feel the vigorou bliss of life amid sunny gardens and the voices of bees and birds. Ah! This is delicious! He felt it. This is existence! Thank God I'm here; that I quit forever that formal and insensitive Marney. If it wasn't for my motto, I'd have stayed Mr. Franklin forever. Would I really be a journalist;
Prov ided I've always had a mission in the Mowbray Valley. Or something like that, so I've ever been here. As comrades, independent of everything else, they are superior to the NY I'm used to. Why am I interested in these people? They feel and y think: two habits that have completely gone out of fashion, if ever there was, mong my friends. And that varnish manner, which has
also been studied by factual refinem ent, which is to compensate for heartlessness or stupidity. Is my host last night flawed in that sophistication? If he wants our covenional discipline, he has native breeding that goes a long way. I look at a word or action that is not triggered by that fine feeling that is sure of such an estuatis of good taste. This Gerard seems like the right man to
me; full knowle dge worked by your own head; with great but complete sympathy; and deuce d job better educated than Lord de Mowbray or my brother - and they don't occasiona lly to turn the book around, which is not the habit of our set. And his daughter-- ay, his daughter! There is something almost sublime about tha t young girls, and yet unusually sweet sal; tone so sublime
in combination with such sim plicity is very rare. For there is no effect of enthusiasm on her; nothi ng exaggerated, nothing rhapsodic. Her dark eyes and radiant face, and thus the soldering sweetness of her exhilarating voice - they haunt me; they persecuted me from the first moment I encountered her as a ghost amid the ruins of our abbey. A d I'm one of the 'sacrilege families.' If
you knew that! And I'm one of the cquering classes she fails. If she knew it too! Ah! there's a lot to know! Above all - the future. far away! the tree of knowledge is the tree of death. I won't think it's as bright and lovely as this morn. He emerged from his small garden and walked along the directa road at gerard cottage, which was about three-quarters of a mile away. Y ou can be
seen almost so far; the sunny road is a little more measy and raises a very gentle ascent. The cottage itself was hidden by trees. While Egremont was thinking about the one who lived under that roof, he was in the distance Sybil. It springs along with a quick and aeration step. Her black dress showed that he was an inducitable and elastic figure. Her little foot is made up of dirt with
m erry air. A long rosary hung by her side; and her head was partially covered with a hood that came down just over her shoulder. She seemed gay, because Harold kept r unning before her with a cheerful air, then returned to his mistress, Dan ceded about her, and almost overpowered her with his gambols. I salute you, Holy Sister, Egremont said. Oh! Isn't this a jolly morn! she
exclaimed with a bright and happy face. I feel it like you do. And wherever you go? I'm going to the monastery; It's the first time I've visited our superior since I left them. Not so long ago, Egremont said, with a smile, and he turned with her. That seems so, Sybil said. They walked together; Sybil glad as clockwork; Noticing a thousand cheerful si ghts, addressing your dog in your
ringing voice, as he gambolled before them, or confiscated her clothes in her mouth, and ever and anon bordered away, and then return ed, looking in his mistress's face to ask if she was wanted in hi absence. What a shame your father lies in the valley every morning, Egremont said; He'd be yours. mowbray. Ah! but I'm so happy she doesn't have to work in the city, Sybil said. He
wasn't built to be locked up in a hot factory on a smoky street. At least he rejoices in mong forests and waters. And the Traffords are such good people! So kindly to greet me and everyone. You love your father very much. She looked at him a little surprised; and then a sweetly serious face broke into her smile and said, And is that weird? I don't think so, Egremont said; I'm inclined
to love him. Ah! You win my heart, Sybil said, when you praise him. I think that's why I like Stephen; because otherwise he always says something with w hich I can not agree, which I do not approve; And yet he's so good to my father! You're talking about Mr. Morley-- oh! we don't call him 'the gentleman,' Sybil said a little through laughter. I think of Stephen Morley, Egremont said,
recalling his position, which I met at Ma rney Abbey. He's very smart, isn't he? He is a great writer and a great disciple; And what he did himself. I hear you're following the same chase, Sybil said. But I'm not a great writer or a great student, Egremont said. Whatever you are, I believe, Sybil said, in a more serious tone, that you will ever hire the talents that God has given you
against the people. I came here to find out something about their condition, Egremont said. Not to work in a big city like London. We all live too much in ci rcle. You will help me, I am sure, Egremont added; Your spirit will animate me. You told me last night that there was no other subject, except one, that occupied your thoughts. Yes, said Sybil, I lived under two roofs, only two
roofs; and each has a g iven me a great idea; A monastery and a hut. One taught me the degradation of my faith, the other of my race. Therefore, you should not ask yourself that m y heart is concentrated on the Church and the people. But there are other ideas, Egremont said, that could equally be entitled to our thought. I feel that's enough, Sybil said; too big, like that, for my
brain. Book 3 Chapter 7 At the end of the Wodgate courthouse, rather larger in size than usual in that city, was a house with tall and many windows, of several floors in height, added to it at intervals. It was in the saddest state; Princes pal part occupies as a nail-workshop, where a large number of heavy iron machines have worked in every room on each floor; the building itself in
such a shattered state that each part of it creaked and vibrated with its movements. Fl ooring was so broken that in many places one could look down through the zjapes and rotting boards, while the upper floors were reinforced from time to time with ITH props. This was the Bishop of Wodgate's palace, and here with his bare hands and bl ack, he worked on these locks, which
defied every key of the skeleton that wasn't made itself. He was a short, dense man, Made, with brawny hands opportunistically short even for his height, and with countenance, as for one c ould judge's face so disfigured by his filthy torment, rather brutal than savage. His scientists, full of admiration and terror, worked on him; lank nd haggard youth, who never for a moment dared
to lift their tireless faces and lack of eyes from their continuous work. On each side of his master, the sea on a chair higher than the others, was a barge no more than four or five years old, serious and unpleasant, and as if proud of his eminent position, or constantly ordained his little file;-- these were the two sons of bishops. Now the boys, said the bishop, hoarse, sharp-voiced,
steadfast, there; Growing. No here is a file that does not speak; I can't fool my ear; I know all their voices. Don't you let me find it out, or I'm not going to walk into it, am I? Ayn't you lucky boys, that reg'lar work like this, and the best of prog! It wasn't worn in my clothes, I can tell you that. Give me that closed, you over there, Scrubbynos, can't you move? Okay sharp, or I'm not going
to move you, am I? Calm, stable! all right! It's music. Where you will hear music like twenty files that work at once! You're supposed to be happy guys, right? Won't there be a fish treat after this, it's al l! Hulloa, over there, you redheaded varmint, what are you looking out for? Three boys watching about them; What's all this? Won't I be among you? and he started forwa rd and
confiscated the happy ears of the first apprentice that he could keep, and then drained them until the blood popping. Please, Bishop, the boy sang, it's not my fault. Here's the man who wants you. Who wants me? said the bishop, looking in a circle, and he captured the figure of Morl ey who had just entered the store. So, what's your will? Locks or fingernails? Neither, Morley said;
I want to see a man named Hatton. Well, you see a man named Hatton, the bishop said; And now what do they want from hi m? Hem! I'd like to know who's going to finish this lock, and look after my son! If it's an order, make it all at once. That's not an order, Morley said. Then I don't want to hear anything about it, the bishop said. It's about family matters, Morley said. Ah! Hatton
said, impatiently, what, do you come from him? Maybe it is, Morley said. After that, the bishop, looking towards the ceiling of the room where there were several large cracks, began to call out voluptuously to some unseen person above, and was immediately answered with a sharp voice of objurgation, demanding a ptory pen, intertwined with many oaths, which he wanted. His
response invited his unseen correspondent, who soon entered his workshop. It was a terrible presension by Mrs. Hatton; a tall, bearded virago, with a file in hand, as this seemed like a recognizable hand of the house, and the eyes flicker with unbridled force. Look after the boys, Hatton said, for me Business. Won't I? ms. Hatton said; and the thrill of terror pervaded the assembly.
All e files moved to a regular melody; no one dared lift his face; even her two yo ung children looked even more serious and demure. Not that any present fl attered themselves for the moment that the most sedulous attention to its part coul d prevent an outbreak; all that everyone aspired to, and wildly hoped for, was that he was not a victim singled out to have his head opened, or
his eye knocked out, or his ears half-performed by a creature that was terror not only of the workshop, but also of Wodgate itself,-- the gentle wife of their bishop. Meanwhile, this worthy, taking Morley to a room where there were no mach ines at work other than those of iron, said, Well, what did you bring me? First of all, Morley said, I'd like to talk to you about your brother. I
concluded that, Hatton said, when you talked about the family matters that bring you here; He's the only relationship I have in this world and therefore it has to be from him. It's from him, Morley said. Did he send anything? Hem! said Morley, who was a diplomat by nature, and immediately understood his position, since he himself was pumped when he came to pump; But he
decided not to speed up the affair. How late has he been since you heard from him? He asked. Why, I suppose you know, said Hatton, I heard as usual. From your usual place? He asked Morley. I'd like you to tell me where it is, Hatton said eagerly. Why, he writes to you? Empty letters; He's never had a line except once, and that's over twelve years. He sends me a £20 message
every Christmas; and that's all I know abo ut him. Then he's rich, and he's good at the world? Morley said. Why, don't you know? said Hatton; I thought you came from him! I came about him. I wanted to know if he was alive and that you could inform me: and where he was; and that you haven't been able to notify me. Why, you're just a muff! said the bishop. Book 3 Chapter 8 A
few days after his morning walk with Sybil, it was agreed that Egremont would visit Mr Trafford's factory, which he expressed a great desire for examination. Gerard always left his cottage at dawn, and since Sybil had not yet visited her friend and patron, who was her father's employer, it was agreed that Egremont would accompany her in later and more calling in the morning, and
then that they would all return together. The factory was about a mile from their cabin. which truly belonged to Mr Trafford and was built by him. He was the younger son of a family that had been planted in the country for centuries, but who, unsatisfied with the fatitious consideration by which society compensates the younger members of the territorial house for their implied
poverty, took advantage of some opportunistic persons who offered and devoted their energy new sources of wealth unknown to his ancestors. His operations were initially extremely limited, as was his wealth; but with small capital, although his profi ts were not substantial, he at least gained experience. With tender blood in hi veins and old English feelings, in the early period of
his career imbibed correctly fathered the relationships that should exist between employer and employees. He felt that there should be other connections between them besides payment and wages. A distant, childless relative, who visited him, satisfied with his energy and entrepreneurship, and moved by the development of his social attitudes, left him c a conspicuous sum, at the
moment when the grand opening to manufacturi ng capital and skill was offered. Trafford, educated in rigid wealth, and formed by strugg le, if not adversity, was ripe for the occasion, and equal to that. He became rich v ery, and he wasted no time in carrying himself into life and being the plans he rejuvenated in the years when his good thoughts were limited to dreams. On the
shores of his native Košnje he built a factory that is now one of the wonders of the district; you could almost say, about the land: a single room, preading over almost two acres, and holding more than two thousand working people. The roof of the crotch arches, illuminated by ventilation domes at an altitude of eighteen-en feet, was supported by hollow cast iron columns, through
which drainage on the f roof was influenced. The height of ordinary rooms in which working peop le in manufactorys is engaged is not more than nine to eleven feet; and t hese are built in stories, the heat and effuvia of the lower rooms communicate with those above, and the difficulties of ventilation insurmounte. At Mr Traffor d's, by ingenious procedure, unlike the one practiced
in the House of Commons, ventilation also continued from below, so the entire buil ding was kept at a stable temperature and slightly susceptible to atmospheric inf luence. The physical benefits of doing the whole job in one chambe r are great: in improved human health, safety against dangerou accidents for women and young people. and reduced fatigue resulting from not havi
ng to rise and lower and carry materials to higher rooms. But the moral advantages resulting from superior inspection and general observation do not matter: the child works under the eye of a parent, a parent under the guidance of a superior working man; the inspector or employer can observe everything at a glance. When Mr Trafford's workers left his factory they were not
forgotten. Dee ply reflected on the employer's impact on health and content on f his working people. He knew full well that domestic virtues depended on the ex istence of home, and one of his first efforts was to build a village wher e any family could be well placed. Even though he was. the main owner, and proud of this character, nevertheless encouraged his working people to
buy compensation: there were some who saved enough money to influence this: proud of the th eir house and their small garden, and of the horticultural society, where p roduce allowed them to be annual competitors. In every street there was a well: behind the factory were public baths; The schools were under the guidance of the church's eternal curator, whom Mr Trafford,
although Roman Cathol ic, had erected and endeaded. In the middle of this village, surrounded by beautif l gardens, which gave impulse to the horticulture of the community, was the h ouse of Trafford itself, which understood its position too well to be pulled by vulgar exclusivity from its actual dependers, but recognised the baro nial principle of revival in a new form, and adapted to
softer manners and mor e ingenious circumstances of the times. And what was the impact of such an employer and such a hiring system on n morality and employee manners? Great: infinitely useful. Conn exion workers with their workplace, whether agricultural or manufacturin g, is itself a huge advantage. The proximity of the employer brings cleanliness and order, because it
brings observation and encouragement. In the settlement of Tra fford the crime was positively unknown: and the offences are very mild. There was not a single person in the village reprobate character. The men were well dressed; women had a blooming cheek; drunkenness was unknown; while the moral spice of the softer sex was proportionally elevated. The vast shape of the
expanding factory, the roofs and gardens of the village, the e Tudor chimneys of Trafford House, the tower of the Gothic church, with the sparkling river and the sylvan hack-ground, came quite suddenly to the heaving Egremont. Indeed they were on a nice country street before he was aware they were going to get into it. Some beautiful children ran out of the cottage and
fornicated into Sybil, crying out: queen, queen; one clung to her dress, ano ther grabbed her hand, and the third, too small to fight, crumpled her lips about being embraced. My subjects, Sybil said through laughter, as she greeted them all; and then they started a way to announce to others that their queen had arrived. Others have come: beautiful and young. As Sybil and
Egremont walked, a race t oo contest to work, it seemed to spring from each cottage to greet their quee n. Her visits have been very rare lately, but they have never been forgotten; they f ormed epochs in the village of annal children, some of whom knew only by the tr adition golden age when Sybil Gerard lived in a great house, and daily glanced like a ghost among their homes,
smiling and met with smiles, blessing and always blessed. And here, she told Egremont, I must give you up well; and this little boy, touching gently on his head very serious who has never left his side for a moment, proud of his position, and holding a firm hand with all his p ength, this little boy will be your guide. It's not 100 yards. Pie Rce, you need to take Mr. Franklin to the
factory and look for Mr. Gerard. And she w ent her way. They were not separated for five minutes when the sound of swirly wheels caught Egremont's ear, and, looking in a circle, saw a cavalcloth of a large pretension rap approaching idly; ladies and cavaliers on horseback; great equipping, fasting ion and four horses; A bunch of grooms. Egremont stood by. Horsemen and
horsemen carakoled gaily by him; proudly swept away on a shimmering barouche; juicy grooms pranced in the face. Their masters and mistresses were no foreign to him: he recognized with some astonishment the sobs and then the hands of Lord de Mowbray, and captured the cold, proud Countess Lady Joan, and the flexib le visage lady Maud, both on horseback and
surrounded by admiration for the cavaliers. Egremont flattered himself that he was not recognized, and by rejecting his guide, instead of continuing to the factory, he went in the opposite direction and visited the church. Trafford's wife hugged Sybil, then hugged her again. She seemed as happy as the children of the village, that the joy of her roof, as well as many of hers, had
returned to them, albeit only for a few hours. Her husband said he had just left the house; He was obliged to go to the factory to receive the large and distinguished entertainment expected this morning, having written to him with everal days before for permission to see the works. We expect them to have lunch afterwards, said Mrs Trafford, a very refined woman but unused to
society, and who was quite shivering at the ceremony; Oh! Stay with me, Sybil, to receive them. This intimation upset Sybil so much that she stood up as soon as it was feasible; and saying she'd had some visits to the village, she promised to come back when Mrs Trafford was less engaged. It's been out for an hour; there was a loud ring on the hallway door, a big and distingui
party arrived. Mrs Trafford prepared for the interview, and tried to keep her composure as the door opened, and her husband introduced and introduced her Lord and Lady de Mowbray, their daughters, Lady Firebrace, Mr Jermyn, who was still lingering in the castle, and Mr Alfred Mountchesney and Lord Milford, who were just passing guests, on their way to Scotland. , but
reconnoitering the successor ses in his course. Lord de Mowbray was full of praise and compliments. His Lordship was appropriate to be too civilized. The breed would sometimes come out. By day, he was a real waiter in a bar. He praised everything: machines, working people, cotton manu factured and cotton raw, even smoke. But Mrs Trafford would not defend the smoke, and
his lordship gave smoke, only to please her. What are you who are quieting down Lady de Mowbray, She was as usual industrious and condescending, with kind about the dautling smile on her beautiful aquiline face, which seemed half enjoyable and hal f surprise for the strange people she was among. Lady Joan was extorted and scient ific, approved a lot, but primarily ventilation
systems, of which he asked several questions that greatly confused Mrs. Trafford, who was a little bl ushed, and looked to her husband for relief, but he was engaged with Lady Maud, who was full of enthusiasm, entered everything with dashing sympathy, I dentified myself with a factory system almost as much as he did with e crusades , and longed to teach in singing schools,
found public gardens, and d fountains flowed and shimmered for people. I think the works were very wonderful, Lord Milford said as he cut the cake; and indeed, Mrs Trafford, everything here is quite charming; But what I admired most about you was the young girl we met-- the most beautiful I've ever seen. With the prettiest dog, Mr. Mountchesney said. Oh! It must have been
Sybil! Ms. Trafford exclaimed. And who is Sybil? She asked Lady Maud. That's one of our family names. We should all have a pretty nice one. She's a child of the house, Ms. Trafford said, or rather, because I'm sorry to say she left us a long time ago. Is she a nun? He asked Lord Milford, because her attirud had a monastic air. She had just left your monastery in Mowbray, Mr.
Trafford said, addressing his turn of Lady Maud, and rather against her will. Stick to the dress she's used to there. And now he lives with you? No, no, no, no, I'd be very happy if she did it. I could almost tell she was raised on a roof. He lives with his father now. And who's lucky enough to be her father? He asked Mr Mountchesney. Her father is an inspector of my works; The
person who followed us through M. What! this handsome man I admired so much, Lady Maud said, of such a very aristocratic appearance. Dad, she said, addressing Lord de Mowbray, the inspection or works of Mr Trafford we are talking about, to this aristocratic-looking person I have observed for you, he is the father of a beautiful girl. He seemed a very intelligent person, Lord de
Mowbray said with many smiles. Yes, said Mr Trafford; has great talents and great integrity. I'd trus it with anything and any amount. All I want, he added, with lady de Mowbray's smile and lower tone, all I want is that he's not that fond of politics. Is he very violent? he asked her lordship in a sweet tone. Too violent, Mr. Trafford said, and wild in his ideas. And yet I suppose, said
Lord Milford, he must be very well? Why do I have to say for him it is not selfishness that makes him dissatisfied, Mr Trafford said; he mourns the state of the people. If we're going to judge people's condition by what we see here, said Lo rd de Mowbray, there a little lament in him. But I'm afraid these are cases that aren't as common as we might wish for. You must have been in a
big betrayal, Mr. Traffor d? Why, said Mr Trafford, on my part. I've always found n othing as expensive as a vicious population. I hope I had other items in sight in what I did from the monetary compensation. They say we all have our hobbies; and it has always been mine to improve the condition of my workers, to see what good tenements and good schools and only salaries paid in
a fair way, and the e ncouragement of civilizing pursuits, will do to elevate your character. I shou ld find enough reward in the moral tone and material happiness of this commune ty; but really looking at it in a monetary point of view, investing capita l was one of the most profitable I have ever made; And I wouldn't, I assure you. For twice the amount, exchange my working people
for a promiscuous e ngaged assembly in other factories. The impact of the atmosphere on the worker's condition is subject w hich deserves investigation, Lady Joan told Mr Jermyn, who stared and bowed. And you don't feel upset that you have a person of such violent opinion as your inspector at the head of your establishment, Lady Firebrace told Mr. Traffor d, who smiled
negatively. What's the name of the intelligent individual who followed us? asked Lo rd de Mowbray. His name is Gerard, Mr Trafford said. I believe in a common name in these parts, Lord de Mowbray said looking a little confused. Not really, said Mr Trafford; 'tis old name and shares have expanded; but al l Gerards claim a common era I believe, and my inspector has tender blood,
t hey say, in his veins. It looks like it is, Lady Maud said. All persons with good names affect good blood, Lord de Mowbray said; and then turned to Mrs Trafford flooded her with elaborate polite phrases; praised everyone again; first in general and then in detail; the factory, which he seems to have preferred to his castle, a house, which he seems to have preferred even to the
factory, the gardens, from which he predicted even greater pleasure than from home. And it led to an expression of hope that he would visit them. And so in due course lunch was achieved. Mrs Trafford looked at her guests, there were rumblings and stirs, and everyone should have gone to see the burrows lord de Mowbray praised so much. I'm all for looking after a beautiful nun,
Mr Mountchesney told Lord Mil Ford. I think I'm going to ask a respected manufacturer to introduce me to her, his lordship replied. Meanwhile, Egremont joined Gerard at the factory. You should have come sooner, Gerard said, and then maybe you went in circles with nice people. We had a big party here from the castle. That's how I perceived it, Egremont said, and he withdrew.
Ah! they weren't in your way, eh?, he said in a sneering smile. Well, they wer e very at least for such great people. Count! Earl de Mowbray, I assume he came with William the Conqueror. Mr. Trafford is showing the place. and it amuses their visitors I dare say, like everything else that is st range. There were some young gentlemen with them who didn't know much about anything.
I thought I had a right to be satisfied, too; And I have to say, I really liked seeing one of them looking at the machinery through his o-body glass. Th th ere was one very venturesome guy: I thought he would catch a hold f ly-wheel, but I gave him a spin that I believed saved his life, even though r ather stare. He was the master. They're big heyresses, his daughters say in Mowbray,
Egremont said. I dare say, Gerard said. A year ago this count had a son-- an only son, and his daughters weren't big heresses. But the son died, and now it's their urn. And maybe one day it'll be someone else's turn. If you want unders tand ups and downs of life, there's nothing like parchment estates. Now my lord, now man! Who served in the hall now masters in it: and very often
baseborn change their liveries for coronets, while gentle blood has nothing left but - dreams; Eh, Lord Franklin? You seem to know the history of this Lord de Mowbray? Why does a man learn much in his own time; and live in these parts. re are some secrets significant. He had a title on his wide acres of inquiries tioned before that time, my friend. Really! Yes: I couldn't help but
think about it until today, Gerard said, when he questioned me in his minced voice and pulled the wool with his haunted white hands and showed it to his dam, who touched her with her little finger; and his daughters who gave them their heads like pea chickens, Lady Joan and Lady Maud. Lady Joan and Lad y Maud! echoed gerard in the voice of bitter sarcasm. I didn't care about
r est; But I couldn't stand that Lady Joan and that Lady Maud. I wonder if my Syb or il saw them. Meanwhile, Sybil was sent by Mrs Trafford. From the message, she concluded that the guests had left, and her animated cheek showed the eage rness with which she responded to the call. Doomed by a merriment about a heart that gave extra luster to her transcendent brightness,
the court found itself surrounded in the garden by Lady Maud and her friends. Lord de Mowbray's D aughter, who could think of nothing but humility as the cause of her alarming appearance, tried again to reassure her with condescending volubility, often teaching his friends and boasting in admiration of the examiners of Sybil's beau ty. And we took advantage of your absence,
Lady Maud said in a tone of soulless art, to find out all about you. And what a shame we didn't know you when you were in the convent, because then maybe you were on the caste all the time; I really should have insisted on it. But I still hear we're neighbors; Have To visit me, you have to really visit me. Isn't she pretty? she added d lower, but still in a distinct voice to her friend.
You know I think there's so much beauty in the lower order. Mr Mountchesney and Lord Milford poured out a few inconspicuous compliments, hosting some speech-like views they themselves were flattering that could not be misinterpreted. Sybil didn't say a word, but he responded to every flood of phrases with cold respect. Uttered by her somewhat haughty demeanor, which Lady
Maud attributed only to the novelty of her situation, her ignorance of the world and her shame under this overwhelming condescending behavior, Lord de Mowbray's good-humoured and restless daughter continued to reassure Sybil, and enforce on her that this peaps unprecedented descent from superiority was not mere fleeting courtship with, and that she could indeed rely on
her patronage and auspicious feeling. You really need to come and see me, Lady Maud said, I'll never be happy until you visit me. Where do you live? I'll come and bring you to the carriage myself. Now we're going to fix the day at once. Let me see; This is Saturday. How about next Monday? I thank you, Sybil said, very seriously, but I never left my home. What a sweetheart! she
exclaimed Lady Maud looking at her friends. Didn't she? I know exactly how you feel. But you really won 't be embarrassed in the slightest . It may feel strange at first, to be sure, but then I'll be there; And do you know that I look at you as my prot?g?g?e, Sybil said. I live with my father. What a sweetheart! Said Lady Maud looking in a circle at Lord Milford. Isn't she naïve? And are
you the keeper of these beautiful flowers? Mr. Mountchesney said. Sybil meant negative and added: Mrs Trafford is very proud of them. You must see the flowers at Mowbray Castle, Lady Maud said. They're unprepared, aren't they, Lord Milford? You know you said the other day that they're almost the same as Mrs. Lawrence's. I am captivated to see that you love flowers, Lady
Maud continued; You'll be delighted with Mowbray. Ah! Mom is callin g us. Now fix - will it be Monday? Indeed, Sybil said, I never leave my home. I'm one of the lower orders, and I only get among the lower order. I'm only here day after day for a few hours to pay my respects to a benefactor. So I'm going to come get you, Maud said, covering her surprise and death sentence with
jaunty air that wouldn't admit defeat. And so will I, Mr. Mountchesney said. And so will I, whispered Lord Milford, lingering a little behind. A large and respectable party is gone; their flashy barouche, th eir prancing horses, their gay grooms, are all gone; the sound of their whee ls was never heard again. Time flew; The bell announced that the work of the week was closed. It was
always a semi-holiday on the last day of the week at Mr Trafford's settlement; and every man, and the child, they were paid salaries in a large room before leaving the mill. Thus, expensive and evil habits resulting from paying salaries in public houses are prevented. There was an iso in this system another great advantage for working people. They received ir salaries early enough
to fix in neighboring markets and make their purch ases for morrow. It greatly contributed to their comfort, and making it neenec essary for them to run into debt for traders, added really to their wealth. Mr Trafford thought that in addition to the amount of wages, the most important consistent estration was the method in which wages are paid; and those of our readers who may
have read or can recall the sketches, neither colored nor sublime, that we gave in the early part of this fold of a very different way in the working-class whi ch can receive compensation for their efforts, will probabl y agree with the sensible and virtuous master of Walter Gerard. He's accompanied by his daughter and Egremont now on his way home. Soft sum mer afternoon; gentle
beams still gild a peaceful scene; river, green ads full of china, forest vocals with joyful song thrush and blackbi rd; and in the distance, the sublime chest of purple swamps, still flaming in the sun: fair sights and restoring sounds after a day's work passed in the walls and amidst the continuous and monotonous clan spindle and loom. That's how Gera rd felt it, as he stretched out
his large limbs in the air and inhaled its fragrant volume. Ah! I was made for this, Sybil, exclamed; but never mind, my child, never mind; Tell me more about your beautiful visitors. Egremont felt the walk was too short; Luckily from the corrugated vale, they couldn't see the cottage until within a hundred yards of it. When they appeared in sight, a man came out of the garden to greet
them; Sybil gave an exclamation point of satisfaction; It was MORLEY. Book 3 Chapter 9 Morley greeted Gerard and his daughter with great warmth, then looked at egr emont. Our companion in the ruins of Marney Abbey, Gerard said; You and our f riend Franklin are supposed to meet here, Stephen, because you both follow the themed craft. He's a journalist like you, and he's
our neighbor for a while, yours. What diary are you in, can I ask? Morley asked. Egremont blushed, was confused, then replied: I have no right to disti nguished the title of journalist. I'm just a journalist; and have some special duties here. Hem! Said Morley, and then taking Gerard's hand, he went with him, leaving Egremont and Sybil to follow them. I found it, Walter. What, Hatton?
No, no; Brother. And what does he know? A little enough; still something. Our man lives and prospers; These are facts, but where he is, or what he is -- is not a clue. And this brother can't help us? On the contrary, he sought information from me; he's a savage, under even the ou r worst ideas popular degradation. All that is embodied is that our man is former ists and that it is good
to do in the world. Here comes the annual and anonymous adhesion, not the easy one, to his brother. I reviewed the post-tag flight ters, but they all differed, and they were obviously edited to fool. I'm afraid you'll find I haven't done much; Still, it was tired enough for me to tell you. I doubt it is; And I'm sure Stephen did everything you could. I liked what I needed to hear from you to
this day; What do you think happened? My Lord himself, his family and the train, were all able to visit the works, and I had to show them. Queer that, right? He offered me money when it was about faith. As far as I don't know, I wouldn't look at it. Although, to be sure, those might have been my rents, huh? But I pointed to the sick box and his own dainty hand was eposited amount
there. 'It's very strange. And you were with him face to face? Face to face. If you'd brought me the news about the papers, I should have thought providence had pretty good hands in it, but now we're still at sea. Still at sea, Morley said pondering, but he lives and thrives. He's going to turn into p yet, Walter. Amen! Since you took over this thing, Stephen, it's strange how my mind
craved the old job, and yet it destroyed my father, and mayhap could be bad for his son. We're not going to think that, Morley said. Right now we're going to think about other things . You can assume I'm a little talked about; I think I'll say good night; You have a longing of ers with you. No, not man; Nay. This Franklin is a likely enough guy; I think you're going to take him. Prithee
come in. Sybil won't take it kindly if you leave, after such a long absence; And I'm sure I won't. So they went in together. The evening passed in various conversations, although it often led to the stap le subject of conversation under the roof of Gerard - The State of the People. What Morley saw in his recent outing afforded materials for many comments. Domestic sentiment quickly
disappears among the working classes of this counter, Gerard said; Nor is it wonderful-- Home no longer exists. But there are ways to revive it, Egremont said; ,we witnessed them today. Give people homes, and they will have soft and domestic notions, if all people behaved like Mr Trafford, people's condition would change. But not all people will behave like Mr Trafford, Morley
said. It requires hiding yourself which cannot be expected, which is unnatural. It is not individual in fluency that can rebuild society: it is some new principle that must be reconstructed. You're complaining about the idea of a home running out. It wouldn't expire if it was worth keeping. The domestic principle fulfilled its purpose. The irresist edible law of progress requires another to
develop. They will come; you can prosper or retard, but you can't stop it. It will work as a dev escape of organic nature. in the the state of civilization and with sc ientific means of happiness at our command, the concept of home should be outdated e. Home is a barbaric idea; method of indecent age; home is insulation; theref ore antisocial. What we want is a community. It's all very
well, Gerard said, and I dare say you're right, Stephen; But I like to stretch my legs on my own hearth. Book 3 Chapter 10 Time passes with a measured and memorable wing during the first period of soy urn in a new place, among new characters and new manners. Every person, each in a cident, every feeling, touches and stirs the imagination. The restless mind crea tes and
observes at the same time. Indeed, there is hardly any popular tenet mo re erroneous from one who holds that when time is slow, life is boring. It's v ery often and very much the other way around. If we look back at those passages of our li fe that most dwell on memory, these are short periods full of action and n ovel sensations. Egremont found it in the first days of his new
residence in Mowedale. The first week, the epoch in his life, seemed like an age; At the end of the first month, he began to be sorry for the fast times and the almost moral ize over the brevity of existence. He discovered that he leads a life of perfection of happiness, but extraordinary simplicity; he wished it would never end, but it is difficult to understand how in the first days of his
experience it seemed so strange; almost as strange as it was sweet. The day that began early, was the past in reading - books lent to him often too by Sybil Gerard - sometimes in a ramble with her and Morley, who had time much at his command, at some memo rable place in the neighborhood, or in a sport that river and stick sec office Egremont. In the evenings, he always
repaired the Gerard cottage, under whose modest roof he found every feminine charm he could fascinate, and the coversion that stimulated his intelligence. Gerard was always the same; cordial, reckless, with a depth of feeling and native thought about the topics on which they touched, and with a certain splendor of feelings and conceptions that are contrary to his social position,
but which became his idiosyncrasy. Sybil spoke littl e, but hung on her father's accents; still and anon her rich tones con veyed to the charming ear of Egremont some deep conviction, the seriousness of he r intellect as remarkable as the almost sacred repose of her mien and manner. From Morley, at first Egremont saw a lot: he lent our friends books, opened wi th undeservedly
and with a great wealth of speculative and illustrative power, to questions that ever hired him, and which were new and very interesting about his companion. But as time went on, whether M Orley's occupations were increasing, and calls to his hours left him with fewer opportunities to ind ulgence social relationships, Egremont rarely saw him, except in Gerard's cotta ge, where he
is generally found during the week, and their scattered es together have completely ceased. Sam, Egremont thought a lot about Gerard's daughter, but downsizing from p recis and definitely, his dreams were wonderful but vague. All he asked was for his present life to go on forever; he did not want any change and for a long time almost convinced himself that no change could
arrive; as people who enjoy the summer sun, surrounded by bright and beautiful objects, cannot return as the seasons can change; that the shimmering leaves should be shriveled and fallen off, the sparkling waters become icy, and the blue serene, dark and howling space. On this train of mind, in the early days of October after he had already stolen on it, n the incident happened
that overheasted him in retirement, and made him necess ary that he should stop immediately. Egremont entrusted the secret of his r esidence to a faithful servant who communicated with him when necessary, by h the name is assumed. With these funds, he received a letter from his mother, writt en from London, where she arrived unexpectedly, asking him, in the emergency and
rms, to fix her without a moment's delay, on an issue of equal interest d importance to herself and him. Such an appeal from such a quarter, from a well-rent that was ever kind, and a friend who was ever faithful, was not for a moment ignored. It's already been a period since his transmission ion, which Egremont regretted. He immediately decided to leave Mowedale, nor could he
take comfort in the prospect of an immediate return. Parliament was supposed to be semble in the coming month, and independent of an unknown cause that immediately invited him to the city, he was aware that a lot of disagreement in the business awai ted him that could no longer be postponed. He chose not to stand up for his seat unless the cost of his tender had previously
been laid off, and the desperation of his brother's help, and the shrinking from trespassing further on his mother's resources, the future seemed bleomish enough: indeed nothing but the frequent presence and constant influence of Sybil exorcised from his mind the shameful melancholy that was. , facilitated without pensive fancy, is an unchanging attendant p ecuniary shame. And
now he should have left her. The event, i.e. the disaster, which could not be delayed for long under any circumstances, should have been depositioned. He walked to the cabin to say goodbye and leave kind words for her father. Sy was not there. The old lady who kept their home informed him that Sybil was in the monastery, but that he would be back in the evening. It was
impossible to stop mowing beer without watching Sybil; equally impossible to delay his departure. But t ravelling through the night, lost hours can be restored. And Egremont made his arrangements, and waited with anxiety and impatience on the last evening. The evening, like his heart, was not serene. The (song) the air that remained so that i ong with them, a summer visit to the
autumn sky and loth to the part, was not sea e present. The cold strong wind, which gradually rises, cooled the system and grateed the nerves. There was misery in the explosion and depression in the reeds. Egremont felt infinitely dissatisfied. The landscape around him, which he so often viewed with love and joy, was dull and difficult; tree dingy, lead water m otionless, distant
hills rough and strict. Where was that translucent sky, once as brilliant as his amazed imagination; those bowery groves of aromatic fervor wh erein loved to wander and muse; that a river of fast and shimmering light ripped and flashed like the current of his enchanted hours? It's all gone, like dreams. He stood in front of Gerard's cottage; he recalled on the eve of his first moonlit
garden. What wild and delicious thoughts his thoughts were then! They left like a bad watch. Nature and wealth have changed equally. A sign of grief, almost prophetic of evil, opened the door to the cottage, and the esle st person his eye encountered was Morley. Egremont hadn't met him in a while, and his cordial greeting to Egremont tonight was at odds with the cold, not to say
alienation, which to the regret, and sometimes confusion of Egremont, gradually grew up between them. Y et on no occasion was his presence less desired by our friend. Morley's talkin g as Egremont entered with great animation; in the hand of the newspaper, on the paragr aph contained in which he commented. The name Marney caught the ear of E gremont who became quite
pale at the sound, and hesitated on the doorstep. The uneasy welcome of his friends, however, reassured him again, and in an instant even dared to inquire about the topic of their conversation. Morley immediately referred to the newspaper said: This is what I just read-OUTSTANDING SPORT IN THE EARL OF MARNEY. On Wednesday, in a small cover called The Horns, near
Marney Abbey, his grace the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine, the Earl of Marney, Colonel Rippe and Captain Terouse, with only four hours of filming, crammed a remarkable number of seven hundred and thirty heads of play, namely rabbits of three hundred and thirtysomeths; pheasant tw about one hundred and twenty-one; partridges thirtysomethings; rabbits eighty-seven; and a day of
cllowing more than fifty rabbits, pheasants, &amp;c., (wounded the previous day) were picked up. Of the four hours of filming two of the party are absent for an hour and a half, namely the Earl of Marney and Captain Grouse, to attend an agricultural cultural meeting next door; noble count with his usual considerate condescension who kindly agreed to personally share different
pris es to workers whose good behavior was their right to distinction. What do you think of that, Franklin? Morley said. It's our worthy friend about f Marney Abbey, where we first met. You don't know this part of the country. you would smile at the considerate condescensiveness of the worst landlord in Engla nd; and who seems to have hired him like that a day or two after his
battue, as they call him. And Morley turns the paper read another passage:-On tiny holden sessions at the Green Dragon Inn, Marney, Friday, October--, 1837. Judges present: The Earl of Marney, the Reverend Felix Flimsey and Captain Gr ouse. Information against Robert Hind for trespassing in pursuit of a game at Blackrock Wood, the property of Sir Vavasour Firebrace, Bart.
The case was distinctly prov ed; several wires contained in the defendant's pocket. The defendant was in line d in full punishment of forty shillings and cost twenty-seven; The bench's opinion was no excuse for him, Hind being in regular employment as farm workers and getting his seven shillings a week. The defendant was unable to pay the fine, he was sent for two months to
Marham Gaolu. What a shame, Morley said, that Robert Hind, instead of meditating on catching a rabbit, was unlucky to pick up a crippled man crawling in the fields the day after impact. It would certainly be better for hi mself; and if he has a wife and family, better for the parish. Oh! Gerard said, I doubt they were all picked up by a poulterer who has a contract: even the Normans
didn't sell their game. The question, Morley said, is whether you would rather be barbaric or evil; it is an alternative represented by the real and pseudo Norman nobility of England. Where I've been lately, there's a Bishopsgate Street trader who's been m ade for no conceivable public reason baron brave. Bigod and Bohun could not force forest laws with such weight as this cotton
and indigo merchant. It's a difficult issue to deal with -- this game law affair, Eg overhaul said; How are you going to get to evil? Would you do away with a felony tres pass? And if so, what is your asset protection? However, this comes to a simple point, Morley said, territorianists need to realize at their moment that they cannot simultaneously have the profit of a farm or the
pleasure of a chase. At this point entered Sybil. In the eyes of her, the memory of her splitting up almost overwhelmed Egremont. Her superiority over his spirit was revealed to him, and nothing but the presence of others could too long for him to declare his entire submission. His hand trembled as he touched her, d his eye, looking for, and yet agitated, would penetrate her serene
soul. Gerard and Morley, somewhat withdrawn, continued their conversation; As Egremont hung over Sybil, he tried to summon the courage to express his sad adieu to her. It was in vain. Sam, he may have poured out a passionate farewell. Bu t limited he became disgraced; and his behavior was at the same time gentle and confusing. He asked and repeated questions that had
already been answered . His wandered out of their conversation, but not from her who sh ould they were talking to. When their eyes met, Sybil noticed him choking on his ears. He once looked in a circle and caught a glimpse of Morley, immediately withdrawn, but not easy to forget. Not long after that and earlier than his wont, Morley stood up and wished them a good n ight. He
shook Egremont's hand and said goodbye to him with a little abrupt. An H arold that seemed half a dream suddenly came up from the side of his mistress and mr ave's troubled bark. Harold was never friendly to Morley, who now tried to appease him, but in vain. The dog looked hard at him and buzzed again, but the moment Morley disappeared, Harold continued his usual air of
proud tenderness high bre d and stuck his nose in the hand of Egremont, who patted him with love. Morley's departure was a huge relief for Egremont, although the task that remained was still a painful effort. He got up and walked up and down the e room for a moment, started an unfinished sentence, approached the hearth and leant over the t he fireplace; and then, extending
his hand to Gerard, he exclamed, tingling with a balm: Best friends, I must leave Mowedale. I'm very sorry, Gerard said; and when? Now, said Egremont. Now! Sybil said. Yes; right now. My call is urgent. I should have peeled you off this morning. I c ame here then to say goodbye, he said looking at Sybil, to tell you how deeply I indebted you for all your kindness - how dear cher
ish the memory of these happy days - the happiest I have ever known; and his voi will back down. I also came to leave a kind message for you, my friend, the hope that we might meet again and soon - but your daughter was away, and I couldn't le ave Mowedale without seeing any of you. That's why I have to contritely arrive to get through the night. So we're losing a very
pleasant neighbor, Gerard said; We're going to miss you, I dou bt no, eh, Sybil? But Sybil turned heads; She leaned over and seemed to care about Harold and kept quiet. How much Egremont would have liked to have offered or called for correspondence; that he offered his services when the occasion allowed; say or suggest many things that might have nurtured their
acquaintance or friendship; but e mbarrassed with his incognito and all his consequent deceptions, he could do nehin g but gently express his regret at parting ways, and speak vaguely and almost misteriously about their imminent reunion. He again reached out his hand to Gerard, who was heartily attached to her: then approaching Sybil, Egremont said: You have carved me tho
usand kindnesses, which I cherish, he added in a lower tone, above all human ircumstances. Would you deduce to let this volume lie on your desk, and he fered Sybil's English translation of Thomas a Kempis, illustrated by some fat rpieces. On its first page is written Sybil, from a faithful friend. I accept that, Sybil said with voice and rather pale, in the remembranc e of friends. She
held her hand towards Egremont, who kept her by the ant, then bent it very low, pressed it to her lips. As with the distraught hear t, he quickly crossed the threshold of the cottage, something seemed to hold him back. He turned around. The sniffer dog confiscated him by his coat and looked up to him with a look of gentle remonstrance against his departure. Eg overhaul ducked,
care harold and released from his grasp. When Egremont left the hut, he found the earth shrouded in thick white fog, so that there were no huge black shadows that he recognized as tree humps, it would be very difficult to discriminate the ear h from the sky, and the fog thickened as it progressed, even these erroneous la ndmarks threatened to disappear. He had to walk to
Mowbray to catch a night trai n for London. Every moment was valuable, but the unexpected and increasing obsca rity made its progress slow and even dangerous. Connection to the river ade every step important. He according to his calculations continued almost to his old residence, and regardless of the careless courage of youth nd nuisance waivers of the project, unbearable
in that season of life, was meditating on the expediency of renunciation that night's attempt at Mowbray nd acquiring his former quarter for shelter. He stopped, as he had stopped sev eras before, to calculate rather than observe. The fog was so thick he couldn't see his outstretched arms. It wasn't the first time it occurred to him that some or something was hovering around his
course. Who's there? exclamations of Egremont. But no one answered. He moved on a little bit, but very slowly. He was convinced his ear had taken a reckless step. He repeated his questioning in a louder tone, but received no response. He stopped again. Suddenly it was confiscated; Iron grip tilted his throat, a steel hand grabbed his arm. An unexpected start hastened him. The
sound of water assured him that he was approaching the steep bank of the THA T section of the river which, from the edge of the pointed rocks, formed rapids here. You gorous and desperate, Egremont dived like some strong animal to which the beast o f prey made a fateful spring. His legs clung to the ground as if held by some magnetic force. With his arm toused, he tackled
his mysterious and unseen enemy. At this point he heard the deep bay of the dog. Harold! he exclamed. The dog, invisible, came forward and confiscated his ssailant. So violent was the impulse that Egremont staggered and fell, but he would free himself from his dark enemy. Stunned and exhausted, some moments went by before he was completely himself. The wind suddenly
changed; the violent rush partly dispelled the fog; the outline of the landscape was in many places visibl e. There were rapids underneath it. Mowe, through whom the water moon cast a fai nt, a flickering light. Egremont lay on its precipitous shore; and Harold pan ting leaned over him and looked him in the face, and sometimes he was licked by that language which, although not
gifted with speech, spoke so seasonally in a moment of danger. END OF BOOK THREE BOOK IV Book 4 Chapter 1 Do you go to the house, Egerton? He asked Mr. Berners at Brookes brother M.P., about four o'clock in the early part of spring 1839. The moment I sealed this letter; We'll walk together, if you like! And within minutes they left the club. Our fellow human beings are in
a kind of jitters over this Jamaica law, Mr. Egerton and n an undertone said, as if he feared a passerby might push him. Don't say anything about it, but there's a screw loose. Deuce! But what do you mean? They say the Rads will throw us away. Talk, talk. They've threatened this half a dozen times. Smoke, sir; it'll e e nd in smoke. I hope he can; but I know, in great confidence of
you, that Lord John said something about it yesterday. It can be; I believe our fellow human beings are heartily sick of work, and Perha PS would love an excuse to break up the government: but we must not have a P eel in; nothing could have prevented the breakup. Their loved ones say Peel wouldn't have disintegrated if he'd come in. Trust him! He's tired of being disbanded,
they say. Why, after all, they didn't hurt him. Even 34 was a hit. Whoever falls apart, Mr. Egerton said, I don't think there's going to be much more talk in our time. We've seen strange things, Mr. Berners said. They would never be in the end to break up the government without starting their peers - Mr Egerton said. The Queen is no longer inclined to create more peers; and when
the parties are in their current state of equality, the Sovereignist is no longer a mere contest. They say Her Majesty is more moved by these chartist jobs than anything else, Mr Egerton said. They're pretty queer; But for my part, I have no serious fears about Jacquerie. Not if there is an outbreak; but the passive resistance of Jacquerie is altogethe r another matter. When we see a
regular convention gathered in London and ho lding their daily meetings at Palace Yard; and the general tendency of eouted throu ghout land to refrain from excise spending, I can't help thinking that affairs are more serious than you imagine. I know gove rnment are all on 'qui vive.' Just the guys we wanted! exclaimed Lord Fitz-Heron, who was leaning on Lord Milford's arm, and
who met Mr Egerton and his friend in Pall Mall. We want couples prosthetics, Said Lord Milford. Are you two going to pair up? I have to fall, Mr. Egerton said; but I'll pair from halfpast seven to eleve n. I just broke in with Ormsby at White's, Berners said; half an hour ago. We Dine at Eskdale's, and that's what's agreed. Do you have any news about-day? Nothing at all; except they
say Alfred Mountchesney will marry Lady J oan Fitz-Warene, Lord Milford said. She got so many, Mr. Egerton said. It's always like that with these big hejresses, said his companion. They never ma rry. I can't bear the thought of them sharing their money. I bet Lady Joan will urn another copy of TABITHA CROESUS. Well, put our couple down, Egerton, said Lord Fitz-Heron. You're
not having dinner at Si Doia' by any chance? Would I do that! You will have the best dishes and the best guests. I feed at old Malton; maybe you t?te: Scotch soup, and let me tell him the news! There is nothing like an obedient nephew, especially when the uncle is a bachelor and has twenty thousand a year, Lord Milford said. Au revoir! I'm the ppose won't be splitting up on the
night. no way. Egerton and Berners went a little further. When they got to the Golden Ball, the lady who left the store was about to crawl into her carriage; She stopped sh, she recognized them. It was Lady Firebrace. Ah! Mr. Berners, how are you? You were the person I wanted to see! How's L ady Augusta, Mr. Egerton? You have no idea, Mr. Berners, how I fight your battles!
Really, Lady Firebrace, Mr. Berners said rather uneasy, because perhaps most of us liked an unusual dislike of attack or cheapness. You're too good. Oh! I don't care what a person's policy is! she exclaimed Lady Firebrace with an air of gentle devotion. I should be very pleased to see you one of us. You know your father was! But if he is any friend of mine, I will never hear him
attacked behind his back without fighting his battles; And I must have fought yours last night. Pray tell me where it was? Lady Crumbleford-- Confound Lady Crumbleford! Said Mr. Berners exasperated, but a little aghast. No, no; Lady Crumbleford told Lady Alicia Severn. yes, yes, berners said, a little pale, because he was touched. But I can't stop, lady firebrace said. I need to be
with Lady St Julians exactl y in quarter to four; and she came up in her carriage. I would rather meet any woman in London than Lady Firebrace, Mr. Berners said; she makes me uncomfortable for the day: she contrites to convince me that the whole wo rld is employed behind my back in abusing or ridiculing me. That's her way, Egerton said; , proves your zeal by showing you that
you are disgusting. It's very successful with people with weak nerves. Frightened by their gender unpopularity, they seek refuge with a person who simultaneously convinces them of their odium and believes it unfairly. She rules that poor old goo, Lady Gramshawe, who feels Lady Firebrace is making her life miserable, but is convinced that if she breaks up with her tormentor, she



loses her only friend. There's a man who's been changed like every man of our time. Not in his I thought one night ago that better-looking tha n ever. Oh! No, no not in his appearance; but in his life. I was in Christchurch with him, and we entered the world around the same time. I was before him. He did every hing; and a good one at that. And now you never see him, except in the
House. He's not going anywhere; And they tell me he's just a reader. Do you think he's looking at the office? He doesn't say. He attends; and his brother will always be able to get anything for him, Egerton said. Oh! he and Marney never speak; They hate each other, Jove! However, there is his mother; With this marriage of hers and Deloraine House, she will be their greatest lady.
She's the only good woman the Tories have: I think their others are doing them harm, from Lady St Julians to your friend Lady Firebrace. I want Lady Deloraine w era with us. She holds her people together wonderfully; makes her house comfortable ; and then her way - it is certainly perfect; natural and yet refined. Lady Mina Blake has the idea that far from looking into the office,
Egremont's heart I am weak with his party; And if it wasn't for Marchioness-- we could have gotten it, huh? Hem; I don't know that: there are crochets about people who told me. What, the ballot paper and the right to vote in the household? Bastard, I believe it's a very different thing. I don't know what it is exactly; But I understand it's the middle of it. Well, that won't be enough for
Peel. He doesn't like the back of the rope. Do you see th na, Egerton? At this point, Mr. Egerton and his friend were about to cross from Trafalgar Square to Charing Cross. They watched Lady St Julians and Marchioness of Deloraine carriages assembled side by side in the middle of the street, and those two eminent statesmen in serious conversation. Egerton and Berners bow d
and smile, but they couldn't hear the short but not uninteresting words that still reached us. I give them eleven, lady st julians said. Well, Charles told me, Lady Deloraine said, that Sir Thomas should say so, and he is certainly generally right; But that's not Charles' opinion. Sir Thomas, I know, gives them eleven, said Lady St Julians; and it would atisfy me; and we'll say eleven. But
I have a list here, and she's a little bit of an ele cotton cello, and then looked at Lady Deloraine with spicy air, which pr oves that they can't have more than nine; but this is in the greatest confidence e: of course there can be no secrets between us. It's Mr. Tadpole's list; no one saw it but me; Not even Sir Robert. Lord Grubminster suffered a stroke: y hide it, but Mr Tadpole found
out. They wanted to pair him with Colonel Phantomme, who they think is dying: but Mr. Tadpole has a mesme rist who has done wonders for him, and who has guaranteed that he will vote. We will, it makes a difference to one. And then Sir Henry Churton-- oh! You know that, said Lady St Julians, a little humiliated. Yes: he vo tes with us. Lady Deloraine shook her head. I mean,
she said, I know the origins of that r-sport. It's a big mistake. He's in humour, he's been like that the whole session, d he's been at Lady Alice Fermyne's, and he's said all sorts of things. It's all t rue. But he told Charles on the committee this morning that he should vote with the government. He's a stupid man! exclaimed Lady St Julians; I could never stand him. And I have sen t his
vulgar wife and big staring daughter card for next Wednesday! Well, I hope the affairs are brought into crisis soon, because I don't think I can take the torment h longer this life of a lasting victim, Lady St Julians added a little out about temperament, both because she lost her voice and found her friend and rival better informed than herself. There's no way to split into a night, Lady
Deloraine said. That's settled, Lady St Julians said. Adieu, my dear friend. We're meeting, me white eve, at dinner? Conspiracy, Mr. Egerton told Mr. Berners as they passed the great lady. The only consolation he has, Berners said, is that if they take us out, Lady Deloraine and Lady St Julians have to fight, because they both want the same thi ng. Lady Deloraine will have it,
Egerton said. Here they picked up Mr. Jermyn, a young Tory M.P., whom perhaps a reader could draw on at Mowbray Castle; and they walked together, Egerton and Berners trying to pump him up with the expectations of his friends. How will the trodgits go? Said Egerton. I think trodgits will stay away, Jermyn said. Who are you giving this new man -- this colleague from the
northern country;--what's his name?, Berners said. Mr. Blugsby! Oh, Blugsby had dinner with Peel, Jermyn said. Our neighbors say dinners are not good, Egerton said; and they're certainly c ursed boring: but you can depend on it they do for the burgesses. We don't have enough of our people. Now Blugsby was the kind of guy who got caught din ing with Peel: and I dare say they
made Peel remember to take the wine with him. We got Melbourne to give a grand feed the other day to some of our people who want att ention say, and he didn't take wine with one guest. He forgot. I won what they do in the House! Here's Spencer May, he'll tell us. So, what's going on? WISHY's up there, and WASHY's following. No division, of course? No way; regular covey
ready on both sides. Book 4 Chapter 2 On the morning of the same day that Mr. Egerton and his friend Mr. Berners went to the Lower House together, as it seems in our final chapter, Egremont visited his mother, who had been married since the beginning of this h istory marquee from Deloraine, a great nobleman who has always been a fan of her. The family was founded by a
lawyer, and more recently in our history. Pr esent Lord Deloraine, although he was tied up and was viceroy, was only the grandson of a lawyer, but one who, aware of his powers, was called upon to At least the former chancellor died. A certain talent was hereditary in fa mily. The lawyer's son was a successful courtier, and he planted himself in the cabinet for a quarter of a century.
It was the maxim in this family to take away great alliances; so that the blood is progressively refined, and the connections have always differed in strength and fashion. It was a big hit, in the second generation of the county, to turn the coronet into a marquise; but so n the old chancellor lived in turbulent times, and cruised for his facility with the same devoted patience with which
Lord Anson looked for the gales. It cam e in the end, as everything works if men are tough and calm. The current Marquis, through his ancestors and his first wife, was allied with the highest houses in the area and looked like their peer. He could be chosen as the personification of the aristocracy: so noble was his appearance, so his manner stood out; His bo w got every eye, his
smile every heart. He was also very accomplished, and he was not ill-informed; I read a little and thought a little and was in every respec the most superior man; equally known for his affections by the fair, and the steadfastness of his homage to the charming Lady Marney. Lord Deloraine wasn't very rich; but he was not embarrassed and had the oath of the prince's wealth;
beautiful family villa with a yard; noble cou ntry-seat with a magnificent park, including a rather glorified lake, but with v ery several farms attached to it. However, he held a good place for patents that the old chancellor gave to his descendants, and this brought several thousand a year. His marriage to Lady Marney was quite a heart affair; however, its considerable joining together
did not diminish the brilliance of its position. It was this impending marriage, and Lady Marney's anxiety to see Egremont's affairs settled before it happened, which about a year and a half ago magned her to call him so urgently from Mowedale, something the reader may not forget. And now Egremont is paying for one of his almost daily visits to his mother at Deloraine House.
Truce for politics, my dear Charles, said Lady Marney; you must be tired w ith my queries. Besides, I don't take a sanguine look at the affairs they indulge in by our friends. I'm one of those people who thinks a pear isn't ripe. Th ese people will totter on, and longer maybe than even imagine themselves. I want to talk about something else entirely. That- morrow, my dear son, is your
birth day. Now I should grieve to pass without your receiving something that wed that his memory was cheried by his mother. But of all the stupid things in the world, it's the funniest gift you don't want. It destroys the sent iment a little maybe, but reinforces the gift, if I ask you in the most notable way to help me give something that would really please you? But how can I, my dear
Said Egremont. You've always been so kind and generous that I literally don't want anything. Oh! You can't be such a happy man that you don't want anything, Charles, Lady Marney said with a smile. Wardrobe you have: your rooms are furnished enough: all this is in my way; But there are things like horses and guns that I don't know anything about, but that men always require.
You have to want a horse or a gun, Char les. Well, I should have you get any; the best, most valuable one that m oney can buy. Or brougham, Charles; What do you think of the new brougham? Do you want Barker to make you a brougham? You're too good, my dear. I have enough horses and weapons; and my present carriage is all I could possibly want. Then you're not going to
help me? You've decided I'm going to do something very blunt. To give you something, I'm determined. Well, my dear mother, Egremont said smiling and looking in a circle, give me something ng that's here. Choose then, lady marney said, and she looked around the blue satin walls of the apartment he r, covered in cabinet paintings of excellent art, and then on her card les full of
precious and fantastic toys. That would be a robbery, my dear mother, Egremont said. No, no; you said that; You're going to pick something. Are you going to have those vases? and pointed to an almost non-compliined copy of the old Porcelain Sevres. And they become a position to be alarmed, Egremont said, and they would not suit my quiet odas, where bronze or marble is my
greatest decoration. If you'll allow me, I'd rather choose a picture? Then choose one at once, lady marney said; I don't book, except for watteau, because your father gave it to me before we got married. Is it going to be this Cuyp? I'd rather choose this, Egremont said, and point to a portrait of a saint named Allori: the face of a beautiful young girl, radiant yet solemn, rich strands of
golden brown hair and big eyes as dark as night, cuts witty h ebon lashes that hung on the glowing cheek. Ah! You choose that! Well, that was poor Sir Thomas Lawren's big favorite. But for my part, I've never seen one like it, and I think I'm sure you haven't. Reminds me-- said Egremont musingly. About what you dreamed, Lady Marney said. Maybe so, Egremont said; I really
think it must have been a dream. Well, the vision will still hover before you, his mother said; And you're going to find this portrait over your chimney in Albany. Book 4 Chapter 3 Strangers must withdraw. Department: Clean up the gallery. Back out. Nonsense; No, no it's pretty funny; It's pretty absurd. Some guy's got to get up. Sen d at Carlton; send to Reform; send it to Brookes.
Are your people ready? No, isn't it yours? I'm sure I can't say. What's that mean? The most boring! Are there any colleagues in the library? The smoking room is pretty full. All our people are paired halfway through the past. He wants five minutes by the half-bowl. What do you thi nk of Trenchard speech? I'm not worried about me; I feel sorry for him. Well t hat is very merciful.
Withdraw, withdraw; You have to retire. Where are you going, Fitztheron? said the conservative. I have to go; I'm paired up until half past eleven, and he wants a few minutes, and my man isn't here. Confuse him! How's that going to work? Bastard, I don't know. Fishy eh? Deuced, deuced! said the under-whip in sub-tone, pale and talking behind his tee th. The division bell was still
ringing; peers and diplomats and foreigners were urned out; members rushed from the library and smoking room; Some desperate taxis arrived in time to land their passengers in the waiting room. The Doo rs were locked. The secrets of the lobby are for the initiated only. Three-quarters of an hour after the split was called, the result was familiar to the exotic world. Majo rity for
ministers thirty-seven! Never has the opposition made such a bad split, and at their trial of strength for the session. It's all gone wro ng. Lord Milford was away without money. Mr. Ormsby, who was paired with Mr. Bern, never came and let his man poll; For which he was endlessly fed, steam-than-expected twelve hundred a year, but wanting nothing h imself, and having an income
of forty thousand pounds paid quarterly, Mr Ormsby carried their reported indignation like a lamb. There were several other similar or analogue misconceptions; whigs contrived to poll Lord Grubminster in wheeled chairs; He was unconscious, but he heard as m uch discussions as good many. Colonel Phantoms on the other hand couldn't do it in time; The mesmerist threw him into
a trance from which he was destined never to wake up: but the fall of the night was a speech given against the opposition by one of their men, Mr Trenchard, who voted with the government. The rest may be accounted for, lady St Julians told Lady Deloraine morn ing after; it's just hard; It was a surprise and it will be a lesson: but this affair of this Mr Trenchard and they tell me that
William Loraine has been absolutely cheering him on all along. Do you know the man? I heard Charles talk about him and I think a lot in his favor, Lady D eloraine said; If he was here, he'd tell us more about it. I wonder if he's not coming: he never misses looking in after a big split and giving me all n ews. Do you know, my dear friend, said Lady St Julians by the air of some festive
y, I'm half meditating a major stroke? This is no time for little things. It's all very well for these people to brag about their split from last night, but it's a surprise, and as great for them as it is for us. I know there's a rift in the camp; Ever since that speech on Lord John's finality, there has been a singling mr. rebellion. Mr. Tadpole knows all about it; It has to do with frondeurs. T The
Trenchard affair could make us the biggest injury possible. When it comes to fair combat, the government has no more than twelve. If Mr. Trench ard and three or four others decide to make themselves important. Danger is imminent, it must be fulfilled by decision. And what do you propose? Is he a woman? I really don't know. I wish Charles would come, maybe he could tell us. I
have no doubt it is, lady st julians said. One would have met him, somehow or the other over two years, if he hadn't gotten married. Well, married or unmarried, with his wife, or without his wife,-- I'll send him a W ednesday card. And Lady St Julians paused, overwhelmed as it was by the commensurat e vastness of her idea and her sacrifice. Don't you think that would be pretty
sudden? Said Lady Deloraine. What's that mean? He will understand that; he will acquire his subject; And everything's going to be okay. But are you sure it's his facility? We don't know him. What else could his facility be? Said Lady St Julians. People enter Parliament to take on; their objectives are indeterminate. If they indulged in hallucinations in place before entering the
House, they soon be free of such dwed fantasies; discover that they have no more talent than other people, and that they are - they learn that power, patronage and pay are reserved for us and our friends. So then like practical men, they look at some score, and they get it. They ar e asked at dinner more than they would have been; move rigmarole resolutions in meaningless
public meetings; and they invoke with their wives to gather es on their leader where they see stars and blue ribbons, and above all, we, w hom they think little in appearing on such occasions, make the greatest conceiva ble sacrifice. Well then, of course such people are entirely in their power, if anyone had the time and inclination to notice them. You can do anything with them.
Ask them for the ball and they will give you their votes; invite them to dinner as needed, they will revoke them; but nurture them, remember their wives at rallies, and call their daughters, if possible, real names; and they will not only change their principles or leave their party for you; but write down your wealth if necessary and lay down your lives in your ministry. You paint them
with life, my dear Lady St Julians, Lady Deloraine said, laughing; but with such knowledge and such powers, why didn't you save our municipalities? We lost our heads, then, I must admit, said Lady St Julians. What about the dear king and dear Duke, we have really convinced ourselves that we live in the days of Versailles or it is over; and I have to admit I think we had a b ecome
a little too exclusive. Outside the cottage circle, there really was no world, and after all we got lost not by insulting people, but by sneaking the ristocracy. The servant announced Lady. Oh! my dear Lady Deloraine. Oh! my dear L ady St Julians! and shook her head. You have no news, I suppose, said Lady St Julians. Just about that terrible Mr. Trenchard; Do you know the reason
he snitched? No, really, said Lady St Julians with a sigh. A call to Lansdowne House for yourself and your wife! Oh! Then he's married? Yes; She's at the bottom of it all. Conditions are regularly settled in advance. I have a note here - all the facts. And Lady Firebrace was spinning in her hand Mr. Tadpole's newsletter. Lansdowne House is destined to cross me, Lady St Julians
said with bitterness. Well that's very provocative, Lady Deloraine said, when you made your min d to ask them about Wednesday. Yes, that's all the victim is, Lady St Julians said. Talk of division I suppose, Egremont said as he entered. Ah! Mr. Egremont, said Lady St Julians. What a hachis you made of it Lady Firebrace shook her head, as they repronouously. Charles, Lady
Deloraine said, we talked about this Mr. Trenchard. Didn't I ever hear you say you knew anything about him? Why, he's one of my intimate acquaintances. Heavens! What a man for a friend! Said Lady St Julians. Heavens! Echoed Lady Firebrace by raising her hands. And why didn't you introduce him to me, Charles, lady deloraine said. I did; Lady Peel's. And why didn't you ask
him here? I've done it a few times; But he didn't say. Still, she's going to Lansdowne House, Lady Firebrace said. I assume you wrote the lead article in the Standard that I just read, Egremont said smiling. He largely discloses the secret reasons for Mr. Trhard's vote. That's a fact, Lady Firebrace said. This Trenchard goes to Lansdowne House for the night; very likely. I met hi m at
Lansdowne House half a dozen times. He's very intimate with his family and lives in the same county. But his wife, Lady Firebrace said; That's the point: he could never get his w ife there before. He doesn't have it, Egremont said very quietly. Then maybe we'll get him back, Lady St Julians said with energy. You're going to make dinner for Greenwich, Mr. Egremont, and I'm going
to sit next to him. Happy Trenchard! Said Egremont. But you know I'm afraid it's hardly worth much of its own. He has the horror of good lady; and there is nothing in the world that he avoids more than what you call society. At home, like this morning when I broke my fast with him, or in the circle of his intimacy, he is the best company in the world; no one so well informed, fuller rich
in humor, and more honest amiabl e. He's popular with everyone who knows him except Taper, Lady St Julians and Tadpo le, Lady Firebrace. Well, I think I'll still ask him for Wednesday, Lady St Julians said; And I'm going to write him a little note. If society isn't his object, what is? Ay! Said Egremont, there's a big question for you and Lady Firebrace by nder over. This is a lesson
for you fine ladies, who think you can weave rld with what you call your social influences: to ask people once or twice a year for an inconvenient crowd in your house; now he's haughtily smuding, and now he's brazenly staring at them; and flatter yourself all this time, to have the occasional privilege of entering your salons and the periodic experience of your innocuous confession, is
to be a reward for great effort, or if necessa ry a boost to the infamous tergiversation. Book 4 Chapter 4 Was night: pure and serene, though the moon was not resurrected; and a huge concou person are gathering at Mowbray Moor. The main gathering collected near some huge rocks, one of which, highlighted above its fellow human beings, had a wide flat head, on which two
dozen people could easily stand at the same time, was called the Druid Altar. The ground was sprinkled with fragments of holy ony, covered tonight with human beings, who found a suitable resting place - a place amid these ruins of some ancient temple or relics of some ancient world. The shady hall has increased, the muted circle of the nighttime asamblase eac h moment has
expanded and expanded; there was a buzz and shuffle of many thousands. Sudde nly in the distance sound of martial music: and instantly, fast as ligh tning and far more wild, every person present brandished a flaming torch, amid a chorus of cheers, which, restored and resuscending, floated far across the wide-chested twilight wilderness. Music and banners marked the arrival of
the leaders of the people. They mounted a rough climb leading to the top of Druid's altar, and ther e, surrounded by his fellow passengers, amid enthusiastic shouts from the crowd, Walter Gerard stepped out to address the TORCH-LIGHT meeting. His high form seemed colossal in an uncertain and flickering light, his rich powerful voice reaching almost to the extreme limit of his
huge audience, now st ill with expectations and quiet of excitement. Their fixed and eager gaze, mouth clenched with fierce resolution or snatched by new sympathies, as he listened to the exposure of their injustices, and the validation of the sacred rights of work - shouting and waving torches as some bright or daring p hrase touched them on hastily - cause, hour, scene - all
combined to make the gathering at a high degree exciting. I wonder if Warner will speak at night, Dandy told Mick Devilsdust. He can't put it in like Gerard, his companion replied. But he trumps the contest, Dandy said. The Handlooms look at him like he's their man, and that's the powerful part. If you get to the depth of the question, there's nothing like Stephen Morley, devilsdust
helps. Twould take six priests any day to settle it. He knows the principles of society to the heart. But Gerard got his ass away from passion. And that's the way to do the trick, Dandy Mick said. I'd like him to say Marc H, and make no mistake. There's a lot of things. do it before you say it, Devilsdust said. We need to talk, because when it comes to reasoning, oligarchs don't have le
g to stand on; and we have to stop the consumption of excise items, and when they don't have a loaner to pay for bayonets and their b-y police, they're borrowed. You have a long head, Dusty, Mick said. Why have I been thinking about it since I knew two and two made four, said friend h. I wasn't ten years old when I told myself -- it's pretty much go this, that I should have been
sick in a bad hole to pay taxes for Mr. Wha t drinking his port wine and stretching his legs on a Turkish carpet. Listen, listen, he exclamed h suddenly, while Gerard rejected the harsh sentence. Ah! It's for people. You'll see, Mick, whatever happens, Gerard is the man who always leads. Gerard stopped amid enthusiastic plaudits, and Warner -- that loom the reader can recall, and
who has since become a popular leader and one of Gerard's main followers -- also addressed the crowd. They cheered and shouted, and voted for resolutions, and the work of the night was done. Now they were thrilled to split up in line and leave in peace. The band sounded a triumphant retreat; leaders came from druid's altar; the crowd melted, returning to the city of their high
resolve d-breathing thoughts, and echoing in many quarters the suggestive appeals of those who spoke to them. Dandy Mick and Devilsdust left together; busine ss their nights hadn't started yet, and it was important. Headed for that suburb whither Gerard and Morley fixed an even g of their return from Marney Abbey; But it wasn't on that occasion to pay you to sit Chaffing Jack
and his brilliant salon. Mealing through many of the opuga tapes, Mick and his long-distance friend turned into a passageway that ended in a square c of our impermeable size, and which was surrounded by tall buildings that housed warehouses. Entering one of these and occupying a muffled lamp that had been placed on the stone of an empty hearth, Devilsdust led his friend
through several unopened and unopened rooms, until he came to one in which there were some signs of occupation. Now, Mick, he said, in a very serious, almost solemn tone, are you tough? All right, my cordial, his friend replied, though not without any influence of ease. There's a good deal to go, Devilsdust said. He's trying a man. You don't mean that? But if you're tough,
everything's fine. Now I have to leave you. No, no, Dusty, mick said. I have to go, Devilsdust said; And you need to rest here until they send you for you. Now um - whatever it is to bid you, obey; And whatever you see, be quiet. There, and De vilsdust taking the squash out of your pocket, held it on to your friend, give a good pull, man, I can't leave it to you, because even though
your heart must be warm, your h ead must be and so saying he's gone. Regardless of the animated draft, Mick Radley's heart trembled. There are times when the nervous system defies even brandy. Mick was on the eve of a major and solemn incident, around which for years his imagination was red and dark. He often started a scene in this fantasy, and succe faced dangers or
trials with it. Often the occasion was the day of many triumphant respect, but the strict presence of reality dissied all his imagination and all his courage. He recalled the warnings of Julia, who dissuaded him for 10 from the upcoming step; this warning received with so many sc orna and treated with so much ease. He began to think that women were always ri ght; that Devilsdust
was soon a dangerous advisor; he even meditated these are the possibility of withdrawal. He looked around: a shimmering lamp barely pointed to the outline of an opuric chamber. It was sublime, nor in obscure ity it was possible for the eye to reach the ceiling, which several huge beams moved out to cross transversally, looming in the darkness. Obviously, there were no sows,
and the door they came in on wasn't easy to recognize. Mick had just picked up a lamp and was observing his position, when little but he was scared, and looking in a circle, he saw at some short distance two shapes that he hoped were human. Shrouded in a dark cape and black masks, a cone cap of the same wheel that you added to your considerable height, each held a torch.
They stood in silence, two terrible messengers. Their appearance was appalled, their stillness terrified, Mick: he remained open-mouthed and lamps into outstretched arms. At length, uttering no more to the solemn mystery, and plucking out his natural daring, he exclamed: I say. What do you want? Everything was quiet. Come, come, said Mick much upset; None of this. I say, you
tell him though. The numbers have progressed: they have stuck their torches in the nih that was; and then they put each one's hand on Mick's shoulder. No, no; none of that, Mick said, trying to disembark. But regardless of this fresh appeal, one of the silent masks nailed his hand; and in the moment the eyes of a helpless devilsdust friend were bandaged. Under these guides,
Mick seemed to walk through uninterrupted rooms, or galleries, once extending his hand, while one of his upporters left him for a moment to open some doors or doors, Mick touched the wall. At length, one of the masks spoke, and said, In five minutes, you'll be in the presence of SEVEN- prepare. At this point he elevated the sound of distant voices singing in concert, and graduall
y increasing volume as Mick and masks advanced. One of these n ow students informing on their charge that he had to kneel, Mick found that he was resting on a pillow, while at the same time his Still pinned down, he seemed to leave al one. Voices grew louder and louder; Mick could distinguish between words and burthe n anthems; he was reasonable for many people to enter
the apartment; the measured tread of a solemn procession could have been distinguished. Around the chamb er, repeatedly, they moved with a slow and awful step. Suddenly this movement stopped; there was a break of a few minutes; For a long time, the voice spoke. I'm judging John Briars. Why? said another. He offers to take nothing but piece-work; A man who does piece-
work is guilty of less defensive behavior than a drunk. The worst passions of our nature ar e have applied to support work. Greed, wickedness, cunning, hypocrisy, everyone excites and feeds on the wretched votary who works on a mission, not our own. A man who earns a piece-work forty shillings a week, the usual wages for daily work being twenty, plunders his colleagues'
weekly employment; So I'm den ounce John Briars. Let it go forward, said another voice; John Briars has been convicted. If he receives another week's salary apiece, he will not have the option to work a week after his time. No.87, see John Briars. I condemn Claughton and Hicks, said another voice. Why? They removed Gregory Ray as superintendent because he belonged to
this cabin. Brothers, is it your pleasure that there will be a ten-day exit in Cl Aughton and Hicks? It's our pleasure. No.34, order Morrow to stop work at Claughton and Hicks until fu rther orders. Brothers, said another voice, I propose expelling from this Union, any member who will know how to boast of its superior ability, whether qu antity or the quality of work it can do, whether in
a public or private company. Is it a pleasure? It's a pleasure. Brethren, said a voice that seemed to be the chairman, before continuing to receive income from the various districts of this lodge, I am informed by a stranger present, who is praying to be accepted into our fraternity. Was everyone robbed in a mystical robe? Are they all disguised as a secret mask? Then let us all say
our say! And after a movement that intimized everyone to kneel, the presiding voice offered an extemporary prayer of great power and even eloquentness. This was inherited by Labour's anthem, and at its end the neophytes' hands were unopinioned, and then his eyes were unclamed. Mick found himself in a sublime and spacious room illuminated by many cones. His WA LLS
were hung with a black cloth; at a table covered with the same material sat seven people in surplice and in disguise, the president in a loftier place; bove, which was a complete skeleton on the pedestal. On each side of the skeleton w as a man robbed and masked, holding a drawn sword; And on each of Micks was a man in the same clothes wielding a battle axe. There was a
sacred volume open on the table. at a distance, in the range of the row on each side of the room, there was a row of people in white robes and white masks, and he held torches. Michael Radley, said the president. You voluntarily swear in the presence of Almighty God and before these witnesses, that you will perform with fervour and alacrity, as far as your lies are concerned,
every task and prohibition that most of your brethren will testify in the mandate of this great committee, will impose upon you, in accordance with our shared well-being, whose only judges are; like punishing Nobs, assassining oppressive and tyrannical masters, or demolishing all mills, works and shops that we will consider irreparable. Do you swear this in the presence of Almighty
God and in front of witnesses? I swear, he responded in a trembling voice. Then get up and kiss that book. Mick slowly rose from his kneeling position, advanced with a shivering stride and bending, hugging with respect for open volume. Immediately each unmasked; Devilsdust stepped forward, and taking Mick by the hand led him to the president, who took him in by uttering
some mystical rhymes. He was covered in a bathrobe and presented with a torch, then was fine with his companions. This terminated Dandy Mick's initiation into the SYNDICATE. Book 4 Chapter 5 His Lordship has not yet chimed in, gentlemen. This was Lord Milford's talking servant, addressing the door of a house in Belgrave Square, around noon, the deputy of the national
convention, the counter evictions of two of his delegates, who were waiting for the young Viscount along with other members of the legislature, to draw his particular attention to the national petition prepared by the Convention. , which was to be presented by one of the members for Birmingham during the session. I'm afraid we're too early for these fine birds, one delegate told the
other. Who's next on our list? No.27, --- street, nearby; MR THOROUGH BASE: he should be with the people, because his father was just a man; But I understand that he's quite an aristocrat that he married a widow of quality. Well, knock. Mr Thorough Base was not home; Received the delegate card apprisi ng honored him with their planned visit, but made his mind on the were
bject. Number 18 on the same street received them more at home. This is where Mr. KREMLIN resided, which after listening with patience, if not interest, to their statement, the AP prised them that forms of government had no consequences, and domestic politics had no interest; that there was only one topic that should attract the attention of public people, because it all depended
on ,--this was our external syst em; and that only specific to reviving trade and satisfying peoples is a general solution to border issues. In the end, Mr. Kremlin called on the National Convention to recast its petition with that position, uring them that on foreign policy they'll have the public with them. The deputy in the answer could be called evidence of a general intere that was
excited by foreign policy issues, to the impossibility of even a leader who made a house on one; and to the fact that there are no three men in the Hous e of Commons who even pretend to have any acquaintance with external circumcision by restraining the earth; perhaps they added, that even in such an assembly Mr K remlin himself was known for ignorance, because he had
only one idea,-- and t hat was wrong. Their next visit was WRIGGLE, a member of the city district, a e progress discipl, which went with the times, but who took particular good care to make sure asc had enough of their complexion; and whose movements, if fit for purpose, could participate in a reg ressive character. As a charter may one day appear trumps, as well as so ma ny
other unexpected cards and colors, Wriggle gave his primodak to it, but c ours only temporarily; provided it is said, he could vote against it on p resentment. But he didn't see any harm in it - not him, and should be willing to support him w hen circumstances, that is, the temperament of time, will allow him. Mor e could hardly be expected of a gentleman in the delicate position in
which the Wr iggle found himself at the moment, because he was seeking the baronetcy of whig, and secretly committed to Taper to vote against them on jamaica's upcoming department. BOMBASTES RIP snubbed them, which was difficult, because he was one of them himself, an h ad wrote confidential letters in 1831 to the Secretary of the Treasury, and p rovided their
expenses they were paid, offered to be from the manufacturing city he now represented, headed by a hundred thousand people, and burn down Apsley House. But now Bombastes Rip talked about the big middle class; order and peace. He would have told them more, but he had a meeting in the city, as the most active member of the D uke statue-erecting committee since
Wellington. FLOATWELL received them in the most pre-mannered way, although he disagreed with m. What he agreed with was hard to say. Smart, fast and hectic, witty on a university reputation and without heritage, Floatwell has shrunk from the torment of the profession, and in a hurry skurry reform finds himself in his Astoni shment as a man of parliament. That's where he
stayed, but why, fates knew. T he's fun that kind of thing must have evaporated with the novel. Floatwell gave red public life in complete ignorance of any topic that might attract the public man's attention. He knew nothing of history, national or constituent law, truly had nothing but puerile acquisitions and saw nothing of life. Persistent on boards he acquired those superficial habits
of doing whi ch business are competent to conduct ordinary businesses, and picked up on time some of the slang economic issues. started at once with a little succ ess, and he maintained his little success; no one envied him; he's amassed his sixpen ces without exciting any evil emulation. He was one of those characters who abov e all things cut out of isolation, and who imagine
they're getting on if they have company with some who hold like themselves. He's always been the idolater er of some great person who was on the shelf, and who was convinced, becau being a great personage convinced him of this after dinner, would sooner or later tour n out man. Currently, Floatwell is sworn in by Lord Dunderhead; and the game of his little coedie, who had
dinner together and thought they were a party, was supposed to be polite to the Convention. After the endurance of an almost intertwined currency lecture from Mr KI TE, who would commit to a charter if the charter were sworn on one pound notes, two delegates arrived at Piccadilly and the next meme ber on their list was Lord Valentine. It's two o'clock, said one of the delegates, I
think we might dare; so y knocked on the portal yard and found they were waiting for them. A private staircase led to the suite of Lord Valentine's rooms, who lived in the family villa e. Delegates were introduced through an ante-chamber into the saloo where he opened into a highly imaginative conservatory, where in the middle of a high tropical plan, the TS played a fountain. The
salon was hung with blue satin, and was adorned with bril liant mirrors: its coved ceiling was richly painted, and the furniture became e the rest of its decorations. On one couch were numerous portfolios, some open, f ull costume drawings; pietra dura table was covered with rich quantities of boun d to which they appeared to have recently been referred; several ancient swords of
extreme beauty lay on the couch; In the corner of the room was a figure in complete armor, black and gold richly involved, and capturing in his gauntlet t he the ancient standard of England. Two delegates to the National Convention stared at each other, as if to utter their surprise that a resident of such a residence should ever have allowed themselves into it; but eras any of them
might dare to speak, Lord Valentine ma de his appearance. He was a young man, above medium height, slim, broad shoulders, tiny, graceful presence; it was very fair, with dark blue eyes, bright d intelligent and features of classical precision; a small Greek cap crowned his long light brown hair, and he was shrouded in a morning robe of Indian scarves. Well, gentlemen, said his
lordship, as he urged them to sit down, in a cleft r and cheerful voice, and with an inautorate tone of sincerity that facilitated their gue sts; I promised to see you; Well, what do you have to say? Delegates made their accustomed statement; they wanted to commit to no one; all people wanted was a respectful discussion of their claims; nation's al petition, signed almost a and half of
the working-class flower, it will soon be presented to the House of Commons, pleading with the House to take into account five points in which working-class people felt they were the best interests; general electoral law, ballot voting, annual parliaments, paid members and the abolition of property qualifications. And trimming these five points admitted, said Lord Valentine, what did
you do to me? People were really represented for a long time then, one of the ES delegates replied, they will decide on the measures that the interests of the great majori tya need. I'm not that clear about it, Lord Valentine said; That's the very point of it. I don't think the vast majority are the best judges of their own intere sts. At all events, gentlemen, the corresponding benefits of
aristocracy and demo cracy are a moot point. Well then, finding the question practically settled in t your country, you'll excuse me for not wanting to agitate it. I give you credit for the sincerity of your beliefs; extend the same trust to m e. You're Democrats; I'm an aristocrat. My family has ennobled for almost three centuries; they wore a knightly name before their ass. They're ma
inly and materially helped make England what it is. They shed their blood in many battles; Two ancestors were killed in the command of our flea ets. You will not underestimate such services, even if you do not value their c onduct as statesmen, although this has often been laborious and sometimes unsuscathed. The best trees in England were planted by my family; they built a
north of your most beautiful churches; They built bridges, built roads, dug min es and built canals, and drained the million-acre swamp that bear our name to this day, and is now one of the most flourishing parts of country. You talk about our taxation and our wars; and your inventions and your industry. Our wars turned the island into an empire, and in any case developed that
industry and stimulated those inventions you boast about. Tell me you're delegates to the unassaided working class of Mowbray. Why, w hat would Mowbray be if it wasn't for your aristocracy and their wa rs? Your city would not exist; There would be no working class here to send delegates. In fact, you owe us every existence. I must deceive you as to what my ancestors did; I am
prepared, if the occasion demands it, not to embarrass them; I inherited their great position, and I'm telling you fair enough, gentlemen, I'm not going to give it up without a fight. Will you fight the men in that armor, master? said one of the de legata smiling, but in a tone of kindness and respect. That armoured suit had fought for men before this, Lord Valenti said no, because he
stood by Simon de Montfort in the Evesham field. My said another delegate: It is well known that you come from a great and respected race; and we have seen enough to show that in intelligence and spirit you are not unworthy of your origin. But the big question your Lordship has introduced, not us, is not to be decided by a happy case. Your ancestors may have done great
things. What a miracle! They were members of a v ery limited class that had a monopoly of action. And men, they didn't y shed their blood in battle, even though they may have commanded fleets less often than your lordship's relatives? And these mines and canals that you dug d and built, these forests that you planted, these waters that you drained-- had people without hands in
those creations? What part of these great deeds did this Labour college have, whose hinges we now appeal to, but which have been transported in contemptuous silence for centuries? No, my lord, we invite you to decide this matter with a result. The aristocracy of England has had the exercise of power for centuries; in the last century and a half, this exercise has been
uncontrollable; they make at the moment the most prosperous class that the history of the world can equip: rich as Roman senators, with a source of practicality and enjoyment that modern science could supply on its own. All this is not denied. Your turn stands before Europe the most beautiful of the existing sp ectacles; though in the late years you deftly cast some of the odium
of your polity on that middle class you despise, and which are disgusting onl y because they imitate you, your mandate of power is not in reality impaired. You govern us still with absolute authority - and you manage the most seamed peop leo on the face of the world. And is this a fair description of the people of England? said Lord Valentine. A flash of rhetoric, I suspect, that
would lower them than the Portuguese or the Poles, the se kmets of Russia or the Naples Lazzaroni. Infinitely lower, the delegate said, because they are not only demoted, but also prisoners who oppose their degradation. They no longer believe in any innate differences between the betw een ruling and governing classes of this country. They're enlightened enough to feel they're
victims. Compared to the privileged classes of their own country, they are in a lower state than any other population compared to wit and its privileged classes. Everything is relative, my Lord, and believe me, England's working class relationship to its privileged orders is a relationship of hostility, and therefore danger. The people must have leaders, Said Lord Valentine. And they
found them, the delegate said. When it comes to pushing, he will follow his nobility, Lord Valentine said. Will their nobility guide them?, said another delegate. For my part, I don't pretend to be a philosopher, and if I see Simon de Montfort again, I should be content to fight under his banner. we have wealth, said a delegate who spoke mostly. I am a progressive civilizational wealth
the only means of class difference: but a new disposition of wealth can remove even this. Ah! you want to come to our estates, said a smiling Lord Valentine; but effo cape on your part can resolve society into its original elements, and the old acidic ces differentiation can be re-developed. High barons will not stand against Paixhans missiles, the delegate said. Moder n science
justified the natural equality of man. And I have to say I'm very sorry about that, said another delegate; for human p ength it always seems to me a natural process of solving affairs. I'm not surprised by your opinion, Lord Valentine said, turning to delega and smiling. I shouldn't be too happy to meet you in a confrontation. You're standing a som e inch above six feet, or I'm
delusional. I was two feet two inches when I stopped growing, the delegate said; And the years have not yet stolen any of my heights. That armoured suit would suit you, Lord Valentine said, as they all rose. And may I ask your Lordship, said the high delegate, why he's here? Introducing Richard Coeur de Lion at the Queen's Ball, Lord Valenti said no; And before my ruler I don't
don Drury-Lane cuirass, so I got this from my father's castle. Ah! I almost wish the good old days of Coeur de Lion were here again, said a senior delegate. And we're supposed to be shmugs, his companion said. I'm not sure about that, the senior envoy said. In any case, there was a free forest. I like that young man, said a high-ranking delegate to his companion, while they des
cended the stairwell. He has terrible prejudices, his friend said. Well, well; he has his opinion, and we have our own. But he's a man; with clear, clear ideas, sincere, noble, presence; and a good looking guy like I've ever set my eyes on. Where are we now? We only have one more name on our list to date, and that's based. Letter K, No. 1, Albany. Another member of the
aristocracy, the Honorable Charles Egremont. Well, I prefer that, as far as I can judge, they're buckling, and Rip, and Thorough B ace, said the high delegate laughing. I dare say we should have found Lord Milo Ford a very cheerful fellow, that he was just up there. Here we are, said his companion as he knocked. Mr. Egremont, is he home? Gentlemen of the Deputy? Yes, my
master has provided special orders for you to be home. Will you come in, gentlemen? You see, said the high delegate. This would be a Thorough Bas e lesson. They sat in the anteroom: the servant opened the folding mahogany door that closed behind him and announced to his master the arrival of the delegates. The EG overhaul sat in his library, at a round table covered in
written materials, books and letters. On the second table were arranged his parliamentary papers and stacks of blue books. The room was classically furnished. On there were some ancient vases, which he brought with him from Italy, standing on the e ach side of that painting of Allori that we were talking about. The servant returned to the foebe, and announced to the delegates
that his master was ready to receive them, introduced to the presence of Egremont - WALTER GERARD and STEPHEN MORLEY. Book 4 Chapter 6 It is much regrettable that our tall buildings are generally closed except at the stated time of the public resort. It is still more regrettable that wh en has entered with difficulty, there is so much in their arrangements to offend the taste
and disgust feelings. In the tumult of life, a few minutes occasionally passed in the solemn shadow of some sublime and ancient passage, practice very ten salutary influences: they purify the heart and lift the mind; Disperse man y haunts fantasies, and prevent many acts that may otherwise be repented. In this light, the Church would still give us refuge; not against the power of
the law, but against violence of their own volity; not against the passion of the f man, but against our own. Westminster Abbey rises amid a clash of factions. Around his consecrated becoming some of the most adhesive and some of the worst acts have been accomplished about the crimes committed: sacrilege, rapine, murder, and betrayal. Here the heist is pra ctised on the
largest scale known in modern times: here ten thousand manora belo nging to the order of the Templars, without any evidence, barely with pronunciation, are lost in one day and divided among the monarch and his main nobles; he is a large estate of the church, which, regardless of its articles of faith, belongs and still belongs to the people, was confiscated at various times, under
various p retences, by an assembly that constantly changed the religion of its country and its own by the parliamentary majority, but which never returned the spoils. H ere also laid out this monstrous conception that even patrician Rome in its cruellest period never equated - the humiliation of the country's industry to enrich and protect property; an act that now brings its rebuttal of
ibutive consequences in a degraded and alienated population. And here the nnocents were recalled and hunted to death; and virtuous and capable monarch Mart Yred, because, among other things, he was of the opinion that it was more for their benefit that the economic service of the state shou ld be supplied with direct taxation charged by an individual known to all, than indirect
taxation, by a raised irresponsible and fluctuating assembly. But from ks to parliamentary patriotism, the people of England were saved from boat money - which money the rich paid for, and only went in in its place customs and excise duties - which the poor mostly supply. Rightly, King Charles is the surname of a martyr; fo r he was a holocaust of direct taxation. Never before has
a man laid down his heroic life for such a great cause: cause and the cause of the poor. Even now in the peaceful times in which we live, when public plunder is beyond fash ions and takes the lenient title of commission of inquiry, and when there is no betrayal other than a vote against the minister, who, while he may have changed all the policies you have been elected to support,
expects your vote and entrustment anyway; Even in this age of vicious passions and petty risks, it's somewhere to deviate from Palace Yard and instead of listening to a boring discussion, whe re facts are just a repetition of the blue books you've already read, and a classy ingenious appeal to the recrimination of Hansard, to enter the old abbey and listen to the national anthem!
This was Egremont's favorite habit, and although the middle discipline and dirty d arrangements of the church body to which the inducing custody of embellished and full building certainly did everything that could have injured and violated the sacred genius of the place, it was nevertheless a habit often full of charm and comforting lationation. There is perhaps no other city
population in the world that would erase this kind of behavior that haunts that great lubber, the public dean and the Westminster chapter, and is silently subjected to being excluded from the only building in the two cities worthy of the name of the cathedral. But the British public will bear anything; They're so busy with speculation about railroad stocks. When Egremont entered his
first visit to Opatija on the southern transept, and withheld boards and spikes with which he seemed to be in lockdown opatija; iron gates excluding it from ceremonial nave and shady passages; barely a glimpse of a single window; While in filthy form, some noisy vergers sat like card carriers or chattered like tapsters to their ease,--the feelings of abbatial perfection in which he had
been early and often yielding among the ruins of Marney rose in his bitter sense, and he then quickly retired from the scene he had been visiting for so long, when suddenly the organ erupted. , the celestial symphony floated in a sublime roof, and the voices of the ordinary melody merged with the sounds of swelling. H e is fixed in place. Perhaps it was a similar sentiment that
affected another person to yes y after deputy Egremont's visit. The sun, although in its summer h eaven still had a long way to go, its meridian passed in many hours, ser vice performed in the choir, and several people entering through the door in th in the part of the Opatija Church, which is so famous by the name of Poet's Corner, continued through the inconsistent sleuth that the
chapter had erected. , and too far to their place. Only one, the female, refused to pass, regardless of the verger's official warnings that she was better off moving on, but as she approached the ron grate that excluded her from the church's body, she looked witty downstairs. long muted perspective of the beautiful southern passage. And so motionless with he remained
contemplated, or it could be a prayer, while the solemn peals of t he organ and the sweet voices of the choir enjoyed that sacred freedom for which he groaned, and seemed to wander at their will in every sacred recess and consendra on the corner. The sounds - these mystical and exhilarating sounds that suddenly lift the soul d d touch of the heart - stopped, the chaunting
services returned again; eased motionl ess format; and as she moved, Egremont emerged from the choir, and his eye suddenly caught the symmetry of its shape and the picturesque position it had occupied with dignity; still looking through that grid, while the light was poring through the west window, choked the body of the church with a soft ra diance, just touching the head of the
unknown with a type of halo. The Egremont appr oached the transept door with a prolonged pace, so that a stranger, who is obsessed with preparing to leave the church, could overtake it. As he came to d oori, anxious to make sure he hadn't made a mistake, he turned around and his eye suddenly caught Sybil's face. He started it, he trembled; she was not two meters away, she
obviously recognized him; He kept an open swing poster about f Abbey so she could pass, which she did, and then stopped from the outside, and said, Mr. Franklin! It was therefore clear that her father did not see fit, or had yet to have the opportunity, to communicate with Sybil in yesterday's interview. Egremont was still Mr. Franklin. That was confusing. Egremont would like to be
saved by the pain and clumsiness of avowal, and yet it must be made, though not with out of place septic roughness. And so at the moment he just expressed his delight, the inexperienced delight he experienced at their meeting. And then he went past her. Indeed, Sybil said, I can easily imagine you were surprised to see me in this great city. But a lot of things, weird and
unforeseen, have happened to us since you were in Mowedale. You know, of course you, with your searches, know that people have decided in the long run to call their parliament in Westminster. Mowbray had to send two delegates to conven tion, and they elected my father as one of them. Because their trust in him is so great that no one else would satisfy them. He must have
made a great sacrifice on arrival? Said Egremont. Oh! for being victims in such a cause! Sybil said. Yes; he made great sacri fices, she continued honestly; great sacrifices and I'm proud of them. Our home, which was a happy home, was gone; he left the Traffords to whom we w-era knit by many, many ties, and her voice fell - and for whom, I know well he would have perilled his
life. And now we're divorced, Sybil said, with a sig h, maybe forever. They offered to take me under their roof, get on with my emotions. If I needed shelter there was another roof that killed me for a long time: but I couldn't leave my father at such a time. He appealed to me: D I'm here. All I want, all I live for, is to appease him and support him in his fight for Mr. Reat; and I should
die satisfied if people were free only, and Gera rd freed them. Egremont mused: he must discover everything, but how annoying to get into such ex planations in a public road! Should she be forgiven after some farewell and then confess in writing? Should she suddenly be followed home, d there to offer her confusing explanations? Or you should confess your intervie w from
yesterday with Gerard and then leave the rest to the natural consequences of that confession when Sybil met her father! Thinking so, Egremont and S ybil, who left the court of Opatija, entered Abingdon Street. Let me walk home with you, Egremont said, as Sybil seemed to intimize her inte ntion here to separate. My father is not there, Sybil said; But I'm not going to tell him I met
his old companion. Would you be honest! Egremont thought. And does he have to fire her this way? Never! You really have to let me attend you! he said out loud. It's not far, Sybil said. We live almost in the precinct- in an old house w ith some kind of old people, brother of one of the mowbray nuns. The closest way to it is straight along this street, but it's too hectic for me. I found
out, she added with a smile, a quieter path. And guided by it, they showed up on College Street. And how long have you been in London? Two weeks. This is a great prison. How strange is it to be in a vast city like his can barely walk alone? You want Harold, Egremont said. How is that the most loyal of friends? Poor Harold! To part with him, too, was a pang. I'm afraid your hours
must be difficult, Egremont said. Oh! no, Sybil said, there is so much at stake; so much so that I hear the moment my father returns. And I take such an interest in their discussions; And sometimes I go to hear him speak. None of them compare to him. It seems to me that it would be impossible to resist our claims if our rulers heard them only from the lips. Egremont smiled. Your
convention is in bloom, that is, its bud, he said; everything is now fresh and clean; but a little time and it will find the fate of all popular assemblies. You'll have factions. But why? Sybil said. They are true representatives of the people, and all the people want is justice; labour should be respected by law and society as much as property. While talking like that, they passed through
several clean, quiet streets, which had a rather street layout in a very quiet country town than residences in the largest city in the world, and near palaces and parlium nts. It is rare for a store to be a remark among neat little tenements, many of t hem built from curious old bricks, all of which are erected without any sim metry or proportions. There was no sound of one wheel;
sometimes no individual was visible or stirring. Making a circular course through th is a quiet and tidy district, they finally found themselves in an open place in the center raised by a church of enormous proportions, and built from a chiseled table not in that state, not to say thoughtful, style that Vanburgh introduced. Rea round, which was large enough, was formed by buildings,
generally about a very vicious character: a long-back room carpenter, a straggling y ard of hackney-man: sometimes a small, narrow isolated private stay, like a waterspout in which a rat can dwell: sometimes a group of houses more p retension. In the far corner of this area, which was with a dignified name about Smith's Square, instead of taking a more appropriate title from St
John's Church he surrounded, was a grand old house, which was disguised for the b eginning of the century with a modern front of pale-coloured bricks but which stood next to it in its courtyard surrounded by its iron fences. , withdrawn as wer e from a vulgar gaze like an individual who knew greater wealth, and ble nding with his humility something of a reserve that was triggered
by the memory of missing greatness. This is my home, Sybil said. It's a quiet place and it suits us well. Near the house was a narrow passage that was a thoroughfare in the mostpopul ous district of the neighborhood. As Egremont opened the door to the yard ardo, Gerard climbed the steps of this passage and approached them. Book 4 Chapter 7 When Gerard and Morley left
Albany after a visit to Egremont, they were paried, and Stephen, whom we will accompany, proceeded in the direction of the temple, near which he himself submitted, and where the journalist brother, who occupied the chambers in that famous court change, was to sit. As he passed under temple bar, his eye caught the wily gentleman emerging from the p ublic booth with a stack of
paper in his hand, and immediately disappearing thro ugh that famous passage that Morley was at the point of reaching. Gentl eman was indeed still in sight, going down the road, when Morley walked in, who besoed him to drop the letter. Morley greeted him, but in vain; and fearing that the strange r might disappear into one of the many unbreakable courts, and thus lose his
letter, he ran forward, picked up the paper, and then pushed at the person who dropped him ped, calling so often that the stranger at length began to suspect that he was the very object of the salute, and stopped and looked in circles. Morley almost mechanically glanced at the outside of the letter, the whi ch seal was broken, and which, however, was addressed to a name that
immediately repaired his interest. The direction was Baptist Hatton, Esq., Inner Temple. This letter is I believe addressed to you, sir, morley said, looking inte ntly on the person with whom he spoke - a cunning man and comely; Florid, a gentle man like, but with as few expressions as Morley in the imagination has ssociated with that Hatton over whom he once pondered, as one can
easily imagine. Sir, I am extremely indebted to you, said the unknown gentleman; A letter to me scratching, even though it wasn't addressed to me. I must have dropped this moment. My name, sir, is Firebrace - Sir Vavasour Firebrace, and this letter is adds a sed to -- and -- not exactly my lawyer, but mr. - a professional gentleman -- w hom I'm in the habit of often seeing; every
day, I can tell. He's employed in a big question that I'm deeply interested in. Sir, I'm in great obligation yo in, and I believe you're satisfied. Oh me perfectly, Sir Vavasour; and Morley bowed; and going into different directi ons, they split up. Do you know a lawyer named Hatton in this inn? Asked Morley his reporter friend, when, after recasting their business, the occasion served.
There are no lawyers of that name; But the famous Hatton lives here, he was the answer. The famous Hatton! And what is he famous for? You forget I'm provincial. He has done more of the kingdom's peers than our gracious Sovereign, the jour nalist said. And whereas reforming parliament is the only chance of a Tory peer being Baptist Hatton's liking; Even though who he is
nobody knows, and what no one can describe. You speak in riddles, Morley said; I wish I could hit them. Try to adapt to my somewhat simple capacity. In a word, then, said his friend, if you must have a definition, Hatton can r ank under the genus 'antiquarish', although his species is more difficult to describe e. He's a heraldic antiquay; discoverer, inventor, framer, arranger pedig
rees; deep in the mysteries of genealogy; I believe authority unparalleled in all things concerning the constitution and elements of the House of the Lord; advised by lawyers, although they do not profess the law; and astonishingly and alarmingly ng the noblest families in the country claiming the ancient baronies who ey often assume without authority, for obsque pretenders, many
of whom he managed to sit in the parliament of his country. And what part of the country he came from: do you happen to know? asked Morley, obviously very interested, even though he tried to mask his emotions. He may be the real theme of the kingdom of Cockaigne, because I know, he epilied his friend. He was buried in this night in which I have believed for years; for many
before I settled here; and for a long time I arrested was ob scure enough, although working they say a lot in a small way; But the Mallory case was in his fortune about ten years ago. It was a baronial subpoena that had been sworn in a century before, and failed. Hatton sat his man down, and pr ecedent provided three or four more gentlemen under his. follow that e xample. They
were Roman Catholics, which probably earned him the Mallory case, because Hatton is from the old church; Better than that, they were all gentlemen from the GR Eat estate, and there's no doubt their champion was well rewarded for his succe ssful service. They say he's very rich. Currently all work coun try to associated with descents flowing into their odas. It is not a contentious
pedigree, it is not a nobility in abeyance, which is not tolerated for its consideration. I don't know him personally; but now you can form some idea of his character: and if you want to ask for nobility, the journalist added through laughter, he is your man. Morley had a strong impression on his mind that this was his man: he decided to inquire about Gerard, whom he should see in the
evening, about the fact that Thei r Hatton is Catholic, and if so, to invite antiques to morrow. In the meantime, we must not forget one who is already coming for this visit. Sir Vav asour Firebrace sits in a spacious library overlooking the Thames and temple gardens. Although piles of parchment and paper cover numero American tables, and in many parts fall on the Turkish carpet,
an air of order, comfort and taste permeates the chamber. Hanging scarlet damasta sil k blends with antique oak furniture; the upper glass windows are you nted by the glossy pencil of feudal Germany, while the choice of volumes that lie not shelves are dressed in embroideries that become their rare content. The mass ter of this apartment was a man of sheer height, prone to
corpustency, and in the middle life, although his uncreated cheek, his unscrupulous blue eye and his brown hair, is very obvious, although he wore a black velvet cap, he did not betray his age, or the midnight studies by which he was to a great degree acqui red color that the learning for which he was celebrated. The general expression of his cou ntenance was pleasant, albeit
dotted with a characteristic of sinister. He sat in a light chair, before the kidney table he wrote for. Close to hand w as a long tall oak table, on which there were several volumes of foils opened, and some ma nupiss that indicated that he had recently been engaged with them. Currently, Mr Hatton, with a pen still in his hand and himself in a chamber robe made of thematic material
as a cap, leant back in his chair, as he listened to his clien t, Sir Vavasour. Several of the most beautiful black and tanned spaniels of the K ing Charles breed Others leaned against velvet pillows near him, with haughty luxury that would become the beauty of a cheerful monarch; and a white Persian cat with blue eyes and a very long tail, with a makeup that is not an altoget unlike
its master, rested with great gravity on typewriter le cards and aids at the conference. Sir Vavasour apparently expressed himself from a long story, which Mr Hatton listened to with that impenetrable one. who characterized him, and who was unquestionably one of the elements of his success. He never gave up anything, and he never interrupted anyone. And now in a silvery voice
he has re-pinned his visitor: What you tell me, Sir Vavasour, is what I predicted, but which, as my influence does not affect it, I rejected from my thoughts. You came to me for a certain object. I've accomplished that. I've done my best to assuate the rights and revive the CL goals of english baronets. That's what you asked me to do: I granted your wish. These rights are comforting;
these claims have been revived. The vast majority of the Order gave in their priseza to the organized movement. The nation is familiar with your demands, accustomed to them, and the monarch once favored them. I can't do it anymore; I don't pretend to make baronets, I can still give to those who already had the right to wear stars and coronets, a dark green Equites aurati dress,
or white hats with white plumes of feathers . These differences, even if their previous use is established, must lead to the gracious permission of the Crown, and no one can expect in an age host to discern personal differences, that each ministry would recommend a ruler on a step that would be disgusting to vulgar minds, and malign could be funny. Funny! said Sir Vavasour. The
whole world, Mr Hatton said, do not take on these issues the same bespectacled view as ourselves, Sir Vavasour. Not for a moment could I believe that the Ruler would agree to invest such a number of people with such pri vileges. But you have never expressed this opinion, Sir Vavasour said. You never asked for my opinion, Mr. Hatton said; And if I'd gave it to you, you and your
friends wouldn't be affected by it. The point was one where you could stick to competent judges for a reason like I did. All you asked me to do was lambast in your case, and I managed to get away with it. I will dare say that the bet ter case has never left these chambers; I don't think there's a person in the ki ngdom who could answer except me. They refused In Order their honou
rs, Sir Vavasour, but some comfort is that they never responded to their case. I think it only exacerbates oppression, Sir Vavasour said, shook his head; But can't you advise any new steps, Mr Hatton? After so many years of uncertainty, after so much anxiety and such huge expenditure, it's a real shame that me and Lady Firebrace should be published in court in the same style as
our fisherman, if he happens to be sheriff. I can make Peer, Mr. Hatton said, by bending back into his chair and playing with my seals, but I don't pretend to do Baronets. I can put a coronet with fo your balls on a man's eyebrow; but a two-ball coronet is an exercise too rogative that I don't suppose to mix with. I mention it in the utmost confidence, said Sir Vavasour in But La dy
Firebrace has a promise of sorts that in the event of a change of government we will be in the first series of peers. Mr Hatton shook his head with a slight smile of contemptuous disbelief. Sir Robert, he said, there would be no peers; Take my word for it. Whigs and I have sunk the House of Lords so much, you can rely on it as a secret state, that if the Tories come, there will be no
peers. I know the Queen is sensitively alive to the cheapening of all honours in the late years. If whi gs come out on-morrow, tag me, they'll disappoint all their friends. Their unadded rlings have promised so much, betrayal is inevitable, and if some deceive they can fool everyone. Maybe they can distribute a coronet or two among themselves: and I'll make three this year: and these
are the only addit ies to a peer that will happen for many years. You can rely on that. Because the Tories aren't going to do anything, and I have some thoughts about pulling out of business. It is difficult to express the amazement, the confusion, the agitation, which pervaded Sir Vavasour's countess while his companion was so coldly delive reddened. High hopes extinguished and
excited at the same time; prized p romises disappear, mysterious expectations rise; revelations of astonishing state secrets; The chief ministers voluntarily renounce their highest resources inf luence, and an obscruous private person who shares those differences that the sovereignists were obliged to amass, and to get which first men in the count were willing to hurt their estates
and sacrifice their honor! S ir Vavasour has long said, You amaze me, Mr. Hatton. I could mention to you the twenty members of Boodle's, at least, who believe they will be peers the moment the Torie came in. He's not a man of them, Hatton said peremptorily. Tell me one of their names, and I'll tell you if they're going to be peers. Well then there's Mr. Tubbe Sweete, a member of
the district, and his son in parliament too -- I know he has a promise. I repeat to you, Sir Vavasour, the Tories will not be a single peer; candid idles must come to me; And I ask you what can I do for Tubbe Sweete, son of The Lady Cooper? Are there any old families among your 20 Bro Okes members? Why can I barely say, said Sir Vavasour; There's Sir Charles Featherly, o ld
baronet. The founding mayor in the reign of James the First. It's not the kind of ol d family I'm thinking of, Mr. Hatton said. Well, there's Colonel Cockawhoop, Sir Vavasour said. Cockawhoops are already a good family I've always heard. Queen Anne's contractors: partners with Marlborough and Solomon Medina; very good family: but I do not make peers of good families, Sir
Vavasour; Old families are the blocks from which I cut my Mercurys. But what do you call your old family? Said Sir Vavasour. Yours, Mr. Hatton said, and he took a full look at the Count. which light rested. We were in the first series of baronets, sir Vavasour said. Forget baronetes for a while, Hatton said. Tell me, what was your family b efore James First? They always lived on their
lands, Sir Vavasour said. I have a room full of pers that might tell us something about them. Do you want to see them? In all: bring them all here. Not that I want to be notified of your ri ghts: I'm fully familiar with them. You'd like to be a peer, sir. Well, y ou are really Lord Vavasour, but there is a difficulty in establishing your annulment uncorrupted right from a single resolution of the
difficulty of calling. I will not torture you with ith technicalities, Sir Vavasour: enough that the difficulty is great, though perhaps not unconfirmable. But we don't need management. Your claim about Baron Lovela is very good: I can recommend you follow it. is not another r more inviting still present. In a word, if you wish to be Lord Bardolf, I will commit to making you so, before, in all
likelihood, Sir Robert Peel ob tains office; and which I think would please Lady Firebrace. Indeed, Sir Vavasour said, because if it wasn't for this kind of promise of a nobleman made -- I speak in great confidence To Mr Hatton -- given by Mr Ta per, my tenants would have voted for whigs the other day at the ---shire election, and the Conservative candidate would have been beaten.
Lord Masque organised it the most, but Lady Firebrace would have a written promise from a high qu arter, and so she fell to the ground. We are now independent of all these petty arrangements, Mr Hatton said. It's very wonderful, Sir Vavasour said, rising from his chair and saying how it was to himself. And what do you think our costs will be in this claim?, he asked. Bagatelle,
bagatelle! Said Mr Hatton. Why did I know about ten years ago that men lay nea rly half a million on land and don't get two percent for their money, in order to gain the influence of the municipality that could ultimately attract them a spiky and range of coronates; and now you will put one on your head, which will give you prec edence over each peer on a roll, except three (and I
made them), and it will not cost you a miserable twenty or thirty thousand pounds. Why do I know people who woul would give that to advantage alone. and he stood up and took some papers off the table: Here's the case; A man you know, I dare say; Count, and d ecent date as counts go: George First. The first baron was the Dutch servant W illiam the Third. So I'm going to
abolish the abeyance in his favor through his m second, and give him one of the baronies herbert. He redeems another c laimant who has already ennobled a larger sum than you will spend on you are ncient coronet. Nor is that all. The second plaintiff is of French descent and e; He came in for the impeachment of Edict of Nantes. Well, aside from the silence mo ney, my client is



that all costs of trying to turn the silk silk pressure descent Lyons into heir to the Norman invader. Sir Vavasour, I'm not being unreasonable. Pah! I'd sooner get five thousand ponds of you restoring to your rights than fifty thousand in establishing any of these pretenders in their base assumptions. I have to work in my craft, Sir Vavaso yours, but I love old English blood, and I have
it in my veins. I'm pleased, Mr Hatton. said Sir Vavasour: Let time not be wasted. All you regr et is, you haven't mentioned all this to me before; and then maybe we're with a ved great affliction and expediency. You never consulted me, Mr. Hatton said. You gave me your instructions, and I obeyed them. I was sorry to see you in that mind, to speak honestly, and I'm sure you won't
be offended now, my Lord, because such is your true dignity, e is not a title in the world for which I have such contempt as a baronet. Sir Vavasour winked, but the future was full of glory and excitation; And he wished Mr. Hatton a good morning, with a promise to bring the morrow papers himself. Mr Hatton was buried for a few moments in a reverie, during which he played with the
tail of a Persian cat. Book 4 Chapter 8 We left Sybil and Egremont just as Gerard arrived at the very reshold they had reached themselves. Ah! my father, she exclaimed to Sybil, and then with a weak blush that may have made her unconscious, she added, as if terrified Gerard would not recall his ol d companion, remember Mr. Franklin? This gentleman and I had the pleasure of
getting to know each other yesterday, Gerard e mbarrassed said, while Egremont himself changed color and was endlessly confused. Sybil felt surprised that her father needed Mr. Franklin's happiness, not that the men showed her a naturally interesting circumstance. Egremont was said when the street door opened. And did they split up again, and without explanation? And did
Sybil stay with her father, who clearly wasn't in the losing, perha ps didn't have much of a tendency to give that explanation? Every sense of ingenuou spirit called on Egremont himself to end this lingering misconception. You will allow me, I hope, he said, appealing to Gerard as much as his daug hter, to come in with you for a few moments. It was not possible to resist such a
request, but it was acknowledged by Gerard without cordiality. So they got into a big gloomy hail of the house, and towards the end of the long passage Gerard opened the door, and they all entered the spacious melancholy room, located at the back of the house, and looking up at a small square plot of damp grass, in the middle of which a very time-related Cupid rose. , with one
broken arm and the other raised in the air with a long hell to the mouth. It seemed that in the old days it could have been a fountain. At the end of the plot the blind side of the house a high wall that was once painted with a fresco. Although much of the colored plaster cracked and peed, and all that remained was stained and faded, some traces of the original design can still be
discovered: festive wreaths, colonnades and a perverted ethic of the palace. The wellies of the room itself were waincsotted into pannels of dark-colored wood; t on window curtains were rough green worst, and shrouded in dust so anci ent and immobile, that it presented an almost lava-like look; carpet that was once bright and educated, was completely threadbare, and became gr
ey with age. The room had several heavy mahogany chairs, a Pembrok e table and a huge clunky cabinet, decorated with several glasses of wine of deep blue. Across the lofty unblemished fireplace was a portrait of the Marquis of Granby, which could have been a sign, and opposite him, via sideboar d, was a large tawdry-colored print, Bunbury, of Ranelagh in his most festiv e
hour. However, the general appearance of the room, although tasteless, was not birical : and what about its spaciousness, extreme disposal, and associations raise d for so few images as it suggested, the impression in mind of the specta torah was far from disconnected, indeed participating in this vague melancholy that flows from contemplation of the past. , and which at all times
softens the towers. Gerard went to the window and looked at the grass; Sybil sat down on her own, invited their guest to follow her example; Egremont, not without agitation, suddenly sees honey to make an effort to gather, and then, in a voice not disappointed by his accustomed clearness, he said: I explained yesterday once wh about I hope to still call my friend, why I assumed
a name to which I have no rig ht. Sybil started staring a little, slightly, but she didn't talk. I should be happy if you would also give me credit, in taking that step, to Lea St for motives I should not be ashamed of; even, he added in hesitant v oice, even if you find my behavior indiscreitful. Their eyes met: amazement was imprinted on Sybil's importance, but she did not utter a word;
and her father, whose back was turned, did not move. I was told, Egremont continued, that the impassable gulf divided the Rich from the poor; I am told that the Privileged and the People formed two nations, gov erned by different laws, influenced by different manners, no thoughts or sy mpathies in common; with an innate inaccessibility of mutual understanding. I believed that if
this was indeed the case, the demise of our common land was at hand; I would endeavour, poorly damble, but not without fervour, to resist such a catastrophe; I owned a station that implied some part of my r espoxibility: to get that knowledge that could only qualify me for benevolent ial action, I decided to live without a doubt among my compatriots that we are. from me; Even
without all the celebrities like me, I couldn't have done it without a doubt, if I had been famous; They would back away from my class and my name, as you yourself recoiled, Sybil, when they were once accidentally mentioned before you. Those are the reasons, those feelings, that drove me, I'm not going to say justifiably, to cross your threshold under an assumed name. I press
you to judge my behavior kindly; to forgive me: and not to feel the bitterness that I have lost a good opinion of who for whom, under all c ircumstances and in all situations, I must ever feel the highest imaginable res pect,--I would say godly respect. His tones of passionate emotion have stopped. Sybil, with the beautiful and deranged counted, looked at him for a moment and
seemed likely to speak, but her trembling lips refused the office; then, turning to Gerard, she said, My father, I am amazed; Tell me, then, who is this gentleman who speaks to me? Lord Marney's brother, Sybil, gerard said, turning to her. Lord Marney's brother! repeated Sybil, with the air almost stupor. Yes, said Egremont: a member of that sacrilege family, those oppressors of
the people, which you have condemned to me with such withering contempt. Sybil's elbow rested on the hand of the chair, and the cheek on his hand; as Egremont uttered those words, she overshadowed her face, which was so completely unseen: at some points there was silence. Then looking up with the phrase grave b ut serenely, and as if she had just emerged from some
deep reflection, Sybil said, I'm sorry for my words; I'm sorry for the pain I unknowingly gave you; sorry inde ed for everything that's passed: and that my father lost a pleasant friend. And why would he be lost? said Egremont sadly and yet with tenderness. Why don't we still make friends? Oh, sir! said Sybil, haughtily; I'm one of those people who believes the bay is insudible. Yes,
she added, mildly, but with unique grace by his arms, and somewhat turning her head, utterly impassable. There are slealings of mind when, like the great spasms of nature, everything seems anarchy and the return of chaos, but often in those moments of immense disruption, with in the very material conflict, some new principle of order, or some new impulse of behavior,
develops, controls and regulates and leads to harmo nious consequences, passions and elements that seemed only to threat despair. So it was with Egremont. He sought a moment in desperation at t his girlfriend fenced off from sympathy prejudice and beliefs more impassabl e than all the very consequences of the class. He asked for a moment, but only for a moment, in despair.
He found in his tormented spiritual energy that responded to the exigenence of the occasion. Not even the otherwise unpleasant presence of Gerar would have prevented it, but at this point the door has opened, and Morley and A person entered the room. Book 4 Chapter 9 Morley paused when he recognized Egremont; then advancing to Gerard, followed by h is a companion, he
said: This is Mr. Hatton we discussed last night, nd who claims to be an ancient acquaintance of yours. Perhaps I should rather say of your poor dear father, Hatton said, scanning Ge rard with his bright blue eye, then adding: He was of great service to me in my youth, and one is inconsistent with forgetting such things. A man shouldn't, gerard said: But it's a kind of memory, as I
realized, it's pretty rare. For my part I remember you very well, Baptiste Hatton, sai d Gerard said, questioning his guest with almost as complete questioning as he experienced himse lf. This world has done well with you, I'm glad to hear and see. Qui laborat, the orat, hatton said in a silvery voice, is a gracious maxim of your Holy Church; and I dare believe that my prayers and
vigils were accepted d, because I was working in my time, and as he spoke those words, he turned d and addressed them to Sybil. She withheld it without a little interest; this mysterious name that so often sounded in her young ears, and was associated with so many strange and high hopes , and some dark mixing of doubt and fear and insemament of thoughts. Hatt, in his
appearance, understood a little imagination in which Sybil sometimes indulged in considering him. This look was too credible: a sincere and even benevolent expression played out in his intelligent and handsome way: his once rich brown hair, still long though very thin, was so decorated naturally that it concealed his baldness; He was dressed with great simplicity, but with a
reassuse ble taste and care: neither is the away and suavity of his behavior and the muted tone of his voice diminished from the favorable effect that is always suddenly prod uceded. Qui laborat, the orat, Sybil said with a smile, is a privilege of the people. From whom I am one, Hatton said bowing, recalling that he was addressing the daughter of a Chartist delegate. But is your
work, their work, said Sybil. Is your life an uncompetitive effort in which there is so much beauty and kindness, that the fine mxim of our Church is maintained to include the strength and effectiveness of prayer? I'm sure I shouldn't complain about any torment that would benefit you, Hatto n; and then he turned to Gerard again, took him to a remote part of the room where they soon
spoke seriously. Morley, in the same mo mint, approached Sybil, and spoke to her in a muted tone. Egremont feeling emba rrassed advanced, and almonds her farewell. She stood up and returned his greeting with an ome ceremony; then hesitating as the soft expression came across its significance, she held her hand, which he held for a moment, and withdrew. I was with him for
over an hour, Morley continued. At first he recalled n othing: even the Gerard name, although as it is known to him, it seems that it will produce little impression; he did not remember any of the works; it was clear that they must have been quite insignificant; Whatever they were, he's undoubtedly h ad them now, as he's never destroyed papers: he'll order a quest to get for t hem,
and so on. I said I would retire when he carelessly asked me about your father; what he was doing and whether he was married and had childr en. This led to a very long conversation in which he suddenly seemed to be greedily interested. At first he talked about writing to see your father, and I offered to have Gerard call him. He took off your course so he wouldn't write to your
father and give him a meeting; When he noticed it was a W estminster, he said his carriage had been ordered to go to the House of Lords in a quarter of an hour, and that if he was not inconvenient to me, he would suggest that I follow him immediately. I thought, whatever the result is, it's not a pleasure for Gerard to finally see this man he's talked about and thought so much about-
- and that's how we're here. You were good, good Stephen, as always, said Sybil with thinking and abs traction; No one has as much forethought and as much energy as you. He took a look at her: and immediately withdrew it. Their eyes met: hers were kind and calm. And this Egremont, Morley said rather hastily and abruptly, and looking at t on the ground, how did he get here?
When we discovered it yesterday, your father and I agreed we couldn't mention it to you. And you made a mistake, Sybil said. There's no wisdom like honesty. If you'd tol d me, he wouldn't be here today. He met me and spoke to me, and I just gave away an acquaintance who once contributed so much to the comfort of our lives. If he hadn't walked me to this door and met my
father, which led to an explanation on his part that he found that others hadn't given him, I was left ignorant that could have produced inconvenient ences afterwards. You're right, Morley said, looking at her pretty sharply. We've all poured too unreservedly in front of this aristocrat. I should hope that none of us have said a word to him that we want ten of us to be forgotten, Sybil
said. He chose to wear a mask, and he can hardly argue with the honesty with which we talked about his order or his family. And for the rest, he wasn't hurt by learning something of people's feelings by liv ing among them. And yet, if anything happens to Morrow, Morley said, rest assured this man is an eye on us. He can walk into government offices like himself and tell his story,
because even though he is one of the pseudo-oppositions, the moment the people move, the factions become united. Sybil turned around and looked at him, and then he said, And what could happen to Morrow, that we should take care of the government. familiar with him or us? Don't you know everything? Don't you meet in their sights? You continue avowed nd legal objective
by legal means - right? So what's to be afraid of? And why does anything happen that should make us scared? Everything is very good at the moment, Morley said, and everything can go well; but popular gatherings breed turbulent spirits, Sybil. Your father takes leading p art; he's a great speaker, and he's in his element in this clamorous and fiery lif e. It doesn't suit me much; I'm
the man in the closet. This convention, as you know, has never been too much to my taste. Their Charter is crude specific to ou r social evil. The spirit that would cure our diseases must be in a deeper and fine mood. So why are you here? Sybil said. Morley shrugged, then said, Easy question. Questions are but ways easy. The fact is that in an active life you can not afford to
improve. I could have wished the movement had gotten a different shape and worked for a different ending; But he didn't do it. But it's still a movement and big on e, and I have to work it for my end and try to shape it in my form. If I refused to be a leader, I shouldn't have stopped the movement; All I had to do was challenge my insignificance. But my father doesn't have those fears;
he is hopeful and elated, said Syb il. And it is certainly a great thing that the people should meet lawfully in Parliament on an open day, and their delegates from all over the area declare their grievances in language that would not be embarrassed by the conquering race that sought in vain to degrade them. When I heard my father talk about os r night, my heart glowed with
emotion; my eyes were suffocated with tears; I was p roud to be his daughter; and I celebrated in the race of ancestors who belonged to the oppressed, not oppressors. Morley observed the deep glow of her eye and the mantling of her radiant che ec, as she spoke these last words not only with animation but also with fervour. Her b right hair, hanging from both sides of her face in
the long tresses of a luscious rich man, was pulled from her forehead which was just a throne of thought and majesty, and hile her rich lip was still trembling with sensibility expressing her blind ionized truth. But your father, Sybil, stands alone, morley answered for a long time; surrounded by votaries who have nothing but the enthusiasm to recommend them; and by emulonic and
intriguing rivals, who look at every word and action, so that they can edit his behavior and ultimately ensure his downfall. My father's fall! Sybil said. Isn't he one of them! And is it possible, that among the delegates of the people can be except for one and the same object? A thousand, Morley said; We already have as many parties as at St Stephen's and tself. You're terrifying me,
Sybil said. I knew we had a terrible chance of fighting. My visit to this town alone has I'm how strong our enemies are. But I believe we had God and Truth on our side. They don't know either of them at the National Convention, Morley said. Our career will be a vulgar caricature of bad passions and low intrigue, ion facts and the failures of our oppressors. At this point Gerard and
Hatton sitting in a remote part of the room stood up together and advanced forward; and that movement was interrupted by conversat ion Sybil and Morley. Before her father and his new friend could hear them again, Hatton seemed to find a point where he wasn't explicit enough, came to mind, stopped and put her hand on Gerard's hand, pulling him back again, speaking in a
voice that could only be heard by an individual he adds was ressed. You understand -- I don't have the slightest doubt about your moral equipment ht: I believe on every principle of justice, that Mowbray Castle is as much yours as the house being built by a tenant on Lord's Land: but can we prove it? We never had any legal evidence. You are mistaken in adding that these pa pers
were of any vital consequence; only memoranda; very useful without a doubt: I hope to find them; but without validity. If money was the only difficulty, believe me, it should not be wanting; I owe a great debt to the memory of your father, my good Gerard; I'd serve you and your daughter. I'm not going to tell you what I'd do for you, my good Gerard. You'd think I was foolish; But I'm
alone in the world, and I see you again, and I'm talking about old times. Go, however, I must; I have a meeting in the House of Lords. so long. I have to say goodbye to Lady Sybil. Book 4 Chapter 10 You can't have that table, sir, he's engaged, said a waiter at Athenaeum to a club member who seemed unsuished for the kind of appropriation that in the form of an inverted plate
should have alerted him to the prestigious pre mises. She's always engaged, she's a grumpy member. Who took it? Mr Hatton, sir. And indeed, at this point, around eight o'clock on the same day as the meeting detailed in the last chapter, a very handy gift to Brougham with a beautiful horse stopped in Waterloo Place before the port of the Athenaeum Club-house ico club, from
which the equipping of a pro sperous persona by Baptist Hatton immediately emerged. This club was Hatton's only relaxation. He never entered society; and now hi habits are so formed, the effort would be painful; although with a first-month reputation in his calling and should have been rich, the openings were numerous for a familiar relationship with that middle-aged, nameless
gentlemen of light circumstances who haunt clubs and dine much in each other's houses and rooms; men who travel a little regularly, and regularly gossip a lot; who lead a kind of facile, slipshod existence, doing nothing, and yet we were powerfully interested in what do; great critics of small things; abundant in smaller luxuries and prone to respectable practice decode disaround;
peer ing through the club window as if discovering a planet; and usually very excited about things they don't care about, and people who've never heard of them. All this was not in Hatton's way, which was free of all pretensions, and which of its difficult habits of historical research gained respect only for what was authentic. These nonentities flew by about him, and he shrank from
an existing ence that seemed to him suddenly bored and trifling. He had several literary acquain tances that he made at the Antiquarian Society, of which he was a distinguis hed member; The vice-president of that body introduced him to Athenaeum. I was the first and only club Hatton ever belonged to, and I loved it. He loved the glow and the light and the bustle of the great
establishment. Th ey saved him from that melancholy that after a day of action ruined ene rgetic celibacy. Luxury dinner without problems, suited him after his exhaus tion; Sipping his claret, he twirled his plans. Above all, he enjoyed the m agnificent library, and may never have been happier, than when after a stimulating repetition he interrupted up the stairs and buried himself in a
light chair with Dugdale or Selden, or an erudite debate about confiscation or abeyance. However, Hatton was not in such a mood. He came exhausted and excited; ea t fast and quite voracious; a pint of champagne shipped; and then invited a bottle of Lafitte. His desk wiped out; The devil's biscuit placed before hi m, a cold bottle and a fresh glass, indulged in this reverie, which
has combined the tumulus of his feelings and physical demands of existence so far to prevent. A strange day, he thought, as with abstract air filled his glass, and sipping wine, leant back in his chair. Walter Gerard's son! Chartist delegate! Best blood in England! Which I wouldn't be if it was mine. Those hellish papers! They made my fortune - and yet, I don't know what it's like, the
deed cost me a lot of pang. Still, it seemed harmless! old man dead - insolv ent; starvation; his son ignorant of everything, to which they can also be neither, because it required thousands to do them, and even with thousands they could work alone. If I hadn't done that, I should have eras of this probably been swept off the surface of the earth, worn down with penury, disease, and
heart-a che. And now I'm Baptist Hatton with a fortune big enough to buy Sam Mowbr ay, and with the knowledge that can make the proudest tremble. And for what object all this wealth and power? What memory will I leave? What family should I start? He is not a relative in the world, except for a lonely barbarian, from whom, many years ago, I visited him as a stranger whom I
had recoiled from inordinate contempt. Ah! that I am a child - a child The beautiful daughter of Gerard! And here mechanical Hatton filled his glass, and quaffed suddenly bumper. And I deprived her of the principality! This semorphic being whose splendor eve n now haunts my vision; a ring whose silver tone even now lingers in my ear . It must be the mean that could hurt her. I'm
the mist. Let me see - let me ee! And now he seemed wrapped up in the very paradise of some creative vision; He was still sick with the glass, but this time he was just sipping it, as if he was afraid of dispelling the images around him. Let me see -- let me see. I could make her a baroness. Gerard is baron of Va lenca as much as Shrewsbury's Talbot. His name is Sybil. Curious
how, even when pea nts, good blood keeps good old family names! The Valences were ever Sybi IS. I could make a baroness out of her. I do! And I could give it to her wherever I give her my dads. I could compensate for the wide lands that should be hers, and which, according to the arrest, they take away through me. Can I do more? Can I return her to the act she would give
away, rehome a sharp pampering conscience, and realize the secret ambition of my life? What if my son is Lord Valence? Is it too brave? Chartist delegate - peasant daughter. With all the great g beauty I've witnessed, with all the amazing gifts their friend Morle y has so despaired of,-- would you have shrunk from me? I'm not a Richard supported by thieves. There's a lot I could
say: I feel like I could plausibly encourage that. She must be very miserable. With that kind of form, such high ideas, such thoughts of power and pomp as much as I could breathe in it,--I think it's going to melt. And one of your faiths! Rebuild a large Catholic house; old blood, and old names, and old faiths,-- only St Mary's is a magnificent vision! Book 4 Chapter 11 On the evening
of the day Egremont met Sybil at Westminste r Abbey, and afterwards parted ways with her under circumstances so disturbing, Coun tess of Marney held a grand assembly at the family villa in St James's Square, which Lord Marney intended to let into a new club, and himself and his fa mily that they took refuge for a short season at the hotel. But he drove so hard cheaply that
before the lease was signed, the new club, which mostly consisted of an ingenious individual who created himself a secretary, was gone. Then it was agreed that the family villa should be inhabited for the season by the family; and at night Arabella was receiving all this great world whose h. We come to you as soon as possible my dear Arabella, Lady Deloraine told her daughter-
in-law. You're always so good! Have you seen Charles? I was hoping she'd have a com e, Lady Marney added in a somewhat mournful tone. He's in the House: otherwise I'm sure he'd be here, Lady Del Oraine said, glad she had such good reason to stay away, which is under any distractions I knew it was going to happen. I'm afraid you'll be sad in the mail for beaus tonight, my
love. We had dinner at the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine's, and all our cavaliers disappeared. They're talking about the Earl Y division. I really wish all these divisions were over, Lady Marney said. They're very antisocial. Ah! This is Lady de Mowbray. Alfred Mountchesney hovered around Lady Joan Fitz-Warena, who was pleased with the e piety of the Cupid of May Fair. He uttered the
unthinkable nothing, and she answered him incomprehensibly. Her learned profundity and his va pid lightness effectively contrast. He occasionally caught her eye and conveyed to her the anguish of his soul in terms of smug softness. Lady St Julians leaning on the arm of the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine stopped kicking Lady Joan out. Lady St Julians was determined that heiress
Mowbray Shoua would marry one of her sons. She watched, then, with the restless eye of all those wh about trying to monopolize Lady Joan's attention, and contrived constantly into the terpheres with her manoeuvres. In the midst of a wonderful conversation she had ended up in order to get closer to the crisis, Lady St Julians was sure to thrive, and hinder the breadth of some
gentle attraction to Lady Joan, whom she called her dearest child and sweetest love, until she even endeared herself to noticing the unfortunate cavalier she so had because he was unharmed. My sweet child! Said Lady St Julians Lady Joan, you have no idea how unonouthed Frederick is tonight, but he can't leave the House, and I'm afraid it's going to be a late affair. Lady Joan
seemed to be the absence or presence of Frederick for her to be a matter of great indifference, and then added: I don't think the division is as imporn as is generally imagined. Defeat on the issue of colonial government d eza does not seem to me enough weight to dissolve the cabinet. Any defeat will do so now, Lady St Julians said, but to tell you the truth I'm not exactly
sanguine. Lady Deloraine says she will kill her: she says that because cals will leave them; But I'm not so sure. Why would the radicals abandon them? And what did we do for the radicals? That we truly anticipated this Jamaican bu siness, and asked some of them to dinner, or gave a ball or two to their wives and daughters! I'm sure I had the slightest idea that we had such a good
chanc e coming, I shouldn't have shouldn't have worked that I did something; even if h ave called his wives. But you are so a capital partisan, Lady St Julians, said the Duke of Fitz-Aq uitaine, who with the viceroy of Ireland deftly hung before his eyes for the past two years, became a thorough Conservative and had almost as much confidence in Sir Robert as in Lord Stanley. I
made a lot of sacrifices, Lady St Julians said. I went once and stayed with Lady Jenny Spinner for a week to get her losing her son and his eighty thousand a year, and Lord St Julians proposed to him at White's; and then All whig has made it peer! They certainly make more of their social influences than we d d about. That affair with Mr. Trenchard was a blow. Having lost my voice
at such a critical time, when I had only a distant idea of what was going through his mind , I would even ask him in Barrowley for a few days. A foreign distinguishing diplomat pinned Lord Marney down and deftly pumped him about the likely future. But is the pear ripe?, the diplomat said. The pear is ripe if we have the courage to rip it out, Lord Marney said; but our fe llows don't
have the guts. But do you think the Duke of Wellington-- and here the diplomat stopped d and looked in Lord Marney's face, as if to convey something he w ould dare not express. Here he is, Said Lord Marney, who will answer the question himself. Lord Deloraine and Mr Ormsby passed; The diplomat addressed them: You were not in the Chamber? No, said Lord Deloraine; But I
hear there's hot work to be done. It'll be too late. Do you --,, the diplomat said, and he looked at Lord Del Oraine's face. I think in the long run everything will have its end, Lord Deloraine said. Ah! said the diplomatist. Bah! Said Lord Deloraine as he left with Mr. Ormsby. I remember that fe llow - some kind of ambiguous fastening? in Paris, when we were there with Monmouth at
peace: and now he's a quasi ambassador, and with a ribbon and a star in chi n. The only stars I have, Mr. Ormsby said demurely, are four stars in India. Lady Firebrace and Lady Maud Fitz-Warene have been announced: they have just come from the Commons; a lady and a lady full of political enthusiasm. Lady Firebrace gav e critical reports and disseminated many contradictory
assessments of results; Lady Maud spoke only of Lord Milford's speech, which from the elaborate noise she made about it, should be an e-evening speech; on the contrary, it lasted only a few minutes and in a thin house it was almost insutiable; but then, as Lady Maud added, it was in such a good t aste! Alfred Mountchesney and Lady Joan Fitz-Warene passed Lady Marney
speaking to Lord Deloraine. Do you think, Lady Marney said, that Mr. Mountchesney will take the prize? Lord Deloraine shook his head. These big hejresses can never make your mi nds. The bitter decline grows in all their respect. And yet, lady marney said, I would immediately marry my money as well as my face. Shortly thereafter, there was a shuffle in the salons; murmur, the
surrender of many of Mr entlemen: among others Lord Valentine, Lord Milford, Mr Egerton, Mr Berners, Lor d Fitz-Heron, Mr Jermyn. The house was upstairs; the great Jamajn ward was ceded by Announ; The radicals threw power, which went to most of the only five, but intimized their sense of unequivocal feeling of the House in relation to them. It was known that The
government will resi gn. Lady Deloraine, prepared for the big score, was calm: Lady St Julians, who didn't see it coming, was in the wild flutter of distracted triumph. The vague but d-read sensation came over her amid her joy at Lady Deloraine being with her; in combination with the new Minister; perha ps has even been advertised by the Court. At the same time that in this
disturbing vision gr eats the palace offices that she has attached to herself and her husband who have been doding her; claims and hopes and interests of her various chil drain haunts her confused consciousness. What if Charles Egremont gets the spot she projected for Frederick or Augustus? What if Lord Marney becomes master of the horse? Or did Lord Deloraine go to
Ireland again? In her nervous excitement, she attributed all these disasters; She confiscated the Duke or der that Lady Deloraine might not get his ear, and decided to return home as soon as possible, so that she could write without a moment's loss of time to S ir Robert. They will hardly come out without listing some peers, Sir Vavasour Firebrace told Mr Jermyn. Why did they do
enough? Hem! I know Tubbe Swete has a promise, and so does Cockawhoop. I don't think coc kawhoop could show up again at Boodle without the coronate. I don't see why these guys should go out, Mr. Ormsby said. What does that mean do ministers have a majority of five, or ten or twenty? In my day, the real majority was a third of the House. That was Lord Liverpool's
majority. Lo rd Monmouth used to say there are 10 families in this country who, if I can only agree, can always share the government. Ah! Those were good about ld time! Back then, we never interrupted discussions; but hours out like Gentlemen wh o has been used his whole life to be all night and then supped up at Watier's after that. Ah! my dear Ormsby, said Mr Berners, not to
mention Watier's; you make my mou th water. Will you stand up for Birmingham, Ormsby, if there's a breakup? said Lord F itz-Heron. They asked me, Mr. Ormsby said; But the Lower House is not the Lower House of my time and I don't want to re-enter it. If I had a taste for b usiness, I might be a member of marylebone vests. All I repeat, Lord Marney told his mother, as he rose
from the sofa where he had been for some time talking to her, that if there was any idea that I wanted Lady Marney to be a lady in waiting, it was a mistake, Lady Deloraine. I want it to be understood. I'm a domestic man, and I want Lady Marney to be lways with me; and what I want for myself. I hope that in the decoration of the old house will consider the domestic character of
each of its members. After everything that's happened, the country expects it. But my dear George, I think it's really premature-- dare I say that; But I recommend you, my dear, to be alive. I heard Lad y Juliani is in the dinner room right now asking the Duke to promise her that her August should be Lord of the Admiralty. She said the Treasury Department wouldn't do it, because
there's no house, and that with the kind of wealth his wife brought him, she couldn't hire a house under a thousand a year. He will not have an admiralty, Lady Deloraine said. She's looking at dresses. Poor woman! Said Lady Deloraine. Is that quite true? Said the grand lady to Mr. Egerton, one of her clients. Quite, he said. I can endure anything but Lady St Julian's view of triumph,
the lady said. I really think that if it's just to ease Her Majesty from such a drift on, they should hold on. And does the household have to change? Mr. Egerton said. Don't look so serious, the whig lady said, smiling with fascination; We're surrounded by the enemy. Will you be home early? Mr. Egerton said. As soon as you want. Very well, we'll talk then. Lady Charlotte heard
something; Nous verrons. Courage; The court is with us, and the country doesn't care about anything. Book 4 Chapter 12 Everything is fine, Mr Tadpole said. They're outside. Lord Melbourne was with the Queen and recommended her Majesty send the Duke, and the Duke praised Her Majesty for sending for Sir Robert. Are you sure? Said Mr. Taper. I tell you that Sir Robert is on
his way to the palace at this time; I saw him so ss, fully clothed. That's too much, Mr. Taper said. What do we do? Said Mr Tadpole. We must not dissolve, Mr. Taper said. We don't have a scream. As much as the other guys cry, Mr. Tadpole said; but no one of course would have thought of disbanding before the next registration. No, no; this is a very managed parliament, they
depend on it. The disgruntled radicals who turned them ot won't bring them. That's what makes us equal. Then we have an import t part to work on, Sneaks, people who are afraid of falling apart. I w iii be tied up we make a good working conservative majority of five and twenty of the sneaks. With treasury patronage, Mr. Taper said; fear and bargaining combined. Impe nding
dissolution, and all the places we turn away our people, we can count on sneaks. Then there are a few religious people who have long wanted an excuse for rats, Mr. Tadpole said. We need to get Sir Robert to make some kind of religious move, and that will be provided by Sir Litany Lax and the young Mr Salem. It will never be necessary to throw away the church commission,
Mr. Taper said. Commissi ons and boards should always be supported. Besides, it will scare the Saints, Mr. Tadpole said. If we could get him to speak at Exeter Hall-- that it's just a slavery meeting-- that would be enough. It's hard, Taper said; he must be promised to nothing -- not even to the right of the search. Yet if we could rise something with good feeling and no principles;
applies only to the past, but with its own by wers touches the present. What do you think of the Wilberforce monument or the Clarkson ommeoration? There's a good deal in that, Mr. Tadpole said. Right now go and keep your fellow human beings in good humor. Whisper nothing that sounds like something. But be di screet; Don't let there be more than half a hundred guys who
believe they'll be under secretaries of state. And be careful about titles. If they push you, wink and press your finger on your lip. I must call here, Mr Tadpole wrote as he stopped outside the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine's house. This gentleman is my special accusation. I've been cooking for him these past three years. I had two texts from him yesterday, and I can't postpone my visit
anymore. Wors t of him is, he expects me to carry him non-official announcement hi with being sent to Ireland, of which he has about as many chances as I am to be governor-general of India. It must be acknowledged that our sometimes critical work , friend Taper; but never mind - what we have to do to individuals Peel must be a nation and therefore we should not complain. The
Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine wanted Ireland and Lord de Mowbray wanted a garter. Lord Marney, who wanted the Buckhounds, was convinced that none of his frien ds had the slightest chance of obtaining his items, but believed he had a very good opportunity to secure his own if he used them for his own purpose, and persuaded them to combine for the common good. So, at his
suggestio n, they all met together with the Duke, and they were in a full conference on the pr esent state of affairs, while Tadpole and Taper were involved in this interesting and teachable conversation about which we snatched the passage. You can rely on that, Lord Marney said, that nothing should be done to delic acy. It's not a treat that rules the House of Lords. What kept us
quiet? Threats; threats used in the most direct way. We are told that if we do not adapt absolutely and without appealing to the will and satisfaction of one individual, the cards will be thrown away. We caved; the game was played and won. It's not at all clear to me that she was won over by these tactics-- bu t got it; And what are we going to do now? In my opinion, it's time to get
the R ID of the dictatorship. The new ruse now for the palace is to convince her Majes ty that Peel is the only man who can govern the House of Lords. Well, then it's time for certain people to understand that the House of Lords will no longer be a tool just for other people. Rely on it boldly in a nited front at this point will be spoken in the wheel. We three make nucl eus; There's
plenty to gather. I wrote to Marisforde; He's pretty mature. Lord Hounslow will be here. The thing is to do; and if we are not firm, the great conservative triumph will end only by securing the best positions at home and at home. for one overpowering family. Who was never heard of in my father's time, the Duke said. Nor in my day, said Lord de Mowbray. Royal and Norman blood
like ours, Lord Marney said, must not be thrown away that way. It was at this very moment that the servant entered with a card, to which the Duke said: It is Tadpole; Are we going to have it? I dare say he's going to tell us something. And regardless of the important character of their conference, the political tentacle curiosity and perhaps some private feeling that none of them
wanted to acknowledge, unanimously made them agree that Mr. Tadpole should be acknowledged. Lord Marney and Lord de Mowbray with the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine, thought Mr T adpole, as he was introduced to the library and his eye, practiced in machinations and prophetic in manoeuvres polled by three nobles. This looks like a busine ss and maybe means mischief. Very
happy to have called! With a sincere smile, he toned them all down. What news from the palace, Tadpole? asked the Duke. Sir Robert is there, Tadpole replied. That's good news, he exclaimed his grace, echoed by Lord de Mowbray, and backed in Lord Marney's p weak lock. Then there was a conversation in which everyone influenced a lot of interest by respecting the Jam Aica
debate; whether the squeals originally intended to resign; whether it was Lord Melbourne or Lord John who insisted on this step; whether, if postponed, they could have spilled over the session; and so on. Tadpole, who was somewhat ea rnest in his conversation, seemed to pin down the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine; Lord Marney who wanted to say the word himself to Lord de Mowbray
deftly pulled that pe rsonage aside on the pretext of looking at the painting. Tadpole, who had the most f act and unsophisticated mien had an eye for every corner of the room, seized the opportunity for which was a long cruise. I don't pretend to be behind the scenes, Duke; but I was given: 'Tadpole, if you happen to see the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine you can say positively Lord
Killcroppy will not be going to Ireland.' A smile of pleasure played over the handsome face of the Duke - immediately sup pressed that could not arouse suspicion; and then with a friendly and very signact ictic nod that was intimate to Tadpole not to dwell on the subject in the present m omento, the Duke with a rather disinterested air again pointed to the discussion in Jamaica, nd
shortly after appealing to some domestic point to his son-in-law. This interrupted the conversation between Lord de Mowbray and Lord Marney. Lord de Mowbray advanci ng was accidentally deliberately welcomed by Mr Tadpole, who seemed eager to push for Lord Marney's ward. Have you heard of Lord Ribbonville? Said Tadpole in a repressed tone. No, no, no, no, What? I can't
live the day outside. How happy Sir Robert is! Two garters to start with! Tadpole has now managed to solve Lord Marney himself; other peers are fa r from ear-shot. I'm not pretending to stand behind My lord, said an honest gentleman in a particularly trusting tone and a look that spoke of a notebook of state secrets; But he told me that by day, 'Tadpole, if you do anything to meet
Lord Marney, you can say that positively Lord Rambrooke will not have Buck herders.' All I want, Lord Marney said, is to see people of character about Her Majesty. T is his home country, and the country expects that no nobleman should take over in a household whose private character is not inexplicable. Now that colleague Ra mbrooke is holding a French woman. You don't
know much about that, but it's a fact. Terrible! Mr. Tadpole said. I have no doubt about that. But he doesn't stand a chance on buck-hounds, you can rely on it. Private character should be the foundation of the new government. Since the Law on Reform, it has been a qualification of much more education by the constituency than public services. We have to go in time, my Lore d. A
cressy middle-class psychiatrist with the horror of French actresses; And Wes leyans - Wesleyans must consider, Lord Marney. I always subscribe to them, his lordship said. Ah! Mr. Spock said. Tadpole mysteriously, I'm glad to hear that. Nothing I heard gave me as much pleasure as those few words. He can hardly joke about such a theme, he added with a sacred beam; But I
think I can say-- nd here broke into a horse's smile -- I think I can say that those subscriptions won't be without their fruit. And with the arc, the honest Tadpole disappeared, with a ying for himself as he left the house, if you were willing to be a conspiracy when I walked into the room, my Lords, you were at least ready to be traitors when I left him. Meanwhile, Lord Marney, in the
best possible humour, told Lord de Mowbray: You're going to White's, are you? If that's the case, take me. I'm sorry, my dear God, but I have a meeting in town. I have to go to the temple and I'm already behind my time. Book 4 Chapter 13 And why did Lord de Mowbray go to the temple? He received a letter the day before when he came home to write a very disagreeable letter
from some lawyers, Apsrisi instructed him that they had received instructions from his client, Mr. Walter Gerard, to begin PR trials against his lordship on a right-to-play solution to his mushrooms Mowbray, Valence, Mowbray Valence, and several others carefully listed in his precise letter - and whose catalogue reads like a f rom Domesday Book. It has been more than 20 years
since the issue was disputed; And that argument left Lord de Mowbray with a notion from which he had sometimes never fully recovered, there were still circumstances of the proceedings that gave him moral, if not legal, conviction that he should no longer be disturbed. And those were the circumstances: Lord de Mowbray, after the death of Father Walter Gerard, found himself in
communication with an agent who developed and followed the request yeoman, and bought for a good round amount documents on which this claim was based, and by which h obviously this claim can only be maintained. The seller of these muniments was Baptist Hatton, and the amount he received for them, allowing him to settle in the metropolis, continue his studies, purch ace
his library and collections, and otherwise give himself that fair field that h brain without capital can rarely command, was actually the basis of his f ortuna. For many years afterwards Lord de Mowbray recognised Hatton in a prosp erous parliamentary agent who often appeared in a House of Lords bar d before benefit committees, and who gradually received unsurpassed tail raids
and employment in cases of peer life. Lord de Mowbray renewed his acquaintance with a man who was successful; bowed to Hatton whenever they met; and finally c onsulted him respecting Baron Valence who was in the old Fitz-War ene and Mowbray family and who was thought of by the present count could pref er some hocus-pocus request through his deceased mother; so
as recently as WA's date as an English count, he might figure out on a roll as a Plantagenet baro n, which during the second century would complete a major mystification of high nobility. His son's death of the deftly baptized Valence had a lighted wave that dammed his fervor in this regard; but there was still enough intimacy and connection between him and Hatton; so before
putting the lette r that he received in the hands of his lawyers he found it desirable to consult his ancient ally. That was the reason Lord de Mowbray was sitting in the same chair in the same library as a few days ago that worthy baronet, Sir Vavasour Firebrace. Mr. Hatton was similarly employed at the same table; his Pers ian cat on his right hand, and his choice of spaniel
reposing on his toasts at his feet. Mr Hatton held his hand to receive a letter addressed to him by Lord de Mowbray h, which he read with great care, weighing as was every word. Singular! as the letter wrote itself, and the ese m who signed it were just his instruments, listening to the spring of the main hand . Very extraordinary! Said Mr Hatton. Didn't he! said Lord de Mowbray.
And your lordship received this yesterday? Yesterday. I didn't waste any time communicating with you. Jubb and Jinks, Mr. Hatton continued, pondering, reviewing the letter's signature. It's a very reputable firm. That makes him weirder, his lordship said. There is, Mr Hatton said. A reputable company would have a hard time embarking on such a procedure without some show
about f pronunciation, Lord de Mowbray said. Hardly, Mr. Hatton said. But what can I have? he called his lordship. What a real thing! Said Mr Hatton. Mr. Walter Gerard without his pedigree is just a flash in the pan; and I defy him to prove anything without the works of '77. he doesn't have it, Lord de Mowbray said. Sure, of course? Said Mr Hatton. Certain. I almost wish I'd burned it
like the whole box. Destroy that work and other muniments, and Count de Mowbray will never b e Baron Valence, Mr Hatton said. But what kind of works are they now? said his lordship. If we produce them, we'll paint this guy's claims. Time will resolve his request, Mr. Hatton said; Yours will ripe. You can wai t. Unfortunately! Since my poor boy's death-- it's become doubly
important. Back up the baron, you'll be descended on by your eldest daughter, who, even if she's married, will keep your name. Your family will live and ennoble. Fitz-Warenes Lords of Valence will not give in to anyone in antiqu ity; And as far as you're concerned, as long as Mowbray Castle belongs to them, the revival of the countpad is surely at the first coronation, or the first
ministry that exists the breadth of the balanced state of the parties. That's a real look at the case, Lord de Mowbray said; And what do you adv is? Stay calm and have nothing to fear. This is just a revival of an old claim, too big to allow to expire from desuetude. Your documents that you say are all secure? Be sure of that. They are at the moment in the muniment room of mowbray
castle's great towe; in the same iron box and in the same closet were depot sited -- When, putting them in your hands, Mr. Hatton said finishing a sentence that may have been unpleasant, I had the utmost pleasure to confirm the righ ts and calm the anguish of one of our ancient houses. I would recommend that you lordship instruct your lawyers to appear on this settlement as a
matter of course. But do not go into details, there is no unnecessary trust with them. They're needl ess. Treat things lightly, especially towards them. You won't hear any more of it. Do you feel confident? Perfect. Walter Gerard doesn't have any papers. Whatever his claim, b e, good or bad, the only evidence that can prove his pedigree is in your possession an ion and the only use
to which he will ever be placed, will be in due course to sit y our grandson in the House of Lords. I'm glad I invited you, said Lord Mowbray. To be sure. Your lordship can talk to me without reservation, and I'm used to being start-ups. It's part of the store; but an old soldier must not be fooled by such deceptions. Obviously feint, you mean? Feint, feint! Feint. Good morning. I'm glad I
called. How's my friend Sir Vavasour going? Oh! I'm finally going to put it down. Well, he's excellent, neighborly, human. I have great respect for Sir Vava sour. Would you like to have dinner with me, Mr Hatton, on Thursday? That would give me and Lady de Mowbray great pleasure. Your Lordship is extremely kind, Mr. Hatton said, bowing with a slight sarcastic smile, but I'm a
hermit. But your friends should see you sometimes, said Lord de Mowbray. Your Lordship is too good, but I'm an ordinary man of work and I know my . I feel like I'm not at home in women's company. So then come to morrow: I'm alone, and I'll ask some people to meet you w hom you know and like,--Sir Vavasour and Lord Shaftesbury and the most learned Fre nchman who is
here - Vicomte de Narbonne, who is very anxious to get your acquaintance. Your name is current, I can tell you in Paris. Your lordship is too good; Another day: I have a big pressure affair in P resent. Well, well; So be it. Good morning, Mr Hatton. Hatton bowed low. The moment the door was closed, rubbing his hands together, he said: I'm in the same box and in the same locker:
the muniment room in the great tower of Mowbray Castle! They exist and I know where they are. I'll have them. Book 4 Chapter 14. Two and even three days have rolled over since Mr Tadpole reported Sir Robert on his way to the palace, and miraculously little has happened. It was known that the cabinet was in formation, and the daily newspaper briefed the public on the daily
visits of certain noble lords and true honourable gentlemen to the new First Minister. But the world of high politics suddenly became so cautious that nothing was leaked. Even the gossip was to blame. Lord Marney did not receive the Buckhounds, although he never left his house for a ride or stay, leaving precise instructions to Captain Grouse about the identical time he should
return home, so his acceptance should not be delayed. Irish WA has not yet been run by the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine, and Count de Mowbray was unsustained. These three distinguished nobles were all anguished - and I ittle fidgetty; but at the same time there was no whisper that Lord Rambroo ke or any other master had received the seat that Lord Marney had claimed to himself;
nor did Lord Killcroppy have a suspicious interview with the main mini-tank, which kept the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine quiet, though not easy; although it was not the stern of the upcoming events that glanced across Lord Ribbonville's empty booth in St George's Chapel, it too made Lord de Mowbray calm, albeit barely joined. Meanwhile, daily and hourly everyone pumped Mr.
Tadpole, who did not find it difficult to maintain his reputation for discretion; because he knew nothing, and began to confuse himself with prolonged silence, took refuge in an oracular mystery and said himself in certain Delphi sentences that ad roitly pleased those who consulted him until they never committed. For a long time , one morning there was a strange whisper in the circle
of the first initiation . Blood was on Lady St. Julians' cheek; Lady Deloraine has faded. Lady Firebrace wrote classified notes with the same pen to Mr. Tadpole and Lor d Masque. Lord Marney called the Duke of Fitz-Akvitaine early in the morning, and there he had already found Lord de Mowbray. The clubs were packed even at noon. Well, there's a mysterious bustle and a terrible
stir. What could it be? What's up It's true, Mr. Egerton told Mr. Berners at Brookes. Is that true? He asked Mr Jermyn Lord Valentine in Canton. I heard it last night at Crockford's, Mr. Ormsby said; you always hear things there four and twenty hours before other places. The world has been busy all morning in question and answer to this reckless question Is that true? Towards dinner
time, it was universally resolved in affirmative, and then the world went out to dinner and determined why it was true and how it was true. And what really happened? What happened was what is commonly referred to as a twitch. Undoubtedly somewhere and somehow came to a halt; twitch in the c instruction of the new cabinet. Who could have thought that? Whig ministers seem
to have resigned, but somehow or another has not completely and completely gone about ut. What constitutional dilemma? The houses obviously have to meet, turn to t hrone and call off his stubborn advisers. Clearly the right direction, and part y feeling ran so high, it was not impossible to do anything. In any case, it was a capital opportunity for the House of Lords to muster the
courage to take what is called, in high political jargon, initiative. Lord Marney at Mr Tadpole's suggestion was prepared for this; like the Duke of Fitz-Akvitaine, and almost Count de Mowbray. But then when everything seemed ripe and ready, and the likelihood arose that Independence of the House of Lords would once again be a favourite toast to pre-emptive dinners, the
strangest rumour in the world arose, which cast such cryi cues at these great constitutional movements in the fifth, that even with buckho unds in the distance and Tadpole on his elbow, Lord Marney hesitated. It seemed, although, of course, no one could for a moment credit, that these misguided, rebellious ministers who wouldn't go out, carried - slingsudy! And the great Jamajn
debate that had been cooked for so long, and the anguished expanse was elated, yet almost desperate, by the defection of the independent radical part, d a much-dressed visit to the palace that was dear to tadpole's heart-did they all end up in it? Is conservatism, that powerful mystery of the ninety-eenth century -- is it after all to be brainwashed by the fans! Since the Farce of the
Invincibles nothing has ever been so funny succes sful. Lady Deloraine consoled herself for the Bedchamber Plot by declaring that Lady St Julians was indirectly the cause of it, and had it not been for the ant's icipation of her official entry into the royal flats the woul conspiracy would have been no more real than the plot in the bathtub to eat or any of the many imaginary ary
machinations that still haunt the page of history. , and occasionally flit abo ut prejudices the memory of the people. Lady St Julians on the contrary wrung her h is over the unfortunate fate of her beleathed monarch, deprived of her faithful presence and bound to put up a society of people about whom she knew nothing and who called themselves friends of their youth. Ministers who
missed out, especially those who received their meetings, looked like all of me when they jilted - uncomfortable and affecting unpleasant ease; it's as if they know something that, if they tell them, will free them from supreme ridicule of their situation, but which, as people of delicacy and honor, refrained from disclosure. All those who were in fluttering hopes, however weak, from
receiving the charm, took courage now that the occasion had passed, and blurred loudly with their cruel and undeniable deprivation. The Constitution was wounded in their persons. About 50 gentlemen who were not appointed under secretaries of state have reassessed over the martyrdom of young ambitions. Peel should have taken office, Lord Marney said. What are women for
us? Peel was to take office, said the Duke of Fitz-Aquitaine. He should have remembered how much he owed Ireland. Peel should have taken office, Lord de Mowbray said. The garter will now become an ordinary party badge. It may be permissible for the impartial pen that accompanies these memoirs of our time to agree, albeit for another reason, with these distinguished
followers of Sir Robert Peel. One might think that, under all circumstances, he should have in 1839. In the high heat of the parliamentary faction that prevailed from 1831 to 1845, The Hague-dominated group was the only country in the country with a majority of 1,000. The youthful princess on the throne, whose appearance tosses the imagination, and to whom her people were
generally inclined to attribute the som ething of that decision of character that becomes to those born to command, offers a d favorable opportunity to restore the exercise of that royal authority, the usurpation whose functions implied the people of England so summed up and so much degradation. It was regrettable that the one who, if any, needed h ave occupied the proud and
national position of Tory party leader, e head of the people and champion of the throne, should have started his career as a minister under Victoria unassaided contrary to the personal wise hes of the Queen. The reaction of public opinion, appalled by years of parlia mentare turmoil and the incoherence of party legislation, a balanced state in the kingdom of the political parties
itself, the personal character of bridging ign - these were all causes that intimized that the movement in favor of a too-rich ive was at hand. The leader of the Tory party should have justified his natural position and used a gracious occasion: he missed it; and as the e-occasion was inevitable, the whining enjoyed its appearance. And so England wi for the first time an important
anomaly of the oligarchic or Venetia n party, which in the old days destroyed the free monarchy of England, retai ning power only in favor of the Court. But we forget, Sir Robert Peel is not the leader of the Tory party: the party has resisted the dilapidated mystification that has transformed direct taxation by the Crown into indirect taxation by the Commoners; who denounced the
system that stifled industry to protect assets; the party that ruled the Irish whi ch scheme reconciled both churches and a series of parlames that counted among them masters and commoners of both religions; who at all times maintained the t-erritorial constitution of England as the sole basis and certainty for the local gove rnment, and who nevertheless once laid on the table of
the Lower House of Congress the commercial tariff negotiated in Utrecht, which is most rational as the statesmen devised on the eve of r; the party that prevented the Church from being a salried agent of the state, and through many struggles supported the parohian polity of the land that provides every worker with a home. In parliamentary terms, this large party ceased to exist;
but I will belie ve it still lives in thought and sentiment and dedicated memory of the English nation. It comes from great principles and noble instincts; sy mpathises with low, it looks up to the most high; he can count his heroes and martyrs; They met on her behalf a robbery, a proscription. and death. N or when he finally gave in to the iron progress of oligarchic supremacy, he was
also a ts disaster of friction. His ingenuity is confirmed by golden sentences and witty fervent arguments of the impassable logic of St John; and breathed into the intrepi d eloquence and patriotic soul of William Wyndham. Even now he is not dead, but etc. eepeth; and in an age of political materialism, confused purposes and confusing ed intelligence, which tends only to wealth
because it has no faith in any other sum, such as people rifleing cargo on the edge of a shipwreck, Toryism will still r ise from the tomb over which Bolingbroke shed his last tear, restore the skilled gth to the Crown, freedom to the subject, and declare that power has only in e duties - to provide the welfare of the people. Book 4 Chapter 15 During a week of political agitation that
was interrupted with ungrateful cata strophe bedchamber plots, Sybil remained calm, and would have been ska rcely aware of what was disturbing so many true honorable hearts, had it not been for any accidental notification of their transactions by her father and his fr. For chartists, there was indeed no great moment for chartists, except that dissolution and cabinet formation could
delay the president of the National Petition. They have long ceased to distinguish between the two parties that are then and now fighting for power. And they were tight. Between The noble Lord who comes out and a true honorable gentleman who comes in, wh era is a recognizable principle? Shady differences can be simulated in an opposing ition, serve a cry and stimulate
hustings: but the mask is not even worn in Downing Street: and the conscientious Conservative seeks in the pigeonholes of the whig bureau for measures against which for ten years the oracy of approving nods has been sprinkled, the general wailing of the whig bureau for measures against which it has been sprinkled for ten years with the oracy of approving nods, the general
whiff of the wildening al hands. Once it was different; once the people recognized a party in a state whose penances identified them with the rights and privileges of the crowd: but whe n found the country's parohic constitution sacrificed without swagger, and an indecent attack on all local influences to establish verefully organized centralization, a blow striked the influence of
priests and gentlemen, the ancient champions of nations against arbitrary cou rts and rapacious parlamens , from which you will find that it does not require ord inary courage and wisdom to recover. An unexpected interruption of the events of May 1839. She undoubtedly had a tendency to animatise their efforts and gave a bolder tone to their future plans and movements. They
are encouraged to try to fall off the f eeble administration. From this moment on, Gerard became engrossed in affairs; its credibility has increased greatly; And he was so busy that Sybil saw less and less of her father. It was the morning after the day hatton first and in a draw visited Smith Square, some of the delegates who caught the whigs resignation rumors invited Gerard, and
he was an eft house in their company shortly afterwards; And Sybil was alone. Strange incidents the previous day swirled in her mind, while her eye wandered vaguely over her book. The presence of this Hatton who so often and in such different scenes occupied their conversation; the reappearance of this stranger, whose inexperienced ed entry into their small world had
eighteen months ago so often borrowed intere st and the satisfaction of their life - these were materials for pensive sentiment. Mr. F Ranklin left some gracious memories with Sybil; the natural legacy of such a refined, intelligent and gentle one, whose temper never stretched, and who so sincerely enjoyed his company. Mowedale rose before her in all the golden beauty of the
autumn hour; their wild rambles and heartfelt greetings and serious conversation, when her father returned from his daily duties and his eye ki ndled with delight as the accustomed knock announced the arrival of his almost daily companion. in spite of the excitement of the fleeting moment, his high hopes and glorious aspirations, and visions of greatness and power, Sybil's eye
was dimmed with emotion as she recalled that innocent and peaceful dream. Her father heard from Franklin after his departure multiple times; but his ethers, though abundant in sincere expressions of deep interest in the welfare of Gerard and his daughter, were limited to some extent: some kind of reserve sees honey enveloping him; they never learned anything about his life and
duties: he seemed d sometimes while meditating on leaving his country. There was something mysterious and unsatisfying about him. Morley was of the opinion that he was a spy; Gerard, less suspicious, eventually concluded that his creditors were sedate him, and when he was probably hiding from them in Mowedale. And now the mystery has been disbanded. And what an
explanation! Norman, the nobleman, the oppressor of the people, the looting of the church-- all the carp rs and the capacities that Sybil bred to watch with fear and aversio n, and to recognize as the authors of the degradation of their race. Sybil sighed: the door opened and Egremont stood in front of her. Blood rose on h er cheek, her heart trembled; for the first time in his
presence, she felt bitter and constrained. On the contrary, its importance has been gathered; serious d pale. I'm an intruder, he said advancing, but I want to talk to you a lot, and he was sitting near her. There was a break right now. You seemed to treat yesterday with contempt, Egremont continued in accents less viable, a belief that sympathy is independent of mere misfortunes
of position. Excuse me, Sybil, even you're prejudiced. He paused. I should be sorry to treat everything you said with contempt, replied Sybil in a su bdued tone. Many things happened yesterday, she added, which could be offered as some excuse for an unguarded word. Would that be unguarded! said Egremont in the voice of melancholy. I c ould have endured with less repining.
No, Sybil, I knew you, I was fortunate and sad to know you too well to doubt beliefs about your mind, or to believe that they could be removed lightly, and yet I would try to remove them. You think of me as an enemy, as a natural enemy, because I was born among the privileged. I'm a man, Sybil, as well as a noble one. He's pau sed again; She looked down, but she didn't talk.
And can I not feel for men, neighbors, whatever theirs may be? I know you'll deny it; but you're delusional, Sybil; You formed your opinion on the parade on, not on the experience. The world that exists is not the world you read about; a class that calls itself its superior is not the same class as it ruled at the time of your fathers. There's a change in them as in all other things, and I'm
participating in that change. I shared it before I knew you, Sybil; and if that's what breathed me in. At least believe it doesn't affect me any less now. If there's a change, Sybil said, it's because to some extent People have learned their strength. Ah! throw out of your mind that misguided fantasy, Egremont said. Peopl e are not strong; The people can never be strong. Their attempts
at self-vincec tion will only end in their suffering and confusion. It is civilization that has influenced this change. It is this increased knowledge of them that teaches the educated their social duties. There are days in the history of this nation that those who are on mountain peaks can still recognize only by HAPS. You think you're in the dark, and I see the dawn. The new gene eration
of the aristocracy of England is not a tyrant, not oppressors, Sybil, as you persevere in belief. Their intelligence, better than that, their hearts are open to the responsibility of their position. But the work ahead is not a holiday deal. It is not superficial impulse fever that can remove the deeply fixed barriers of centuries of ignorance and crime. Enough for their jampathies to wake up;
time and thought will bring the rest. They are natur al leaders of the people, Sybil; Believe me, they're the only ones. The leaders of the people are the ones the people trust, Sybil said rather aughtily. And who could betray them, Egremont said. Betray them! exclamed Sybil. And can you believe that my father-- no, no; you can feel, Sybil, though I can't express how much I honor
my fa ther. But he stands alone in the aloneness and purity of his heart. Who surroun d? Those also chosen by the people; and from a similar trust in their lyrical tues and abilities. They are a Senate supported by the sympathies of millions, the wit h only one object in terms of - the emancipation of their race. It's a sublime spect acle, these Labor delegates advocating a sacred
cause in a way that we ght to embarrass their haughty factions. What can resist the demonstrations of such a true nation al! Which can withstand the superiority of his moral power! Her eye came across Egremont's view. That eyebrow full of thought and majesty was fi xed on his. He came across that face as bright as a seraf's; and dark eyes that work with the inspiration of
martyrs. Egremont rose, moving slowly toward the window, watching in abstraction for a few moments on a small garden with his damp lawn that no foot had ever stepped on, his mutilated statue and its moustalic frescoes. What silence; How deep! What a prospec t: how a drear! Suddenly he turned around and progressed at a faster pace: Sybil was hurting. Her head was averted,
and leaning against her left hand looked lost and n reverie. Egremont dropped to his knee and gently taking her hand pressed her to her lips. She began, looking in circles, upset, upset, as he breathed trembling accents, let me express my adoration to you! Ah! not now for the first time, but forever; Of The moment I first saw yo in the starry arch of Marney was your spirit ruled by
my being and softened all y spring of my affections. I followed you to your home, and lived for a while in a quiet adoration of your nature. When I came last morning to c ottage, it was to say, and ask, everything. Since then, for a moment, your image has never been left out of my consciousness; Your image dedicates my hearth and your approval has been the impetus of my
career. Don't throw away my love; It's as deep as your nature, and as ardent as mine. Banish those prejudices that are embitte red your existence, and if you persisted in May withered mine. Endead to keep this ha nd! If I am a nobleman, I do not have any of the misfortunes of nobility: I cannot offer you wealth, splendor or power; but I can offer you the loyalty of the entry b eing--
the aspirations you will lead -- the ambition with which you will govern! These words are mystical and wild, Sybil said in stunned air; come to the pon me with spasmodly suddenness. And she paused for a moment, gathering how it was her mind with an expression of almost pain on her count. These life changes are so weird and fast that I feel like I can barely get to know them.
You are Lord Marney's brother; It was, but yesterday, just yesterday, I learned that. I thought I lost your friendship then, and now you're talking about. Love for me! Keep your hand and share your life and wealth! Forget what I am. But even though I only learned yesterday what you are, I'm not going to be so sloppy. Once you wrote on the page you were a loyal friend of mine: and I
often thought about that line with kindness. I will be a faithful friend to you; I'll remember you. At least I won't bring you shame and degradation. A! Sybil, the beloved, beautiful Sybil, not-so-bitter words; No, no, no, There's no bitterness for you! it would really be rough, and she covered her han d with her streaming eyes. Why is this? after a pause and with the effort she exclaimed.
Syndicate to be a tween child and brother of a nobleman and daughter of the people! Alienation from your family, and for a reason, their hopes dashed, their pride bitter; alienation from your order, and their sense of judgment, all their prejudices offended. You will lose every source of mundane content and discard every spring social succ ess. Society for you will become a great
confederacy to deprive you of self-c omplacency. And rightly so. Aren't you going to be a traitor? No, no, kind fr iend, that's what I'm going to call you for. Your opinion of me, too good and too great as I feel, touches me deeply. I am not used to such passages in my life; I read about suc h. I'm sorry, feel for me if I take them in with any disorder. They sound like they're for the first
time and for last. Maybe they should never have got to my ear. Regardless of now, I have a life of repentance ahead of me, and I believe I will be pardoned. And she cried. You really punished me for the fatal birth, if it deprives me of you. Not so, she added weeping; I will never be the bride of the earth; and but for not whose claims to me are irresistible, I needed eras of this fo
rgotten of my hereditary sorrow in the cloister. All the while, Egremont kept her hand, which she didn't try to wittily redraw. He bent his head over her as she spoke, she was moved by his tears. At some points there was silence; Then looking up and stifled voice Eg overhaul made another effort to encourage Sybil to consider his suit. He fights against he r attitudes about the
importance to him of the sympathy of his family and socie ty; detailed his hopes and plans for their future well-being; he dwelled wi th passionate eloquence on his bountiful love. But with festive sweetness, and how gentle inflexible it was, tears running down her beautiful cheek, and pressing his hand into both of hers, she overpowered and put aside all his effort with. Believe me,
she said, the bay is impassable. END OF BOOK FOUR Book V Book 5 Chapter 1 Terrible News from Birmingham, said Mr Egerton in Brookes. They massacr ed the police, beat the army, and sacked the city. The news just came in. I knew that these two hours, said the gray-haired gentleman, telling sou t taking his eyes off the paper. Now sit the cabinet. Well, I've always said
that, Mr. Egerton said, our boys should have put it down at the Convention. It's deuced happy, mr. Berners said, that the bedchamber deal is done, that we're fine. This affair in the middle of a Jamajn twitch would be fatal for us. These chart players are clearly acting on the system, Mr. Egerton said. You can see that we are perfectly silent until the national petition is presented and
debated; and now, almost simultaneously with our refusal to consider their petition, we have no ws of this epidemic. I hope it doesn't spread, said the gray-haired gentleman. There are not enough oops in the country if there is something like a general movement. I hear they sent guards on a special train, and another hundred and a half more ice. London is not too garrison. They
are always ready to rebel in Birmingham, said a peer from Warwickshire. Tra de is very bad there and they suffer a good job. But I don't think you'd go any further. I'm told, the gray-headed gentleman said, that business is giving way in all counties. It might be better, Mr. Egerton said, but they've got work to do. Here came a few ge ntlemen, wondering if the evening papers were in
and what the n ews from Birmingham were. I was told, one of them said, that the police were regularly broken up. Is it true that the army was really beaten? Quite untrue: the fact is that there were no proper preparations; the city was surprised, the judges lost their heads; people were masters of p lace; and when the police responded, they were greeted. a triumphant population,



who would have fled before them. They say they burned above forty houses. That's a bad thing -- this beating of the police, the grey-headed gentleman said. But what's the current state of affairs? Asked Mr Berners. Are the rioters sleepy? Not in the slightest, Mr. Egerton said, as I hear. They are camped in Bull R ing amid smoking rubble, and breathe nothing but desolation. Well, I
voted to take into account the National Petition, Mr. Ber ners said. It couldn't hurt us, and it would keep quiet about it. Like every man on our side, said Mr. Egerton, who was off duty or wanted to be. Well, Heaven knows what might be next. The charter could one day be just as popular with this club as the Reform Act. The strangest thing about that debate, Mr. Berners said, was
Egremont's move. I saw Marney last night at Lady St Julians, Mr. Egerton said, and congratulated him on his brother's speech. He looked like daggers, and he grinning like a demon. It was a very remarkable speech -- Egremontov, the grey-headed gentle man said. I think he's going to get radical, said a peer from Warwickshire. Why was the whole speech against radicalism, Mr.
Egerton said. Ah, then it'll turn whig, I guess. He's ultra anti-whig, Egerton said. So what's that deuce? Said Mr. Berners. He's not a conservative for sure, because Lady St Julians does nothing but abuse him. I'm guessing it's a doped, suggested a nobleman from Warwickshire. That speech at Egremont was the most democratic speech I've ever read, said the gray-haired
gentleman. How was it listened to? Oh in the UK, said Mr Egerton. He very rarely spoke before and always etc. ightly though well. They listened to him with care; he's never been better h ouse. I should say he made a big impression, even though no one knew exactly what he was like after. What does he mean by obtaining the results of a charter without the intervent ion of his
machinery? asked Lord Loraine, a mild-cut, middle-aged, lying-down, lan guid man, who had gone through his life crossing from Brookes to Boodle's and from Boo dle's to Brookes's, and testing the comparative intelligence of these two celebra ted bodies; I am gifted without the ordinary abilities cultivated without ordinarian y care, but a victim of sauntering, his sultana queen, as it
was, according to Lord Halifax, another Charles Stuart. He spoke with an exoteric vein, said the gray-haired gentleman, and I arresting him was not very safe for his audience; but I took it to think, indeed I t is the essence of the speech, that if you wanted time to retain your political power, you could only influence your purpose by providing for the people of the greats r social
felicity. Well, it's radicalism itself, said a peer from Warwickshire; pretending that people can be better off than they are, is radicalism and nothing else. I'm afraid, if that's radicalism, Lord Loraine, we all have to take a leaf out of the same book. Sloane was speaking at Boodle's right now that he was looking forward to the winter in his country with horror. And they don't have a
manufacturer there, Mr. Egerton said. Sloane has always been a croaker, said a peer from Warwickshire. He always said that N ew Bad Law would not work, and there is no part of the country where it works as well as his own. They say boodle should see an increase in the army, Lord Loraine said , ten thousand people immediately; That's what the cabinet decided this afternoon.
It could hardly have run out by this point, said the gray-haired gentleman. The cabinet sat less than an hour ago. They had a good watch, Lord Loraine said, long enough for their decisions to be known on St James's Street. In the good old days, George Farnl ey always walked from Downing Street to this place at the moment the council stood up and told us everything. Ah! those
were the good old gentlemanly times, Mr Berners said, when the MEMBE of the RS Parliament had no one to satisfy and state ministers had nothing to do. The Birmingham riots took place two months after events that closed our volume. This period, as regards the obvious movements of kegramists, was recast, passed in preparations for the presentation and discussion of the
National Petition t he, which the parliamentary interference of the spring of that year has so far stalled and prevented. The petition was eventually by car to Westminster on a triumphant car accompanied by all convention delegates in the solemn procession. It was necessary to build a machine in order to introduce in the House of Commons the vast majority of parchment signed by
one and a half million people and thus supported, its immense form remained on the floor of the House during the debate. The House, after a debate that was, as the people did not consider, commensurate with the importance of the occasion, decided to reject the prayer of the petition, and from that moment on the party to the Convention that advocated resorting to physical force
to obtain the purpose of the eir, was on the rise. The national petition and the belief that Alt Hough's items will not be obtained at this time, yet that solemn and prol onged discussion of his prayer will at least hold up to working-class ho pe that their rights may from that date rank among the recognized cases of f parliamentary debate and ultimately by force of debate to be
recognized ed, as well as other rights of other parts of the people who were once equally contested , they had b een means by which the party to the Convention which in all occasions supported the superiority of moral power was able to contain the energetic and reckless minity, which rejected from the first all other methods except terror and violence as the e-efficiency of their
region. The hopes of all, the vanity of many, were frustrated and shocked to find The efforts and expenditures of the long months were not nly unsuccessful, but they did not attract as many assemblies or arouse as much interest, as a mere party fight at some petty point of factual interest forgotten as soon as they fought. The attention of the working class was called upon by their
leaders to contrast between the interest encountered by Jamaica's endangered constitution, the tiny and exhausted colony, and the demands for the same constitutional rights of England's working millions. In the first instance, no member was absent from his post; indeed, people were brought from distant capitals to participate in the fight and to decide that; e discussion lasted for
days, almost weeks; not the public man of light and leadin g in the country withheld the expression of his opinion; this included the fate of governments; Cabinets were demolished and reconstructed in gusts of d tumult conflict, and for the first time for a long period of sovereign personally intertwined in public transactions with character significance, wh ich made working class
almost believe that the privileged had finally foun d masters, and the unsullied returned their natural chief. The middle pozitio n that the Saxon crowd occupied as it differed from the jamaican planters sank deep into their hearts. From that moment all hope of relief from demons who renounced high moral behavior in their millions disappeared, and an exhibition of this well-regulated
order of public life that would intimate their capacity to posse ssion and fulfill public rights. The Party of Violence, a small minority as is usually the case, but consisting of men of a determined character, triumphed; and the birmingham epidemic was the first consequence of those rec kless councils that were destined over the coming years to cause the working classes of this
country so much suffering and disaster. It was around this time, balm on the morning of July, that Sybil, tempted by the soft sun, and longing for a view of flowers and lawn and the spread of win ding water, went ahead from his gloomy abode to those beautiful gardens that flourish in that once melancholy area of the swamp, celebrated in the old days only because of its Dutch canal
and Chinese bridge. and now not unworthy of royal park t hat inklocites them.. Except here and there a beautiful nursery maid with her interest ting charge; some beautiful child with a nod, a giant goulash and a sumptuous omam; The gardens were empty. Indeed, it was only at this early time that Sybil found from experience that it was pleasing in London for an unaccompanied
woman to go abroad. There is no European city where our honest sisters are as illuminated as in our metropolis; to our shame. Some of the renovation of the influence of beautiful nature was necessary to ughter Gerard. She was anxious and dissatisfied at this point. Outbreak of infection in the belief that such a procedure must ultimately prove fatal to the cause to which it was
dedicated, the dark realization that her father was also n in some way involved in this movement, which began with so many publi c disasters, and which threatened consequences even more terrifying, all these events, nd fears and sad premonitions, acted with enormous influence on temperamental whi ch , though gifted with even sublime courage, he was individually sensitive.
Qui ck and Sybil's brimming imagination evoked a thousand fears that were unfounded to a degree, greatly exaggerated, but this is an inevitable part of the creative mind that exercises on the inexperienced. And the shock was sudden. Two months have passed since the couple ted, as she should forever, from Egremont, until they were less abundant t han of the previous time in
this pleasant public excitement that her father's car eer, in his estimation equally useful, honorable, and prominent, occasion h er, was fruitful in some sources of pleasure softer and more dome-like character. An acquaintance of Hatton's, many of whom have seen much, has contributed much to the increased amenity of her life. He was a very agreeable, e-ed and obligate
companion; who seemed special to own art by making life a pleasant adroit by managing unobtrusive resources. On l ent Sybil books; and all he recommended to her were the kind that aligned with her feelings and tastes. He furnished it from his library with brilliant works of art, illustrative of these periods of our history and those ch oice and expensive buildings that were
associated with her favorite thought and fanc y. He put in her room the best periodic literature of the day, which was a new world for him; He equipped her with newspapers whose discussion columns taught her, that the opinions she embraced were not beyond question: since she had never seen a diary before in her life, except for the stray number Mowbray Phalanx, or a
metropolitan publication that was dedicated to the goal of the National Convention, and reported on her father's speeches, the effect of that reading on her intelligence was, at the very least, suggestive. There is also much in the morning when Gerard was discouraged, Hatton would suggest that sh ould show Sybil something of the glitter or rarity of the metropolis; these are public
buildings, museums and art galleries. Sybil, though idle in painting, had this original taste that requires only observation to obtain tr ue results. She was very interested in everything she saw and everything that happened, and her satisfaction reinforced the company of an individual who not only sy sympathized with everything she felt, but who, if she made an inquiry, was ever
ready for a humorous h-erly response. Hatton poured flavor and mildly well-off or refined intelligence. And then also, always easy, slushy, and ; and although with luxury and convenience at his command, participating in wh ich, under any other circumstances, might have been embarrassing for his companio ns, with so much tact, that there were allusions to the early days, happy
days when he owed so much to Gerard's father, or otherwise equally felicitan, he c fully tried to maintain among them a spirit of social equality. In the evening, Hatton generally watched when Gerard was home, and on Sundays y was always together. Their common faith was the bond of communion that brought them down the same altar, and that day Hatton got their promise to
always dine with him. He carefully established every holy day in which chapel music w as the most excellent, that the most passionate taste of Sybil might be satisfied. I said, during this residence in London, the opportunity she gave to introduce him to some of the great masters of the human voice was perhaps Sy bilu a source of pleasure that didn't matter in the slightest.
Although c was not considered to be in line with the future discipline she was considering entering the theatre, there were nonetheless occasions that allowed her, under every advantage, to listen to the performance of the masterful works of the melody. Alone, with Hatton and her father, she often poured out those tones of heavenly sweetness and ether al power that melted the
soul of Egremont amid the ruins of Marney Abbey. More intimately familiar with Sybil Gerard, Hatton shrank from the project he had formed so roughly at first. There was something about her that amazed him, as it fascinated him. He did not give up his purpose, for it was the rule of his life never to do so; but postponed his fulfillment plans. Hatt he was not, as is commonly
understood in the phrase, in love with Sybil: certa in not passionately in love with her. For all his boldness and talents and fine taste, there was such a vein of thorough common sense in Hatton, that it was impenetrable for him to act or even think anything funny. He wanted Sybil to marry for the great object we had declared; he had a mind to stop evenly appreciating his admirable
qualities, but enough sense to wish he was a less flamboyant creature, because then he'd have a better chance of ac pleasing his end. He perceived when he had the opportunity to study her character, that cloister was a natural disaster looming over a woman who, with an upright mind, great abilities, fine and profound education and the most supernatural charms, found herself
born and rooted in the ranks of the degra ded population. Hatton understood all this; this was the conclusion that he gradually came to through a gradual induction process and a watchful observation that in his character study he was rarely deceived; And when one evening with n art who couldn't be suspected, he sounded gerard about the future of his daught er, he discovered
that clear intellect and direct sagaty of fathe r has reached the same result. She wants, Gerard said, to take the veil, and I only oppose it for a while, so that she can have some knowledge of life and a clear conception of what she will do. I'd hate for her to reproam with her father. But, in my opinion, Sybil is right. She can't look at marra of the year: no man she could marry would
be worthy of her. During those two months, and especially during the last one, Morley was rarely in Lo ndon, albeit ever much with Gerard, and often with his daughter during his visit. He gave the necessary impulse to the affairs of the Convention, de legati visited the members, preparations for the presentation of the National petition were completed; the overthrow of the whig
government, the ab ortivan effort of Sir Robert Peel, the return of the WHIG administration, and the ensuing measure, is due to a delay of two months in the presentation on the f big document: it is good for Gerard to stay, who was the leader in Deba te, and whose absence in a week would jeopardize his position as party chief , but these considerations have not affected Morley,
who has already had great inconvenience in managing his diary remotely; So, about Middle May, he returned to Mowbray, coming occasionally by the train if something important were stirred up, or his voice could be at the service of his friend and colleague. The Birmingham affair, however, upset Morley and he rushed to Gerard that he should fix it in the city immediately. Indeed,
it was expected that just that morning Sybil, her father who went to the Convention where there were very heated discussions here at the moment, would take to the morning air of summer in the gardens of St James's Park. It was a real summer's day; large, round, shiny, fleecy clouds, white and shiny as glaciers, studded with their huge and immobile forms of deep blue with ky.
There was also no summer breeze, although the air was mild, balmy and ex hilarious. Trees bloomed, water glistened, the prisma c wild poultry dived, breathed again and disappeared again. Beautiful children, fr esh and cute as a newborn rose, looked at gestures and are sometimes the voices of Paradise. And in the distance rose the sacred towers of grea t Western Minster.
What a just garden in the midst of the torment and passion of existence! The curse on you who vulgarize and desecbrate these sacred refuges; Breaking the hearts of children's maids and smoking tobacco in the palace of the rose! The mental clouds disbanded as Sybil felt the freshness and smell of nature. The color came to her cheek; deep brightness returned to her eye; her
step that was initially languid and if not melancholy, at least contemplative, b ecame active and animated. She forgot to worry about life and was touched by all his feelings. Moving, breathing, feeling the sun's air, it was reasonable to le and surpass pleasures. Cheerful by nature, regardless of her magnificent tho ughts and festive life, a brilliant smile played on her seraphic face,
such as mar ked the wild passage of daring birds, or watched reckless grace in fancy. She rested on a bench under a branched elm, and her eye, which in som e time accompanied the various objects that attracted him, is now fixed by abstraction on sunny waters. Visions of her past life rose before her. This is one of those respects when the incidents of our existence are mapped
before us , when each is considered in relation to the others, and assumes in our knowledg its distinct and absolute position; when, as it were, we take into account our expediency and determine how rich our grief and pleasure, feeling and thought are, intertwining with our fellowmen and the random mysteries of life,--consistence in wisdom. Sybil's fast intelligence and fervent
imagination made her grasp with fervour two ideas that impressed her young mind; the ession of her church and the degradation of her people. Educated in solicitation and exchange of thoughts only with individuals of the same sympathy, these impressed ionies resolved into one deep and grim belief, that wo rld is divided only between oppressors and oppressors. With her, to be
not of the people, was to be miserable and innocent; one of a privileged, luxurious non-dodious tyrant. In the cloister, in her garden, amid scenes of suffering she often visited and always comforted, she raised two phantoms who wittily represented her to human nature. But the experience of the past few months has worked a big change in team and mpressions. She's seen
enough to suspect that the world is a more complicated system than she thought in advance. There wasn't that strong and rude simplicity in her organization that she assumed. The characters were more diverse, mot ives more mixed, classes more mixed, elements of each subtler and more diverse, than she imagined. The people she found were not so pure embodiment of the
unity of feelings, interests and purpose, which she imagined in her abstractions. The people had enemies among men: their own passions; which is why they often empathised, often combined, with the privileged. Her fathe r, with all its virtues, all its abilities, uniqueness of purpose and simplicity of purpose, met rivals in its own Convention, and was befallen to open or, worse,
secret enemies. Sybil, whose mind was groomed with great thought, and with whom success about r failure is equally partook than heroic, who hoped for triumph but who was pr epared for the victim, revealed to her surprise that great thoughts have very little to do with the business of the world; that human issues, even in the age of rev olution, are subject to compromise; that the
essence of compromise is whether ttleness. She thought that the people, calm and collected, finally aware of their strength and sure of their sacred cause, had only to express their pure and noble beliefs of the delegates of their choice, and that the old-fashioned and dilased authority must bow before the irresistible influence of their moral pow er. These delegates of their choice
turned out to be the Plebeian senate of wild mbitions and sinister and selfish ends, while the dilamited authority she had learned existed only suffering millions was compact and orgized, with every element of physical power at her command, and sustained by e interests, sympathies, sincere beliefs, and strong prejudices about f classes influential not only from their wealth , but
even by their number. Nor could she resist the belief that the feeling of the rich towards the poor was not that sense of reckless hatred and contempt that she associated with Norma n conquerors and feudal laws. She would prefer to attribute the desire for sympathy that unquestionably exists between wealth and work in England, to the mutual ignorance of the b etween class
possessed by these two great elements of national prosperity ; and although the source of this ignorance should have been sought in the pre-recognition of the pruning of the trimming of violence and oppression, the consequences may have outlived cau ses, while customs survive opinions; Sybil looked towards Westminster, towards those proud and passionate halls where the
Asse mbles the Parliament of England; this violent, violent and haughty body, which brought kings and beats into the block; spoiled churches, then confiscated the world's speedboats for their personal loot; They invested their own assets with final privileges, and then mortgaged for their state and empire the work of unwieldy generations. Can a voice of comfort sound from such a
quarter? Sybil discovered a diary she had brought; now it is not being read for the first time; but now for the first time to be read alone, undisturbed, in a scene of stness and serenity. It contained a report on the debate in parliament's House of Commons on the presentation of the National Petition; this important document that was a means of extracting Sybil from her solitude, and
teaching her the sheath of that world that she often thought about, and yet which she described so incorrectly in advance. I do! there was one voice that sounded in this proud Parliament, that the free from slang factions, dared to express immortal truths: a voice without ble, which without demagooguers, confirmed a popular goal; expressed confidence that labour rights are as
sacred as property rights; t hat if a difference is found, the interests of living wealth ught to be preferred; who stated that the social happiness of millions should be the first subject of statesmen, and that if this is not achieved, and the power, pomp and power of judgments and empires, were equally heartless. With a heart not without emotion; with a darkened cheek, and her eyes
choked to tears, Sybil read the Egremont speech. It stopped; still holding the width of the paper one hand, she laid on the other with tenderness and looked to breathe as it was for relief. Before her stood the orator himself. Book 5 Chapter 2 Egremont recognized Sybil as she entered the garden. He himself was crossing the park to attend a Lower House committee sitting for fi rst
time that morning. The meeting was formal and brief, the board was soon adjourned, and Egremont was repaired where he was in the hope of still finding Sybil. He approached her not without some restraint; with reserve and yet with tender ss. This is a great, unexpected pleasure indeed. said in a faltering tone e. She looked up; expressing agitation, not disturbing, on it to be
autiful countenance could not hide. She smiled through a gushing vision: and a rosy cheek, imbued with perhaps her gender honesty, perhaps some softer and irresistible sense of gratitude, respect, respect, she said in a low voice: I was reading your beautiful speech. Indeed, said Egremont much moved, it was an honor,--usus pleasure,--I reward, I could never have hoped I had
achieved. Of all, Sybil continued with more self-possession, it must be read with the pleas of the ure, with an advantage, but to me - oh! with what deep interest. If anything I said found an echo in your chest, and here he hesitated, - it would give me confidence for the future, he hurriedly added. Ah! Why don't others feel like you! said Sybil, everyone would not then be hopele ss.
But you're not hopeless, Egremont said, and he was sitting on a bench, b ut some distance from her. Sybil shook her head. But the last time we spoke, Egremont said, you were full of confidence -- in your c ause, and in your own way. It wasn't very long ago, Sybil said, since that's how we talked, and yet time at the interval taught me some bitter truths. The truth is very precious,
Egremont said, to all of us; and yet I fear that I cannot sufficiently appreciate the cause that has deprived you of your sanguine faith. Unfortunately! said Sybil sadly, I was just a dreamer of dreams: I wake up from my ha llucination as others have done I suppose before me. Like them, I feel that the gl ory of life is gone; But at least my content, and meekly bended her head, h like
she never rested I hope too much in this world. You're depressed, dear Sybil? I'm unhappy. I'm worried about my father. I'm afraid he's surrounded by people unworthy of his confidence. These scenes of violence are disturbing to me. Under any positions I should shrink from them, but I am impressed by the belief that it can bring us nothing but disaster and embarrassment. I
respect your father, Egremont said, I don't know a man whose character I respect so much. noble; such only a combination of intelligence and courage, and gentle and g enerous impulses. I should grieve deeply if compromised. But you're the ave influence on him, the greatest, as you are more than anything. Advise him to return to Mowbray. Can I give advice? said Sybil, Who
made a mistake in all my judgments? I came to this town with him, to be his guide, his guardian. Such arrogance! Wh on shortsighted pride! I thought people felt how I felt; that I had noth ing do but maintain it and animate it; to encourage him when he marked, to watch him wave. I thought moral power had to govern the world, and that moral power was embodied in a gathering
whose annalie would be a series of p etty intrigues, or, worse, violent machinations. Execute all energy, Egremont said, that your father should leave London, motionless; do-morrow, at night if possible. After this job in Birmingham, the government must act. I hear they're going to increase the army and the police right away; and that there is a circular from secretary of state to lord
lieutenant of counties. But the government will strike at the Convention. I mbers who remain will be victims. If your father goes back to Mowbray and is qu iet, he has a chance not to be disturbed. An unsurpassed end to many lofty hopes, Sybil said. Let's keep our hopes up, Egremont said, and cherish them. I don't have any, she replied. I'm sanguine, too, Egremont said. Ah!
because you gave a beautiful speech. But they'll listen to you, cheer you on, but they'll never follow you. The dove and the eagle will not mate; the lion and the lamb will not lie together; and the invaders will never save the conquered. Egremont shook his head. You will still cherly nurture these phantoms, dear Sybil! and why? They're not visions of pleasure. Believe me they're as
vanity as d istressing. The mind of England is the mind of a growing race. Believe me, it's with people. And no less, because this feeling is one of which is e ven to a great degree unconscious. Those opinions that you've been educ on fear and distrust are opinions that die far away. Prevailing opinions are generally the opinions of the disappearing generation. Let the acciden t,
which speculation could not have predicted, the balanced state of affairs at the moment a couple of liamentary parties cease, and in a few years, more or less, cease, must, and y ou will witness the development of a new mind of England, which with its rapid progress will make its retarded action. I live among these people; I know their deepest souls; I observe their instincts and
their impulses; I know the principles that are imbibed, and I know, as much as it interferes with the circumstances for now, these principles must bear fruit. These will be products hostile to the oligarchic system. The future principle of English politics will not be the principle of levelling; unfavourable for privileges, but favourable to the extension of the eir. They will seek to ensure
equality, not by leveling the Few, but by elevating the Many. Enjoying some time thinking with each other, which is what the tone of the conversation suggested, Sybil rose for a long time, and saying that she hoped by that point her father might be back, saying goodbye to Egremont, but he would also be lynxing ng for a while. However, at the door of the gardens she paused and
with a slight sad smile said: Here we must part, and expand his h and. Heaven will keep over you! Said Egremont, because you're a celestial charge. Book 5 Chapter 3 As Sybil approached her home, she recognized her father in court before the thei R house, accompanied by several men, with whom he seemed at the point of going f orth. She was so anxious to talk to Gerard, she
didn't hesitate at once. There was a stir as she entered the door; People stopped talking, the som e stood by, everyone welcomed her with quiet respect. With one or two Sybil is n ot completely uneven; at least by name or person. For them, as she passed, she bent her head; and then she clinged to her father, who was supposed to meet her, she said, in a tone of calmness and a
semblance of composure: If you're Mr. Oing out, dear Father, I'd like to see you first for a moment. A moment, my friends, Gerard said, with your leave; and he followed his daug hter into the house. He would stop in the hallway, but she went to the ir room, and Gerard, though pressed by time, was forced to follow her. When they entered their own ode. Sybil closed the door from
him, and then Gerar d sitting, i.e. leaning carelessly against the edge of the table, said: Once again we are together, dear Father; We'll never split up again. Gerard quickly emanated on his feet, his eye flared up, his cheek washed out. Something g happened to you, Sybil! No, she said, sadly shaking her head, not that; But something can happen to you. How is that, my child? said
her father, relapsing into his usual good-tempered smoothness, and speaking in a light, measured, almost cartooning tone that was habi tual to him. You are in danger, Sybil said, large and immediate. No matter how confident I am, I don't want any mysteries, but there's no time for details. The government will strike at the Convention; they're settled. This epidemic in Birmingham
has put affairs into crisis. They've already arrested l eaders there; they will confiscate those who remain here in the ossoy correspondence. If they arrest anyone in correspondence with the Convention, Gerard said, they will have enough to do. Yes; but you take a leading role, Sybil said; You're the person they choose. Do you want me to hide? Said Gerard, just because something
goes about n besides talking. Except for the conversation! exclamed Sybil. A! my father, what Are these! It may be that words are futile to save us; but feemy deeds are nothing far from words. I don't see the works, even though I have nothing to do with them, are such weak le, Gerard said; , their boastful police were beaten, by isolated movement of disorganized mass. What if the
epidemic hadn't been lonely? What if the people had been disciplined? What if everything changes, if everything is contrary to what it is? with id Sybil. The people are not disciplined; their action will not be, cannot be, coherent and uniform; these are the riots you are involved in, not revolutions ; And you're going to be a victim, not a victim. Gerard seemed thoughtful but not
anxious: after a moment's pause, he said: We must not be afraid of a few arrests, Sybil. These are hap-hazard pranks go vernment who wants to intimidate, but is himself scared. I didn't advise, none of us advised, this confusion in Birmingham. It's a sacrifice. None of us were ready for that. But great things spring from the victims. I'm saying the birds were beaten and the troops
were alarming; and I say that it is done without organs zation and in one place. I am against the feebilous acts as you can be, Sy bil; And to prove it to you, our conversation the moment you arrived was to worry about the future that there wouldn't be any. Neither futile words nor feeb le deeds for the future, Gerard added, and he moved to leave. Sybil approached him with
tenderness; She took his hand as if offering him a farewel l; she held him for a moment and looked him steadily in the face, looking both serious and soft at the same time. Then throwing her arms around his ne ck and leaning her cheek against his chest, she murmured: Oh! My father, your chi ld is the most unconscionable. Sybil, exclamed by Gerard in a tone of gentle rebukes,
this is a female weakne ss; I do, but I can't share it. It may be feminine, Sybil said, but it's wise: because what should make us an unouned py if not a sense of impending but unfamiliar danger? And why the danger? Gerard said. Why the mystery? Reao Sybil. Why have you ever been busy and involved in dark t houghts, my father? It's not the pressure of doing business, as you
might tell me, to occasion this change in disposition so honest and even inadequate. The pressure of the affair is not nearly as great, can't it be nearly as great, as in the early period of your gathering, when the eyes of the whole country were on yo u, and you were in communication with all its parts. How often have you said that there is no degree of business that was irritating to
you? Now you are all scattered and scattered: no discussions, no committee, little correspondence - and nd you yourself are ever grumpy and always in conclave, with people who now k, because Stephen told me this, are preachers of violence: violence perhaps that some of them preach, but will not practice: both bad; traitors it may be, or, at best, Men. Stephen is prejudiced,
Gerard said. He's a visionary, enjoys imposibl e dreams, and if possible, a little desirable. He knows nothing about the feeling of the country or the character of his countrymen. The English don't want any of his men to join the t-stock felicity; they want their ,-- comply with the rights of other classes, but without which the rights of other classes cannot and should not be certain.
Stephen is at least your friend, my father; and once you honored him. And do it now; And I love him very much. I pay tribute to him for his great abilities. Stephen is a scholar; I don't have pretensions that way; But I can fe el pulse people, and can understand the signs of time, Sybil. Step hen is all very well spoken in our cottage and garden on Mowbray, when we had nothing to do;
but now we must act, or others will act for us. Stephen is not a practical man; He's a nodule, Sybil, and that's exactly what it is. But violence and action, Sybil said, are they identical, my father? I wasn't talking about violence. No, no, no, no, But you looked. I know a language of your significance, even for qui ver your lips. The action, as you and Stephen once taught me, and I mean
wisely, was to prove to our rulers by agitation, editing and intellectual, that we were reasonable to our degradation; and that it was neither Christian nor pruden t, neither good nor wise, to allow us to remain so. That you did, and you did it right; respect for the world, even those who differed from you in interest or about pinion, is not denied to you; and can be denied to anyone who
exercises the moral power that springs from great talents and good reason. You allowed thi great moral power, this pearl of price, Sybil said with emotion,-- we can't hide it from ourselves, my father,-- don't let it escape from your hands. Gerard watched her speak with him with seriousness unusual. As she c gave way, he glanced down, and seemed for a moment deep in thought;
then look up, he said: The season for words is past. I must be gone, dear Sybil. And he's headed for the door. You're not going to leave me, Sybil said, springing forward and drooing his hand. What would you do, what would you do? Said Gerard, upset. That we should leave this town for the night. What, leave my post? Why yours? Didn't your colleagues split up? Isn't your
assembly formally an advertisement in another city? Isn't it known that the vast majority of delegates have returned to their homes? Why don't you tell your people? I don't have a home, Gerard said, almost in a voice of rudeness. I came here to do the work he wanted and, with God's blessing, I will do it. I do not change, nor can I perfect and divide straws, like your philosophers
and Mo rleys: but if the people will fight, I will fight them; and die, if you don't eed be, in the front. Nor will I be dissuaded from my purpose by tearfully Mr. Irl, and he let himself go his daughter's hand with abruptness. Sybil looked up at heaven with electric eyes, and got her hands caught in the idle bleed. Gerard moved towards the door again, but before he got to him, his stride
back went down, so he turned again and looked at his daughter gently. She remained in the same position, except that her hands that fell wer e had crossed before her, and her downward gaze seemed fixed in deep abstraction. Her father approached her undetected; he took her by the hand; she began, and looking in a circle with a cold and agitated look on her face, she said, in
a suffocated tone, I thoug ht you had gone. Not in anger, my sweet child, and Gerard pressed it to his heart. But you go, Sybil murmured. These people are waiting for me, Gerard said. Our council is of importance. We must take immediate steps to help our distressed brothers in Birmingham, and to discount similar outbreak scenes to this affair: but the moment this is over, I will
return to you; and for others, it will be as you wish; We'll go back to Mowbray. Sybil returned her father's embrace with warmth that expressed her sense of h kindness and her comforting feelings, but said nothing; and quoting her to be in a good mood, Gerard left the apartment. Book 5 Chapter 4 The hour of St. John's Church struck three, and the clock of St. John's Church st.
John st. ruck four; and the fifth hour sounded from St. John's Church; And St. John's watch sounded six. And Gerard hasn't come back yet. The time for some time after his departure was relatively light-heartedly pleasant. Lighter in her mind and for a while hectic with preparations for her journey, Sybil sat by the open window calmer and more cheerful than her buttocks had been
for a long time. Sometimes she stopped her volum for a moment and fell into the respect of Morrow and Mowbray. Viewed through the magical melee of time and distance, the sight of her youth took on the character of tenderness and even peaceful bliss. She groaned for the days of their cottage and eira garden, when her father's dissatisfaction was only theoretical, and their
forthical conclave shells were limited to a discussion between him and Morley about the rig hts of the people or the principles of society. The bright waters of Koša and its wooded hills; her matin walks to the monastery to visit Ursula Trafford - p ilgrimage of piety and love and love; faithful Harold, so devoted and so intelligent; even full of persecution of work and suffering among
which she glittered like angels, blessings, and blessed; they stood up before her - they touch them ages past - and her eyes were shumged with tears, tenderness, not mr looms. And mixed with them the thought of one who was for the season a kind and gentle companion of her girlhood - that Mr. Franklin who had never quite forged was kidnapped, and who, unfortunately! After
all, it wasn't Mr. Franklin. Ah! it was a beautiful hi A somewhat exciting chapter in the memory of such an innocent and so youn g! His voice even now lingered in her ear. She recalled effortlessly those tones of the morning, tones of tenderness and yet wisdom and considerate ght, which sounded only for her well-being. Never has Egremont appeared so muffled to her. He was
what a man should be to a woman always gentle and yet a guide. A thousand paintings of glistening and wild roses in her mind; a thousand thoughts, as beautiful and trembling as dusk, clustered around her heart; For mom, she indulged in impossible dreams, and she seemed to enter a new-disc ered world. The horizon of her experience expanded like a glittering fairy tale
paradise. Her eye was fixed in a brilliant contemplation, the blush on her che ek was a messenger from her heart, the movement of her mouth would become a smile in the stantu, when St John's watch struck four and Sybil started with her respect. St. John's clock struck four, and Sybil became anxious; clock St Jo hn struck out five, and Sybil became disasperate; restless and
agitated, she was w alking up and down the chamber, her books long thrown aside, when cloc k st John struck six. She gagged her hands and looked to heaven. There was a knock on the street d oor; she spraied up to open it on her. It wasn't Gerard. It was Morley. Ah! Stephen, Sybil said, with countless unsusten disappointments: I thought it was my father. I should have been
glad I found him here, Morley said. However, with you is permission to enter. And it will soon arrive, Sybil said; I'm sure he'll be here soon. I expect him every minute-- for hours, Morley added, finishing her sentence, as they entered the room. Th e business that he is on, he continued, throwing himself into the chair with helplessness very much unlike his usual composure and even
precision, The job to which he is engrossing. Thank heavens, Sybil said, we leave this place in morrow. Huh! Said Morley starting out, who told you so? That's how my father handled it; He really promised me we'd leave. And you were eager to do it. The most anxious; My mind is prophetically just mischief for him if we stay. And mine. Otherwise, I shouldn't have come upstairs
today. Are you hoping you've seen him? Sybil said. It's me; I was with him for hours. Nice to meet you. At this conference he was talking about? Yes; on this stubborn council; and I've seen him since; I. Whatever it is, my conscience is depressed. You're terrifying me, Stephen, Sybil said, rising from her seat. What could happen to him? What would he do, what would you resist?
Tell me, my dear friend. Oh! Yes, said Morley, pale and with a slight yet bitter smile. Oh! Yes; Dear friend! I told a dear friend, so I thought you were. And that's how we ever found you. Why are you staring at me so weird, Stephen? So you think of me, and so she ever found me, Morley said in slow and mias red tone, repeating her words. Well, I'm not. What else would you have?
What else are any of us supposed to want? he asked abruptly. I don't want any more, Sybil said innocently. I justify it, you don't. Well, well, nothing matters. And so, he added in his ordinary tone, are you waiting for your father? Who haven't you seen in a long time, Sybil said, and who did you expect to find here? No, no, no, no, said Morley, shaking his head with the same bitter
smile; No, no, I didn't. I'm here to find you. You have something to tell me, Sybil honestly said. Something happened about my father. Don't tell me that; Tell me at once, she's advanced and laid her hand on his hand. Morley trembled; and then in a hurried and agitated voice, he said, No, no, no; Nothing happened. A lot can happen, but nothing happened. And we can do it preven t
that. Me! Tell me what can happen; Tell me what to do. Your father, Morley said, slowly, rising from his seat and walking around the room, speaking in a lowly calm voice, your father -- and my friend -- is in this position Sybil: he conspired against the state. Yes, yes, said Sybil very pale, speaking almost in a whisper and gaze fixed on her companion. Tell me everything. I got it.
Conspired, I say, against the state. Tonight they meet in secret to give the final finale to their plans; And they're going to be arrested tonight. Oh, God! said Sybil holding his hands. He told me the truth. Who told you the truth? Said Morley, springing to her side, hoarse voice and with a fiery eye. A friend, Sybil said, lowering her hands and bending her head into the smum; Kind mr
ood friend. I met him, but this morn, and he warned me about all this. Hah, hah! said Morley with a kind of smug laugh; Hah, hah; He told you he was; A good friend you met this morning? Didn't I warn you, Sybil, about the traitor? Didn't I tell you to beware of carrying a fake aristocrat to your hearth; To reveal all the secrets of that home that was once polluting h is espionage, and
now it would be left to its treachelate. Who and what are you talking about? said Sybil, throwing herself into a chair. I'm talking about the spy base Egremont. You're smaniding an honorable man, Sybil said with dignity. Mr. Egremont has never entered this house since you first met him here; save once. He didn't need entry to this house to reveal her secrets, Morley said ominously.
It could more adroitly do one who had allotments on command with the most charming of his prisoners. Unmannerly churl! exclamated Sybil starting with her chair, her eye flickering, her disheveled nostary trembling with contempt. Oh! I do. I'm churl, Morley said; I know I'm churl. If I were a nobleman, the aughter of the people might be condescending to treat me with less
contempt. The daughter of the people loves truth and male poise, Stephen Morley; and w badly treated with contempt all those who women, whether they are nobles or edfs. And where's the detractor? Ask him who told you I had allotments with Mr. Egremont or any of them. My eyes -- my own eyes -- were my informant, Morley said. This morn, I'm morn I arrived in London, I
learned how your matins are now spent. I do! added in a ton of deplorable anguish: I walked past the door of the gardens; I witnessed your adieus. We encountered danger, Sybil said, in a calm tone, and with a term that deno ted thought of other things, and by all accounts we never will again. Don't talk about these little things. Stephen; My father, how can we save him? Are those
little things?, Morley said, slowly and honestly, walking to her side and looking her deliberately in the face. Are those really little things, Sybil? Oh! Let me c redraw it, and then-- he paused. Sybil looked back: the deep glow of her dark ore rested on his peeking v ision; his eye ran away from an unequal competition: his heart pulsated, his limbs trembled; He dropped to his knee. I'm
sorry, I'm sorry, he said it, and he took her hand. Forgive the miserable and the most loyal of men! What need for a pardon, dear Stephen? said Sybil in a seductable tone. In agit per hour wild words escape. If I used them, I regret it; If you are, I've waived the titen. St. John's Watch said the sixth hour was more than halfway there. Ah! Sybil said, pulling her hand back, you told me
how precious time was. What can we do? Morley rose from his kneeling position, and again paced the chamber, lost moments in deep meditation for me. Suddenly he took her hand and said, I can no longer be the anguish of my life: I love you, and if you will not be mine, I worry about the fate of no one. I wasn't born out of love, Sybil said, scared, but on an effort to cover up his r
alarm. We were all born out of love, Morley said. It's the principle of existence, and its only end. And love for you, Sybil, continued, in a tone of insignificant pa thos, for years the treasure of my life had been accumulated. That's why I thirsty for your hearth knocking and hovered around your home; for this I served my fa ther as a slave, and embarked on a goal with which I have little
sympathy, d that can be encountered without success. It was your image that stimulated my amphibes, developed my powers, sustained me in a moment of humiliation and secured me that material prosperity that I can now command. Oh! endead to divide it; share it with a reckless heart and a devoted life that now bow before you; and do not shrink from them, because these are
the feelings and happiness of P eople. You amaze me, you overwhelm me, said a distraught Sybil. You came for another pure pose, we talked about other feelings; It's the exigenence class you choose for these strange, astonishing words. I also have my exogenous clock, Morley said, and his minutes are now number ng. It's up to everything. Another time, Sybil said, in low
deprecatory voice; talk about those thin gs a second time! My mind's caves are open, Morley said, and they won't close. Stephen, said Sybil, dear Stephen, I am grateful for your kind feelings: but this is really not the time for such passages: stop, my friend! I shrugged off my fate, Morley said, persistently. It's a sacrilege feeling, Sybil said, unable to contain her emotions anymore, in
order to destroy her facial expression towards her daughter at such a time. You wouldn't consider it that way if you loved, or if you could love me, Sybil, Mo rley said, sadly. Why it's a moment of deep feeling, and appropriate for an express ion of deep feeling. You wouldn't answer that if he who knelt here called himself Egremont. He wouldn't have adopted the course, Sybil said,
unable to contain his displeasure any more, so selfishly, so rudely. Ah! She loves him! exclaimed Morley, springing to his feet, and with the laughter of demonia c. There was a pause. Under ordinary circumstances, Sybil would leave the room, and nd interrupted a disturbing interview, but in this case it was impassable; for the continuation of that interview depended on any hope of
helping her fathe r. Morley threw himself into a chair opposite her, leaning back in the silence of his covered face; Sybil was reluctant to revive the conversation about her father, as she already perceived that Morley was only too mu ch aware of the command the subject gave him over his feelings and even co nduct. Yet time, a time full of terror, time was stealing. It was obvious t
hat Morley wouldn't break the silence. In long ways, ucannot suppress her tormented heart anymore, Sybil said, Stephen, be generous; Tell me about your frien d. I don't have any friends, Morley said, not getting his hands off his face. The Saints in heaven have mercy on me, Sybil said, because I am very miserable. No, no, no, Morley said, quickly rising from his seat, and kneeling
again on the ER side, is not pathetic; It's not that tone of anxiety! What can I do? What can I say? Sybil, Sybil's dearest, I love you so much, so fervently, so devotedly; No one can love y ou like me: say you're not miserable! Unfortunately! Unfortunately! Sybil said. What should I do? What can I say? Morley said. You know what to say to you, Sybil said. He's talking about who my
father is, if he's no longer your friend: you know what I'd do to you-- save him: save hi m from death and me from despair. I'm ready, Morley said; That's what I'm here for. Listen. There's a meeting until night at half past eight hours; meet to agree on a general increase in counters: their intention is known to the government; they will be arrested. Now it is in my power, which was not
when I saw your father this morning, to convince them of the truth about it, and to see him eight hours ago, which I do easily, I could have prevented his arrival, safely prevented his arrival, and he would have been saved; For Depend a lot on papers, some proc lamations, and things of that kind, that will be signed tonight, for your evidence. Well, I'm ready to save Gerard, a friend,
because I'm going to call him what you want; one I served before and long ago; one that I came from Mowbray thi with a day to serve and save; I'm willing to do what you need to do; you dmit yourself it is not a light work; and coming from one you've known for so long, and, as yo in admitting, so revered, should be doubly nurtured; I'm ready for this g reat service; save your father
from death and daughter from despair. - if she would just say to me, 'I only have one prize, and that's yours.' I read something like this, Sybil said, speaking in murmuring tones, and looking around her with a wild expression, this blood negotiation, and to call it love? But that's always been between oppressors and oppressors. This is the first time a child of the people has been so
attacked by one of her classes, and who uses her power from the confidence that only the simp athy of their grief has caused. It's bitter; bitter for me and mine -- but fo r you, pollution. Did I answer? Morley said. Yes, said Sybil, in the name of the Holy Virgin. Good night, Morley said, and he walked up to the door. His hand was on it. Sybil's voice made him turn a blind eye. Where
do they meet at night? she asked, in a suffocated tone. I'm tied to secrecy, Morley said. There's no softness in your spirit, Sybil said. I've met with none of them. We've ever been your friends. A flower that didn't bring fruit. This watch will be remembered at the scene of the verdict, Sybil said. The Holy Virgin may interfere with me, Morley said, smuding. We deserved this, said Sybil,
who took the unbeliever into our hearts, that he was just a heretic, like Egremont! Morley said. Sybil bang in those ars. Morley started her. Be sleek of the Holy Virgin, sleek of all saints, carry your hope into heaven and your sweet name; without equivocation, reserve of breadth, with fullness and truth, that you will never give your heart or hand to Egremont;--and I will save your
father. As in a low voice, but with terrible seriousness, Morley dictated this oath, S ybil, already pale, turned white as a marble saint of some sacred nih. Her dark eyes seemed fixed; fleeting expression of agony flew over her beauty ful eyebrows like clouds; and she said, I swear I'll never give a hand-- and your heart, your heart, Morley said eagerly. Leave out not that. Swear again
by sacred oaths not to love him. She's trembling! Ah! she's blushing! For the tumultuous ng brightness now smothered the cheek of Sybil. She loves him, exclaimed Morley, frantically, and he frantically rushed out of the room. Book 5 Chapter 5 Disturbed and overcome by these unexpected and passionate appeals, and these extra-old ebulliations are affecting her at a time when
he did not work under sheer excitement and was distracted by disturbing thoughts, Sybil seemed to leave her for a moment; neither sound nor gesture desecred her sense of Morley's last words and departures; and it wasn't until the loud closure of the street doors that residual on a long passage reminded her of herself that she was aware of how much was at stake in the incident.
She came out of the room to remember him; make another effort for your father; but in your. Next to their house was an intricate passageway that led into a maze of small streets. Through that Morley disappeared; and his name, repeatedly sounded in the voice of anguish in that quiet and obsolete Smith's Squa reu, received no resonance. Darkness and terror came over the spirit
of Sybil; a feeling of confusing and cofusing of heam, with which he dealt in vain. The conviction of her helpless SS violated her. She sat her on the steps at the door of that drea ry house, inside the fence of that gloomy court, and buried her face in her h ands: a wild vision of the past and the future, without thinking or feeling, cohe rence or consequences: the sunset glow of gone
bliss and storm surges of impen ding doom. St. John's clock struck seven. It was the only thing that spoke in that still dreary square; it was an onl y voice that seemed to ever sound; but it was a voice from heaven; That was the voice of St. John. Sybil looked up: she looked at the holy building. Sybil listened: she listened to the good sounds. St John told her that the danger of her
father was still so advanced. Oh! why are the Saints in heaven if they can't help the Saints! The oath Morley would carry out came by whispering in the ear of Sybil-Swore the Holy Virgin and all the Saints. And won't he pray to the Holy Virgin and all the Saints? Sybil prayed: she prayed to the Holy Virgin and to all the Saints; and especially to the beloved St. J ohnu: the most
beloved among the Hebrew men, whose breasts were deposited by the divine Friend. Brightness and courage returned to the spirit of Sybil: a sense of animating and groaning faith that could move mountains while fighting without fear of a thousand perils. The condemnation of heavenly help inspired her. She rose from her sad restin g-place and re-entered the house: only,
however, to secure her Wal King attirution, and then alone and without a guide, the nuances of the evening already d escending, that child of innocence and divine thought, born in a cottage and bred in cloister, went forward, to the great undertaking of duty and dedication. , in the busiest and craziest havens of the largest modern cities. Sybil knew the way to Palace Yard well. This
point was soon reached: she wanted a taxi driver to drive her to the street in the Strand where the café was, where during her final weeks in London the meager remnants of the National Convention had their sitting. With just a coincidence, Sybil learned this circumstance, because when she attended con vention meetings to hear her father speak, it was in the way of their gat
hering and when their numbers were great, and when they met in brazen rivalry opposite St Stephen's that they wanted to replace. This random reco llection however was her only clue in the urgent adventure on which emba rked. She took an anxious look at St. Martin's watch as she walked past that church: her hand approaching half an hour from seven. She called the driver;
were in the Strand; there was an agitating stop; it is about to lower w hen obstacle is removed; and within minutes they refused the street w hich she was looking for. What number. Ma'am? asked the taxi driver. 'Tis Café; I don't know the number or the name of him who keeps it. T is a café. Do you see one? Look, look, please! I'm very pressed. Here's the coffee house, ma'am,
said hoarse voice man. 372 How good you are! Yes, yes, yes, yes, I'll get out. You'll be waiting for me, I'm sure? All right, said the cabbie, as Sybil walked through the unsealed door. Poor young t hing! She's wery worried about the summut. Sybil suddenly stepped into a rather spacious room, equipped with an old-fashioned café style, with mahogany boxes, in several of them men
dripping king coffee and reading newspapers with a painful gas buzz. In the middle of the room was a waiter throwing some fresh sand on the floor, but who stared immensely when looking up, he got Sybil. Now, ma'am, if you like, said the waiter questionable. Is Mr. Gerard here? Sybil said. no. Ma'am; Mr. Gerard wasn't here until today or yesterday, and he threw sand. I would
like to see the lord of the house, Sybil said very humbly. Do you need it, ma'am? said the waiter, but gave no indication that it would help her fulfill her wish. Sybil repeated that wish, and this time the waiter didn't say anything. This vulgar and heartless neglect to which she was so little accustomed depressed her spirit. Sh e could have come across tyranny and oppression, and she
would try to come with them; but this insolence of the insignificant made him feel his insignificant niffanac; and the absorption of all this guest time in her newspaper ag engraved her nervous feeling of her utter helplessness. All her feminine reserves nd modesty came over her; alone in this room among men, she felt outnumbered, d she was about to make a grout retreat when the
café clock sounded for half an hour. In the paraxism of nervous excitement, she exclaimed: Isn't that the one among you who will help me? All the readers of the paper put their diaries on and stared. Hoity-toity, said the waiter, and he went tossing sand. Well, what is it now? said one of the guests. I want to see house by emergency, Sybil said, to himself and one of his friends, and
his servant here will not even answer m y queries. I say, Saul, why don't you answer the young dam? said another guest. So I did, Saul said. Did you invite coffee, ma'am? Here' mr. Tanner, if you want him, my dear. said the first guest, as a skinny bl ack-looking individual, with dotted hair and a red nose, entered the coffee-ro from inside. Tanner, here's the lady who wants you.
And a very beautiful girl, whispered to each other. What's your pleasure? Mr. Tanner said abruptly. I want to talk to you privately, Sybil said: and advancing towards him she said that, 'Tis about Walter Gerard I will talk to you. Well, you can step in here if you like, Tanner said very obeshously; ther e is just my wife: and he led the way to the inner room, a small close salon cursed
with portraits of Tom Paine, Cobbett, Thistlewood and General Jackson; a fire, even though it was hot July, and a very fat woman who afforded herself even more heat, and who drank bush and water and read police reports. She rudely tarnished Sybil as she walked in following Tanner, who himself said when the door was closed: Well, what do you have to say now? I want to see
Walter Gerard. Do you really! And, Sybil continued, notwithstanding his sneering reassuckle, I came here so yo u could tell me where I might find him. I believe he lives somewhere in Westminster, Tanner said, that's all I know about him; And if that's all you had to say it could be said in the coffe e-room. That's not all I have to say, Sybil said; and I conceive you, sir, listen to me. I
know where Gerard lives: I'm his daughter, and the same roof covers the ou r head. But I want to know where they meet until nightfall - you understand me; and sh e looked at his wife, who continued his police reports; 'tis urgent. I don't know anything about Gerard, Tanner said, except for him to come here and go again. The thing I would see him on, Sybil said, is as urgent as an
imaginary ion can imagine, and it concerns you as well as himself; But if you don't know the wh era I can find it-- and she moved like she's going to retire-- no use. Stop. Said Tanner, you can tell me. Why is that? You don't know where he is; You can't tell him that. I don't know that, Tanner said. Come, let's get him out; and if it will do hi m any good. I'll see if we can find him. I can
pass on my news to him and no one else, Sybil said. I'm solemnly bound. You can't have a better counselor than Tanner, his wife called, taking the curiou with; You'd better tell us. I don't want advice; I want what you can give me if you choose -- information . My father instructed me that if certain circumstances were to be given, it was urgent that I see him tonight and nine hours
ago, to call here and get you. where to find it; dir ection, she added in a lowered tone, and looking Tanner full in the face, wher e they hold their secret council at night. Hem! Said Tanner: I see you're on the free list. And pray that I know you* Gerard's daughter? You have no doubt I'm his daughter! Sybil proudly said. Hem! Said Tanner: I don't know if I work much, and he whispered
to his wife. Sybil removed them as much as she could. And this news is very urgent, Tanner continued; And what worries me is what do you say? It concerns you all, Sybil said; and every minute is of the utmost importance. I wish I'd gone with you, and then there couldn't have been a m point, Tanner said; but it can't be; We have a meeting here halfway past ei ght in our big room.
I do not like to break the rules, especially in such bu siness; and yet, as far as all of us are concerned, as you say, and so very urgently, I ee how it might do harm; And I could-- I wish I was pretty sure you were the party. How can I please you? said Sybil, upset. Maybe the young person got their mark on the bedsheets, the wife suggested. Do you have a handkerchief, ma'am? And
she took Sybil's handkerchief and looked at it, examined it on every corner. He had no trace. And this unforeseen cir kumstance of great doubt may have destroyed everything, not the producing tion of handkerchiefs by Sybil also delivered a letter addressed to her f rom Hatton. It appears to be a party, the wife said. Well, said Tanner, you know St Martin's Lane I guess? Well, you
go to St Ma's Rtin's Lane to a certain point, and then you'll get into the Seven Dials; And then you'll keep going. However, it is impossible to direct you; You have to find your way. H unt Street, exiting Silver Street, no. 22. 'Tis what's called a blind stree t, no thoroughfare, and then you go down the alley. Can you remember that? Don't be a vigil. 22 Hunt Street, exiting Silver Street.
Remember the alley. It's an ugly neighborhood; But you're going of your own free will. Yes, yes. Good night. Book 5 Chapter 6 Called by Sybil's entreaties taxi driver rushed on. With all the skillful expe rience of thorough cockney carriages tried to win time and space hi with a rare knowledge of short cuts and a fine acquaintance with unfamiliar roads. He seemed to avoid every
street that was the usual gateway to humanity. The houses, the population, the costume, the manners, the language through which th ey buzzed his way, were different states and nations from those with whom he finds himself in the dainty neighborhoods of this city are familiar. Now dark streets frippery and old shops, new markets-place offal and carrion with gutt ers running up,
sometimes the road was shrouded in yeast steam colos sal breweries, and sometimes they plunged into a maze of strips teeming with l ife, and where dog-thief and pickpocket, burglar and assassi n, compassionate crowds of all ages; comrades for each company; and the market for each prey. The long summer twilight was just running out, the fading shadows of the moon were
stealing it on; gas began to shine in the shops of tripe and bacon, and paper lanthorns adorn the stall and stall. They crossed wide from the tree that seemed to be the metropolis of the district; it caught fire with gin palaces; the multitude is sauncing in mild, albeit infected air; haggling, blasphemy ng, drinking, straining: and varying their business and their pots, their f ierce conflict
and their reckless disrespect, with flashes of rich humour, a glow of native wit and lively phrases of idiomatic slang. Absorbed in her great mission, Sybil was almost insensitive to the scenes she was going through, and her innocence thus spared many scenes and sound that may have frightened her eyesight or alarmed her ear. They couldn't now he very di sant from the site; they
were crossing this wide path, and then they were about to enter another series of small obscure streets, when the taxi driver gave his horse his side to stimulate him to the last effort, the horse moved forward, and the cabin wheel came down. Sybil dictated unharmed from the vehicle; The group immediately formed a rou nd cabin, a knot of young thieves, almost young enough for
infant schools, d ustman, a woman almost naked and very drunk, and two unshorn ruffians with bruta lity eased on every feature, with tubes in her mouth, and her hands in th eir pockets. I can't take you any further, said the taxi driver: My price is three shillings. What should I do? Said Sybil, lifting her purse. The best thing a young lady can do, said the duster, hoarse voice, is to
cost us all something. It's your time o'day, creaked young thief. I will drink your health with great pleasure my dear, hiccuped wife. How much do you have there? said the young thief making a dash on his purse, but he wasn't tall enough and failed. No wiolence, said one of the ruffians getting his tube out of his mouth and sen ding the volume of smoke in Sybil's face, we'll take the
young dam to Mother P oppy's, and then we'll make a night out of it. But at this point a policeman appeared, one of the permanent garrisons of qu arter, who, seeing one of Her Majesty's wagons in distress, thought he had to inte rfere. Hilloa, he said, what's all this? And the taxi driver, who was good dropped ow though in too much trouble to help Sybil, explained in terse and
picturesq ue language Cockaigne, doing full justice to his late run, the whole perimeter tances. Oh! That's it, said the cop, the lady is respectable is she? Then I'd ad more you and Hell Fire Dick stir your chalk, Splinter-feet. Keep moving at the time of day, ma'am; You get on. Come; and taking the woman by the shoulder he gave her a spin that sent her many a good yard. And
what do you want? Ask the boys to complain. We want a ticket to the Mendicity Society, said the captain of the newborn ha nd putting his thumb to his nose and running away, followed by his unit. So you want to go to Silver Street? said her official preservative Sybil, because she did not think it wise to acknowledge its ultimate purpose, and indicate un der arrested circumstances
meeting a member of the pole ice. Well, I'm not. That's not very hard right now. Go head to head; second turn to the right, and third to the left and you landed. Backed by these instructions, Sybil sped up, avoiding notice as much as her power, and to some extent she was helped by the advancing darkness of the night. She made it to Silver Street; long, narrow, hilly streets; And
now it was her fault. There were not many people, and there were few shops here; Still, one was t last at hand, and she entered to inquire her way. The person at the WA counter was engaged, and many customers were waiting for him: time was very precious: Sybil drove the inquiry crazy and received only a supercilious look from the retailer, who was w eighing with precision
some article he was serving. A young man, shabby, bu t very superior looking to people this quarter, looks good, ough with scattered air, and who seems to be waiting for a customer in attendance, turned to Sybil. I'm going to Hunt Street, he said, to show you the way? She accepted this offer most conscientiously. That's close to hand, I believe? Here he is, he said; and he turned
down the street. What's your house? Number 22: printing press. said Sybil; because the street she entered was so much of an ark that she despaired of finding her way, and dared to trust by now a guide who wasn't a cop. The very house I'm going to, said a stranger: I'm a printing house. And they walked in some way, while at length stopped in front of a glass and illumined the
door, covered with a red curtain. Before it was a group of several men and women bra wling, but who did not notice Sybil and her companion. Here we are, the man said; and he pushed the door open, inviting Sybil to ente r. She hesitated; disagreed with the description given to her by the café keeper, but she has seen so much since and has been through so much, that at this
point she had no clear command of her memory for which she was otherwise remarkable; but as she faltered, the interior door was forcibly thrown open, and Sybil moved sideways, two girls, still beauties ful despite the gin and color, stepped onto the Street. This can't be a house, Sybil exclamed starting his return, overwhelmed by deceit and terror. A! The Holy Virgin helped me!
And it is a blessed word to hear in this pagan land, exclamed the Irishman, who was one of the groups on the outside. If you're from our church of st., Sybil said, appealing to a man who is so spo ken and whom she gently pulled aside: I beseech by everything we hold sacred, that we help you. And won't I? and I would like to see a hand that would hur t you; And he looked in a
circle, but the young man was gone. You're not the woman I'm thinking about, he added. No, but a sister in Christ, Sybil said; Listen to me, good friend. I hurried about my father,--only he's in great danger,--in Hunt Street,--I know it's not my way,--his moment is precious,-- guides me, I come to my senses,--the least and truly guides me! Won't I? Don't be afraid of my sweetheart.
And her poor father is sick! I'd like to ad such a daughter! We didn't go far. You should have taken the next turnin Mr. We need to walk up to it again for 'tis little street without a thoroughfare. Come on without fear. Nor was Sybil afraid; for the description of the street that an honest man gave, counted with her instructions. Reassuring her with many kind words, and full of harsh
souls, the good Irishman led her to the place she had been looking for for so long. There was a court she was told to enter. It was well lit, and descending the stairs she stopped at the first door on the left and knocked. Book 5 Chapter 7 On the same night that Sybil encountered so many dangers, the salons of The House of De Loraine were flaming with a thousand lights to
welcome the world of power and fa shion to a festival of almost unprecedented magnificence. Fronting the royal park, its long rows of uncontaminated windows and bursts of gay and fantastical music t hat hovered from its walls attracted the admiration and curiosity of another pair of ty that was assembled in the same modern district, under the canopy no less bright and leaning on
the sofa barely less luxurious, because they lit t on the stars and reposed on the grass. I say, Jim, said a young genius of fourteen who stretched across the court, I feel sorry for them sitting on their boxes all night waiting for dancing nobs. They can't take a stand. But they as a porter, replied his friend, a sedate spirit with the advantage of an additional year or two of experience.
They take turns taking their pot half and half, and if their name is called, the link they subscribe to pay for, sings 'here;' and that's how their guvners are made. I think I'd like to be a liaison to Jim, the youngster said. I wish you could get it, there was an answer: It's the next best thing for crossi ng: that's what anyone looks at when they enter public life, but soon finds 'taint to do
without a job of interest. They keep it to themselves, and don't believe lets anyone in unless it's made very problematic and gets up to party agin'em. I wonder what nobs have for dinner, said the young pensively. A lot of kidneys I dare say. Oh! No, no Sweets are the time of day in these here deflating: syllabubs like flames, and snapdragon as it makes flunkys pretty pale. I would
thank you, sir, not to step on this child, the widow said. She had th ree others with She's nausing around, and this was the youngest cover in her nly joke. Ma'am, the person she spoke to responded, in tolerable English, but with an accent marked: I was bivouacked in many countries, but never with such a young comr ade: I gave you a thousand pardons. Sir, you're very polite.
These warm nights are a great blessing, but I'm sure I don't know what we're going to do in the leaf drop. I don't think about morrow, said the stranger, who was Polish; From 1999 to 1993 he served as a boy under the sun of the Peninsula under Soult and fought diebit scha on the shores of the icy Vistula. It brings a lot of changes. And by organizing the cloak he took from the
pawns around him that day, he delivered himself to sleep with that facility which is not uncommon among soldiers. A fight broke out here: Two girls began fighting and blasphemy; A man who was in juvie came, punished them and separated them. I'm the mayor of the night, he said, and I'm not going to fight here. It's like you that makes the beaks want us kicked out of our place.
His authority seemed generally recognized, the girls were quiet, but they disturbed the sleeping man, who excited him with an elf, looked around him and said frightenedly: Where am I? What's all this? Oh! it's nothing, said the elder of the two guys we first noticed, just cou ple uncomfortable girls who prigged the clock from the cove what is lushy and fe will sleep under the trees
between this and Kinsington. I wish they hadn't woken me up, said the man, I walked all the way to Stokenchu rcha, and that's a forty-mile question, this morning to see if I could get some work, and I went to bed here without any dinner. I'm blessed if I haven't dreamed of a roast pig's leg. It wasn't a happy day for me, he rejoined the lad, I couldn't find a horse to sing le gentleman's
to hold him, so help me, apart from what was at Co mmons House, and kept me there for two death hours and said when he came out, he'll remember me next time. I didn't taste the wit day after day except for some cat meter and cold potatoes given to me by a taxi driver; but I've got quid her e, and if you're very short I'll give you half. Meanwhile, Lord Valentine and Princess
Stephanie of Eurasberg with some escorts worthy of such a couple, danced the new Mazurka before the Admirin G rally at Deloraine House. The ball was in a gallery of statues unprecedented on his night in a Russian way, which, while diffusing the brilliant light thro ughout of the beautiful chamber, was specially adapted to the development of the contours of marble forms of
grace and love that moved around. Where's Arabella? Asked Lord Marney his mother, I want to introduce Youn to Mr Huntingford. He can be very useful to me, but he's boring me, so I can't talk to him. I want to introduce him to Arabella. Arabella's in the blue drawing room. I saw her with Mr. Jermyn and Chao. Count teaches them some Russian tricks. What are my Russian tricks;



needs to speak to young Huntingford; everything would build on his work with me against the cut-and-come-again branch-line; h ave have denied me my fee, and I will not have my estate cut into ribbons at no charge. My dear Lady Deloraine, said Lady de Mowbray. What a beautiful gallery your gallery looks like night after night! I'm sure there's nothing in London that glows so
well. His greatest decorations are her guests. I'm fascinated to see Lady Joan look so good. Do you think that's the case? Really. I want-- and this is where Lady de Mowbray sighed. What do you think of M r Mountchesney? They admire him universally. So, each one says, and yet-- So what do you think of Dashville, Fitz? Mr. Berners told Lord Fitzher on, I saw you dancing with
her. I can't stand her: she sets up to be natural and is just rude; errors of insolenc e for innocence; She says everything that comes first on her lips and thinks she's gay when she's just giddy. 'Tis brilliantly, Lady Joan told Mr Mountchesney. When you're here, he murmured. And yet the ball in the art gallery is not in my opinion in good taste. The Asso ciations proposed by the
sculpture are not solemn. Repose is charact eristic sculptures. Don't you think so? Decisively, Mr. Mountchesney said. We danced in a gallery in Matfield this Ch ristmas, and I thought all along that the gallery was no place for a ball; It's too long and too narrow. Lady Joan looked at him, and her lip was pretty twisted. I wonder if Valentine sold his bay cuba, Lord Milford told Lord
Eugene de Vere. I wonder, said Lord Eugene. I'd like you to ask him, Eugene, said Lord Milford, you understand, I don't want him to know that's what I want. 'It's so boring to ask questions, said Lord Eugene. Are we going to wear Chichester? She asked Lady Firebrace of Lady St Julians. Oh! don't ever talk to me about the House of Commons again, she replied in unaffected
despair. What good is winning by unit? It can take years. Lord Protocol says 'one is enough'. This Jamaica affair really ended in great strengthening. I don't despair, lady firebrace said. Unequivocally assigning the Duke on f Fitz-Aquitaine is a great thing. It gives us the northern division on dissol ution. That is in five years, my dear Lady Firebrace. The earth will be destroyed d
before then. We'il see. Is this the settled matter between Lady Joan and Mr Mountchesney? Not the slightest foundation. Lady Joan is the most reasoned girl, as is a charming person and a dear friend of mine. She's not in a hurry to get marrying, and stop right. If Frederick was really a little calmer, but nothing will ever get me to agree to marry her unless I think he's worthy of her.
You're such a good mother, exclaimed Lady Firebrace, and such a good friend! I'm glad to hear that's not true. Mr. Mountchesney. If you could just help me, my dear Lady Firebrace, end this affair between Frederick and Lady Wallington. It's so stupid, and getting talked about; and in her heart also really loves Lady Joan; Only he's barely aware of himself. We must manage it, Lady
Firebrace said, with a look of reassuring mystery. Do, my dear creature; talk to him; He's very driven by your opinion. Tel l everyone laughs at him, and any other little thing that comes to mind. I'll come directly, Lady Marney told her husband, just to see this. Well, I'll bring Huntingford here. Um you talk to him a lot; Take h's hand, and go down to dinner with him if you can. He's a
very nice reasonable yo ung guy, and you're going to love it, I'm sure; A little shy at first, bu t he just wants to take it out. A deft description of one of the most reluctant and unspoiled cubs who entered the society on the night of the night with forty thousand a year; he was courted by everyone, and with only that degree of cunning that made him suspicious of all the attention. This
horrible Lord Huntingford! Said Lady Marney. Jermyn and I will conclude, Egremont said, and help you. No, no, lady marney said, straight-headed, I have to do it. At this point, the groom's odoja advanced and pulled Egremont aside, speaking in a low tone: Your servant, Mr. Egremont, is here and wants to see you up and about. My servant! right now! What deuce could be a thing?
I hope Albany's on fire, and he left the room. In the outer hall, amid a crowd of servants, Egremont recognized his servant who had come forward interceded. The porter brought this letter, sir, and I thought it best to come with him at once. The letter directed at Egremont also carried his superscription of these words. His letter must be immediately carried by the bearer to Mr.
Egremont wherever he may be. Egremont pulled it aside with some change in counting, and opening the letter read it with a lamp handy. It must have been very short; but the face of him to whom he was addressed became, as he studied his lines, greatly troubled. When he finished reading it, he seemed momentily lost in deep thought; then look up he fired his servant without
instructions, and accelerating back to the assembly, he asked the groom's odaja if Lord John Russell, who had observed throughout the evening, was still present; and was nswered into affirmative. About a quarter of an hour after this incident, Lady Firebrace told Lady St J Ulians in a tone of mysterious alarm. Do you see that? No, no What? Don't look like you've been watching
them: Lord John and Mr. Egremont, in the farthest window, have been there for these ten minutes in the most discounted conversation. I'm afraid we've lost him. I always expected it, lady st julians said. He eats breakfast with Mr. Trenchard and does things like that. Men who out are gen erally liberals. Didn't you notice that? I wonder why? It shows a restless revolutionary mind,
said Lady Firebrace, who cannot settle for anything; But he must be running after gossip as soon as they're awake. Yes, said Lady St Julians. I think they're the people who eat breakfast or who give the No. eakfasts generally dangerous characters; At least I wouldn't believe them. T on whigs are very fond of that sort of thing. If Mr. Egremont joins them, I don't see what shadow of
Lady Deloraine's claim can encourage her to have anything. She only wants one thing, lady firebrace said, and we know she can't have on. Why? Because Lady St Julians will have it. You're too kind, with a lot of smiles. No, I can assure you Lord Masque told me that Her Majesty-- and this is where Lady Firehrac whispered. Well, said Lady St Julians is obviously very pleased, I
don't think I'm the kind of person who will probably forget my friends. I'm sure you didn't! Said Lady Firebrace. Book 5 Chapter 8 Behind the printing house in the alley on the door we left Sybil, there was a courtyard that led to some rooms that were once used as a working shop, but now we are largely uninhathed. In a rather spacious chamber above which was a loft, five men, one
of whom was Gerard, were hastily engaged. There was no furniture in the room except for a few chairs and a table for agreement, which had a lonely light of various papers. You depend on it, Gerard said, we must stick to the National Holiday: we cannot do anything effective unless the movement is simultaneous. They do not have soldiers to cope with the simultaneous
movement, and the Holiday is the only machinery that has sharpened the unity of action. There's no work for six weeks, and Labour's rights will be kv90k! We will never be able to make the people unanimous in stopping childbirth, said a pale young man, very thin but with great important energy. T he selfish instincts will come into play and that baulk our political object, wh ile a
huge increase in physical suffering must be inevitable. It could be done, said a middle-aged, fat man, in a thoughtful tone. If the Unions were to really put their shoulder behind the wheel, it could be done. And if that's not done, Gerard said, what do you suggest? People ask you to lead them. Shrink on such a conjuncture, and our influence on them is lost and simply lost. I'm all for
partial but sweeping rebellions, the young man said. We can count on Birmingham again, if we act at once before their new P Olice Act is in force; Manchester is mature; and several cotton towns; but first of all I have letters that assure me that at the moment we can do anything and n Wales. Glamorganshire is right to the man, said Wilkins Baptist teacher. And the store I'm so bad
that the holiday at all the events has to take place there, for the masters t hemselves extinguishing their furnaces. You can see the whole north, Gerard said. We need to contrite ourselves to the metropolis, said Maclast, a cunning carrot-hai red paper-stain. We have to have weekly meetings in Kennington and demonstrations at White Conduit House: we can't do more here I'm
afraid than talk, but a few of our people at Kennington Common every Saturday and some spicy resolutions will ke epic The Guard in London. Ay, ay, gerard said; I wish wool and cotton shops were just as bad to do with iron, and you shouldn't need a break like you say, Wilkins. However, it will c ome. Meanwhile, the poor law pinches and terrifies, and will make even the most
insematable turns. The bills day after day from the north are very encouraging, the young man said. Stevens produces great effect, and this plan of our people going into the procession and taking possession of the church greatly affects the imagination of the ion multitude. Ah! Gerard said, if only we could have the Church on our side, as in the good old days, we would soon put
an end to the demonic tyranny of the Capital. And now, said the pale young man, taking handwriting paper, on our immedi ate the job. This is a blueprint for the projected proclamation of the Birmingham Outbreak Convention. She looks forward to peace and order, and advises people to arm themselves to provide for both. You understand, they can resist if the troops and the
police try to produce a riot. Ay, ay, gerard said. Make it a stout. We're going to deal with this all at once, and that's how we're going to handle it. Then for action. But we must circle this pamphlet of the Polish count on how to induce cavalry with pikes, Maclast said. 'Tis printed, said the stout thickset man; We put it on the wide side. We sent 10,000 north and 5,000 to John Frost.
We'll have another delivery tomorrow. It lasts very generally. A pale young man read a draft proclamation; it is ransacked and crit icised sentence by sentence; amended, approved: finally put to a vote and unequivocally carried. The morrow is supposed to be placed in every thoroughfare of the metropolis, and circulates in every major city province and populated di strict work. And
now, gerard said, I'm going to-morrow to the north, where I wanted. But before I go I suggest, as suggested yesterday, that the five of us along with Langle y, who I reckoned we would see here by nightfall, are now forming into a committee or arming people. There are three of us in London all the time; Wilkins and I will help you in the provinces. Nothing can be decided on this
head until we see Lan Gley, who will make a communication from Birmingham that cannot be trusted to squeeze out. The seven-hour train must have been here a long time ago. He's good at his time now. I hear footsteps, Maclast said. He's coming, Gerard said. The door to the chamber opened and the woman came in. Pale exhausted, did he progress to them in a shimmering
light. What is this?, said several council members. Sybil! exclamed a stunned Gerard, and he rose from his seat. She grabbed her father's hand, and leant at him for a moment in silence. Then looking up with a phrase that seemed to point to her gathering her last energy, she said, in a voice low, yet so pronounced that he reached the ear of the present: There is no moment to lose:
fly! The men quickly rose from their seats; addressed the messenger of danger; Gerard waved at them because he thought his daughter was sinking. He gently wrapped her in his chair; She was reasonable, because she grabbed his hand, and she murmured -- she was still mumbled-- flying! 'It's very strange, Maclast said. I feel queer! said the fat man. Methinks she looks like a
heavenly messenger, Wilkins said. I had no idea the country had something so fair, said the youthful scribe of the proclamation. Covered-up friends! Gerard said, And then he bent over Sybil and in a low-minded voice said, Tell me, my child, what is it? She looked up to her father; look as they were from dedication and despair: her dog moved but they refused their office and
expressed no words. There was a deep silence in the room. She left, her father said. Water, the young man said, and he rushed to get something. I feel queer, said his fat colleague Maclastu. I'll answer for Langley as well as myself. said Maclast; and there is no anoth er human being aware of our purpose. Except morley. Yes: except For Morley. But I should doubt Gerard as
Stephen Morley. Certainly. I can't imagine how she tracked me down, Gerard said. I never even breathed at her about our meeting. Would we have water! Ah! There he is. I'm arresting you in the Queen's name, serjeant police said. Resistance is important in. Maclast blew out the light, then ran into the attic, followed by a fat man, who fell down the stairs: Wilkins fell on the
chimney. The sergeant took the sloping horn from his pocket, and shed a bright light on the chamber, whi le his followers entered, confiscated and secured all the papers, and began a search. The light fell on the group that did not move: the father who held the hand of the hi insensitive child, while extending the other hand as if to guard it from the t, he is the indusposing touch of
the conqueror. You're Walter Gerard, I guess, said serjeant, six foot two without sho es. Whoever contacts him, he replied, I assume you will issue your warrant, my friend, before you touch me. 'Tis here. We want the five of you, named here, and all the others who can be found in your company. I will obey the warrant, Gerard said after reviewing it; but this maid, my daughter,
knows nothing about this meeting or its purpose. She just got here, and since she tracked me down, I don't know. You're going to let me get her back, and then you're going to let her go. I can't let anyone my eyesight found in this room. But she's innocent, even if it's our fault; she can be nothing but hopeless, because she knows nothing about this meeting and his business, and I
am both ready at the right time and the right place to confirm. She walked into this room as a mom nt just before herself, walked in and came down. I can't help it; must take it; he can tell the judge whatever he wants, and he has to decide. Why aren't you afraid of a young girl? I'm not afraid of anything; But I have to do my duty. It's coming that we don't have time to talk. I have to
take you both. By G- d you will not take it; and leaving her hand, Gerard advanced befor e her and assumed the position of defense. You know, I consider, my height: my streng th doesn't embarrass my physique! Look at you. In advance and touch this girl, nd I will drop you and your subjects like oxen on your pasture. The inspector took the gun out of his pocket and pointed it at
Gerard. You see, he said, resistance is pretty vanity. For slaves and cravens, but not for us. I'm saying you won't touch her until I'm dead at her feet. Now, do the worst. At this point two police officers searching the attic descended with Macl ast who tried in vain to influence his escape over the adjacent roof; the fat man was already insured; and Wilkins was knocked down the
chimney and appeared in such a dirty state as such a shelter would naturally have the opportunity. The young man too, their first prisoner who was captured by the befo re they entered the room, was also brought in; now there was plenty of you ght; four inmates were within range and well guarded at the end of the apartment; Gerard stood before Sybil and still maintained his
position of defence, and Serjeant was, a few yards away, in the front with a gun in his hand. Well, you're gay, serjeant said; But I have to do my duty. I'll order my men to take you, and if you resist them, I'll shoot you in the head. Stop! He called one of the prisoners, the young man who drew the proclamations, she's moving. Do with us as you think it fits, but you can't be so sharp as
to take advantage of no that's meaningless, and a woman! I have to do my duty, Serjeant said rather confused by the situation. Well, if you like, take steps to rebuild it, and when she came to, she was the gym moved to Hackney Coach alone with her father. Sybil's recovery funds were rude, but helped revive natur e. She breathed, groaned, slowly opened her beautiful dark eyes
and looked in circles. Her father held her hand a cold death; she put pressure back on him: her lips moved, and yet she murmured flies! Gerard looked at the serjeant. I'm ready, he said, and I'll wear it. E officer nodded. Guarding two police high-ranking delegate Mowbray b ploughed his precious burthen out of the chamber through the yard, print-offs ces, in an alley, while
Hackney's trainer received on Hunt Street, a circle already collected by the mob, although police keep it at a discreet distance. One officer got on the bus with them: another mounted the box. Two other COA ches carried the rest of the prisoners and their guards, and within an hour of Sybil arriving at the scene of a secret meeting, she was on her WA y Bow Street to be questioned
as a state prisoner. Sybil quickly gathered during their advance to the police office. Satisfied that she had inquired with her father about everything that had happened, but Gerard discouraged her at first; He had long thought it was most damest to gradually convey to her that they were prisoners, but he handled the matter lightly, had no doubt that she would be fired immediately,
and added that although he was detained for a day or two, his transgression was bail at all events and he was an ad to friends he could rely on. When Sybil clearly realized she was a inmate, and her public questioning was forthcoming, she fell silent and leaned into the coach, covering her face with her hands. The prisoners arrived in Bow Street; Rushed to the back office, where
they went unnoticed, several officers remained in the room. Lasting about twenty minutes, a man dressed in black and sev era aspects entered the room accompanied by a police inspector. First he guessed whether these were prisoners, what are their names and descriptions, w hich each had to give and which ones were written down, where they were arrested, why they were
arrested: then sharply examined them he said that the judge was the interior ministry, and doubted whether they could be examined up to morro w. Afterwards Gerard began by citing the circumstances under which Sybil was fortunately arrested, but a gentleman in black with a difficult aspect, imme dialy told him to keep his mouth shut, and when Gerard persisted, he stated that if
Gerard did not stop immediately, he should be separated from another prisoner and ordered to enter the 1990s. Another half hour of painful suspense. Prisoners were not allowed to have any conversation; Sybil sat half-leaning on the form with her back leaning on everything, her face covered, quiet and motionless. At the end of half an hour the inspector of police who visited them
with the gentleman in black entered d announced that prisoners could not be brought in for a checkup that neither ing, and must be made as comfortable as possible for the night. Mr Erard made a final appeal to the inspector that Sybil could be allowed a separate council and was unexpectedly successful in doing so. The inspector was a kind-hearted man: he lived in an office, and
his wife was a house assistant. He's already accounted for her, interesting display, h is a female prisoner. The imagination of a good woman was touched, as was her hear t; she had herself that you should mitigate the rigor of fair PR isoner is a lot; and the inspector therefore almost foresaw gere rd's request. He begged Sybil to follow him to his better half, and suddenly he
promised al l the comfort and practicalities they could command. As, with the presence of ins pector, she made her way to his family's apartments, they passed through a room containing writing materials, and Sybil spoke for the first team e and in a feebile voice asking the inspector if ap prise of a friend of her situation was allowed. She was answered in the affirmative, to the
conditia that he had previously reviewed his note. I will write it at once, she said, and picked up a pen she wrote to these wor dsima I followed your counsel; I told him to leave London this night. He swore he'd do it at morrow time. I learned that he attended a secret meeting; that there is an urgent danger. I trac ked him through scenes of terror. Alas! I arrived only in time to be seiz
ed as a conspirator, and I was arrested and carried prisoner to Bow Stre et, where I write this. Please do not interfere with it: it would be futile; But if I were free, at least I'd get him justice. But I'm not free: I'm to be raised for a p ublic review on- morrow, if I survive this night. You are powerful; you know everything; You know what I say is true. No one else is going to fix it. save me!
And now, Sybil told the inspector in a tone of deplorable desolation and m ild sweetness, it all depends on your faith for me, and she extended to him the lette r, which he read. Whoever he was and wherever he was, the inspector with emotion said, because the spirit of Sybil was already controlling his nature, provided that the person to whom this letter was addressed is at a
possible distance, do not be afraid that he will kill him again. I will seal and deal with it then, Sybil said, and the letter was addressed by the HON. CHARLES EGREMONT M.P. adding to the superscry whose superscry so upset Egremont at Delora ine House. Book 5 Chapter 9 The night has waned: Sybil took a long na naptual, too. The pre-dawn chill stole her senses and calmed
the excitement of her nerves. She is ly ing on the ground, covered with a cloak from which her kindly hostess has prevailed on her to be used, and partially rests on a chair, on which the bee n prays when exhausted nature subsides and she is asleep. Her hat fell off the f, and her rich hair, which broke free, covered her shoulder like a cape. Her sleep was short and disturbed, but it
darkened the irritated brain to a great degree. But she awoke to fear of a dream in which she was scattered through a mob and carried before the tribunal. Crude jerks, brutal threats, still echoed in her ear; and when she looked around her, she couldn't remember or recognize the sight for a few moments. In one corner of the room, which wa with enough was the bed occupied by
the still-sleeping wife in the spector; there was a lot of heavy furniture made of dark mahogany; Bureau, everal dresser: across the fireplace is a piece of faded embroidery framed, which was executed by the inspector's wife when she was at school, d opposite him, on the other side, were portraits of Dick Curtis and Dutch Sam, who was her husband's tutor, and now lived as
heroes in his memory. Slowly came over Sybil's consciousness of a terrible night that had passed. She stayed on her knees for a while in silent prayer: then she stepped slightly, approached the window. It was forbidden. The room where she lived was a tall Tory house; he looked down on one of those semi-tacky, semi-wretched st reets located near our theaters; some wretched
palaces, ha unts misery and crime, mixed with gin palaces and slang taverns, entrenched and brazen; the creature was not interfering. It was just one hour out of twenty-four when the crime stopped, debauchery was exhausted and even havoc found sh elter. It was dawn, but still gray. For the first time since she was a inmate, Sybil was alone. Prisoner, and in a few hours to be
questioned in front of the public ibunal! Her heart sank. How far her father devoted himself to her was a mystery to her; but the language of Morley, and everything she witnessed, impr essed her with the belief that she was deeply involved. He did indeed speak n in their progress in the police office with confidence in the future, but he did not have every motive to encourage her in
her despair, and to support her undead were the overwhelming circumstances in which she was so suddenly involved. What a c atastrophe to all his high aspirations! It tore her heart when she thought about him! Like herself, she still hopes she could eventually get justice, but sh e could hardly flatter herself that any distinction will be made initially between her case and that of
other inmates. She would probably be turned over to trial; And although her innocence could be proven on that occasion, she was a inmate at the interval, instead of devoting all her energy in freedom to the support and help of her father. And she has shrunk, with all the delicacy of a woman, since her upcoming questioning in open court before a judge. Underpinned by her beliefs,
affirming a sacred principle, there may not have been a trial that Sybil would not have been superior to, nor a test of her energy and faith that she would not have triumphantly encountered; but to rush as a criminal to the bar of the police office, suspected of lowe st arts riots, ignorant even of what she was accused of, without conviction to support her or ennobling the awareness
that she had failed at least in gr eating the cause; these were all circumstances that endlessly discouraged and depressed her. Sometimes she felt. she should not be able to fulfill that occasion: if it wasn't for Gerard, she could almost have wished that death could have freed her from her basic confusions. Was there hope? In the agony of her soul she confided in one last night;
with barely a bewildering hope of saving her. He may not have the power, the opportunity, the desire. It could be reduced from mixing with su ch characters and such transactions; he might not have received her hasty appe but in time to act on it, even if the desire of her soul was feasible. Ousand difficulties, a thousand obstacles have now occurred to her; and she felt her
hopelessness. Yet whatever her extreme grief and the absence of all surrounding objec ts to appease and comfort her, the spread of dawn has revived and even encouraged Sybil. Despite the limited situation, she could still partially observe sk y dotted with pink shades; the feeling of freshness touched her: she could not resist trying to open the window and feel the air, regardless
of all her bars. The inspector's wife stirred, and half napt, murmured: Did you get up? It can't be more than five hours. If you open the window, we will catch a cold; But I'm going to stand up and help you get dressed. This woman, like her husband, was naturally kind, and suddenly influenced by Sybi L. They both treated her like a superior being; and if, instead of the daughter of a
low prisoner and herself a prisoner, she was the noble child of the captain of the ive minister of state, they could not extend to her a more modest and eve n delicate solicitude. He had not yet struck seven, and the inspector's wife suddenly stopped and listened, said: They mix early: and then, after a moment's pause, he opened the door, on which she stood for a while trying to
catch m eaning mysterious sounds. She referred to Sybil and said, Shut up, I'll come back directly, she's retired, closing the door. In just over two hours, as Sybil was informed, she will be called in for a checkup. It was a sick thought. Hope vanished as the disaster progressed. She almost accused herself of searching without authority for her father at h; she regarded him as a
unsuccessful send-off and his results on it exacerbated his present sorrows and confusion. Her mind reiterated his counsel, which indirectly prompted her hasty step, and whose ai d in her endless hopeless appeal. A woman who has stood only at the landing site without a door all this time has now re-entered with confused and curious air, saying: I can't get away with it; some
have arrived. Some have arrived. Simple but disturbing words. Is that unusual, Sy asked in a trembling tone, for people to arrive at this hour? Yes, said the inspector's wife. They never bring them in from the stations until the office opens. I can't get away with it. Quiet! and on this some bugged at the door. The woman returned to the door and reopened it, and some words were
spoken that did not reach Sybil, whose heart beat violently as a wild thought raced across the h er mind. The suspense was so unbearable, her agitation so great, she was at a point of progress and asked if - when the door was closed and she was left alone again. She threw herself on the bed. It seemed to her that she had lost control of her intelligence. All thought and feeling
fused in that deep sus pense when our being's order seems to cease and tremble as it was on it is xis. The woman is back; Her count was pleased. Perceiving the agitation of Sybil, she said: You can dry your eyes, my dear. There is nothing like a friend on a cou cape; There's a warrant from the Secretary of State for your release. No, no, Sybil said as she peeked out of her chair.
Is he here? What secretary of state! said the woman. No, no, I mean, is any of them here? Coach is waiting for you at the door with a messenger from the office and you'll leave immediately. My husband's here, he was the one who knocked on the door. The warrant came before the office opened. My father! I need to see him. The inspector at this point was tapping the door again
and came in. He caugh t last request Sybil, and responded to it in the negative. You mustn't st ay, he said; you need to start now. I'll tell your father everything. And a hint; This affair can be bailed out or it can't be. I can't give opiah on, but it depends on the evidence. If you have any good men you know, I mean a householder who has long been established and healthy to work in
the world, I advise you to waste time looking for him. It's going to do your father a lot more good than saying goodbye and all that stuff. Saying goodbye to her dear wife, and leaving her many crying messages, Sybil descended the stairs with the inspector. The office wasn't open: several officers were just passing through, and as she showed up, one of them cleared the way for
Sybil to the coach who was waiting for her. We lkwoman or two, the stray chimney, the pieman with his machine, and a few of those untied nothings that always gather and form the core about the f mob- -probably our young friends who were passing the night in Hyde Park - have already gathered around the door of the office. They scattered, and returned again and assumed their
position at a more respectful distance, abusing with man y racy execrations that ancient body that out of traditional habits they still ceded the New Police. A man in a loose white oversized coat, his countess hidden by a scarf that wa wound around his neck and by his hunched hat, assisted Sybil in trainer, nd pressed his hand at the same time with great tenderness. He then
mounted the box by the driver and ordered him to make the most of your journey to Smith Square. With a beating heart, Sybil. He went back to coach and pinned her hands. Her b rain was too wild to think: the incidents of her life over the last four and t hours were so strange and fast that she seemed to almost resign to any q uality of intelligent control over her wealth, and to
deliver herself to e-changing visions of a stunning dream. His voice sounded in her ear as her hand touched hers. And it was in those tones that her memory lingered, and that journalistic ure came to her heart. Such gentle loyalty! What sincere fidelity! What a bra but a romantic faith! If she had inhaled a little talisman and called some obedient spirit to help, the spirit could not have
been more loyal, nor could the compilation of its most boring and precise. She walked past the towers of St John's Church: a saint who seems to be Mr. Uard over her in the exigenies of her existence. She was approaching her threshol d; blood left her cheek, her heart falling on her head. Coach stopped. The trembling and timid one leant on his arm, yet dared not to look at his
face. They're the ones that are the house that's got the house going up; They were in a room where he knelt in vain for two months before he knelt in vain, which was the scene of so many hearty passions yesterday. As in some delicious dream, when the vicious fantasy followed for a while with coherent bliss a stream of bright adventures and sweet and touching phrases, th eras
finally comes to some wild gap in the course of fascination, and means that W e can't keep up with, and by an agency that we can't follow, we find ourselves in such a way that I am engrossing a situation that is as it was the ecstasy of our lives; so happe ned now, yes, while in clear and precise order seemed to fly over the sou l of Sybil everything he had been through, everything
he had done, everything she felt - by some mystical process that memory could not remember, Sybil found herself pressed against the pulsating heart of Egremont, nor diminished from a hug that expressed the tenderness of his devoted love! Book 5 Chapter 10 Mowbray was in a state of great excitement. It was a Saturday night: w-era mills closed; Word came of the delegates'
arrest. Let's go! He told Dandy Mick Devilsdust. What do you think of this? It's the beginning of the end, Devilsdust said. Deuce! said Dandy, who did not clearly realize the bent opse rvation of his much-delibered and philosophical friend, but was moved by his ora cular terseness. We need to see Warner. Said Devilsdust, and invite a meeting of people to the Swamp for to-morrow
night. I'll draw up some decisions. We must speak up; We have to intimidate the capitalists. I'm all for strike action, Mick said. 'Tisn is not mature, Devilsdust said. But that's what you always say, Dusty, Mick said. I'm looking at events, Devilsdust said. If you want to be a leader of men you have to learn to watch events. But what do you think of the events? Do you see Mother
Carey's booth? said Dusty, pointing in the direction of good-hearted widows. I should think I am; And what's more, Julia owes her a tick for herring. Right, Devilsdust said: and nothing but herring should be seen on her board. Two years ago, it was meat. I'm tying it up, Mick said. Wait until you get wegetables; when people can't even buy fish. Then we'll talk about strikes. That's
what I call watching events. Julia, Caroline and Harriet contacted them. Mick, Julia said, we want to go to the temple. I'd like you to get it, Mick said, shook his head. When you learn to wave events, Julia, you'll realize that under the present circumstances Temp le doesn't go. And why is that, Dandy? Said Julia. Do you see Mother Carey's booth? Said Mick, pointing in that direction.
When there's a tick on Madame Carey's no tin for Chaffing Jack. That's what I call watching events. Oh! As for the lim, Caroline said, in these halves it's quite out about f fashion. But they say it's the last night in the temple, because Chaffing Jack means to shut up, it's no longer worth it; And we want to. I'll stand tre on; I'll put my earrings in the spout - they have to go at last, and I'd
rather go to my uncle's anytime for joy than admo. I'm sure I'd very much like to go to the temple if someone paid for me, Harriet said, but I'm not going to pawn anything. If we could just pay for them and hear how you got them to shleg, Julia said in a suaxing tone. Very similar, Mick said; there is nothing that makes him as thirsty as listening to a song, especially if it touches
feelings. Don't you remember, Dusty, w hen that we used to bis that German guy in 'Scots wha ha.' We've always had it fiv e times. Hang me if I wasn't blind drunk at the end of it. I'll tell you what, young ladies, devilsdust said, looking very festive, you'd be ancing on a volcano. Oh! mine, caroline said. I'm sure I wish we had; Although what you mean exactly I don't know. I think we'll
all be slaves soon, Devilsdust said. Not if we get a ten-hour bill, Harriet said. And no cleaning machines at mealtime, Julia said; It's a disgrace. You don't know what you're talking about, Devilsdust said. I'm telling you, if the capitalists execute Gerard, we're done for another ten years, and by then we'll all be used. Lor! Dusty, you're pretty dreading one, Caroline said. It's still a real
law. Instead of going to the temple, we must meet at the Moo r, in as many numbers as possible. Go to you and get all your sweethearts. I see your father, Harriet; he must preside. We'll have Labour's anthem by 100,000 votes in the choir. It will strike terror at the heart of the capitalists. This is what we all have to think about if we want Labour to have a chance, not go to Chaffing
Jack's and listen to stupid songs. D'you understand? Right! let's say Caroline; and for my part for the summer evening I prefer Mowbray Mo or all the temples in the world, especially if it is social entertainment and we have some good singing. Tonight was settled among labour's main cause champions - among them Devilsdust now - that there should be an M Onster meeting in the
Moors on Morrow to take into being the arrest of Delegate Mowbray. Such was the complete organization of this district that the communiques cating with various lodges of the Syndicate fifty thousand people, i.e. e ven twice that number, can be brought to the field within four and twenty hours on a favorable day. That morrow was a day's rest was favorable, and the seizure of their
prized delegate was a stimulating c ause. The excitement was great, the enthusiasm serious and profound. There was enoug h trouble to keep people dissatisfied without depressing them. And Devilsdust fter attended the Council of the Union, retreated to rest and dreamed of powerful spe eches and spicy resolutions, bands and banners, cheers gathered by thousands with, and
eventual triumph of sacred rights. The announcement the next morning brought great and stirring news to Mowbray. Gerard was being examined on Bow Street. He was long and tiring; He committed to stand trial for a seditious conspiracy, but he was held on bail. The bail requested was difficult; but it was prepared and immediately proffered. His secure connections are to Morley
and Mr Hatton. By this post Morley had written to his friends, appr them that both Gerard and he had intended to leave London immediately, and that he could be expected to arrive on mowbray by evening train. The monstrous encounter of the Moors that was immediately resolved should turn into a triumphant procession, i.e. preceded by one. Messengers on horsebac k were sent
to all neighboring cities to announce the big event. Every artistic isan felt like Moslemin called by a sacred standard. They all went ahead with ir women and their children to welcome the return of patriots and martyrs. E Crafts mowbraya got along early in the morning, and in various processions to ok possession of all churches. Their great pride was to fully fulfill the ch urch of Mr.
St. Lys, who was not discouraged by their demonstration, and taking the opportunity offered, he rebuffed the sermon with which he supplied himself and gave them an extemporarian speech in advance about Fear God and honor the king. In a non-consensuy chapel of gratitude have publicly offered that bail is accep ted for Walter Gerard. After the evening service, which the
Syndicates are attending again d, they formed in High Street and lined it with their ranks and banners. Eve ry half an hour procession arrived from some neighboring city with its music and streaming flags. Each was received by Warner or another member of the Managi Ng board, who assigned them his appointed position, which they took on without confusion, nor was the general
order disturbed for a moment. Sometimes a the party arrived without music and banners, but singing psalms and led by its minister; sometimes the children walked together, the women who followed, the men each with a ribbon of the same color in the hat: all rushed, and yet spo ntaneous and safe, hints that humanity under the influence of high and ea rnest feelings is immediately
repeated to the ceremony and form; how when the imagination is excited attracts imagination and requires for its expression something g outside the routine of everyday life. It was agreed that at the moment the train arrives and the presence of Gerard is established, the Shop at the position closest to the station should begin h ymn work, which should immediately be taken by his
neighbor, and so on, so that the almost electrical agency should almost simultaneously be insured for his arrival. At half past six hours, the bell announced that a train was in sight; a few m inutes afterwards Dandy Mick rushed to the leader of the nearest store, spok e a few words, and immediately the signal was given and the anthem began. It is taken over as the bell towers of
the great city in the silence of the night take e new clock that has just arrived; One by one powerful voices rose until they blended into one giant wave of sound. Warner and some other greeted Gerar d and Morley, and brought them, completely unprepared for such a reception, into a pencil carriage drawn by four white horses waiting for them. The orders were that there was no
cheering or irregular noise. The national anthem was heard on its veryself. As the carriage passed each store, they followed and formed in the procession behind it; so everyone had the opportunity to observe their chosen chief, and he took pride in watching the multitude who so enthusiastically withdrew the sovereignty of their services. An intertwined population, a powerful
melody, an incredible order, a simple but terrible solemnity, that depiction of a great cause to which she was de-voted under an aspect that suddenly satisfied the reason, captivated the imagination of ion, and lifted her heart - her admiration for her father, so ratified as w ere to the nation's sympathies - added to all the recent passages of her life brimming with such strange and
difficult interest. , overpowered Sybil. Tears fell down her cheek as the carriage sent her father away, while she remained under the cairos of an unknown to the people of Mowbray, but who accompanied her from Lona don,--this was Hatton. The last light of the sun was shed over the Swamp when Gerard reached it, and the Druids altar and surrounding rags were burned by its air.
Book 5 Chapter 11 It was the night after Gerard returned to Mowbray. Morley , who lent him and Sybil his holiday home in the dale, was in the hi newspaper's office, Mowbray Phalanx, where he was now staying. He was alone in his room writing, occasionally. from his seat and walking around the chamber, when some knocked on his door. Receiving permission to enter, Hatton
entered. I'm afraid I'm disturbing the article, the guest said. By no means: a day's work is not at hand. I'm so glad to see you. My quarters aren't very inviting, Hatton continued. It's amazing what accommodation you find in these big trading cities. I should have thought the mercantile passenger was a comfortable animal, not to say luxurious. But I find it all vicious and third-rate.
Wine is exorcized. So I thought I'd come and give you my boredom. 'It's hardly fair. You couldn't have satisfied me better. I was, rather a distraction than an exigeniation, throwing some thoughts on paper. But the voice of yesterday still ling ers in my ear. What a spectacle! Yes; you see what a multitude that has recognized the supremacy of moral power represents, Morley said.
The spectacle was in August; but the results that the public mind must lead to are exalted. That must have been deeply satisfying for our friend, Hatton said. That will underpin him in his career, Morley said. And comfort him in his prison, Hatton added. Do you think it's going to come to that? Said Morley when asked. It has this aspect; But the look is changing. What's supposed to
change them? Time and misfortune, which change everything. Time will bring York Assizes, morley musingly said; And as for the accident, I admit that my future seems bleak. What could happen for Gerard? He could win his own law settlement, Hatton demuly said, stretching out his legs and leaning back into his chair. It can also be judged in York Assizes His decision on law! I
thought it was a hoax, a simple affair of tactics to keep the field chance. I believe the field could be conquered, Hatton said very harmoniously. Won! Ay! Castle and Castle Mowbray and half the lordship round, to say nothin g of this good city. The people are ready to be his subjects; must renounce equality and be satisfied that the popular sovereign. You're joking with my friend.
Then I tell the truth in jest; Sometimes, you know, the case. what you mean? said Morley on the rise and approaching Hatton; Because even though I've seen you as a biting phrase, you never speak premeditatedly. Tell me what you are ean. I mean, Hatton said, looking Morley honestly in the face and saying with gravity gr eat, that there are documents proving the title of Walte r
Gerard to the owner of this great district; to know where the doc uments are; and that it requires nothing but a resolution equal to that opportunity to secure them. Is that what you should want? Morley said. I should think it's not, Hatton said. It would be be our nature to believe that. And where are those documents? Mowbray Castle's muniment room. Huh! exclaimed Morley in a
longer tone. Keep closely the one who knows its value, because they are not his right, but his confusion. And how can we get them? Means more honest than those they've been acquired to. They're not obvious. Two hundred thousand human beings yesterday acknowledged gerar d's superiority, Hatton said. Suppose they knew that within the walls of Mowbray Castle there was
evidence that Walter Gerard was the rightful possessor of the la nds on which they live; I guess that's what happened. Do you think you'd be happy singing psalms? Then what would happen to m oral power? They would take Mowbray Castle by storm; they would sack him and destroy him; they would name a selected band to shoot the round tower; They would make sure that
every document in it, especially the iron chest painted blue and blazoned with the Shield of Valence, should be de livered for you, for me, at any Gerard appointed to the office. And what could count de Mowbray's cure be? He could barely bring action to gain a hundred for the destruction of the castle, which we would prove to be ot his own. And the most he could do would be to
transport some poor wretches wh about getting drunk in his looted basements, then set fire to his gold salons. You amaze me, Morley said, looking at the amazed look on the face of the person who just delivered those suggestive details with the same cool ss and a withering accuracy that would go into pedigree detail. 'It's a practical look at the case, Mr Hatton stated. Morley upset
the chamber; Hatton remained silent and watched him with a perceptive eye. Are you sure of your facts? Said Morley's abrupt stop. Quite so; Lord de Mowbray informed me of the circumstances before I lef t London, and I came here as a consequence. Do you know him? No one better. And these documents-- some of them I assume, Morley said in a cynical view, used to be in
your possession? Possible. Would we be now! But it's a big deal to know where to find myself. Then they used to be gerard's property? That's hardly it. They gained my own pains, and often paid with my p urse. I claimed no one, I parted ways with them with the person they were valuab le. It's not just to serve Gerard that I want them now, though I'd gly serve him. I need some of
these papers in relation to the ancient title, a claim that the person I'm interested in would substantiate e. Listen, good friend Morley; moral force is a fine thing especially in spe culation, as well as a community of goods especially when a man has no possessions, but when you have lived as long as I have and tasted the world's pleasures - you will understand the rapture of
acquisition, and learn that it is generally unsecured by very rough means. Come on, I have a mind that you should thrive. Pu blic, Zagreb is lit here; You're the leader of the people. Let's have another r meeting at Moor, a predetermined outbreak; You can put your fingers in the tr ice on the people who will do our job. Mowbray Castle is in their possession; we ekure our facility.
You'll have £10,000 on your nail, and I'll take you back to London with me besides that and teach you what happiness is. I understand you, Morley said. You have a clear brain and a brave spirit; you have no scruples, which are generally creatures of confusion, not principle. It should work. We should succeed, you think, Hatton said, because I've long felt that you just wanted a
chance to mount. Yesterday was a big burst of feelings about a very peculiar cause, reflecting with id Morley; But he can't fool us. The dissatisfaction here is not deep. People are still busy, though not entirely. Wages are down, but they're still falling over. The people are not ripe for a movement that you are intimate with. There are thousands who would rush to the rescue of the
castle. In addition there is a priest, one St. Lys, who has the most devastating influence on people. This will require enormous effort and great distress to eradicate it. CoV (1998 it would fa il. Then we have to wait a while, Hatton said, or devise some other means. 'It's a very unforced case, Morley said. There is a combination just in case, Hatton said. Think about it and it's coming.
This seemed simple; But you mean, do you really think that wouldn't answer? At this point, no; That's my belief. So suppose instead of a riot, we have a break-in. Can you help me with the right hands here? Not me really! Then what is the use of this influence on the people you and Gerard always talk about? After yesterday, I thought you could do anything here. Until now, we have
not had the advantage of your worldly knowledge; we will be wiser in the future. Well then, Hatton said, now we have to think about Gerard's defense. He'll have the best advice. I'm going to keep Kelly in particular. I'll be back in town in the morning. You're going to keep me alive to a state of feeling here, and if things g et more maturely give me a line and I'll get off. This
conversation is better not to mention it to Gerard. This is obvious; It would only upset him. I didn't preface him to gain confidence, because it's in a d'amass. Of course you will keep a secret; this is your interest; It's a big asset. I know very well that you will be the most jeal ous of sharing. I know he's as safe with you as he is with himself. And in those words Hatton wished him a
heartfelt farewell and withdrew. He's right, Morley thinks; knows human nature well. The secret is safe. I'm not going to breathe it for Gerard. I'll appreciate it. It's knowledge; It's p ower: great knowledge, great power. And what do I do with it? Time will teach me. END OF BOOK FIVE BOOK VI Book 6 Chapter 1 Another week, One gentleman in 5/8 Downing Street, 6/18/ 42, and
we'll be prorogued. I'm sure you can shut up the country for another week. I cannot answer for public peace for another four and twenty hours, his companion replied. This job in Manchester must be stopped at once; you have good force ther e? Manchester is nothing; These are movements that are just distracting. Serious business has now not been arrested in cotton towns. The
state of Staffordshire and d Warwickshire is endlessly metitude. Cheshire and Yorkshire upset me. Bills from Scotland are as bad as they can be. And while I think the suffering of '39 will keep Birmingham and Welch Collieries in check, we can't dare move any of our forces out of those counties. You have to convene a council for four hours. I have to take in some deputies to throw
away; But I have to go to Windsor. Yet nothing has occurred to r ender any notice of the state of the country required in a speech from Th rone. Not yet, said his companion; But what will that morrow bring? Besides, it's just a turnaround. I cannot recast Her Majesty's speech and bring rebellion and closed mills, instead of loyalty and a good harvest. It would be boring. Well, we'll see
that-morrow; and a colleague left ro om. And now for these deputies, said the gentleman in Downing Street, of all t hings in the world I don't like the deputy. I don't care how much I work in a closet or a house; it's a real job; The machine is advanced. But receiving deputies is like a mock march: huge dust and no progress. To listen to their views! It's as if I didn't know what their
views were before they declared m! And put on countless respects of sincerity while developing t successor exploded or their unfeasible systems. If it wasn't for me to allow them on a trained cr isis to see the conviction of him slowly stealing over my conscience, I don't think the boys would ever stop. I can't take these deputies. I leave them to Hoaxem, and the gentleman in
Downing Street rang his bell. Well, Mr. Hoaxem, continued the gentleman in Downing Street as that trusty func tionary entered, there are some deputies I understand, by day. You have to kill them, because I'm going to Windsor. What are they? There are only two, sir, moments. The rest I could easily manage. What about these two? First, there's our friend Colonel Bosky,
members for coun ty from Calfshire, and deputy farmer tenants. Pah! That's what has to be witnessed. Members have strongly represented to me that they really can no longer vote with the government unless the Treasury Department recoils from satisfying their constituents. And what do they want? Statement of complaints; high taxes and low prices; mild expletives and the tle
gene indicate that they were thrown away by their friends; Polish corn, Holstei n cattle and British Tax. Well, you know what to say, said the gentleman in Downing Street. Tell them ge nerally that they are quite misguided; prove to them in particular that my only ob ject was to make the protection protective, making it practical and inducing it into excess odium; that no foreign corn
can come on a fift y-five shilling; that there is not enough livestock in all of Holstein to supply pancras parish with beef steaks on a daily note; and that, as you are told about income tax, they will greatly compensate for this with their reduced cost of living through the agency precisely those tariffs that they complain about so superficially. Their reduced cost of living! Said Mr.
Hoaxem a little confused. Wouldn't that guarantee, I humbly suggest, clash a little with my previous demonstrations if we had agreed that there should be no price cuts? Not at all; your previous demonstration is of course true, but at the same time you need to impress them with the necessity of general views to form an opinion on certain cases. As for example is a gentleman of
five thousand pounds per number of income tax payers, who bye always call property tax, one hundr ed and fifty pounds a year. Well, I materially reduced my duties to 800 articles. The consumption of each of these articles by an institution of five thousand pounds per year can not be less than one pound per article. The price reduction could not be less than moiety; therefore
savings of four hun dredging per year; against the deduction of property tax leaves a clear increase in income of two hundred and fifty pounds per year; by which you see that the estate tax actually increases income. I see, Mr. Hoaxem said with a look of admiration. And what can I say about the de putation of Mowbray producers complaining about the great depression of
commerce and the overall desire to remuneration profits? You have to say exactly the other way around, said the gentleman in Downing Street. Show them how much I've done to promote the revival of trade. First of all in makin g provisions cheaper; cutting off to one stroke half the protection on the corn, as a fo r example at the moment under the old law, the duty on foreign
wheat would be twenty-seven shillings of the quarter; Under the new law, that's thirteen. In order to ure no wheat can come in at any price, but it does not change principle e. Then, as you and the 1,000 cattle, show how I completely opened a contiguity store in live cattle. To increase to this, the subject is speculative and acknowledges expensive estimates. If there are some
dissidents on the deputy who freed the negroes no longer have a subject for their foreign sympathies, a hint of torture bullfighting and an immense consideration of humanity that inste an ad to spear in Seville, the Andalut toro will probably in the future be c ut up at Smithfield. This cheapness of the provisions will allow them to compete in all neutral markets, over time beat them in
their own. This is a complete fee and for the estate tax, which impresses them is an experiment gr eat and entirely for their interests. Ring changes to big measu res and great experiments until it's time to go down and make a house. Your offi cial duties, of course, must not be interfered with. They'll take a hint. I have no doubt that you will do very well through the business, Mr
Hoaxem, especially if you are 'honest and explicit;' it is the right line to take when you want to disguise your own mind and confuse the minds of others. Good morning! Book 6 Chapter 2 Two days after this downing street conversation, a special messenger arrived at Marney Abbey from the Lord Lieutenant of the District, the Duke of Fitz-Aquitai no. Immediately after reading the
dispatch of which he was the bearer, there was a great bustle in the house; Lady Marney was sent to her husband's library and there she immediately looked forward to writing various letters meant to prevent the arrival of expected CE visitors; Captain Tetrib was in the same scum every five minutes, taking orders and countermeasures, and eventually the horse was flying around
the neighborhood with messages and commands. All this confusion indicated that Marney's Yeomanry Regiment would be called directly. Lord Marney who managed to get a seat in the Household and was counter-equestrian dedicated to the institutions of the country, was full of determination to support them; but at the same time with characteristic prudence was equally res
olved that the property is mostly protected should be his, and that either der of his own district should mainly engage his claim. I don't know what the Duke thinks by marching into deranged counties, Lord Marney tells Captain Grouse. They're deranged districts. There have been three fires in one week, and I want to know which disorder could be worse than that? In my opinion this
is a simple rebellion against the corn right to scare the ruling; and assume they stop the mills. I wish everyone was stopped, and then someone could live like a gentleman again? Egremont, between whom his brother and his brother had some sort of poor understanding had late years to a certain degree flourished, despite Lord Marney remai ning childless, which made him hate
Egremont with a double distilled virulence, d mostly by the gentle manoeuvres of their mother, but whose annual visit to Marney was generally limited to yeomanry week , arrived from London on the same day as the letter from Mr. Lieutenant , as he learned that the regiment of his No. the other, in which he commanded the unit, as well as other yeomanry c orps in the north of
England, must immediately begin on the field. Five years have passed since the beginning of our history, and they have had a broug ht obviously a lot of changes in the character of Lord Marney's brother. He become, especially during the last two or three years, quiet and reserved; rarely entered society; even the company of those who were once his intimate ha d ceased to
attract him; He was a really melancholy man. The change in his demea nour was noticed by everyone; His mother and his sister-in-law were the only people who sought to penetrate his cause and sighed at the failure of their own with gacity. Leaving the world and the world forgets you; and Egremont would soon b een name no longer mentioned in these great salons that he once
adorned, is not occasionally a sensation, produced by effective speech in the House of Commons, recalled his name to his old associates, who then remembered ple asant hours passed in his company and asked why he never went anywhere now. I suppose he finds society boring, said Lord Eugene de Vere; I'm sure I do; But then what does a man have to do? I'm not in
Parliament like Egremont. I believe, after all, that this is a thing; because I tried everything else and everything was boring. I think he should marry alfred mountchesney, Said Lord Milford. But what good is marrying if you don't marry a rich woman-- and heirs of the present age won't get married. Which can be unnatural! It's just oug wanted to produce a revolution. Alfred is the only
one who has made a coup d'etat; and then he didn't put it down. She behaved in the most unprincipial way towards me -- this Fitz-Warene, Lord Milford said, always took my bouquets and once made me write some verses. From Jove! Said Lord Eugene, I'd like to see them. What a boredom it must be to write verses. I only copied them from Mina Blake's album: but I sent them in
my handwri ting. Confused compassion is the cause of Egremont's darkness. It's secret spring m ost melancholy. He loved and loved in vain. The belief that his passion, tho ugh hopelessly, was not viewed with inconspicuous, only made him a more miserable d, because disappointment is more acute in proportion as chance is better. H e had never seen Sybil since the morning he
left her in Smith Square, immed iately before her departure north. Gerard's trial took place at the time of that year: he was found guilty and sentenced to eighteenm in prison at York Castle; the meddling of Egremont in both the Hous e of Commons and the government saved him from a w hich offence that he was initially threatened from, and from which surely state prisoners
should be exempt. During this effort, there was some correspondence between Egrem ont and Sybil, which he would willingly encourage and maintain; but c still relented with his theme. Through the influential interference of Ursula Trafford, Sybil lived in a monastery in York during her father's captivity, and visited him daily. Anxiety to be the veil that once characterised Sybil is
surely WA Perhaps the experience of life impressed her with the importance of filling vital duties. Her father, though never opposed to her wishes, was encouraged by Neve R; and he has now increased and interesting claims about her commitment . He endured great trials and fell for unfavorable riches. Sybil would latch onto him, and although his noble frame was still upright and
his importance still showed that mixture of sincerity and decision that distinguished him from yore, she could not hide from herself that there were devastations that time coul would not produce. A year and a half in prison shook the centre of the framework born to act and at all times decreased from the resources of sedentary life. The disappointment of great hopes has besoddled
and tangled even the sweetness of his noble potion. He needed comfort and comfort: and Sybil decided that if vigilance and compassion could soothe an existence that would otherwise be bitter, those guardian angels should at least hover over her father's life. When the deadline for his captivity ended, Gerard returned with his daugh ter to Mowbray. If he had endeaded to
accepting his friends' offers, he shouldn't have been worried about his future. A public subscription to his service was collected: Morley, who was good in the world, for the circulation of e Mowbray Phalanx increased daily with the increasing suffering of people, offered to his friend to share his house and purse: Hatton was a munificent; there wa has no limit to either its offers or its
offers. But they were all rejected; Gerard would live off Labour. The seat he took at Mr Trafford was not vacuous even if that gentleman thought he was fit to receive him again; but his tail utation as a first-rate artisan soon got him a good job, albeit on thi occasion in the town of Mowbray, who regretted ed because of his daughter. He now did not have a comfortable home for Sybil,
but he had a chance for one, and you got it, Sybil sought refuge, which was offered to her from the first, with her love and dearest friend; so in this per iod of our history, she was again a prisoner of the monastery at Mowbray, whither h er's father and Morley attended her on the eve of the day he first visited t he ruins Marney Abbey. Book 6 Chapter 3 I've seen many things in my
time Ms. Trotman, said Chaffing Jack as he too like a tube out of his mouth in a quiet bar room cat and goush; But I'll ever see any like this. I think I should know Mowbray if any of them know, for a man and a boy I've breathed this air for half a century. I sucked it up when he tasted the goudges, and this tavern was a honey-wedge-covered cottage in the middle of green fields,
where guys came and drank cow milk with their weasels; And I inhaled what they call a harmful atmosphere, when a hundred chimneys smoked like. And I've always found myself premarital good. Nothing like a job to give one appetite. But when will I feel p eckish again, Mrs Trotman? The longest lane has a turn, they say, Mr. Trotman. I had never known anything like this before,
her husband replied, and I've seen ba d time: but I've always said, 'Mark my words friends, Mowbray will gather.' My words carried weight, Mrs. Trotman, this quarter, as they naturally should, coming from a man of my experience,--assebically when I gave the tick away. Every man I c halked up was of the same opinion as the landlord cat and goush, and alw ays thought that
Mowbray would gather. It's a hallmark of killing these times, Mrs. Trotman, there's no gathering in the place. I'm starting to think they're machines, Ms. Trotman said. Nonsense, Mr. Trotman said; these are corn laws. The city of Mowbray should c lothe the world with our resources. Why Shuffle and Screw can turn out forty million e from potassium per day; But where's the
comeback? That's the thing. As the American gentleman said who left his bill unpaid: 'Take my loaves and I'll give you a check in sight of a Pennsylvania bank.' That's very true, Ms. Trotman said. Who's there? Nothing is in my way?, said a woman with a basket of black cherries with a pair of tin scales thrown at their top. Ah! Mrs Carey, said Chaffing Jack, is that you? My mortal
self, Mr. Trotman, I'm sure I feel more like a ghost than a flesh and blood. You can say that Mrs. Carey; You and I know Mowbray as much as I should think like any of them this quarter-- and I never see times like this Mr. Trotman, nor as such. But I always thought it would come to this; Everything turned topsy-turvy as it were, c hildren getting all the paychecks, and decent people
turned to float to pick up life as they could. It's like judgment in my head, Mr. Trotman. It's a store leaving the county, a widow, and there's no mistake. And how do we get him back? said the widow; The police would need int erfers. We have to have cheap bread, Mr. Trotman said. That's what they tell me, the widow said; , but whether bread is cheap or sweet, do not torment h
mean if we have nothing to buy it with. You don't want anything in my way, neighbor? It's not very tempting I'm afraid, said the good widow, in a rather mou rnful tone: but a little fresh fruit cools my mouth at this sultry time, and t any rate that takes me out into the world. It seems like a job, tho' very hard to turn a penny by; but the neighbors are very kind, and a little chat about
terrible times always cheers me up Well, we'll take a pound for the shop, the widow, Ms. Trotman said. And here's a glass of gin and water, the widow, Mr. Trotman said, and when Mowbray gets together, you'll come and pay for it. Thank you both very kindly, said the widow, a good neighbor as our minister says, is the Bethesda Pool; And as you say, Mowbray will gather. I never
said that, chaffing jack exclamed. Her. Don't say I said Mowbray was going to get together. My words carry some weight in this neighborhood er widow; Mowbray rally! Why would he gather? Where are the elements? Where really? Said Devilsdust as he entered Cat and Violin with Dandy Mick , there is no spirit of the devil in Mowbray. It's the right law, Mick said. Is there another
white-livered city in the whole area where operatives are all working at halftime and thanking capitalists for keeping the mills going and just starving them by an inch?, Devilsdust said in a ton of disdain. It's your time of day, Mick said. I'm glad to see you, gentlemen, Mr. Trotman said, pray you're sitting down. The rest is l ittle baccy still in Mowbray, and a glass twist at your service.
Nothing is excise duty for me, Devilsdust said. Well, that's not exactly the right card, Mrs. Trotman, I believe, Mick said, bowing to the gallantly dam; but 'pon my soul I am so thirsty, I will take Cha ffing Jack at his word; and so saying Mick and Devilsdust ensconced in the bar, while the kind-hearted Mrs Carey, sipped her glass of gin and water, whi ch she often protested was pool
Bethesda. So Jack, said devilsdust, I assume you heard the news? If that's anything that happened at Mowbray, especially this quarter, I think I did. Times must be very bad that some do not come by to tell me anything that has happened and to ask for my advice. It has nothing to do with Mowbray. Thank you kindly, Mrs. Trotman, Mick said, and here's your very good health.
Then I'm in the dark, said Chaffing Jack, responding to the previous observatio n of Devilsdust, because I never see a newspaper now except a week old, and that le nt by a friend, me who get my sun regularly, say nothing about Dispatc h, and Bell's life. Times are changing, Mr Radley. You speak like a book, Mr. Trotman said, Mick, and here's your very good healing h. But what
are you tidying the newspapers, and I'm all in the dark, because the literary and scien tific has been quiet, and no subscriber has stayed, except the honorees, not the j ournal that should have other than the Moral World and it's free. Bad as a temple, Chaffing Jack said, it's getting worse with institutions about f country. Then what's the news? Labour is triumphing in Lancashire,
Devilsdust said with bitter solemnity. That is, chaffing jack said. What, did they raise wages? No, Devilsdust said, but they stopped the mills. That's not going to fix things much, Jack said with smoke. Right? The working class will have less to spend than ever. And what will capitalists have to spend? Devilsdust said. Worse and worse, Mr. Trotman said, you will never get institutions
like the Temple reopened in this system. Aren't you afraid of Jack, Mick said, dreaing his tumbler; If we only get our rights, won't we have an explosion! We must fight, Devilsdust said, and teach on whom it depends, so that in the future they will not have the lion's share, and then al l will be right. A fair day's pay for a fair day's work, Mick said; It's your time of day. It started in
Staleybridge, Devilsdust said, and they stopped them all; d now they marched to Manchester ten thousand strong. They threw half ice-- and cheered red coats like flames, Mick said. The soldiers will fraternist, Devilsdust said. Do what? Said Mrs. Trotman. Shish your bayonets into the capitalists who hired them to slit the throats of the working classes, Devilsdust said. The Queen is
with us, Mick said. It is well known that she sets her face against him Ls working in mills like flames. Well, this is news, Ms. Carey said. I always thought something good would see a woman on the throne; and repeat her thanks and get drunk on a scarf, a retired widow, eager to circulate intelligence. And now that we are alone, Devilsdust said, the question is what are we going to
do here; and we've come to consult you, Jack, as you know Mowbray better than any liv ing man. This thing is going to spread. It won't stop for a while. And I had a bird that was sweeter in my ear. If they don't stop him in Lancashir, and I defy them, there will be a general uplift. I've seen many things in my time, Mr. Trotman said; some highs and some strikes, and no matter how
sharp the turnarounds. But in my opinion there is nothing like a strike in prosperous times; In those circumstances, more money was sent than you can imagine, young gentlemen. He's as good as Mowbray Staty any d ay. But now to the point, Devilsdust said. People are sold regularly; they wa nt leader. Why is Gerard, said Chaffing Jack; I've never been a better man in my day.
Nd Warner -- the greatest man Handlooms ever dropped. Ay, ay, said Devilsdust; but they have each of them had a year and a half, d that cools the blood. Besides, Mick said, they're too old; and Stephen Morley rounded them up, preaching moral force and all those kinds of gamon. I had never heard of a moral force winning the Battle of Waterloo, Devilsdust said. I'd like
capitalists to try a little with moral force, and see if that eep thing goes. If capitalists were going to give up their red coats, I'd be the moral force of man to the core. And the new police, Mick said. Nice go when a guy in a blue coat retrieves the devil's own deception on his head and get moral strength for the plaister. Why, it's all very well, said Chaffing Jack: But I'm against violence -
- at least a lot. I'm not opposed to a moderate rebellion on the condition that he's not in my neighborhood in town. Well, it's not a ticket now, Mick said. We don't want any violence; All we want to do is stop all the mills and hands in the kingdom, and have a regular natio nal rest for at least six weeks. I've seen many things in my time, solemnly said Chaffing Jack, but they always
noticed that if people worked in general for half the time for a little k they would stand anything. It's the right law, Mick said. Their spirit is broken, Chaffing told Jack, otherwise they would never let the temple go away. And think of our Institute without a single subscriber! Said Mick. Girls I'm the only thing that has any ghost left. Julia told me she'd go to the cannon mouth for five
points every summer day. You think the spirit can't be lifted, Chaffing Jack, devilsdust said very ously. You're supposed to be a judge. If I don't know Mowbray, who knows? Believe my word, the house won't draw. Then it's U-P, mick said. be quiet! Say Devilsdust. But suppose it's spreading? It's not going to spread, Chaffing Jack said. I've seen a lot of things like that. I like what
you say is a cotton fight. It will pass, sir. Let me see the mine and then I'll talk to you. Stranger things than that happened, Devilsdust said. Then things get ser ious, chaffing jack said. Those miners are very stubborn, and when you exc them to exc ayn't it bear in the game, that's all? Well, Devilsdust said, what you say is noteworthy; But I still feel like we're on the eve of a regular
crisis. No, jingo! said Mick, and by shquishing his cap in the air he enthusiastically snapped his finge rs to the anticipated party. Book 6 Chapter 4 I don't think I can hold out much longer, said Mr Mountchesney, Lord de Mowbray's son, to his wife, as he stood in front of an empty fireplace with his back to the fireplace and his hands thrust into his coat pockets. What I live in the
country in August is boring me to extinction. I think we're going to Go to Baden, Joan. But Dad's so anxious, dearest Alfred, we should stay here right now and see the neighbors for a while. I may be encouraged to stay here to please your father, but for not telling you, I've seen enough of them. They're not some kind of people I've ever met before, or that I want to meet again. I
don't know what to tell them, I can't give them an idea of what they tell me. Heigho! certainly the land in A is a matter of which no one who has tried it has the furthest conception. But you always said you were in the country, Alfred, Lady Joan said in a tone of gentle rebuke. That's what I do; I've never been happier than when I was in Melton and even enjoyed co untry in August
when I was in the Moors. But I can't go to Melton, Lady Joan said. I don't see why you can't. Mrs Shelldrake goes with her husband to Melton, as does Lady Di with Barham; and a very pleasant life is. Well, anyway we can't go to Melton now, said Lady Joan humiliated; and I'm not impossible for me to go to Maura. No, but I could leave, Mr. Mountchesney said, and leave you here.
Maybe I went not with Eugene de Vere and Milford and Fitz-heron. They wanted me so badly. Wha t (film) The capital party it would be, and what a capital sport we're supposed to have! And I shouldn't have been gone for over a month or maybe six weeks, and I could write to you every day and all that stuff. Lady Joan sighed and influenced to repeat herself to the open volume
she held in her hand during this envelope. I wonder where Maud is, Mr. Mountchesney said; I want him to ride with M e to-day. She's a capital rider and she always loves me. Since you can't ride now, Joan, I'd like you to let Maud have Sunbeam. As you wish. So I'm going to go to the barn and I'm going to tell them. Who's this? Mr. Mountchesne y exclamed, then went to a window



that, looking across the park, showed the progress of very conspicuous furnishing. Lady Joan looked up. Come here, Joan, and tell me who this is, and Lady Joan was there for him in the m omento. It's bardolf sowing, Lady Joan said. I always call them Firebrace; I can't get away with it, Mr. Mountchesney said. W ell, I'm glad it's them; I thought it might be barbarian irruption. Lad y
Bardolf will bring us some news. Mr. and Lady Bardolf were not alone; He was accompanied by a visiting gentleman to Firebrace who, knowing Lord de Mowbray, paid tribute to the castle on his way to London. This gentle n was the person who raised them to the nobles, Mr Hatton. Legal intimacy has come between him and his successful clients. Firebrace wa is an old place
restored at the time of the Tudors, but with some of its seas ancient parts remaining, and with a warehouse of muniments that escaped d civil wars. Hatton enjoyed them, and by conducting his research, he had lready made discoveries that might put the Cone of the Earl of Lovel in charge of the former champion baronetage, who now, however much neve r mentioned Red. Lord
de Mowbray was pleased to see Mr Hatton, a Mr Lehman he had no less confidence in, because his advice given three years ago, respecting the decision on the right and the right to his estate proved so discreet and correct. Acting on that advice Lord de Mowbray inst ructed his lawyers to appear in action without entering into any unnecessary explanation of the merits of his case.
He was counting on the accuracy of Mr. Hatton's conviction, that the claim would not continue; and he was right; after some fe ncing and preliminary manoeuvring, the request was not pursued. Lord de Mowbr ay was therefore, always gracious, inclined to give his trusted adviser a very prominent reception. He pressed his guests hard to stay with him for several days, and while it
was not feasible, Mr. Hatton promised not to leave the neighborhood without another visit to the castle. And you keep quietly here? Mr Hatton told Lord de Mowbray. And I was told that's how they'll keep it, Lord de Mowbray said. Mills are mostly at work, and men take reduced wages in good spirits. The fact is that our agit atori in this neighborhood suffered pretty smartly in '39,
and chartists ha lost their influence. I'm sorry about poor Lady St Julians, said Lady Bardolf Lady de Mowbray. It must be such a disappointment, and she had so many; But I understand it's nobody's fault but herself. If only she'd left the prince alone, but she didn't keep quiet! And where are the Deloraines? They are in Munich; with whom they are delighted. Lady Deloraine writes to
me that Mr. Egremont promised to join them there. If he does, they mean winter in Rome. Someone said he was going to get married, Lady de Mowbray said. His mother wants him to marry, Lady Bardolf said; But I didn't hear anything. Mr Mountchesney came and greeted Bardolfe with some warmth. What a pleasure it is in August in the country to meet someone you saw in
London in Jun e! he exclamed. Now, dear Lady Bardolf tell me something, because you can't do anything as banal as we are here. We never get a letter. Joan just korespo nds with philosophers and Maud with priests; and none of my friends ever write to me. Maybe you never write to them? Well, I've never been a letter writer; because I really never wanted to write or be written. I
always knew what was going on because I was on the spot; I've done things that people have written letters about, but now I'm no longer in the world, doing nothing, living in the countryside, and Count y in August, I'd love to receive letters every day, but I don't know who's not improving as a correspondent. Eugene de Vere won't write, Milford can't; What's going on for Fitz-heron
he's so selfish, he always wants his letters answered. This is very unreasonable, Lady Bardolf said. Besides, what can they tell me at this point? They went to the Moors and enjoyed themselves. They asked me to go with them, but I couldn't go, becau you see that I couldn't leave Joan; Although why I couldn't leave her, I really don't understand, because Egerton has some
swamps this year, and he leaves Lad y Augusta with his father. Lady Maud entered the room in her hat, returning from the broadcast. She is all animation - charming to see everyone; she was in Mowbray to hear some singin g in the Roman Catholic chapel in that city; Mass was carried out and a collection was created for the foreseeable working people of the place. She had been
about it for several days, she was told she would hear the most beautiful voice she had ever listened to, but it far exceeded her expectations. The female vo ice seemed; No tones could be conceived more gentle and even more exciting: and n short serafic. Mr Mountchesney blamed her for not taking him away. He loved music, singing, especially female singing; when there was so
little of him that he was assidus, surprised that Lady Maud wasn't careful that he should have been present. His sister-inlaw reminded him that she specifically asked him to drive her to Mo wbray, and he turned down the honor as boring. Yes, mr. Mountchesney said, but I thought Joan was going with you, and he was going to be shopping. It was a good thing our house was
interrupted before these disruptions in the Lancas were hired, Lord Bardolf told Lord de Mowbray. The best thing we can all do is be on our estates that I believe in, Lord de M owbray said. My neighbour Marney is in a great state of excitement, said Lord Bardolf; all his yeomanry out. But he's quiet in Marney? In a way; But these fires confuse us. Marney will not believe that the
worker's condition has anything to do with them; and he's certainly a very interesting man. But I still don't know what to say to him. The poor man is very unpopular in my parish. Marney will have it, that incendiary all foreigners are hired b y anti-Corn-law League. Ah! here is Lady Joan, exclaimed Lady Bardolf, as Mr Mountchesney's wife entered the room; My dearest Lady Joan!
Why Joan, Mr. Mountchesney said, was Maud in Mowbray, and heard the most acoustic singing. Why didn't we leave? I mentioned it to you, Alfred. I remember you saying something about going to Mowbray, and you wanted to go to a few places. But there's nothing I hate as much as shopping. I'm bored more than anything. And you've been so unusually long when you're out
shopping. But he sings and sings beautifully in the Catholic chapel by a woman; Maybe a beauty, that's a whole other thing, and I should have been thrilled, which no one here thinks about. I don't know how you found it, Lady Bardolf, but the land for me in August is something; And without ending his sentencing e, Mr. Mountchesney gave a look of unspeakable despair. And you
haven't seen this singer? Said Mr Hatton, sidling up to Lady Maud, and speaking in a muted tone. No, but they tell me she's the prettiest; something extraordinary; I wanted to see her, but that was impossible. Is she a professional singer? I shouldn't imagine; The daughter of one of mowbray's men I believe. Let's get her back to the castle, Lady de Mowbray, Mr Mountchesney said.
If you like, Lady de Mowbray replied, with a languid smile. Well, I finally have something to do, Mr. Mountchesney said. I'm going to ride this er to Mowbray, find out the beautiful singer and bring her to the Castle. Book 6 Chapter 5 The ray of the falling sun, softened by the colored shafts of a small Gothic w indow, suffocated the chamber of Our Lady superior of mowbray
monastery. The vaulted room, of very moderate dimensions, is equipped with great simplicity that he opened into a small oratory. On the table were a few volumes, an ebony cross w as fixed in a niche, and leaning against a chair with a high backrest, hours of Ursula Trafford. Her pale and refined. that in her youth she was distinguished by her brilliance, became her spiritual
position; and indeed its whole importance, deli cate eyebrows, serene gaze, small cistern and well-formed mouth, firm yet benign, betokened celestial soul that is accustomed to grace the frame. Lady Superior was not alone; in the low seat next to her, holding her hand, d looking in her face with a look of pious sympathy, she was a virgin of ver whose head for five summers swirled
from her first girlhood broken to an ou r sight amid the ruins of Marney Abbey, five summers that realized the matc unfettered promise of her charms, and while they added something to her physique they robbed him of none of his grace , and quite persevered with the flame of he r beauty than diminished its luster. Yes, I regret them, Sybil said, deep beliefs that made me look like I
was in the cloister like I was in my own home. Has the world saddened my soul? Nevertheless, I have not tasted worldly joys; All I knew about it was sufferi ng and tears. They will return, these visions of my dear youth, my dear friend, ell me that they will return! I had visions in my youth, too, Sybil, not a cloister, but did I. What can I deduce? Sybil said, asking himself. That my
visions were of the world, and brought me into the cloister, and that you were the cloister and that you brought you into the world. My heart is sad, Sybil said, and sad should be looking for shade. It's problematic, my child, not sad. Sybil shook her head. Yes, my child, Ursula said, the world has taught you that there is an attachment that the cloister cannot satisfy or supply. Ah!
Sybil, I loved it, too. Blood rose to Sybil's cheek, then returned as quickly as possible to the heart; A trembling hand pressed Ursulina as she groaned and murmured: No, no, no. Yes, his spirit hovers over your life, Sybil; And you'd forget in vain what haunts your heart. One no less gifted than him; as good, gentle, merciful; Once he inhaled too much into my ear accents of joy. He
was, like mysel f, a child of the old house, and Nature invested it with every quality tha t could dazzle and charm. But his heart was pure, and his soul exalted, as his intellect and frame were bright,-- Ursula paused. Sybil pressed Ursula's hand to her lips and whispered: Speak on. Dreams of days gone by, continued Ursula in a voice of emotion, wild sadness than I can remember,
and yet I feel wisely reprimanded. He was a stri cken in his virtuous pride, the day before he was supposed to walk me down the aisle here I found a comfort that never ends. And so closed some years of human love, my Sybil, Ursula said, bending forward and embracing her. Orld for the season crossed its fair current, and a power greater than the world banned its bans; but they
are holy; memory is compassion; It's soft nd free, and when he came here to ask after you, his presence and agitated h eart recalled the past. It's too wild a thought, Sybil said, to destroy it, to destroy it for everyone. No, we are besoled by a fate as uncontrollable as it cut you off, my dear friend; ours is alive d eath. Morrow is unforeseen, Ursula said. Happy indeed it would be for
me, my Sy bil, that your innocence should be enshrined in these sacred walls, and that t he is a disciple of my best years, and a friend of my quiet life, should be my succes sor in this house. But I feel deeply reassured that the clock has not arrived fo r you to take a step that can never be revoked. So, speaking, Ursula embraced and rejected Sybil; For the conversation, the last p
assages of which we gave, occurred when Sybil according to her wont on Saturday afternoon came to ask the permission of Lady Superior v isit her father. In a tolerably spacious and uncomfortable chamber, on the first floor of the Mowbray Phalanx printing house, Gerard found a temporar y home. He did not return from his factory for long, and walking through the chamber in a
disturbed step, he waited for the expected arrival of his daughter. She's here; faithful step, well-known knocking; father and daughter e mbraced; pressed to his heart the child who clung to him through so many trials and who alleviated so much grief, who was a visiting angel in his cell and whose devotion led captivity into captivity. Their meetings, though regular, were now
relatively rare. The sacred daily unit ed them, and sometimes for a short period of the previous afternoon, but otherwise cheerfully hearth and welcome home were no longer for Gerard. And would fu tours bring them to him? And what was his child's future supposed to be? His mind fell ill between a monastery she now rarely spoke of, and which with him was never nurtured by the
idea, and those dreams of a renewed and shiny fortune whi ch his sanguine temperament still whispered to him, despite the hope of so long delaying ed and expectations so often baulked, can still be realized. And sometimes betwe en of this competing vision, there grew a third and more practical, albeit less pi cturesque result, the idea of her marriage. And with whom? It was
impossible that one so rarely gifted and educated with so much daintiness, could ever make w ife of the people. Hatton offered a fortune, but Sybil never had hope, and Gerard felt their poor age was a major obstacle. There were all men of his own making, but one, who from his years, his great qualities, his sympathy, and the nature of his efforts and means, seemed not unfit ted
to be his daughter's husband; and often Gerard thought about the incompatibility of these intimate relationships with Morley. Sybil was, as it were, grown up in a nder of his own eye; affection always existed between them, and he knew the hat well In his former days, Sybil appreciated and admired his friend's great talents and acqui rements. At one point, he almost suspected that
Morley was an attac hed to her. And yet, from causes he never tried to penetrate, a probably from a tangle of unintended circumstances, Sybil and Morley had been together a bit for the past two or three years, and their intimacy had died entirely. It seemed to Gerard that Morley had ever proved his faithfa l friend: Morley had originally dissuaded him with energy against that course
that wh ich led to his discomfiture and punishment; when he was arrested, his ex Collea gue was his bail, she was his companion and counselor during the trial; sought to alleviate his captivity; and upon his release offered to share his mea ns with Gerard, and when they were rejected, he at least supplied Gerard with a roof. And yet, with all that, this abandonment of the heart and
brain, and the deep sympa of yours with every domestic thought that characterized the old days, is somehow or othe r jelly. Morley was still committed, but there was a reservation. You're a troublemaker, my father, Sybil said, while Gerard continued to pace the chamb er. Just a little restless. I'm thinking about what a mistake it was that I moved in '39. Sybil sighed. Ah! You were
right, Sybil, Gerard continued; affairs were not mature. We should have waited three years. Three years! exclamed Sybil, starting; Are affairs more mature now? The whole of Lancashire is in revolt, Gerard said. There's not enough force to keep them in check. If miners and colliers rise, and I have reason to believe they are more than likely to move before many days pass ,--play is
worse. You're terrifying me, Sybil said. On the contrary, Gerard said, smiling, the news is good enough; I'm not going to say too good to be true, because I had it from one of the old delegates who's here to see what can be done on our northern count. Yes, said Sybil questionable, and taking on her father. He came to the works; We talked. This time there will be no leaders, at least
not visible. People will do it themselves. All the children of L abour will rise on the same day, and no longer bother until they have their own equipment. No violence, no bloodshed, but the effort stops, and then our oppressors will draw a great economic truth, as well as a moral lesson, that when Toil plays Weal th stops. When Toil stops the people suffer, Sybil said. That's the only
truth they've learned, and it's bitter. Can we be free without suffering, Gerard said. Is the greatest human blessing to be obtained, of course; be ripped out like fruit, or seized ike creek? No, no: we have to suffer, but we're wiser than yore,--re not going to conspire. Conspiracies are for aristocrats, not nations. Unfortunately, unfortunately! I see nothing but jada, Sybil said. I can't
believe that after al l that's passed, This is where they'll move: I can't believe that after everything is over, all that you, that we have endured, that you, my father, will make them selfless to move. I'm not advising anything, Gerard said. It has to be a great national instinct that does it: but if all of England, if Wales, if Scotland won't work, is Mowbray a monopoly? Ah! it's a bitter joke,
Sybil said. England, Wales, Scotland will be forced to work as they were forced to do before. How can I live without a workforce? And if they could, there's an organized force that will overwhelm them. Benefit societies, clubs for the sick and burials, have money in banks that would sustain the entire working class, with support in the aruma to come, for six weeks, and which would
do the job. And what do you think you're forced, why there aren't any soldiers in every city in the kingdom. It's the flashy bugbear that fear of the military; simultaneous attacks would confuse all armies in Europe. I'm going to go back and beg for all this to be a wild speech, Sybil said honestly. After all that's been through, whether it was just for your child, you shouldn't be saying, a
lot of le ss thoughts, this, my father. What a wasteland in our hearts and homes is all this madness! He separated us; destroyed our happy home; She did more than this-- and here she cried. No, no, my child, Gerard said, coming and comforting her; you can't weigh words before the ones we love. I can't hear of people moving with coldne ss - it's out of nature; But I promise you I
won't stimulate the boys here. I'm told they're a little prone to stir. You found me at the moment of what I call i suppose elation; But I hear they beat red coats and police on the Stale y Bridge, and it gave me a little blood. I was rideing before this chicken I was a guy, Sybil, of Yeomanry hooves. You have to let a little for my feelin gs. She extended her lips to her father's embrace. He
blessed her and pressed her to his heart, and made her arrests with many words of soft ness. There was a knock at the door. Get in, Gerard said. And that's where Mr. Hatton came in. They haven't met since Gerard's release from York Castle. There Hatton visited him, used his influence to correct his grievances and repeatedly offered him maintenance funds to receive freedom.
There were m oments of despair when Gerard almost wished that the respect and respect w ith that Sybil looked at Hatton might have matured into feelings of a deep r nature; But on this subject, father never breathed a word in. Nor did Hatt, apart from Gerard, ever intimize his desires, because we could barely call them hopefuls. He was the silent suitor of Sybil, he looked at
opportunities and was ready to commit to the circumstances he adored. His sanguine, fed b y by a very suggestive and inventive mind, and fueled by success and prospero life, kept him ever to the last. Hatton always believed that. g preferably must happen if the man had energy and looked at the circumstances. And he had cofidence in the impact of his really insinuating
manner; his fine taste, gentle tone, his ready sympathy, all that concealed his bold courage and abs stray the recklessness of the means. There were general greetings of the utmost warmth. Hatton's eyes were joined with tears as he congratulated Gerard on his renewed health, and pressed Sybil's hand with the love of an old friend between both of them. I was in this part of the
world on business, Hatton said, and I thought I'd come here for the day to find you all out. And then after some general conversation, he said, Where do you think I happened to visit a day or two back? Mowbray Castle. I see you're surprised. I've seen all your friends. I didn't ask his lordship how the law order went. I dare say he thinks it's all covered up. But he's wrong. I've learned
something that might help us still ver stile. Well-a-day, Gerard said, I once thought if I could get the land back peo ple would finally have a friend; But that's in the past. I'm often a dreamer when I overlooked them at work. And so we all have I suppose. I wou ld willingly give up my request if I could be sure lancashire guys would not co me to harm this fight. 'Tis a more serious deal,
Hatton said, than of any kind that's happened. The government is very upset. They're talking about sending guards north and bringing troops in from Ireland. Poor Ireland! Gerard said. Well, I think frieze coats could give us a hel ping arm now, and at least hire troops. No, dear Father, don't say things like that. Sybil won't let me remember these things friend Hatton, said Gerard
smilin Mr. Well, I guess it's not in my way, at least I certainly didn't make st hand of that '39; But London got me into that scratch. I can't avoid fantasizeing that I'm in our Moors here a little bit with some good guys it might be different, and I have to say, I have to really, Sybil. But you're very quiet here, I hope, Hatton said. Oh! Yes, gerard said, I believe our spirit is broken enough in
Mowbray. Wages fall weekly, and they just work hard enough to prevent nothing but infamy; such things keep people in a very modest lining. But wait a minute, and when they get to the point of starvation, I think we'll hear a murmur. I remember our friend Morley in '39, when we came back from London, gave me the good character of 1999 to have people here, Hatton said; I hope
I don't continue the same. He wasn't afraid of the epidemic then, and the troubles of '39. Well, Gerard said, wages have been falling ever since. People exist, but you can barely tell they live. But they're intimidated, I like them. An empty belly is sometimes just as good to dull the heart as it inflames courage. And then they lost their leaders, because I. you see far away, and you've
been quiet enough since I got out; and Warner is broken: he suffered more than his time than I did; w hich is strange because he had his own quests; While I was restless enough, and that's true, and if it wasn't for Sybil's daily visit, I think, while I might never be allowed to live in a castle, I should certainly have died in one. And how's Morley? Exactly good; the same as you left it: I
didn't see a straw change when I came ou t. His paper's expanding. He still preaches moral strength and believes we will all end up living in communities. But since the only community I have pers onal experience is gaol, I'm not much more inclined to his theory than I have so far. Book 6 Chapter 6 The reader may not have completely forgotten Mr. Nixon and his comatoses, the
miners and colliers of that district not very far from Mowbray, whom Morley v isited at the beginning of this history, to do unsuccessful research after the gentleman he later stumbled upon so unexpectedly. Affairs flourished as little in that region as in Mowbray itself, and trouble fell on a population less accustomed to suffering and whose spirit was not unsuished by the recent disco
and punishment of their leaders. That can't last, master Nixon said as he took a pipe out of his mouth at the Lynx Ing Sun. That's what the general groaned at. It comes to that, he continued, Natur has his own laws, and this is one; fair daily wages for a fair day's work. I wish you could get it, Juggins said, with a harder position every week and Shi Lling Day demolished. And what's
going to get to morrow? Waghorn said. Butty gave qui t notice in Parker's field this day se'nnight. Simmons won't drop his paychecks, but he works half the time. The boys will be in the game for so long, Collier said. be quiet! said Master Nixon with a view of reanima, the game is a very serious word. Guys don't go play like they used to without your leave or with your leave. We
need to appoint a committee to look into the issue and we need to make a place with other trades. You are the man, Lord Nixon, to choose for the church, the aistmirable miner responded with a look of admiration. What's Diggs doing? Said Master Nixon in a solemn tone. A-falling salaries and raising Tommy as entertainment, master Waghorn said. There's a lot of confusion in the
Hell-house yard, said the miner who at this point got into tap roo m, very excited. They say all workshops will be closed for -morrow; is not an order for a month past. They get a top-sawyer from London t here who addresses them every evening, and says we're entitled to four Shi Llings per diems, eight hours of work and two pots of ale. A fair day's pay for a fair day's work, Master
Nixon said. I wouldn't stick to hours, but money and drinks are very simple. If the hell-house yard is astir, Waghorn said, it'll be a good deal to be en yet. grave, said Master Nixon. What do you think of the deputy there? It could be good. I'd love to hear top-sawyer from London, Juggins said. We had Char tist here the other day, but he didn't understand our case at all. I heard him,
said Master Nixon, but what's his five points for us? Why he ayn's not got Tommy among them. Nor long stints, Waghorn said. Nor butties, Juggins said. He's a nice guy who comes and talks to us, Collier said. He's never been a bee n down pit in his entire life. The evening passed away in rising sun's tap room in reflections on the current critical state of affairs and consultations on
the most boring course for the future. The wage rate that has experienced continued depression for several years in this distric t has just received another drop in impu lsa and has been threatened with further reduction, because the price of iron has been lower on the market every day, and the article itself is so little in demand that few other than large capitals who could afford to
accumulate their products could keep their furnaces running. The little ones who continued to speculation about the heirs could only partly do so, by reducing the days of service and increasing stints or torment, and by reducing the wage rate as well as paying them entirely in goods, of which they had a large sleuth and from which they were thus relieved with high profits. Add to all
these causes of ring suffocation and dissatisfaction among working people the fear of even greater zala d tyranny of boutiques or mediators, and it will be felt with little difficulty that the public mind of this district was well prepared for the excitement of a political agitator, especially if he was discreet enough to desc an ant on their physical suffering and personal injuries than to try to
spread the spread of abstract political principles. , with whom it was impossible for them to sympathize with the impulse and drive of the inhabitants of production T owns, members of literary and scientific institutes, the usual readers of political al magazines and accustomed to the habits of discussing all public issues. However, mr. enerally it happens that when a mere physical
impulse incites people to rebel, although this is often the influence of slow growth and movement, the effects are more violent and sometimes stubborn than when moving under t he mixed authority of moral and physical need, and mixed together the ri ghts and desires of man. However, in the morning after the conversation in Rising Sun whi ch we just noticed, the population that
as usual went to their work, havi ng penetrated the pit and descended into the shaft, the furnaces were all flaming, chi mneys all smoked,--aduded there rose a rumor even in the bowels of the earth , that the clock and man had arrived at length; the watch that was supposed to bring em relief and the man who was wear them redress. My missus told me this in the pit when she
brought me breakfast, stuccoman told his comrade, and he delivered a powerful blow to the shimmy he was working on. It's not ten miles, his companion said. He'll be here by noon. There's a good job to be done their way, the first pikeman said. All people on w ork after notification to duck, they say, and every engine be stopped immediately h. Will the police meet with them before
they get to this point? He's gone: my missus says you can't see the man of them John. He ll-cats as they call themselves stop in every city and offer fifty pounds for a live cop. I'll tell you what, said another pikeman. I'm going to stop my position and go to the shaft. My heart's fluttering, I can't work anymore. We'll have a fair day's pay for a fair day's work. Come on, I'm your man; If
the puppy stops us, we'll bring him down. Peopl e must have its rights; We're guided to it, but if one shilling a day is dropped, why not two? Very true; the people must have their rights, and eight hours of work is quite ego. In light of the day, the two miners soon learned in more detail the news that the wife of one of them had given earlier in the morning as rumors. There seemed to
be no doubt now that the people of Wodgate, commonly referred to as Hell's Cats, led by their bishop, attacked the surrounding district in great power, stopped al l engines, turned all the potters out of the manufactory, met without a residual position of the authorities and issued a decree that Labour would stop until the Charter was the law of the land. This last uedict was not in the
least surprising part of the whole affair; because you could not imagine that the bishop or any of his subjects had ever heard of the Charter, much less that they could by any circumstance understand his n ature, or in any way be prompted to believe that his actions would further th eir interests or correct his grievances. But all this, like most major events of history, brought an
unexpected and unnoticed influen ce individual character. The chartist leader had been staying in Wodgate for some time, ever since distress became difficult, and gained great influence and popularity by the assu rings of suffering and the semi-starved population, that they were entitled to four hills a day and two pots of ale, and only eight hours of work. He was a man of ability
and folk eloquentness, and his representations produced an effect; their reception invested him with influence, and as he told the population wh about requiring excitement, being very little employed and with little resources to t successor vacated working hours, Chartist who was careful never to talk about the Charter to come an important person to Wodgate, and was heavily
sponsored by Bishop Hatton and his Lady, whose good duties were sedulously summarized. On the right mo mint, everything is mature and prepared, the bishop was very drunk and left out by the grievances of his subjects, revealed to him the chartist most favored of the eria of the charter and convinced him not only that the Five Points would heal everything, but that he was the
only man who could carry the Five Points. B ishop had nothing to do; he made the lock just for fun; demanded action; He embraced the Charter, without having any idea what it meant, b ut embraced it fervently and decided to march it into the land at the head of the wodgate population and establish faith. Since the conversion of Constantine, more important adoption has never
occurred. The whole north of England and a large part of the midland county were in a di saffection state; the whole country suffered; hope has left the work cl asses; had no confidence in any future of the existing system. Their organs of sation, independent of the chartist political system, were complete. Always y store has had its own union, and every union its own box in every
city, and its central board in every district. All it took was a first move, and the C hartist emissary had long fixated on Wodgate as a spring explosion, whe n news of the strike in Lancashire determined him to speed up the event. Bishop Hatton's march at the head of Hell's Cats into the mining district was perhaps the most memorable popular movement since the Pilgrimage of
Grace. Mounted on a white mule, wall-eyed and disgusting in shape, the bishop brandished a huge hammer with which he announced that he would destroy the enemies of peop lea: all boutiques, puppies, dealers in truck and tommy, middle masters and main ma sters. Several thousand hell cats followed him brandishing lunatics, or armed with bars made of iron, pickles and
hammers. On each side of the bishop, on a donkey, he was one of his little sons, demure and serious as if he were handling his f ile. The flowing standard of silk inscribed with the Charter, which the delegate took issue with him, was born before him like an oriflamme. It's never been such a terrible team. As they have progressed their numbers are steadily growing d, as they have
arrested all the workforce in their progress. Every engine was stopped, the plug was forced out of every boiler, every fire was extinguished, every man fell out. The decree decreed that the workforce would cease until the Charter was the law of the land: mine and mill, Chetniks and wer e loom until that consumption was infinite: neither was the mighty pause confined to these large
enterprises. Every store of every kind and description was supposed to be st opped: tailor and shoemaker, brush and sweep, tinker and carter, mason and boo ilder, everything, everything; for all the huge Sabbath that was supposed to compensate for any inchi dental suffering caused by the increased means and elevated conducite on it will ultimately ensure - that paradise is that
Utopia of Toil, e mbalmed in those ringing words, sounds cheerful at the Saxon race - a fair day's pay for a fair day's work. Book 6 Chapter 7 During the Lancashire strike, people were never robbed, except for a few pro vision shops, mostly looted by boys, and their acts of violence were limited to those with whom they took part in what could as a whole be described as fair
competition. They searched for food often in large numbers, but even then their language was mild and respectful, and they were easily satisfied and alwa ys grateful. A body of two thousand people, for example - the writer talks about c ircumstances within his own experience - left one morning producing towing n in Lancashire, when the strike continued for some time and began
to sev erely felt, and made a visit to an adjacent high-grade squire. They walked into his park in order-- men, women and children-- and then sat down near the villa, sent a deputy to announce that th ey were starving and to put in relief. In the case in question, the domain master was not absent in fulfilling those public duties which devalued the situation in the country. His wife, who
had a spirit equal to the occasion, regardless of the presence of her young children that could exacerbate a woman's fears, took in a deputy on her own; She told them that, of course, she was unwilling to feed so many people, but that if they promised mainti properly and would be implemented with decency, she would take measures to meet their need. They made their pledge
and remained calmly drowned as the prepa meals gave to satisfy them. The trolleys were sent to a neighboring town for reservations; The gamekeepers killed what they could, and within hours the multi-tude were fed without the slightest disturbance, or the slightest violation of their lf-organized discipline. When it was all over, the deputy waited again for the lady to express his
gratitude to her, and the gardens of this house that were c elebrity in the neighborhood, asked permission that people could b e allowed to walk through them, promising that no flower should be plu cked and without fruit touched. Permission granted: a multitude in order, e ach files under the chief and each dossier commander obeying a superior ficer, then advanced through the
beautiful gardens of their beautiful hos tess. They even went through forced houses and wineries. No boundary was crossed, nor were the grapes ripped out; and when they left the domain, they gave t hree cheers for the castellan fair. Hell's cats and their next were of a different nature to these gentle Rebels of Lan. They destroyed and ravaged; laid-off and destroyed houses;
plunde red cellars; prescribe bakeries as enemies of the people; sequestrated univer sal stores of all trucks and tommy shops; burst open door, broke destro yed gas works, that cities at night can be in the dark; Took union workhouses by storm, burned rate-books at the market, and ordered a public distr ibution of bread and flitches of bacon on the mob - cheering and laughing
amid the flames and rapine. They briefly looted and rebelled; the police could not move against them; there was no military force; The whole county was in possession: and hearing that the Coldstreams battalion was getting off the train, the bishop ordered all railroads destroyed, and if Hell-ca ts wasn't too drunk to make his offer and he was too tipsy to do it again, it's likely that
there could have been a major destruction of those public ways. Does the reader of Diggs' Tommy store remember? What about Master Joseph? Well, that's where the terrible prices happened. The Wodgate girl, with her back like a grasshoppers, a Baptist school religion, who married Tummas, once a disciple of the bishop and still his ardent follower, though he cut off the head of
her student, was the infestation of a man who had worked in Diggs' field for many years, suffered a lot of unbearable yoke, and at the present moment was deep in his awful water. She heard from her first years of oppression diggs and was impressed by her husband, who was dishonest with any tyranny other than Wodgate. Tummas and his wife, and a select few friends, so one
morning they went out to take her father's tommy-book with Mr Diggs. The whisper of their intention had g ot about among those interested in the subject. It was a nice summer morning, so I was closed for three hours from noon, the store was closed, in fact it wasn't open from the riots, and all the lower windows of the apartment were closed, forbidden and b olted. A bunch of
women huddled together. There was Mistress Page and Mistress Prance, old Dame Toddles and Mrs Mullins, Liza Gray and a comedic lady who was so fond of company that she even liked the rebellion. Lord Joseph says he went north, said the comic lady. I wonder if old Diggs is home? Ms. Mullins said. It won't show I'm going to swear an oath, said old Dame Toddles. There are
hell cats here, said the comedic lady. So I declare that you march ke reglars; two, four, six, twelve; a good result to say the least. Hell's cats briskly marched to the elms that overshadowed the canal before he was rehomed, then formed in line opposite him. They were armed with beaten, crowbars and hammers. Tummas was at the helm, with his wife Wodgate at his side.
Stepping out on his own, amid cheers from a crowd of women, e Bishop's student advanced to the door of Diggs' house, knocking loudly and louder ri ng. He waited patiently for a few minutes; there was no response from interio r, and then Tummas knocked and rang again. It's very scary, said the comedic lady. That's what I always dreamed would happen, Liza Gray said, ever
since Mast er Joseph slashed my poor baby across the eye. his three-foot rule. I don't think there can be anyone in there, Ms. Prance said. Old Diggs would never have left Tommy without a guard, Ms. Page said. Now guys, Tummas said looking around him and making a sign, and immediately the som e half a dozen advanced with their pajsers and were about to strike at the
door, when the window in the top story of the house opened and the muzzle of the kiks bus was presented to the attackers. The women screamed and ran away. 'Twas Master Joseph, said the comedic lady who stopped to get her breath back. 'Twas Master Joseph, sighed Mrs Page. 'Twas Master Joseph, wooed Mrs Prance. Of course, Said Mrs Mullins, I saw his ugly face.
Scarier than a big gun, said old Dame Toddles. I hope the kids get fenced off, Liza Gray said, because he's sure he's going to set them on fire. Meanwhile, while Master Joseph himself was pleased with his position and help not a word, the benign Countess exposed himself to the window and once again sted himself in a slight voice to know: What did his good friends want there?
We're here to solve Sam Barlow's book on Tommy, their leader said. Our store is not open to everyday good friends of mine: the account can stand above; away from me to put pressure on the poor. Master Diggs, said the infernal cat, can you tell us the price of bacon day after day? Well, good bacon, said the elder Diggs willing to indulge them, can be eightpe nce a-pound. You're
wrong Master Diggs, said Hell-cat, 'tis fourpence and long credi t. Let's look at half a dozen good flyers in fourpence, Master Diggs; and be quic k. There was obviously some controversy in the interior about the course on this mo ment to be followed. Master Joseph opposed the concession policy, called reconciliation, which his father would follow, and was for immediate coercion;
but age and experience carried the day, and within minutes some flitch es were thrown out the window by hell cats who received prey with cheers. The women are back. 'Tis tenpence a-pound flitch, said the comedic lady examining the reward wit h sparkling gaze. I paid that much for very green things, Ms. Mullins said. And now Master Diggs, said Tummas, what is the price of the
best tea per kilogram? We're good customers, and we're thinking of treating our wives and dear people here. I think we need to order half a chest. This time there was a greater delay in sticking to the gentle hint; but H ell-cats become opstreperous, tea is at length furnished and divided among women. This gracious office devolved to tummas' wife who soon found h e backed by a
spontaneous committee whose comic lady was the most prominent and active member. Nothing could be more considerate, benign, nd officious, than the way and spirit with which she shared stores. Itchings are cut and distributed in a similar way. The scene was gay and hust ling as fair. It's as good as a grand tommy day, he said A comedic lady with a smug smile as she strutted
about smiling and issuing patronage. Orders of bacon and tea were followed by a very popular demand for cheese. The women's committee received all the looting and they were very active in their bution distra. It has long been rumoured that Master Joseph entered names about f all present in tommy books, so that in the end the result could be satisfie d. The crowd has now
increased greatly. There was panic among women, and I ndignation among men: Hell-cat advanced and announced that if tomm y books were all given up to be burned down, they would tear down the house. There was no answer: some of the hellish cats thrived; women cheered; a pajser fell on the door; Lord Joseph shot, wounded his wife and killed the child. There rose one of
those universal cries of wild passion that announce that I have rejected all the trammels of civilization, and found in their hideous rage new and unforeseen sources of power and vengeance. Where it came from, how it was obtained, who incited the thought, who first accomplished it, was equally impossible to trace; but as it was in the moment, numerous bars of straw w era
accumulated before the house and caught fire, the doors of the wooden yard were forced, and the amount of scarce and lath soon fed the flames. Everything that could have started the fire was busy; and each was busy and n service. They ran to the water side and robbed a barge, and threw huge blocks of coal at the huge pyre. Men, women, and children were like dealing with
the impatience and energy of the devil. Roof of the house caug ht fire: the apartment quickly burned down; you could see flames like the tongues of wild beasts, lying bare and disappearing walls; one being was observed in the midst of fiery desolation, screaming and despair, clinging frantically to a huge account book, it was Master Joseph. His father fled the back of the room and
immediately advised his son to follow him, but Teacher Joseph wanted to save the book as well as their lives, and the delay destroyed him. He's got tommy book, yelled Liza Gray. The embers of pure flame fell for a moment on his agony countdown; e mob gave a hell of a cheer; then some part of the building came in, there was a huge cloud of smoke and garbage, and they
never saw it again. Book 6 Chapter 8 Life is a fickle thing up and down, said widow Carey mixing her tea, but I've been down this time longer than I can remember. Nor will she ever get up, Widow, said Julia, whose accommodations she and several of Julia's friends met unless we had Five Points. I will never marry any man who is not five points, Caroline said. I should be
ashamed to marry anyone who didn't have a say, Harriet said. He's no better than a slave, Julia said. The widow shook her head. not me. this policy, said the good wife, don't hey bayn't in the way of a job for our gender. And I'd like to know why? Said Julia. Aren't we as concerned about good government as men? Don't we understand so much about it? I'm sure Dandy never does
anything without consulting me. That's good news for a summer's day, Caroline said, to say we can't understand by the cliffs with the Queen on the throne. She got her ministers to tell her what to do, Ms. Carey said, taking pin ch snuff. A poor innocent young creature, it often hurts my heart to thin out how it happened. Over the left, Julia said. If ministers try to come to her bed, she
knows how to turn them to the right. And what did you all tell you, Harriet said, why don't we get involved in politics like m uch like swell ladies in London? Don't you remember, at the last election here, Caroline said, how the ladies of the Castle came and searched Colonel Rosemary? Ah! Said Julia, I must say I wish the Colonel had defeated that horrible muddlefist. If we can't
have our man, I'm all for Nobs versus the middle class. We'll have our own man soon, I expect, Harriet said. If people don't work, how did the aristocracy pay the police? Just think! said the widow Carey, shook her head. Why, in your time of life, my dears, we've never even heard of these things, much less talked about them. I'm supposed to think you're not a widow, so why? said
Julia; because there was no march of mind then. But now we know the time of day as well as any m. Lord, my dear, said Mrs Carey; what's the use of all this? What we want is, mr ood wages and a lot to do; And as for the others, I don't hold a grudge against the Queen of her diving, nor the nobles and gentlemen of their good stuff. Live and let live tell I. Why, you're just an
oligarch, a widow, Harriet said. Well, Miss Harriet, Ms. Carey replied, a little uninterrupted; 'tisn't calls your neighbors names that solves any issue. I'm pretty sure Julia's going to get on with it, and Caroline's going to do too. And maybe I could call you something if I choose, Miss Harriet; I heard things said before that, that I should blush say, d blush hear too. But I'm not going to
belittle myself, no, I'm not. Holly-hock, indeed! Why holly-hock? At this point entered Dandy and Devilsdust. Well, young ladies, Dandy said. A-swelling receipt of customs duties per consumption of the Congo! That won't be enough, Julia. It won't, in fact. Ask Dusty. If you're an ant to defeat an enemy, you have to pump up the proceeds. How are you, widow? The same for you,
Dandy Mick. We are saddened by the evil times here in an n eighbourly way. Oh, times are about to improve, Dandy said gaily. Well, so I mean, he said he was a widow; Because when things are at their worst, they always say-- but you always say I can't fix myself, Mick, Julia said interrupting her. Why, in a way, Julia, in a certain sense you're right; But there were two sen ses for
everyone, my girlfriend, and Mick started singing, and then executed hornpip e to the delight of Julia and her guests. 'Tis genteel, said Mick, receiving their confirmation. Remember the Circus? I wonder when we're going to have the Circus again? She told Caroline. Not with the current salary rate, Devilsdust said. It's very difficult, Caroline said, that the middle class always drops
our wages. Somebody's really not having a party right now. How I miss the temple! We'll reopen the temple soon, Dandy said. That'll be sweet, exclaimed Caroline. I often dream about that side of the nobleman who used to say, 'Oh, no, never!' Well, I can't convince myself what puts you in such a mood, Mick, Julia said. You told me only this morning that the matter was worse,
and that soon we should be slavs es for life; working sixteen hours a day without pay, and living on oatmeal ridges and potatoes, served by millocrats like ordinary Bastile. But, as Mrs. Carey says, when things are at their worst-- Oh! I said it, said the widow, for sure, because you see, at my age, I've seen so many falls and falls, though I always say-- Come, Dusty, Julia said, you're
quieter than ever. You won't take a dish I know: but tell us the news, because I'm sure you have something to say. I should think we did, Dusty said. Here, all the girls began to speak at the same time, and not waiting for intelligence, favoring each other with their assumptions about imports. I'm sure Shuffle and Screw will work half the time, Harriet said. I alw ays said so. It's
something that's going to put people down, Julia said: I guess the Nobs have me, and they're going to drop their wages again. I think Dusty will be married, Caroline said. Not at this rate the salary I should be hoping for, Ms. Carey said, taking her word for it. I should think no, Devilsdust said. You're a reasonable woman, Mrs Carey. And I don't know exactly what you mean, Miss
Caroline, he added, a little confused. Because Devilsdust was a quiet Carolina fan, and he used to tell Mick, who told Julia, who told her friend, that if he ever thought about things like that, that's the kind of girl you should be doing as a partner h is life. But Dusty, Julia said, what is it? Why, I thought you all knew, Mick said. Now, now, Julia said, I hate suspense. I like the news to go
round as fly-whe el. Well, devilsdust said, dryly, this is Saturday, young women, and Mrs. Carey oh, you won't deny it. I should think not, Ms. Carey said, by the sign I kept in the barn thirtysomethings in our market, and I never gave it up until this summer, which makes me always hink this, even though I've seen a lot of falls and falls, this -- Well, what does Saturday have to do with
us? said Caroline; because neither Dandy Mick nor you can take us to the temple, or any other genteel place, since they are al l imprisoned by the Corn Act, or some other cause. Other. I believe that machines more than the Corn Act have seducted Templ e, Harriet said. Machines, indeed! Fancy prefers a piece of iron or wood to your own flesh and blood. And they call it
Christian! It's Saturday, Julia said, for sure; And if I don't get into bed by sunset, can I have a bate ticket for every day for the week to come. Well, go my best, he told Mick Devilsdust. It's Saturday, everyone agreed. And that-morrow is Sunday, the Devilsdust said solemnly. And the next day is a bl ackest day all week, Julia said. When I hear the factory bell on Monday morning, I
feel the same as when I moved from Liverp ool to Seaton with my uncle to eat shrimp. Didn't I get sick on my way home, that's all! You won't hear that ringtone next Monday, Devilsdust said solemnly. You don't mean that? Said Julia. Why, what happened? She told Caroline. Is the Queen dead? There were no bells on Monday morning, Ms Carey said, in disbelief. Not a single ring
if all the capitalists in Mowbray gathered on the same rope, Devilsdust said. What could it be? Said Julia. Come, Mick; Dusty's always been telling us for so long that it's sacred. Why are we going to have the devil's own attack, Mick said, unable to restrain oursself and dance with glee anymore. Strike! Said Julia. I hope they destroy the machines, Harriet said. And open the temple,
Caroline said, otherwise it will be very boring. I saw a lot of strikes, the widow said, but while Chaffing Jack was talking about me the other day-- Chaffing Jack being hanged, Mick said. Such a slow coach will not be good in these times of highpress. We'll do the trick and there's no mistake. There will be no c apitalist in England who can get a day's work from us, even if he makes
the operation wipe out his junior partners. I've never heard of such things, Ms. Carey said in amazes. Still, everything is reserved, Devilsdust said. We will clear the bank's savings banks; The advantages and burials will stand out. I am treasurer of the ancient shepherd, and we passed a unanimous resolution yesterday, that we will devote all ou r funds to Labour's food in this latest
and triumphant fight aga inst Capital. Lor! She said to Caroline, I think it's going to be very cheerful. As long as you can give us the money, I don't care, for my part, how long we stick out, Julia said. Well, mrs. Carey said, I didn't think there was that much spirit in town. With Chaffing Jack saying the other day-- there's no ghost in place, Devilsdust said, but we're thinking of pouring
some in. Some of our friends will visit you. And who are they? She told Caroline. To-morrow is Sunday, Devilsdust said, and miners think they said their prayers at Mowbray Church. Well, that's going to be great! She told Caroline. It's the right law, Mick said. This time do-morrow you'll have ten ousand of them in this city, and if each and work in it and ten miles circle is not stopped,
my name is not MICK RADLEY! Book 6 Chapter 9 was Monday morning. Hatton, shrouded in his chamber robe and wearing his vel vet cap, loitered in the best room of the main commercial overnight Mowbra y, across a breakfast table covered in all the delicacies of which the northern ma tin meal can boast to you with them. There were pies of spicy meat and trout fresh from t on
streams, hams that Westphalia never equalized, bread pyramids of every shape and taste adapted to the surrounding fruit, some preserved by curious art, and some just gathered from bed or from a tree. That's very strange, Hatton told his companion Morley, you can't get coffee here. Morley who assumed that coffee about the most common article consumpti on in Mowbray,
looked a little surprised; but at this point Hatton's servant is dreary with a mysterious but somewhat triumphant air, and in the introduction of the travel glow of his own fuming like one of The Gaeser's sources. Now try it, Hatton told Morley, as the servant poured him a cup; That's not going to be so bad for you. Does the city continue quite quietly? He asked Morley the servant as he
left the room. I'm quite quietly believed, sir; But a lot of people on the streets. All mil ls have been stopped. Well, this is a strange job, Hatton said when they were alone once more. You had no idea when I met you on Saturday? There isn't; on the contrary, I felt convinced that there were no elements of general harassment in this district. From the first I thought that the movement
would be limited to Lancashire and that he would easily be arrested; but the government's weakness, desire for a decision, perhaps a desire for funds, have allowed the lame spread of extinction that he will not soon witness. Do you think that? Whenever the mining population is disrupted, the disruption is stubborn. On the hole, they suffer less physically than most working classes,
and their wages are considerable; and they are so brutal that they are more difficu lt work on than our reading and thinking population factory. But when they get stirred up, there's always violence and a decisive direction. When I heard about their rebellion on Saturday I was prepared for major disruptions in Thei R County, but that suddenly they should decide to attack another
country as I was, the headquarters of the second class of labor, and where the difficulties as much as sev eras are not of their kind, is amazing to me, and assures me that there is some political head behind the scenes, and that this move , however unafficed by the miners themselves, part of some comprehensive scheme that h, by expanding the scene of action and combining
several counties and classes of broil work, must inevitably embarrass and perhaps paralyze Governm ent. There's a good deal in what you say, Hatton said, taking the strawberry r ather absent air, and then added: Remember the conversation we once had, t he on the eve of my departure from Mowbray in '39? I do, said Morley Reddening. The miners were not so ready then,
Hatton said. They weren't, Morley said, speaking with some confusion. Well, they're here now, Hatton said. Yes, Morley said thoughtfully, but more collected. Did you see them come in yesterday? Hatton said. I was sorry I missed it, but I was walking with gerardi to Dale to see the cottage they used to live in that they talked about so much! Was it a strong body? I'm supposed to
say about two thousand people, and as far as beaten and iron debtors go, armed. A formidable force without an army to meet them. Irresistible, especially with a favorable population. You think people weren't sad to see them? Certainly. Left alone, they may have remained silent; But they just wanted a spark. Here we have numerous young men who have long murmured against
our inaction and what they call the desires for spirit. Lancashire strike them all agog; and he had any popular leader, Gerard for example or Warner, who came back to move, they were ready. Times are critical, Hatton said, bowing his armrest from the table and resting his feet on an empty fire. Lord de Mowbray had no idea of everything he was. I was on my way here with him, and
I found him pretty calm. I guess yesterday's and nvasia opened his eyes a little bit. What can he do? Morley said. It's useless to apply to the government. They h ave there is no force to spare. Look at Lancashire; a few dragoons and rifles hurried abo ut from place to place and harassed by night service; always come too late, and generally attack the wrong point, some diversions
from the main scheme. No w we had a week ago some of the 17th Lancers here. They marched into L Ancashire. If they'd stayed, the invasion would never have happened. You don't have a soldier on hand? He's not a man; They actually sent to party 73d from Ireland to guard us. Mowbray could be burned before they land. And the castle, Hatton said quietly. These are truly
critical times, Mr. M Orley. I was thinking when I walked with our friend Gerard yesterday, and listened to him and his charming daughter rely on the beauty of the residence they gave up, I thought about what a strange thing life is, and that the fac t boxes of paper belonging to him are in the possession of another person who lives only nearby. Because we were walking through
Mowbray Woods-- but at this point a waiter came in and said there was one without who wanted to talk to Mr. Morley. Let him come up, Hatton said, he'll give us some news maybe. And there accordingly appeared a young man who was a member of Conv's hostility in '39 with Morley, after a secret council with Gerard, I was the young man who was first arrested the night that She
made a p risoner, having left the site of their deliberations for a moment in order to carve her a little water. He, too, was tried, convicted and imprisoned, although he was fo r for a shorter time than Gerard; and he was a chartist apostle who went and r esided to Wodgate, preached faith to barbarians, converted them, and thus was the primary cause of the present invasion of
Mowbray. Ah! Field, Morley said, is that you? You're surprised to see me, and then the young man looked at Hatton. A friend, Morley said; talk how you want. Our great man, leader and liberator of the people, said Field with a smile, who carried everything before him, and who I believe will carry everything he needs for him, because Providence gave him those superhuman
energies that can ancipate race on their own, he wants to trust you with the state of this city and neighbo urhood. He was presented that no one was more knowing and experience ed of himself in this regard; except as the head of our most influential or gan in the press, it is fit for purpose in every way that you should see it. He is at this point below giving instructions and receiving
reports of stopping all work in the country, but if you like, I will bring him here, we will be alarmed. In all means, said Hatton who seems to have arrested that Morley would make some difficulties. By all means. Stop, Morley said. Have you seen Gerard? No, field said. I wrote to him some time ago, but his answer wasn't coding. I thought his spirit might be broken. Do you know he's
here? So I concluded, but we didn't see him; Although to be sure, we've seen so ma ny, and done so much since our arrival yesterday, it's not wonderful. By e, who is this black coat you have here, this St Lys? We took over c hurch yesterday upon our arrival, because it's a kind of thing that wonderfully pleases miners and colliers, and I always oblige them. This Saint Lys preached
to us a sermon that at one point I almost feared the game would be spoiled. Our g reat man was alarmingly taken by him, had spoken his prayers all day and almost ly marched back again: had it not been for the excellence of rum and water t our quarters, the Charter champion would have proved a pious recreant. St Lys will torture you, Morley said. Unfortunately! for poor human
nature, when the viole ances can only arrest superstition. Come, don't preach, the chartist said. The Charter is a matter that the people understand, especially when they are masters of the earth; but as far as you're concerned with moral force, I'd like to know how I could march from Wodgate to Mowbray w ith it on my banner. Wodgate, Morley said, it's a queer place. Wodgate,
Hatton said, what is Wodgate? At this point a big noise sounded without a room, the door was slammed, ther e seemed scuttling, some sharp high tones, deprecatory voices of many waiting ers. The door was. again and this time flew open, while exclaiming in and nsolent coarse voice, do not tell me about your private rooms; Who's the handyman here, I'd like to know? A very thick
man came in, quite below the size of middl e, with brutal and dirty enumeration, wearing a unbuttalized coat by the ears of a serjeant won in battle, an edgy hat, with a white plume, which was al so trophy of war, a pair of leather trousers and boots on top. , who from thei r antiquity had the appearance of being his authentic property. This was lea der and liberator of the people of
England. He carried in his hand a large hamme r with which he had never parted during the entire rebellion; and he stopped talking when he walked into the room, and examined his prisoners by air at once stupid and arrogant, recognizing Field the Chartist, he halloed out, I tell you I want him. He is my Lord Chancellor and Prime Minister, my head and principal D oggy; I can't go
on without him. Well, what do you think, he said advancing to Field, here's a nice try! They're not going to stop the work on the big village mill you were talking about. It won't, will it? Is my word the law of the land or not? Do I have my orders that all work will cease until the Queen sends me a message that the Charter has been established, and that he is a man who has a mill, to
close his doors to my forces, and pump on my people's engines? There will be fire for this water; and so to speak Liberator sent his hammer with such force to the table, that the plate and the porcelain and accumulated luxury of M r Hatton's breakfast vibrated dangerously. We'll look into it, sir, Field said, and we'll take the necessary st EPS. We'll look into it and take the necessary
steps, Liber ator said, looking at the circle with an air of pompous nonsense, and then getting some peches, he began devouring them with quite a bit of zest. Does Liberator want breakfast? Said Mr Hatton. The liberator looked at his host with a look of senseless intimidation, and as if not condescending to communicate directly with ordinary people, he uttered in a muted tone the
chartist of this word, Glass Ale. Ale was immediately commissioned for Liberator, who after a bountiful draft took on less threatening air, and pounded his lips, pushed aside dishes and sat on a table with his feet. This is my friend I was talking about and wanted to see, sir, said artist Ch, the most prominent advocate for the popular rights we own, Edito r Mowbray Phalanxa, Mr.
Morley. Morley made little progress, caught Liberator's eye, who watched him in extreme seriousness, then jumped off the table shouting; Why is this the who invited me to Hell-house Yard three years ago? I had the honor, Morley said quietly. The honor of being hanged, the bishop said, you know something about someone; Then I couldn't squeeze you, but. G-- I'll get it out of you
now. Now, cut it shor t; Have you seen him and where he lives? I came then to get the information, not to give it, Morley said. I had a friend who wanted to see this gentleman a lot-- he's not a gentleman, the bishop said; He's my brother: but I'll tell you what, now I'm going to do something for him. I'm the dick of a walk you see, and it's something that doesn't come twice in a man's
life. He needs to feel for his flesh and blood, and if I find out I'm going to get rich, or my name isn't Simon Hatton. The creator and consultant of peers began in his chair and faded. The view was interchangeable between him and Morley who discovered their common thoughts, a great antiquarish - the sight of the Liberator with a gaze of mixed terro r and disgust - walked to the
window. Suppose you put an ad in your paper, the bishop continued. I know a passenger who lost his keys at the Yard and returned them by the same means. Keep advertising until you find it, and my prime minister and head doggy here will give you an order to the city council for your expenses. Morley thanked you in silence. The bishop continued-- what's the name of the man
who got the big mill here, about three miles away, who won't stop his work and bent down my men this morning with his bikes. I'll have a fire I say for that water -- you hear it's Teacher No wspaper -- I'll have fire for that water before I'm many hours older. Liberator means Trafford, said the chartist. I'll have it Trafford, liberator said and hit her against the table with a hammer. He
avoids my messenger, doesn't he? I'm telling you I'm going to have a fire for that water, and he looked around like he was courting some remonstrance so he could hurry it up. Trafford is a humane man, Morley said in a quiet tone, and he behaves well to greet people. The man with the big mill humane! exclamed by the bishop; with two or three thousan d slaves working under the
same roof, and he does nothing but eat their vita ls. I'm not going to have big mills where I'm the master. Let him look up to it. Here he is, and he jumped off the table. An hour ago I'll pay this same Trafford vis it and see if he avoids me. Come on, my head Puppy, and nodding his head to Chartist to follow him, Liberator left the room. Hatton turned his head away from the window
and quickly advanced to Morley. For busi ness, friend Morley. This savage cannot be calm for a moment; he exists only n destruction and rapine. If it wasn't for the Trafford mill, there'd be something. I'm sorry about Traffords; They have old blood in their veins. Before they nset their settlement will be razed to the lands. Can we stop it? And why not attack the castle instead of the
mill? Book 6 Chapter 10 Around noon this day there was a great stir in Mowbray. It's generally whisp ered about liberator being headed by hell-cats and everyone else who ch wasped to follow them To visit Mr. Trafford's plea deal, in rder to avenge the insult his emanators experienced early in the morning, accompanied by a mob of two or three hundred people, they repaired
Mowedale's work to signify the Orders of the Liberators that our lab should stop, and if necessary to carry out those orders. Prohibitions that wer ignore. and when the mob, in accordance with its further instructions, began to force large doors of space, so that they could enter the bu ilding, exote the stoppers from steam boilers and free the slaves closed, suddenly a camouflage
battery of powerful engines opened for them, and who le band of patriots was swamped. It was impossible to resist a power that seemed insihaustible and wet to the skin and amid the laughter their opponents ran away. This ridiculous disaster has stirred the Lib Erator's anger terribly. He swore revenge, and like, like all great revolutionary figures and military leaders, the only basis
of his power was constant recruitment for h troops and constant excitement for the population, he decided to put the gase lf in charge of punishing forces, and make a great example that should es tablish his terrible reputation and spread the terror of his name through di strict. Field Chartist soon discovered who the rising spirits of Mowbray, nd Devilsdust and Dandy Mick were
who were sworn in Monday morning on the Liberator Council, and took their seats on the board accordingly. Devilsdust, accustomed to public business and fulfilling responsible duties, was calm and gra ve, but equally ready and determined. Mick's head on the contrary was quite turned to the importance of his new position. He was very excited, he couldn't think of anything and he
would do anything, he always followed Devilsdust on the council, but when he carried out their joint decrees and showed up about the city, he strutted around with a peacock, cursed at men and winked at girls, and was an idol and advertising miration of every void or huzzaing younker. A large crowd gathered at the market, in which there were inns or Liberat's, many of them
armed in their own rude way, and all anxious to marc h. Devilsdust was with the great man and field; Mick below marched m en, swearing like a soldier who disobeyed or misunderstood. Come stupid, he said addressing Tummas, what are you staring about? Order your men or I'll be among you. Stupid! Said Tummas, staring at Mick with immense amazement. And who are the y
ou who says 'Stupid?' White-livered Handloom as I dare say, or the son of a factory slave gun. Stupid, really! What next, when hell-cat should be called with bluntness by such things as you? I'll give you advice to the young man, master Nixon said taking his pipe from his mouth and blowing immense smoke; just you go down the c shaft months, and then you will learn a little life,
which is wery useful. The lively temperament of Dandy would probably have engaged him here in an awkward twist had some not touched him at the show at this point, and looking in circles he recognised Mr Morley. Regardless of the difference in their political schools Mick had a deep respect for Morley, though why he couldn't express it precisely. But he has heard for years that
devilsdust declassizes that Stephen Morley was the deepest head in Mowbray, and although he regretted the unfortunate weakness in favor of that imaginary abstraction called Moral F Orce for which the editor of falange stood out, he still devilsdust used to say that if ever there was a great revolution that would recognize the rights of labor. , although braver spirits and brawnier
hands can undo change, there was only one head among them that would have been capable when they gained their power to lead it for the public weal, and as Devilsdust used to add, to implement the thing, and that was Morley. It was a fine summer's day, and Mowedale was as magnificent as when Egremont, in the midst of its beauties, first began to muse over the beautiful.
There was the same flowering er sky, the same shady glow on the trees, the same sparkling brilliancy on the waters. The chaste that followed some of China was crossing the stone bridge, and apart from lowering them as they stopped and sniffed the stream of fresh air in its center, there was no sound. Suddenly, the tramp and the buzz of the crowd cracked in the sun's silence.
You t crowd with some assumption of poorly disciplined order approached from the dir ection of Mowbray. There was a man on their head on a white mule. Many of his followers were armed with beaten and other indecent weapons, and moved in files. Behind them, a variety of crowds spread, in which women did not want and welcome children. They moved quickly; they were
swept away by Gerard's former cottage; they were within sight of trafford. All the water of the river will not amaze the fire that I will light until yes-y, the Liberator said. He's the most dishonest capitalist, Field said, and he would turn people's minds from Five Points by giving them gardens and bathing them. We will no longer have gardens in England; everything will be open, Li
berator said, and baths will only be used to drown the enemies of the people. I've always been anti-washing; takes the marrow from man. Here we are, Field said, as the roofs and bowers of villages, towers and expansion factories broke all over them. Every door and every window closed! Th e settlement is deserted. Some were before us and swore an oath to them about our
rrival. Are they going to pour water on me? said the bishop. It has to be a stream that extinguishes the flames I'm going to light. What are we going to do first? Stop here, you people, said the Liberator back with that scowl that his appren tices could never forget. Are you going to stop or not? Or do I have to be among you? There was a shivering shuffle and then a comparative
silence. The village's women and children were gathered in a factory courtyard, o f which large doors were closed. What are we going to burn first? the bishop asked. We can match them a little bit, Field said; Maybe we'll break down to get a confession and then we can fire the whole affair and let people burp the machinery. It's going to be a great moral lesson. As long as it burns,
the bishop said, I don't care what lessons you don't know each of them. I leave them to you; But I'm going to have fire to keep that water down. I'm going to get ahead, Field said, and so he said he moved forward and rang the doorbell; bishop, on his mule, with a dozen hellish cats in his entourage; the large body of y people about twenty meters withdrawn. Who's ringing? He
asked a loud voice. He who, at the behest of the Liberator, wishes to enter and see if his commas for complete cessation of work have been honored in this fortified mint. Very good, the bishop said. There is no hand at work here, said the voice; And you can take my word for it. Your word be hanged, said the bishop. I want to know-- shut up, shut up! said Field, and then in a louder
voice he said, Maybe so, but since our messengers were not allowed in this morning and were treated with wit h great humiliation-- That's it, the bishop said. With great humiliation, Field continued, we must have an ossified experience of the state of affairs, and I invite you and recommend that you immediately let liber ator in. No one will enter here, the unseen gatekeeper replied.
That's enough, the bishop shouted. take care! Field said. Whether you let us go or not, it doesn't matter, the bishop said; I'm going to have fire for your water, and I'm here to get it. Now guys! Stop, said the voice of the invisible. I'll talk to you. He's going to let us go, he whispered to field bishop. And suddenly he appeared on the flat roof of a hut that was on one side of the door-
Gerard. His air, his figure, his position were equally commanding, d at the sight of him loudly and spontaneously winding a bang from the assembled you sand. It was the sight of one who was nevertheless the most popular leader of men who ever figured in these parts, whose eloquence charmed and commanded, whose disinterest was acknowledged, whose suffering created
yours, whose courage, masculine poise and familiar feats of strength were a source of pride. There was no mowbray man whose heart was not throbbing with emoti on, and whose memory did not recall the orations from Druid's altar and the famous encounters on the moor. Gerard was forever a universal exclamation. A bishop who didn't like to cheer anyone on but himself, like
many greats, equally disgusted, a little confused. What it does The mean? He whispered t about Field. I came here to burn the place down. Wait a minute, Field said, we need to please the Mowbray men a little bit. This is their favorite leader, at least in the old days. I know him well; He's a brave and ho nest man. Is this the man who avoided my people? asked the bishop
vehemently. Quiet! said Field; he'll talk. My friends, Gerard said, because if we're not the friends we're supposed to be? (loud cheers and cries Very true), if you come to hear to find out if Mowedale's works have been stopped, I give you my word that there is no machine or man stirring here at the moment (big cheering). I believe you will take my word for it (cheers and shouts We
will). I believe I'm famous in Mowbray (Gerard forever!), as well as mow bray moor (tumultous cheering). We met before this (Yes we are h ave), and once again we will meet (great cheering). People don't have enough fri ends that they should argue with well wishes. The master here has done his bit to soften his lot. He is not one to deny that Labour has rights (loud cheering). I



say Mr Trafford has always recognised the rights of Labou r (prolonged cheers and cries So it is). Well, is he the man we chased away? (No, no). What if he gave a frosty reception to some visitors this morning -- (sighs)-- maybe they wore faces he wasn't used to (loud cheers and laughter from the mowbray people). I dare say they mean as well as we do -- there's no dou bt that --
but still the neighbor is a neighbor (immense cheerleading). Now, my boys, three cheers for the national holiday, and Gerard gave time, and his voic e has resonated with the thousands present. The master here does not want to interfere with a public holiday; all he wants to ensure is that all the mills and works with hould equally stop (cries Very estveno). So I say, Gerard
continued. I'm not just; only a man and a true Englishman like him, who loves people and whose fathers before him loved the people (great cheering). Three c heers for Mr Trafford I say; and they got it; and three cheers for Mrs. Tra fford too, a friend of the poor! Here the mafia has become not only enthusiastic bu t maudlin; Everyone vows to each other that Trafford is a true
Englishman, and his wife is an angel on earth. This popular feeling is so contagious that e ven Hell cats shared it -- cheering, shaking each other's hands and almost shedding tears -- although it must be acknowledged that they had some vague idea that it was all going to end with something to drink. Their great leader, however, remained immobile, and nothing but his brutal stupid
y could have stopped him from trying to arrest the tide of public feelin g, but he was quite confused by the diversion, and for the first time failed and n finding the prompter in the Field. Gerard eathed the chartist; his old compani in scenes retained by memory, and whose superior genius often controlled and often Ga. Gerard also recognized him and shared some pe rsonal allusion
and appealed to him, which touched his conscience equally and leveled his red vanity. The ranks were broken, the spirit of the expedition disintegrated d, a large body spoke of returning, some of the strays were indeed on their way back, the bishop remained silent and confused continued to hammer the eel of his mule. Now, said Morley who during this scene stood separately
accompanied by Devilsdu St and Dandy Mick. Now, Morley told the latter, now is your time. Gentlemen! It was Mick singing. Speech, speech! a few cried out. Listen to Mick Radley, he whispered Devilsdust moving quickly among the mob and the ddressing of everyone he met from influence. Listen, Mick Radley, he's got something important. Radley forever! Listen to Mick Radley!
Go, Dandy! Put it in them! Silenc for Dandy Mick! Jump on that era bank, and on the bank Mick mounted the agreement ingly. Gentlemen, said Mick. Well, you've said that before. I love hearing him say 'Gentlemen;' it's respectful. Gentlemen, said Dandy, the National Holiday has started-- three cheers for it! Silence; Hear Dandy! The national holiday has begun, Mick continued, and
it seems to me that it is best for people to be able to walk in Lord de Mowbray's park. This proposal was received with one of those wild shouts of approval indicating that the speaker accurately hit his audience between the wind and the water. Fa ct is the public mind at this point wanted to be run, and in Dandy Mick lead er appeared. A leader who will be successful should embody
in his system the necessity of his followers; express what each of them feels, but no one had the ability to y or courage to pronounce. Courage and adroithivity, Gerard's influence, reconciled people to the abandonment of the great end for which they had gathered; but neithe r man nor multitude like to make preparations without getting results. Each wanted to achieve an object
with movement; and at this critical moment an object was proposed, and one that promised novelty, fun, excitement. A bishop whose consent he must obtain, but who renounced the idea with the same difficulties with which he imbibed her, murmured himself, and kept saying t about Field: I thought we came to burn the mill! Bloody capitalist, a man who creates gardens and forces
people to wash: What is all th? Field said what he could, as Devilsdust leaned over the mule's shoulder, caj oled the second ear of the bishop, who finally gave his consent with almost as much reluctance as George the Fourth did to the emancipation of roman Catholics; but he made his terms, and he said in a grumpy voice he must have a glass of ale. Have a glass of beer with
Lord de Mowbray, Devilsdust said. Book 6 Chapter 11 When the news came in the morning in Mowbray, that messengers Met with a somewhat queer reception in Mowedale's works, Gerard precient that some problems may arise there, determined to fix suddenly at the residence of his late employer. So it happened that Monday was the day that the cottages along the dale and on
the other side of the river were visited by the envoy of Ursula Trafford, and the office of Sybil was this morn who wanted to fulfill the duties of that mission of mercy. She mentioned it to her father h er the previous day, and as a result of the strike, he wasn't busy, suggesting he accompany his daughter to the morgue. Together, then, they walked to the bridge, at which point it was
about two hours to noon, just above their former residence. This is where sep arate was supposed to be. Gerard embraced his daughter with even more than the usual tenderness; and as Sybil crossed the bridge, she looked at her father, and her gaze caught his, turned to the same dear purpose. Sybil was not alone; Harold, who stopped the gambol but who gained in stature,
majesty and weight what he lost to lite and frolick grace, was by her side. He no longer danced in front of his mistress, eased, then returned, or dropped his lush life in a thousand feats of playful vigost; but a sleepy nd observatory, he was always on hand, always sagacious, and seemed to watch her evening ry view. The day was beautiful, the scene was fair, the place was indeed
the one that made the performance of the gracious offices of Sybil doubly sweet. She begged Lady Superior so she could be her minister in the cabins in Dale. They're full of familiar faces. It was a region dotted with Sybil by its many memories of f content and tenderness. And as she moved through the day, her heart was light, and the natural joy of her disposition, which many
unfavorable circumstances tended to retish, was visible on her sunny face. She was happy for her fa thera. The invasion of the miners, instead of instigated it as it feared some hasty behavior, seemed to fill it with nothing but disgust. Even now he is occupied in search of order and peace, advising prudence and protecting the benevolent. She passed through the police who
bypassed those forests of Mowbray, where she once banged so often with one whose image was now hovering over her spirit. Ah! what scenes and changes, radiant and dark, have taken place since the careless, albeit reckless days of her early girlhood! Sybil mused: she recalled the moonlit clock when Mr. Franklin first visited their cottage, their walks and wanderings, the
expeditions she planned, and the explanations she so unoppositionably gave him. The memory of her wandered off to their encounter in Westminster, all a scene of es sadness and softness whose herald it was. Her imagination raised before her in the colors of light and life in the morning, the terrible morning when her h e came to a desperate rescue; his voice in the ear; her
cheek glowed with a recall of their tender farewell. It's past noon: Sybil has reached the time of her expedition, visiting her final charge; She was coming out of the hills into the open ground, and she should reclaim the river road that would eventually lead her to the bridge. On her side was a swamp, on another tree that was the boundaries of Mowbra y Park. And now she has
been introduced by a number of women, some of whom she recognised, and indeed visited earlier in the morning. Their movements were disordered, stress and panic were expressed on their importance. Sybil stopped, talked to Soa E, the others gathered around her. Hell - cats came, they said; they wer e on the other side of the river, burning the mills, destroying everything they
could put t heir hands on, man, woman and child. Sybil, upset about her father, asked them some questions, to which they gave coherent answers. However, it was clear that they had not seen anyone and knew nothi ng about their own experience. Rumors have reached them that the mob thrived in Dale, those who sedated them, according to their statement, utely witnessed the
crowd's approach, so they locked their c ottages, crossed the bridge and fled into the woods and tied themselves up. Under these cir cumstances, considering that there might be much exaggeration, Sybil at length resol ved thrive, and in a few minutes those she encountered were out of sight. She patted Harold, who looked in her face and gave her a crust, which is significant for
his confirmation of her actions, as well as his awareness that something strange was going on. She didn't go far before two men on horseback, at full gallop, met her. They stopped directly and watched her, and with id, you better get back as fast as you can: there's a mob out there, and there's a yes le coming in great force. Sybil inquired, with much agitation, whether they
themselves had seen the people - and they replied that they had not, but that advice had been received from Mo wbray about their approach, and as for themselves, they were rushing their utmos t speed into a city ten miles away, where they realized that some yeomanry had stopped ned, and to whom the mayor of Mowbray sent a dispatch last night. : Sybil Woul would ask if he
had time to get to the bridge and join his father at the Trafford factory, but the horsemen were impatient and rode away . She still decided to proceeed. All she was aiming for now was to get to Gerar d and share his fate. Boat over river; two men and a bunch of women. A mob was seen. at least there was a positive presence of one person who distinguished them in extreme
distance, i.e. the dust cloud they created; there wer e terrible stories of their violence and devastation. It was understood the b ody should have attacked Trafford's actions but, as the narrator added, it was very prable that it was bigger they would cross the bridge and so on to the Moors, where they would hold a meeting. Sybil would have crossed into the boat, but there was no
one to help her. T hey has escaped, and meant wasting time in finding a place of refuge for now. They were sure that if they smiled now, they had to meet the mafia. They wanted to leave her, Sybil in endless distress, when a lady riding in a horse-drawn carriage, with several grooms behind her mounted also on pony of the same shape and color, came from the direction of the
Swamp, watching the group and Sybil much upset, stopped and inquired the cause. One of the men - often interrupted by all women - immediately entered the story of the state of affairs for which the lady was clearly quite unprepared, because the er alarm was considerable. And this young person will persevere in crossing, the man continued. I tell her she's going to face
instantaneous death or worse. It seems very hasty to me, said the lady in a nice tone, and who seems to have recoiled at her. Unfortunately! What should I do! exclamed Sybil. I dropped my father off at Mr Trafford! Well, we don't have time to waste, said the man, whose companion has now attached the boat to the bank, and so wished them a good morning, followed by whol e of
his cargo, they went their separate ways. But just at this very moment the gentleman, mounted on a very famous little Cuba, came running, chanting, as he came to the horse-drawn carriage: My dear Joan, I'm l ooking after you. I was on the highest alert for you. There's a riot on the other side of the river, and I was afraid you might have crossed the bridge. Afterwards, Lady Joan
referred to Mr Mountchesney having just become introduced to intelligence, and then they talked for a moment or so in a whisper: when she turned to Sybil, she said: I think you really bet you'd come home with us until the affairs got a little quieter. You're the lovetest, Sybil said, but if I could go back to town through Mo wbray Park, I think I could do something for my father! We're
going to the castle through the park at the moment, said Mr . You'd better come with us. There you will at least be safe, and we may be able to do something for good people in distress over the water, so he said d, a nod to the groom who, advancing, was holding his cuba, the gentleman fell apart and approaching Sybil with great kindness, he said: I think we all struggled to know
each other. Lady Joan and I once had the pleasure of meeting y ou, I think, at Mr Trafford. That was a long time ago, but, he added in a subdue d tone, you're not a person to forget. Sybil was insensitive to Mr Mountchesney's gallantry, but upset and confused, she gave in to the introductions of herself and Lady Joan, and entered ph aeton. Turning out of the river, they took the
road that entered after a brief p rogress into the park, cantering on before them, Harold followin mr. They set their way around a mile through the richly wooded demesne, Lady Jo addressing many observations with great kindness to Sybil, and often ending the eavouring, albeit in vain, to distract her troubled thoughts, until those on lengt h emerged from the more covered sections
into extensive lawns, while on a growing gr ound that quickly approached the rose of Mowbray Castle , modern castellated bui lding, erected in a style that is not remarkable for its taste or correctness, but huge, large and imposing. And now, Mr. Mountchesney said, by ride up to them and addressing Sybil, I will immediately send a scout for news of your father. In the middle of
time let us b elieve best! Sybil thanked him warmly, then entered Mowbr ay Castle. Book 6 Chapter 12 Less than an hour after Sybil arrived at Mowbray Castle the scout mr. Mountchesney sent to gather news returned, and with intelligence of the triumph of Gerard's eloquentness, that it all ended happily, and that the men scattered and returned to the city. Kind as was the
reception that Lady de Mowbray and her daughter attached to Sybil and her daughter on arrival, the memory of her father's perilous position completely disqualified her from responding to their progress. Familiar with the cause of her anxiety and depression and empathizing with female softness with her d istress, nothing could be more considerate than their behavior. This
touched Sybi l much, and she regretted the difficult thoughts that the overwhelming circumstances forced her to nurture respectable persons, who, now that she had seen them in their domestic and unadded hour, clearly had many qualities for reconciliation and charm. When the good news came about her father's safety, and the security achieved in a way so flattering to her
daughter's pride, he came across a heart predisposed to warmth and kindness and all her feelings opened up. Tears stood in her embellished and full eyes, and they were tears not only of tenderness but of gratitude. Fortunately, Lord de Mowbray was absent at this point, and as the issue of innate inheritance was kept secret to every member of the family except himself,
gerardski did not excite any invidious sensation in the circle. Sybil was ready to oblige and be satisfied: each was captivated by her beauty, grace, picturesque facial expression and sweet simplicity. Lady de Mowbray smiled serenely when she looked at her unnoticed through her glasses. Lady Joan, so dammed by marriage, would show her the castle; Lady Maud was in ecstasy
with the will that Sybil said or did: while Mr. Maud was in ecstasy. Mountchesney who has thought of something other than Sybil since Lady Maud's account of her seraphic singing, and who did not allow four and twenty hours to pass without detection, with all the rehearsed art of St James, the name and residence of an unknown fair, flattered himself that he was doing a great
game when Sybil. , touched by his kindness, he emphasized it by frequent noticing. They looked at the castle, they were in the music room, Sy was overcome, albeit with reluctance, to play. Some Spanish churc h music she found there called out all her powers: it was all luck, de light, rapture, Lady Maud in the madness of friendship, Mr Mountchesney is convinced that t hat
country in August could be wonderful and Lady Joan almost gay because Alfred was pleased. Lady de Mowbray was left in her boudoir with the Morni ng Post. Sybil had just finished the ravishing air, there was a murmur of luncheo n - when suddenly Harold, who persevered in the follow-up of his mistress and whom Mr Mountchesney gallantly introduced into the music room,
stood up and came ardu from the corner he had put off, barking violently. How do you do it now! Mr. Mountchesney said. Harold! said Sybil in a tone of remonstrance and surprise. But the dog not only kept barking, but even howled. At this point the groom's room abruptly entered the room and with the face of mystery said he wanted to speak to Mr Mountchesney. That gentleman
withdrew immediately. He was away for a little while, the dog very upset; Lady Joan gets dissatisfied when he gets back. His changed air hit his wife's watchful eye. What happened to Alfred? She said. Oh! do not be aroused, he responded with an obvious influence of lightness. There are some troublemakers in the park; Strays, I'm guessing from a rioter. T he door-keeper
shouldn't let them pass. I instructed Bentl ey on what to do if they came to the castle. Let's go to mom, Lady Joan said. And they were all about leaving the music room, when the servant came running into the nd walled up Mr. Bentley told me to say, sir, they're in sight. Very good, Mr. Mountchesney said in a calm tone, but changing color. You had a b etter go to your mom, Joan,
and take Maud and our friend with you. I'm going to stay down there for a while, and regardless of his wife's remonstrances, Mr. Mountc Hesney went to the gym. I don't know what to do, sir, the house manager said. They're a very strong party. Close all windows, lock and ban all doors, Mr Mountchesney said. I'm scared, he continued, of my master. I'm afraid you might get in with
this p eople. My master is in Mowbray, Mr. Bentley said. He must have heard about this mob over there. And now, getting out of the plantations and entering the grasslands, the strength and d escription of the invasion was easier to distinguish. They were numerous, although they consisted only of part of the original expedition, because Gerard collected a large portion of the
Mowbray men, and they preferred to be under his command to follow a stranger they didn't like very much in a somewhat tedious adventure from which their natural leader disapproved. The invasion part therefore consisted mainly of Hell Cats, albeit a sufficiently unique Morley of all men in accompanied by them, devilsdust, Dandy Mick, d.2 and youthful classes, the last of which
were idols and heroes. T here are perhaps eighteen hundred or two thousand people armed with bars and b ludgeons, generally dirty crews, whose dress and appearance revealed the kind of work to which they are accustomed. The difference between them and min oritet Mowbray operatives was immediately recognizable. When they perceived the castle, this terrible band
shouted fiercely. Lady d e Mowbray showed blood; she was calm and brave. She watched the mob fr om window, and reassuring her daughters and Sybil said she would go dow n and talk to them. She was at the point of leaving the room with this object that Mr. Mountchesney entered and heard its purpose, it took a long time from trying. Leave everything to me, he said; and do it
pretty easily; They'll leave, I'm sure they'll leave, and he quit them again. Meanwhile, Lady de Mowbray and her friends observed the proceedings below. When the main body advanced within a few hundred yards of the castle, they were alted and sitting on the ground. This step again convinced the garrison: it w as it is generally thought to indicate that the intentions of the invaders
were not of a highly populated or hostile character; that they visited the place probably in a spirit of joy, and if they encounter tact and civility they could ultimately be challenged to withdraw from it without much annoyance. This was clearly Mr Mountchesney's opinion at first, and when an unsealed creature on a white mule, attended by twenty or thirty miners, advanced to the
castle and sought Lord de Mowbra ya, Mr Mountchesney greeted them with kindness, saying he regretted his father-in-law's n-law was absent, expressed willingness to represent him and asked about their p-sis. His satisfied posture clearly affected the bishop, who drooled with his usual brutal tone muttering something about his desire to drink lord de Mo wbray's health. You'll all
drink his health, Mr. Mountchesney said by pleasing him, and he's gav e directions that a couple of kegs of beer should be broached in befo re castle park. The bishop was pleased, people were in good humour, some people started dancing, the cloud seemed to burn out, and Mr Mountchesney sent Lady de Mowbray a newsletter that all the danger had passed and he hoped that
in ten minutes everyone would be gone. Ten minutes were up: the bishop was still drinking beer, and Mr. Mountches Ney was still giving civic speeches and giving his immediate students in humor. I'd like them to leave, Lady de Mowbray said. How wonderfully Alfred led them, Lady Joan said. At the end of it all, Lad y Maud said, it must be acknowledged that people-- her sentence
is interrupted; H arold who was excluded but who lay down without quiet, albeit moanin g at intervals, has now hoisted at the door with so much that he trembled at them, while the dog barked again with renewed violence. Sybil went to him: he confiscated her dress with his teeth and would drag her away. Suddenly there were loud and mysterious sounds, a loud scream was
heard, a gong in ha il thundered, a large alarum-bell of the tower sounded without, and an eeper from a housemaid followed by domestic females burst into the room. A! My lady, my lady, exclaimed to everyone at the same time, Hell's cats b are dying in the castle. Before any of the terrified companies could respond, Mr Mountchesne y's voice was heard. He was approaching
them; He wasn't calm anymore. He rushed to the room; He was pale, obviously very upset. I came to you, he said; t hese fellows are given below. Even though there's time and we can manage them, you have to leave the place. I'm ready for anything. Said Lady de Mowbray. Lady Joan and Lady Maud clutched their hands in a frenzy of terror. Sybil very pale sai ♪ Let me down;
Maybe I know some of these people. No, no, mr. Mountchesney said. They're not Mowbray people. It wouldn't make him with fe. Now terrible sounds have been heard; mixing shouts and oaths and disgusting merry mint. Their hearts trembled. There's a mob in the house, sir, calling out Mr. Bentley who ran up to them. They say they'll see everything. Let them see everything, Lady
de Mowbray said, but let them make a condition of letting us go first. Try Alfred, try to manage them before they are completely ungrateful. Mr. Mountchesney left them on a desperate mission again. Lady de Mowbray and lla's wives stayed in the chamber. Not a word was said: silence was com knitting. Even the servants stopped sighing and sobbing. The feeling that something
like desperation was stealing over them. The terrible sounds continued to increase. They seemed to be getting closer. It was impossible to distinguish the word, and yet their imports were terrible and ferocio us. Sir, have mercy on all of us! exclaimed a housewife who couldn't contain the weasel f. The maids started crying. After a absence of about five minutes, Mr Mountchesney
rushed again and led Lady de Mowbray, he said: You have no moment to lose. Follow us! There was a general rush, and after Mr. Mountchesney they passed quickly thro ugh several apartments, terrible sounds increasing every moment, until each of them opened a library that opened on the terrace. Windows were smashed, ter races packed with people, several mobs were in
the room, even Lady de Mowb ray cried out and fell back. Come on, mr. Mountchesney said. The mob has the property of a castle. It's your only chance. But the mafia is here, Lady de Mowbray said terrified. I see some Mowbray faces, cried Sybil springing forward, with a flashing eye and a glowing cheek. Bamford and Samuel Carr: Bamford, if you're my father's frien, help us
now; and Samuel Carr, I was with your mother this morning: did she thi nk should I her son like that? No, you're not coming in, Sybil said, advancing. They recognized her, they stopped. I know you, Couchman; You told us once in a monastery that we could invite you into our need. I'm calling you now. Oh, men, men! he exclamed sh e, holding her hands. what's this? Do strangers
take you to such acts? Why, I know all of you! You came here to help, I'm sure, not that ha rm. Keep these ladies safe; Save them from these strangers! There's Butler, he's going to g about with us, and Godfrey Wells. Will it be said that you allowed your neighbors to be red and that strangers attacked them and that you never tried to protect them? Now, my good frien ds, I jezem,
I dodikne you, Butler, Wells, Couchman, what would Walter Gerard's ay, your friend that you so often followed if he saw this? Gerard forever! Couchman yelled. Gerard forever! 100 votes were exclamed. 'This is his blessed daughter, others said; 'tis Sybil, our angel Sybil. Stand with Sybil Gerard. Sybil made her way onto the terrace, and amassed around her a knot of stout
followers, who, whatever may have been their original motive, are now res olved to do their bidding. Mr Mountchesney's property has been descending the sideways of the terrace and flower beds again, since when there were means of escape. But the crowd was still too fierce to allow Lady de Mowbray and her co mpanions to try the passage, and all that Sybil and her followers
might p resent to do, was keep the mob off from entering the library, and to strain them elves to get fresh recruits. At this point, unexpected help arrived. Go back there! I invite you in the name of God to keep yoursed in a dash! he exclamed the voice of one who struggles and communicates with the rioters, a voice that has been recognized by immedi. That was from Mr. St. Lys.
Charles Gardner, I was your fr iend. The help I gave you was often given to me by this house. Why are you her e? No harm, Mr. St. Lys. I came like the others to see what was going on. Then you see a work of darkness. Fight it. Help me and Philip Warner in this business; will support you in your judgment. Tressel, Tressel, stand with me and Warner. That's good, that's right! And
you, Daventry, and you, and you. I knew you'd wash your hands of this piece. It's not the Mowbrays who do it. That's right, that's right! Form a band. Good again. There is no man who joins us now and who does not make a friend for life. Mr. St. Lys was in the neighborhood when news of the mob's visit to the castle reached him. He predicted dangerous consequences. He rushed
and mmediately to the scene. He met Warner, a weaving with his hands in his path, and typed his powerful influence with the people on his side. Bands Sybil and Mr St Lys joined in time. Their numerical harvest was no longer contemptible; they were animated by the words and presence of their leaders: St. Lys fighting in his midst; Sybil her pose n on the terrace, and encouraging
all around her to courage and energy. The crowd lingered, the passage to the side steps of the terrace was c lear. Now, said Sybil, and she encouraged Lady de Mowbray, her daughter, and follow the ers to thrive. It was a terrible struggle to maintain communication, but it was a success. They continued breathlessly and trembled, until they came up with what was commonly
called the Cave, but which was actually an underground path dug through a hill and led to the riverbank where the boa ts were located. The entrance to this tunnel was guarded by an iron gate, and Mr. Mountchesney secured the key. The door was open, Warner and his friends at this point almost tried to keep the crowd, Lady de Mowbray and her daughters passed, when one of
those violent non-bearable ns common in the mob came along, and which was due to the sudden influx of people attracted to what was happening, and Sybil and those who immediately surrounded her and guarded the retreat were carried away. The door was closed, the rest of the party passed, but Sybil was left behind, and found herself entirely among the St Rangers.
Meanwhile, the castle was owned by the mafia. The first major rush of WA with to the cellars: the bishop himself led this beginning, nor rested until he sat among the noble owner's main buckets. It wasn't a corkscrew crisis; the bottle heads were brought down with the same spotty and dexterity as if shelling nuts or decapitating shrimps: the cho ice wines of Christianity have been
poured down thirsty throats that have so far only stimulated ales and spi rituals; Tummas swallowed Burgundy; Lord Nixon got his way to a bunch of tokay; while the bishop himself sat on the ground and leaned on the arch, a long perspective of basements full of rapacio us figures brandishing bottles and torches, alternately quaffed some very old Po cape and some Madeira of
many trips, and was making his mind about their resp ective and relative merits. While the cellars and offices were so busy, bands paraded us with gorges at the salons and stared with wonder at their decorations and furniture. Some g rimy ruffians have thrown themselves with disdain for pleasure on satin couches and state beds: others rifle cabinets with the idea that they must
be f ull money, and finding little in the way, is sprinkled with their contents - papers and books and artwork across the floors of apartments; sometimes a band that escaped from below with prey came to consume their in the magnificence of the living rooms. Among them were Nixon and his friends, staring at pictures and standing in front of tall mirrors with even greater ash. Indeed,
many of them have never seen ordinary glass in their lives. 'Tis Natur! said Master Nixon surveying and turns to Juggins. Many of them flaunted each other one last time, and ended their debauchery by destroying everything around them. But while these scenes of brutal riots were taking place, there was one chosen but re solute band that did not share any of these excesses.
Morley, followed by half the dazed guys from Mowbray and two selected Hell Cats, leaving all the confusion below, had a dried-up grand staircase, routed his way down the hall to the winding steps of the Round Tower and stocked up on the necessary instruments that forced his entry into the castle's mucosa room. It was a circular chamber lined with high firewall cases. This could
present invincible obstacles to y except for bishop Hatton's disciples; as it was, in some cases the locks in others depended on time, albeit after prolonged efforts, to re-source their art; And while Dandy Mick and his friends stood guard on ent rance, Morley and Devilsdust continued to examine the content of the cases: pil es parchment works, bundles of paper arranged and
anchored, many boxes of various size and material: but the desired object was not visible. A confused expanse of ession came over morley's face; paused for a moment in his efforts. E. thought about how much he sacrificed for it, and just to fail, came to hi m -- on him, votary moral power amid the desolation that organs sed and stimulated. He cursed Baptist Hatton in his heart.
The Knaves destroyed them, Devilsdust said. I thought it was going to be. T hey you'd never risk a Labour son being the master of all this. Some of the cases have been very deep, and so far in general, in order to save time, they have proven their contents with an iron bar. Now Morley with desperate ir montages on some of the stairs that were in the room, began formally rifling
cases and throwing their contents to the floor; he was soon sprinkled with works of d papers and boxes that he and Devilsdust at the moment they looked at them h roared away. In length when all hope seemed to be gone, cleaning up the whi ch case at first seemed only to contain papers, Morley hit something in the back ; He came forward with his arm outstretched, his body half
hidden in a locker, and triumphantly pulled out a box, painted blue and blazonid by valence's hands. It was neither big nor heavy; He held him dev ilsdustu without saying a word, and Morley descended the stairs sat down by the m omento on a pile of works and folded his arms. At this point, a release of the musketeery was heard. Mr. Hillo! said Devilsdust with a queer expression.
Morley started from his seat. Dandy Mick burst into the room. Troops, troops! There are soldiers here! claimed the ex. Let's go down, Morley said. In confusion, we can escape. I'll take the box, and they've left the muniment room. One of their parties that Mick sent forward to thwart again fell on them . are not troops, he said; they are yeomanry; they shoot away and c utting each
down. They've cleared the ground floor of the castle and they're in complete possession below. We can't escape this way. Those damaged locks! Said Morley squeezing the box. Time has beaten us. Let's see, let's see. He ran back to the mummment room and inspected the exress fro m window. It was possible that any very agile and agile was reduced to the roof of a less
elevated part of the castle. Reviving this, another sco ut rushed in and said: Comrades, they're here! they're climbing the stairs. Morley is imprinted on the ground with rage and despair. Then he confiscated Mick for han d he said: See this window; Can you get to that roof in any way? You can lose your neck that way, Mick said. I'll try. Off! If you land, I'll throw this box behind me.
Now um; Take it to conv ent in Mowbray and deliver it himself from me to Sybil Gerard. It's a light; re are just papers in it; But they'll give her theirs again, and she won't forget you. Never mind, Mick said. I just wish I could live to see it. There was a tramp of ascending soldiers. Goodbye to my heart, Mick said, and he made spring. He looked stunned, bu t could recover. Morley
watched him and threw the box away. And now, he said drawing a gun, maybe we're still fighting. I'm going to shoot the f irst man who enters, and then you have to rush at them with your beaten. The force that so unexpectedly arrived at this site of destruction was Lord Marney's Yeomanry Regiment. The strike in Lancashire and the re volt in the mining districts have so
completely drained this military district, that the Lord Lieutenant insisted that Lord Marney abandon his agricultural n eighbourhood and take a quarter in the factory region. In the last two days he repaired his headquarters in a large manufacturing town within a ten-mile circle of Mowbray, and dispatch sunday night from the mayor of that city of h aving came to him, aassing him
about the miners' invasion, Egremont withdrew orders to march with his troops there the next morning. Egremont had not left for more than two hours when the horsemen Sybil had m et arrived at Lord Marney's headquarters, delivering the most troubling and exaggerating account of the rebellion and desolation that was probably forthcoming. Lord Marney is of the opinion that
Egremont's forces were by no means equal to the oc casion settled at once to head for Mowbray with their troops. Cro ssing Mowbray Moor came across a large crowd, now led for peace by Walter Gerard. His mind inflamed by the accounts he received, and h ating at all times any popular demonstration, his lordship resolved without inqu iry or preparation immediately dispersing
them. The Sedition Act was read at a rate at which mercy is sometimes said at the forefront Table - cer emony none of which except the performer and his immediate friends are aware of. T he men were shooting at and collected. The indignant Gerard spirit resisted; He knocked a soldier to the ground and made those about him not to give in. E Father Sybil was chosen - a true
friend and champion of the people - d shot dead. There was an immediate sobbing that almost stifled the spirit of Lord Mar Ney, albeit armed and at the head of armed men. People who had previously been generally frightened and scattered, ready to truly fly in all directions, soon saw their beloved leader fall than they were seamed by a sense of pome. They ephemed soldiers,
though themselves armed only with stones and beaten; They rushed towards the horsemen and ripped them from the saddle, while a shower of stone stone es shook on Lord Marney's helmet and never seemed to stop. He charged in vain for the instigation of the bustle around him; The men returned to their prey, nor rested until Lord Marney fell lifelessly on Mowbray Moor,
literally stopping to death. These catastrophic events, of course, occurred in the following period of the day to those on which half a dozen soldiers climbed the stairwell of Round To wer of Mowbray Castle. Lord de Mowbray's distracted home manager met them impressed, now that the Castle was once again in their possession, about the f securing ammunition room, as Mr
Bentley witnessed the sinister rise of Morley and his companions into that important ode. Morley and his companions took a favorable position at the head of the stairwell. Surrender, said the commander of yeomanry. Resistance is contactless. Morley presented his gun, but before he was able to pull the trigger shot from the officer in the back, and who from his position could well
observe Morley's intent, he punched Stephen in the chest; still fired, but insensially and to no effect. Soldiers pushed on; Morley fainting fell back with his friends who were scared, except Devilsdust, who hit hard and well, and who in the tour n was a little collected. Yeomanry entered the ammunition room almost at the same time as their enemies, leaving Devilsdust behind, who
fell, and swearing at the capitalist who wounded him he managed to escape. Morley fell when he threw up the room. The others surrendered. Morley! Stephen Morley! exclamed by the commander of yeomanry. You, you her e! I do. I'm expedited, he said in a weak voice. No, there's no sukus. It's useless, and I don't want anything. Why I'm here is a mystery; Let's keep it that way.
The world will misjudge me; A man of peace who he'll say was a hypocrite. The world will be wrong, as always. Death is bitter, he said with a deep sigh and speaking with great difficulty, more bitter than you; But it's just. We fought together to be cool, Egremont. I thought I turned you down at the time, but you ran away. Our lives have been a struggle since we met. the star
controlled mine; and now I feel that I have sacrificed life and glory - dying people's prophecy - for my profit and ho nour. About Sybil! and with that name half sighed on the lips of votary moral power and the apostle of the congregation ceased to exist. Meanwhile, Sybil, separated from her friends who escaped through the cave, was left only with Harold as her protector, as she lost
even the wartime ner in sympathy. She looked around in vain for some Mowbray face she could recognize, but after some unsuccessful exploration, loud shouting in the distance, followed by the firing of the Musketeers, so terrified all around her, that the mob in her immediate neighborhood scattered like magic, and she was left cr ouching herself in the corner of the flower beds,
as horrific shouts and screams echoed from a distance. , occasionally firing, smoke floating on he r retreat. She could see from where the crowd was standing flying about a couple of ks in all directions, and therefore felt it best to stay in the present position and wait for terrible events. She concluded that an ad had arrived for military force, and that if she could keep her current
post, she hoped extreme danger could pass. But as she indulged in those hopes, a dark cloud of f smoke descended in the garden. It could not be produced by a musket or a car bina: its volume was too heavy even for ordnance: and in an instant the spa rks mixed with a black shape; and then the shouting and screaming that went down some degree suddenly erupted again with
increased force and wildne ss. The castle was on fire. Whether out of care or out of insane intent, because the deed sealed their ow n doom, drunken Hell cats brandishing their torches, while easing c ellars with a rifle and inspecting every closet and corner of the office, set fire to the lower part of the building, and the flame that burned unseen for some time, has now gained the
main chambers. The bishop lay pointlessly in the MAI N basement, surrounded by his chief officers in the same condition: indeed the whole about f basement was covered with remben figures of Hell Cats, black and fat like torpid flies during the last days of their career. The funeral hoard of Woden children was lavish; it was prepared and illuminated by those elves; and the flame
that, rising from the hold of Mowbray, revealed to the ground that in a short hour a brilliant imitation of Norman rule would exist, also told the ruthless fate of the ruthless savage, who assumed himself to be styled as the Liberator of the People by analous skinned pretensions. Clouds of smoke, tongues of flame, which have now begun to mingle with them, he is the crowd that this
new incident and impending disaster called hack on t on scene, forced Sybil to leave the garden and enter the park. It was in vain sh e sh sought to get some part less visited than the others, to make her w ay undetected. Suddenly, a group of drunken Ruffians, with shouts and oaths, sent her away; she screamed in a frenzy of terror; Harold had a fo remosta in his throat; Another
advanced, Harold abandoned his present prey and attacked the new assa ilant. The brave dog did wonders, but the odds were dire; and people had dgeons, they were angry and they had already wounded him. One ruffian caught rm Sybil, the other clutched her clothes, when a police officer covered his soul t and above, saber in hand, jumped off the terrace and rushed to her aid.
H e cut one man down, pushed another, and put his left arm around Sybil, defended her with his sword, while Harold was now furious, flying from man to man and protecting her on the other side. Her attackers were rerouted, they made an astonishing flight; The officer turned around and pressed Sybil to his heart. We will never part again, Egremont said. Never, Sybil murmured.
Book 6 Chapter 13 It was spring last year, and Lady Bardolf was on a morning visit to L ady St Julians. I heard they were supposed to be at Lady Palmerston's last night, Lady St Julians said. No, Lady Bardolf said, shook her head, first showing up at D eloraine's house. We meet there on Thursday, I know. Well, I have to say, lady st julians said, I'm curious to see her. And what he
says about her. Oh! he raves! What a romantic history! And the lucky man is Lord Marney. If only events could be predicted! exclaimed Lady St Julians. He's always been my bargain. But I still thought his brother was the last person to die. He was so heavy! I'm afraid Lord Marney is completely lost to us, Lady Bardolf said looking very exclusively mn. Ah! He always had a twist,
Lady St Julians said, and had breakfast with that hat horrible to Mr. Trenchard, and did things like that. But still with my immense wealth, I should think it will become rational. You can say immensely, lady bardolf said. Mr. Ormsby, and there is no bette r judge on another man's income, says that there are no three peers in the kingdom w ho have so much annually clear. They say
the Mowbray estate is forty thousand a year, Lady St Julians said. P oor Lady de Mowbray! I understand that Mr. Mountchesney has decided not to make the verdict at home. You know there's no shadow chance, Lady Bardolf said. Ah! what changes we've seen in that family! They say the law ruling killed poor Lord de Mow Bray, but in my opinion he never regained the burning of
the castle. We went directly to them, and I've never seen a man cut up like that. We wanted them to come to Firebrace, but he said to leave the county immediately. I remember Lor d Bardolf mentioning to me that he looked like a dying man. Well I have to say, said Lady St Julians gathering as it was from a fit of abstra ction, that I'm most curious to Lady Marney. The reader will
conclude from this conversation that Dandy Mick, despite his heavy decline, and all the dangers that awaited him in his recovery, entered despite fire and flames, sabers and carbine, trampling soldiers and looting m OBS, to get to mowbray monastery with a box of papers. There he inquired f or Sybil, in whose hands he was, and whose hands he was joined to lay them himself.
She was still absent, but true to his instructions, Mick would deliver his charge to no one else, and exhausted by the fatigue of a terrible day, rehoming himself in the courtyard of the monastery, lying with a box for his cushion un til Sybil under the protection of Egremont herself returned. Then he fulfilled h's mission. Sybil was too upset at the moment to perceive all her imports, but
she delivered the box to the custody of Egremont, who despised Mick to accompany him to his hotel almond farewell to Sybil, who was equally with himself, then the ign orant of the fateful encounter at Mowbray Moor. We must cast a veil over the anguish his inevitable and swift revelation brought to Gerard's daughter. Her love for her father was one of those professional emotions
that formed an integral part of her existence. She rema ined for a long period in helpless laide, comforted only by the sacred concerns of Ursu la. There was another mourner in this season of grief that must not be forgotten; And that was Lady Marney. All this tenderness and the most careful thought could devise how to alleviate grief and reconcile it with the life change that in it
first something depressing Egremont spread to Arabella. In an instant, he secured any arrangement that had been neglected by his brothe r, but which could have provided her with convenience and bought her happiness. Between Mar ney Abbey where he insisted for the present that Arabella should reside and Mowb ray, Egremont had been through his life for many months,
while by some management who we do not need to monitor or analyze, Lady Marney came one day to the monastery on Mowb ray and carried back Sybil to Marney Abbey, never again to leave him until on her wedding day , when the Count and Countess of Marney went to Italy where they had fought for almost a year, and from which they had just returned at the beginning of
this chapter. However, a lot of important events occurred during the previous period. Lord Marn ey put himself in communication with Mr Hatton, who quickly became acqua inted with everything that happened in mowbray castle's persuasion room. Res ult was not what he once expected; but for him it was not without some ko mpensatory circumstances. A true second, and
unexpected rival, took the stage he dealt with in vain, but the idea that he had deprived Sybil of her inheritance, ever, since he met her, was a plague-point of Hatton's life, and there was nothing he wanted more fervent than to see her. rights and to be instrumental in this renewal. How successful he was in pursuing her claim, the reader had already learned that T. Dandy Mick had
been rewarded for all the dangers he encountered in the service of Sybil, and what he envisioned was the validation of folk rights. Lord Marney founded it in business, and Mick took Devilsdust as a partner. Devilsdust thus gained a position in society and became a capitalist, thought it was only out of respect for the social decency to take on a decent appeal, and h e called himself
the name of the city where he was born. The Radley Company, Mowbray, and Co., is an up-and-coming one; and is likely to equip over time the crop of parliament's and peers' embers. Devilsdust married Caroline, and Mr. Mowbray became a heavy favorite. She may always have been a little too fond of j unketting, but she had a sweet temper and a gay spirit, and she kept her
husband in the agony of big guesses, or the desperation of gluted markets. Julia became Mrs Radley, and she was highly respected: no one could behave better. She was neat from Caroline, and she answered exactly to Mick, who wanted a person near his decision and method. What are you who are tiling, she's not married yet. Although pretty smart, she's selfish and screwy.
She has saved a good job and has a consi derable amount in savings banks, but like many heiresses she can't bring her m ind to share her money with another. The great measures of Sir Robert Peel, who produced three good harvests, have fully revived the shop in Mowbray. Temp le is open again. newly painted, and re-burned, and Chaffing Jack has cour gathered while the
good Mrs Carey still gossips with her neighbors around her we'll-store a booth, and tells wonderful stories of the great protruding and mayhem of '42. And so I conclude the last page of the work, which, although its form is light and unpretentious, would even seek to suggest to its readers some considerations of a very opposite character. Year. I assumed that I would offer some vo
lums to the public that aimed to draw attention to the state of our political parties; their origin, history, present position. In an age of political implausibility, vicious passions and petty thoughts, I would impress the lynx ing race not by despairing, but by seeking a true understanding of the history of my country and in the energies of heroic youth - elements of the national welf are.
The current work is advancing another step in the same emprise. From the state of the parties, this would now draw public thought to the state of the people ruled by thos e parties for two centuries. Understanding and curing thi from a larger topic depends on the same agencies as the first: only the past can explain the present, and only youth can shape the correctional future. The
written history of our country in the last ten governments has been me phantasma; giving origin consequences of public transactions cha racter and colors in every way different from their natural shape and nuance. I n this powerful mystery all thoughts and things have assumed aspect and title c natrary on their real quality and style: The oligarchy is called Freedom; e xclusive
Priesthood is baptized by the national church; Sovereignty was the title of something that had no authority, while absolute power was seized by those who profess themselves as servants of the people. In a selfie h of conflict factions two great existences have been erased from history about f England - the Monarch and the multitude; as the power of the Crown diminished, the
privileges of the people disappeared; until the long scepter ha becomes a competition, and its subject has again degenerated into secmet. Almost fourteen years ago, in the popular frenzy of vicious and selfish rev olution that neither emancipated the Crown or the people, that I first took the opportunity to intimately and then develop at the first gathering of my country en that I ever
had the honor to deal with, these beliefs. They are as misunderstood as ever for the season fates of Truth, and they get for their promulgator much misrepresentation as there must always be many who will not follow the beaten path of the wrong custom. But the time that brings all things also brought into the mind of England some doubt that idols y have adored for so long and the
oracles that have fooled them for so long are not real. There's a whisper in this country that loyalty is not a phrase. Faith is not a misconception, and Popular Freedom is somewhat more diffusive and innumerable than the profane exercise of sacred sovereignty rights by the poly tical classes. That we may experience that England once again possesses a free Monarchy and a
privileged ed and a prosperous people is my prayer; that these great consequences can only be brought by the enemy, and the piety of our Youth is my persuasion. We live in an age when being young and being indifferent can no longer be synonymous. W e must be prepared for the upcoming hour. The claims of the future are represented by the suffering of millions; and The
Nation's Young People are trustees of the Posterity. The end of Gutenberg's Sybil project, or Two Nations, by Benjamin Disraeli Sybil of ---umnet.com, mobile his entertainment!--- entertainment!---
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